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1Introduction

John R. Pierce

Information and communication have always been central to civilization.
rn the past, they ha ve been served by a host of arts, including writing, postal
service, printing and publishing, the reproduction of diagrams and pictures
through woodblocks, etchings, engravings and lithographs, photography,
and motion pictures. These arts, and telegraphy, telephony, the phono-
graph, and radio and television have served government, commerce, and
the arts, as have primitive calculating machines, duplicating processes, and
punch cards.

The devising of effective general-purpose computers has created a revo-
lution in those parts of our lives that depend on information and com-
munication. This was not apparent in the early relay computers of a half-
century ago, nor in their vacuum-tube successors. It was only about thirty
years ago that computers were used successfully to simulate the sort of
information processing that had previously been carried out through a
variety of different analog arts.

With the coming of large-scale integrated circuit chips and cheap disk
memory, the process of simulation is rapidly becoming a process of replace-
ment. Voice, pictures, and diagrams can be stored more accurately and
permanently in digital than in analog form. Drawings and diagrams as well
as text can be generated in digital form, for use in manufacture, to be stored
as information, or to be transmitted to one destination or to many destina-
tions over digital networks.

We are experiencing what has been called a convergence of modes, or a
convergence of service modes. The arts of generating, manipulating, stor-
ing, and transmitting information are becoming part of one digital art,
whether the information is text, pictures fixed or moving, or sounds, or a
combination of these. A look inside the equipment cannot tell us what sense
modality it serves; we see a lot of chips. It is only in the interface with the
users and in problems of special chips to speed specialized operation, and
in problems of software and application, that we find a difference.

Problems involving the human interface are among the most challenging
problems of our new digital age. Some of these problems are concerned
with sound as an organized aspect of human life.

Around 1960, the computer was first used to analyze and synthesize
complex sounds. This has made experimental study far faster, easier, and
more accurate.
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A good deal of the ensuing study has been traditional psychoacoustics,
which includes the investigation of loudness, masking, binaural phenom-
ena and an extensive study of the perceived pitch of a host of sounds, many
far from sounds ever heard in nature. Such sounds have been presented in
contexts foreign to much human experience. These investigations have cast
some light on human hearing, but hearing is a process that is extremely
complex. We are far from having an adequate description of human
hearing.

Hearing is more than a laboratory phenomenon; it is a sense essential to
man's life and to his behavior in his environment. When scientists study
animals in a natural environment, they are much concerned with the
animal's ability to perceive and interpret the sounds in that environment.
Man does not live in the wild; he lives and functions in a man-made

environment. He listens most attentively to highly organized, man-made
sounds. These are chiefly the sounds of speech and music.
Historically and persistently, both speech and music have been impor-

tant to man, and speech the more important. Yet if we are to learn about
the capabilities of our hearing, a study of musical sound may be as reward-
ing, or more rewarding, than a study of the sounds of speech. In an
important way, music is more suited to learning about complex sounds
and their part in our lives than speech is.

The sense of hearing is central to speech and language. Aspects of
memory for written words reflect the associated sounds. Yet a great deal of
the study oflanguage is concerned with its linkage with particular informa-
tion about the external and the internal worlds~with meaning, if you will.
Phoneticians make sharp and complex judgments of the sounds of various
languages, and those who analyze and synthesize speech study the genera-
tion and nature of its sounds deeply. But the range of sounds is limited
compared with the perceptual abilities of the ear, and in the study of speech,
intelligibility tends to take precedence over the perception of subtle varia-
tions in speech sounds.

As in the case of speech, much of what we perceive in music we perceive
as part of complicated, overlearned art. There is nothing in the defective
pitch of a sung note that makes its acoustical properties wrong; we perceive
it as wrong because, through a highly overlearned skill, we find it wrong in
its musical context. Yet in music the acoustical qualities of sounds playa far
greater part than they do in speech.
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Since computers were first used to generate complex musical sounds at
Bell Laboratories around 1960, the art has spread to many places in many
lands, as we can see from the diversity of those who have contributed to this
bonk. Much important work has been supported through grants to various
institutions made by the System Development Foundation. Through work
at various places, a number of simple but important things have been
learned about sounds and their perception. 1 list a few of these as an
example:

A sharp rise or attack followed by a slower decay gives the impression of a
plucked or struck sound, whatever the waveform or spectrum.

The higher harmonics must rise later than the lower harmonics in order to
produce a sound like that of a brass instrument.

A common vibrato tends to fuse various frequency components into a
common tone, while different vibratos on different frequency components
tend to cause them to be heard separately.

We easily sense the difference between one instrument playing and several
instruments playing together. When several instruments are playing with
acceptable deviations in pitch, their harmonics combine, and in place of
each harmonic we have a sine-like component that fluctuates in amplitude
and phase. The fluctuations are different for each harmonic. The fluctua-
tions in phase are more important in giving the sense of several instruments
than are the fluctuations in amplitude.
A sound can be made to seem distant by decreasing the intensity and
adding reverberation. In a room we hear mostly direct sound when some-
one speaks very close to us, but mostly sound reflected repeatedly from the
walls if he speaks from a distance.
Simply increasing sound intensity is a poor way to try to give a sense of
loudness. Shouts and instruments played loudly have relatively more
energy at high frequencies than at lower frequencies, and this gives an
indication of loudness that is independent of intensity at the ear.

These simple examples illustrate a few general things that have been
learned through study of sound motivated by musical interests. Much more
has been learned, and this book illustrates some of this new knowledge of
sounds and hearing, through descriptions of how sounds are generated and
through digital recordings ("sound examples" on an accompanying com-
pact disk) illustrating sounds and their musical utility.

3
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While this is a book about musical sound, it is also a book about one
aspect of man's civilization, about his environment of man-made sound,
and about how he can understand and manipulate that environment.

Work reviewed here, much of it supported by the System Development
Foundation, has been motivated by interest in music itself as an important
aspect of man's civilization. Such work has led to clever and effective ways
of analyzing, processing, and generating complex musical sounds, and of
understanding something about their perception.

The understanding itself and the ways of analyzing, processing, and
generating sounds have importance beyond their impact on music. As in
the challenge of understanding human speech, the complexity of musical
sounds has been the spur to the inspired analysis and synthesis that have
increased man's general capabilities in the area of sound and hearing.

We owe a great deal to the System Development Foundation for sup-
porting the preparation of this book, as well as for support of parts of the
work described in it.



2 Compositional Applications of Linear Predictive Coding

Paul Lansky

An area of digital synthesis that has occupied much of my time and interest
is the creative application of linear predictive coding (LPC) [2-5]. This is
a well-known data reduction technique originally developed for speech
synthesis and analysis. It has the virtue of being simple, robust, computa-
tionally efficient, and relatively effective.
Briefly, the process involves the analysis of a digitized signal to yield a

time-based series of n-pole infinite impulse response (IIR) filters whose
poles approximately fall on the formant regions of the analyzed signal. We
construct a new filter for roughly each I/iOOth ofa second of signal. The
coefficients for these filters are computed in the analysis process by at-
tempting to construct finite impulse response filters that would have the
effect of converting the original signal into a pulselike signal, called the
residual.This is often called "minimizing the residual." To resynthesize the
signal, the filters are inverted, making them lIR filters. If the residual signal
werethen passed through these inverted filters, the result would be identical
to the original signal. Instead we excite these filters with an artificially
created pulselike signal [7] in which we have control over periodicity. As a
resultwe can change the pitch of the signal in resynthesis while retaining its
speedand timbre. The name "linear prediction" derives from the fact that
this is a linear system that predicts the amplitudes of a signal. Similarly, if
wechange the rate at which the filter coefficients change, the frame rate, we
are able to change the speed of the original signal. We therefore have
independent control over pitch and speed, unlike the situation in which
a tape is played faster or slower. In order to make the frame-to-frame
transition smooth (a process taken care of by image retention in the eye in
the case of film, for example) we overlap by 50% segments as they are
analyzed (so that each frame consists of half of the signal of its neighbors,
and there is interpolation between coefficients if the frame rate is slowed
down in the resynthesis). This interpolation is not mathematically accurate
but usually works well if overlap was used and the frames are stable.
A critical factor in the analysis process is neither to underspecify nor

overspecify the number of poles. In the former case the resultant lIR filter
would contain very little useful information and the timbre of the resynthe-
sized signal would bear little resemblance to the original. In the case of
overspecification the filter might place its poles on the harmonics of the
originalsignal rather than on the formants, and as a result, a component of
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any resynthesis would be the pitch of the original signal. [f the pitch of the
signal is not modified in the resynthesis process, overspecification will yield
superior results, but there will be little room for manipulation. We want the
poles to capture the formant areas, the natural curve in the sequence of
amplitudes of the signal's harmonics. The order of the filter is also depen-
dent on the frequency of the analyzed signal, to a certain extent. We want
fewer poles for higher frequencies, since there is less information due to the
limitation imposed by the sampling rate. There is a certain amount of magic
in computing the number of poles needed, but for speech we have found
that a number slightly greater than the sampling rate/t 000 seems to work
well. For instruments the case is not so clear, and the application of LPC is
often not so easy. This is probably because for speech the residual signal
created in the analysis process is similar to the pulsetrain created by the
vocal folds, and the filter has an effect similar to the resonance created by
the mouth, head, and chest. Instruments may be quite different. The
driving function for a violin, for example, is probably more like a sawtooth
wave, since the movement of the bow against the strings results in a series
of small grab/release motions.

Along with each set of filter coefficients we store several data values that
yield other pieces of information about the signal. These are the pitch of the
original signal for each frame, the rms (root-mean-square) amplitude of the
original signal, the rms amplitude of the residual signal, and a number that
is a ratio of the two rms values and an approximate indication of the
amount of noise in the original signal at that point. The theory behind this
latter point is that the residual of a signal with a strong harmonic compo-
nent will probably have a small rms amplitude, relative to the rms of the
original (since the amplitudes of a pulselike signal are near zero most of the
time), while the analysis of noise will not have much luck in locating
formant peaks and the rrns amplitude of the residual will probably be much
larger in relation to the original. By comparing the two we get a quick
indication of the likelihood that we are looking at unvoiced speech, instru-
mental noise, etc. In the resynthesis process this "error" number can trigger
a switch from a pulselike excitation function for the filter to a noiselike one.
This is a crude method but is generally satisfactory. It fails, however, to the
extent that most signals are not usually made all of one or the other, and in
most musical sounds noise is constantly present in subtle but significant
ways. To get around this we often resort to heuristic methods that mix
voiced and unvoiced signals continuously in ratios roughly guided by the
error number.
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The rms of the residual is used as an amplitude multiplier for the
excitation function in the resynthesis. In most cases the amplitudes of
individualformant regions will change significantly with changes in overall
amplitude,and the use of this guide gives much more realistic results. This
iscriticalin speech synthesis, particularly in the transitions from voiced to
unvoiced speech, where amplitude levels will be significantly different. In
someviolin synthesis r have done, the amplitude and frequency modulation
of the vibrato was directly reflected in modulation of timbral characteris-
tics,and it was therefore critical to maintain the relations between these
factors.
Similarly, I have found that the use of the original pitch as a guide to

makingalterations in the pitch of the resynthesis is critical. There are
probablytwo reasons for this. First, there seem to be natural fluctuations
intheamplitudes of formant regions as functions of pitch. If there is some
correlation between the pitch of the synthesis and these fluctuations, the
resultseems to have a more natural quality, even if the direction of change
is different. The second reason is simply that these pitch contours are
complicatedand have small amounts of random deviation. These devia-
tions seem to lessen the "buzzy" quality of resynthesis with an artificial
pulsesignal. If the frame rate of the resynthesis is slowed down significantly
withrespect to the original, the use of artificially created, faster-moving,
small random deviations seems to help as well.
Two of the basic methods used in the analysis process are called the

covariance method and autocorrelation [3, 4]. The latter creates filters that
arealways stable, but the former seems to give more accurate results. To
take advantage of the superior quality of the covariance method we take
the additional step of testing the resultant filters for stability. If they are
unstable, we alter the coefficients by solving the polynomial, finding the
unstableroots, correcting them, and reconstructing the filter.
With this technique, then, we have independent control over frequen~y

andtime in the resynthesis process, and can alter the nature of sounds tn
interestingand creative ways. By using one further option, the ability. to
alter the formants themselves, we have the additional means of changing
the apparent size of the initial resonating object. This technique was
diScoveredby Kenneth Steiglitz [6] and involves making modifications in
thecoefficients and the past outputs of the IIR filters. With this technique
wecan change a violin into a cello, a man into a boy, etc. The shift of the
formantsis not linear across the spectrum and therefore has to be done
carefully.

,.
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LPC does not generally give excellent results. All-pole synthesis in parti-
cular fails to capture nasals. There is often a "buzzy" quality to the
resynthesis. Many aspects of the timbre, such as the constant noise compo-
nent, are not modeled at all. Pole-zero synthesis would probably do a better
job, but the computational complexity is much greater and it is no longer
a simple linear system. There have been interesting new developments, such
as "multi pulse" LPC [I], and there are a significant number of articles
published each year on improvements and new approaches. (Keeping up
with the latest scientific research is not easy for a composer, particularly
one with only one lifetime to devote to music, but I hope Soon to experi-
ment with some of these new approaches.) From a composer's point of
view, however, the issue is not always to be able to render perfect resynthe-
sis, but rather to have a method that is easy to manipulate, and is robust.
A set of sound examples are given on the accompanying compact disk

(CD) and described in the appendix at the back of the book.
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3 On Speech Songs

Charles Dodge

SpeechSonqs' is a group of four short songs for which I used synthetic
voicesto articulate texts by the American poet Mark Strand. I realized the
songsat the Bell Telephone Laboratories in late 1972 and early 1973. These
songsconstitute one of the first computer music works to be based directly
on thecomputer analysis of recorded sound.
This sort of composition begins with a recording. Then the sound

material for the composition is made by manipulating the computer anal-
ysisof the recording and synthesizing sounds that result from that process.
Finally, thematerial is made into a composition through a variety of means
that usually includes splicing and mixing.
In a sense all computer music synthesis entails synthesis-by-analysis,

becausethe synthesist must base the decisions about the musical sound on
something, and that something is most often some notion or concept
derivedfrom the acoustical analysis of musical sound. In the type of work
discussedin this chapter, however, there is a major difference. Here the
synthesisis not based on an entirely abstract notion about musical sound.
Rather, all the synthesized sounds take much of their nuance directly from
the recording on which they are based. In Speech Songs, for example, not
only is the speed and register of the speech recording of importance, but
eventhe regional accent of the particular speaker can make a difference.
Thinking back over the almost fifteen years since I composed Speech

Songs, I have tried to reconstruct some of the musical thinking and techno-
logical considerations that went into making the work. [ had several
motivations for using synthetic voices to realize electronic vocal music.
First of all, in the experimental atmosphere of that period, it seemed to be
anideawhose time had come. There were a number of composers already
experiencedin computer music synthesis who showed an interest in making
Computervocal music. Godfrey Winham began his work in musical speech
SYnthesisat Princeton at about this time, and Wayne Slawson had already
composed and recorded at least one computer vocal work." Ercolino
Ferretti had made a very impressive example of singing choral tone at MIT
In the mid-I 960s, as well. I am sure, too, that we were all aware of the
rendition of "A Bicycle Built for Two" made with computer voice synthesis
at Bell Labs by John Kelly and Carol Lochbaum in the early 1960s.'
C .. d ber of us to be the nextomputer VOIcesynthesis probably seeme to anum
logicaldevelopment for computer music synthesis to undertake.

,
•
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I felt a personal, artistic motivation during the period of doing Speech
Songs from the influence of a group of "text-sound composers" in Stock-
holm whose work I had heard there the previous year. The works of Lars-
Gunnar Bodin, Sten Hanson, and Bengt-Emil Johnson had made an
especially strong impression, and I was eager to make a contribution to that
growing collection of works.
Text-sound composition makes use of many of the same techniques for

manipulating the recorded voice that Pierre Schaeffer and others had
developed for "musique concrete.t'" These were mainly means of altering
the sound through change of tape speed, mixing, and filtering. I thought
that the technique of synthesis-by-analysis would represent a potential
improvement over the techniques of "musique concrete" in that with this
computer technique one could change the timing of the voice without
introducing a radical change in its spectrum. Similarly, using the computer,
one could alter the fundamental frequency of the voice while retaining the
rhythm of the speech articulation. And, of course, the computer does not
involve tape techniques that are awkward and build up noise. It seemed
possible that by using the computer one could make a kind of talking
music.

Unlike the Swedish text-sound composers, Idid not also write poetry, so
finding a text was crucial for me. Iwas aided greatly by my acquaintance
with Mark Strand. He had spent the summer of 1971 writing a collection of
short, ironic, aphoristic and often humorous poems." As he read some of
them to me over the telephone that fall, I thought they might lend them-
selves to computer realization. I was particularly encouraged by the first
line of the first poem he read:

When J am with you, J am two places at once.

The computer-synthesized voice seemed an ideal medium for representing
the ambivalence indicated in the line. J could do so directly in sound, I
thought, by making a voice that, literally, would do two things at once:
articulate the poetry and delineate a pitched musical line.
While working on Speech Songs, I was most fortunate to have access to a

succession of computer speech synthesis systems developed by Bell Labora-
tories research scientist Joseph Olive. The four songs trace a change in
speech synthesis technique. The first three songs were made with a formant
tracking system for voice synthesis." The fourth song, "The Days Are
Ahead," was realized with Mr. Olive's implementation of the linear predic-
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tivecoding technique that had been recently invented, also at Bell, by B. S.
Atal.?

Figure 3.1 shows a block diagram of the synthesis-by-analysis scheme.
First, I recorded a reading of the poem to be synthesized. I quickly learned,
with Olive's helpful advice, that the reproduction of the original voice
recordingwas better if it was made at a high level, in a quiet, nonreverber-
ant room and spoken somewhat more slowly than normal speech. Sound
Example I (given on the accompanying compact disk) is the recording of
the poem for the fourth song, "The Days Are Ahead," as read by the
composer and recorded onto analog tape:

Thedaysareahead.
1,926,346 to 1,926,345.
Laterthenightswill catch up.

First, I digitized the recording, and subsequently I processed the digitized
speechwith two different analysis programs, one to track the fundamental
frequencyof the voice and the other to derive parameters necessary for
resynthesizing the speech. In the formant tracking analysis used for the first
three songs, these parameters were the center frequencies of bandpass
filtersset at the formant frequencies of the speech. In the linear predictive
codinganalysis used in the fourth song, these parameters were the coeffi-
cients for an all-pole filter necessary to remake the waveform of the speech.
Theparticular technique used in both of Olive's programs for tracking the
fundamental frequency of the voice was the Cepstrum analysis first de-
scribedby A. Michael Noll.' The analysis systems processed the speech into
a succession of "frames" (by analogy to the motion picture), where the
parametersfor a single frame represented the data necessary for synthesis
of.QI second of the speech.
Thefeature that made Olive's programs uniquely suited to musical use is

shown in block (5) of figure 3.1: One could alter the parameters of the
speech prior to synthesis. A standard synthesis-by-analysis system would
makespeech automatically from the parameters derived from analysis, and
the result would be a more-or-Iess-faithful reproduction of the original
Speech. Using Olive's system, the composer could change the analytic
parametersprior to resynthesis and, by so doing, make music out of the
recorded speech.

Figure 3.2 provides a closer look at the scheme implemented for the
synthesisstage shown in block (6) of figure 3.1. The program first reads the

,,
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Block diagram of the computer program used to produce Speech Songs.
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More detailed bl k di f .DC ragram 0 the synthesis program used to produce Speech Songs.

~arameter values of the frame. Then, depending on the value of the
voicmg' parameter, it generates a source signal for the synthetic voice
f~omeithera periodic pulse or noise. These are used in simulating, respec-
tively the" . d" . ) d h, VOice parts of speech (those using the vocal cords an t e
"unvoiced" parts of speech (those made by producing turbulence in the
vocaltract). Then, for the synthesis of every frame, the appropriate source
IS fed into the filter system and multiplied by a gain factor. The time varia-
lion of speech is accomplished through the change in parameter values
fromOne frame to the next. The hardware formant synthesizer used by
Olivehas been described by Rabiner et al.? Atal and Hanauer discuss the
method for synthesizing speech by means of linear predictive coding in
thelt aru I .IC e cited above (see note 7).
Themost musically useful feature of this system was the feedback loop

connectingblock (7) with block (5). One could sit at the computer console
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and repeatedly synthesize, alter, and audition the results of the synthesis.
This is a normal feature of most computer music environments of the late
1980's, but it was a rather unusual arrangement in the early 1970s. In those
days one was often able to hear the results of computer synthesis only after
a considerable wait. The length of the delay was typically several days and
could easily extend to over a week. (Imagine trying to learn to playa
musical instrument with such a long delay between performance action
and sound!)

As earlier stated, the composer could use the alteration mode of the
system to modify independently the perceptually important features of the
speech, including its timing, fundamental frequency, amplitude, voicing,
and (for formant synthesis) formant frequencies or (for linear predictive
coding synthesis) values of the predictor coefficiems.t? The computer
system was very nicely outfitted with peripheral devices for input and
output. Thus, there were a number of options for implementing particular
edits. It had a well-developed graphics capability, too, eliminating some of
the tedium of editing sound parameters with numbers. One could, for
example, alter a time series of values either by typing new desired values as
numbers from the computer console keyboard or by drawing, with a light
pen, a new function of time seen on a CRT (cathode-ray tube) display. A
Cursor could be invoked to display the numerical values of the analysis, at
the proper points in time on the graphic display. Thus one had the accuracy
of detail available from the numerical values of the parameters and at the
same time the "gestalt" enabled by the graphing of the whole segment of
speech.

Using the editor was quite straightforward. The particular type of edit
was indicated by setting "sense switches" on the computer console. The
position of these switches was monitored by the software and thus could be
used to control branching in the speech-editing program. Any parameter
could be changed either by using the Cursor on the CRT or by typing new
values on the console typewriter. Setting sense switch number 3, for exam-
ple, would signal an alteration to the time span of a segment. To accomplish
this with the cursor, one first set the cursor to the beginning of the segment
by turning a knob on a special function box peripheral. When the cursor
was in position, one marked the beginning of the segment by pressing
a button on the function box. Then one set the end of the segment by
repositioning the cursor with the knob and marking the end point with the
push button.
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The computer responded by typing the numbers of the beginning and
ending frames on the console typewriter. The change in duration was
specified by typing the number offrames (centiseconds) into which to map
theindicated segment. Alternatively, the entire change could be made at the
Iypewriter by typing three numbers, separated by spaces, indicating begin-
ningframe number, ending frame number, and the number of frames into
which to map the segment. A separate program was then invoked (by
setting another sense switch) to synthesize the segment-block (6)-and
then, finally, to play the result-block (7).
Sound Example 2 is of repeated syntheses of the opening of the poem. It

showsthe effect of changes to the timing of the voice in successive synthesis
runs. Setting a different sense switch enabled an alteration to the funda-
mentalfrequency of the speech, for which several means were available.
The simplest was to draw a new frequency contour freehand on the CRT.
Another possibility was to signal the beginning and end of the segment via
the cursor/push button arrangement described above and then type the
desired edits to the frequency. It was also possible simply to transpose the
entire segment, whether it had been edited or not, by adding or subtracting
aconstant. Frequency, in any case, was specified as the number of samples
per pitch period. Sound Example 3 is of "The Days Are Ahead" synthe-
sizedwith an edited pitch contour. Here the words, edited from the same
analysisof the original recording as that used for Sound Example 2, are set
with a melody composed of a new musical pitch for every syllable of the
text.
Sound Example 4 demonstrates another type of alteration to the speech

-interpolation applied to its fundamental frequency. Here, after specify-
ing the beginning and ending frames of the segment to be altered, a
programis invoked to interpolate between the frequencies of the initial and
finalframes. The sound of this alteration is heard extensively in the middle
of the fourth song, where glissandoing voices counting the numbers in the
text follow each other up and down. This example displays three different
glissandieach with a different timing and interval span. The first glissando
sounds twice and the second and third glissandi three times each.
As T implied near the beginning of the chapter, Joseph Olive's computer

systemfor speech synthesis underwent a number of major changes dunng
theperiod T worked at Bell Labs. For the first three songs, the system was
capable of creating only a single line. Furthermore, because the compute,d
sampleswere held in the main memory of the computer and the computer s
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memory was quite small, the longest musical fragment possible was about
4 seconds, even at the low sampling rate of 10kHz used throughout Speech
Songs. This imposed a stringent limitation on the compositional process.
Most of the musical phrases, especially in the first three songs, had to be
made out of more than one synthesis run, after which the recorded results
were spliced together by hand. The first of the songs probably contains well
over 100 splices in its 93-second length.
Around the time I began to work on the fourth song, Mr. Olive enhanced

the system to include .the possibility of polyphony. The method was quite
simple and direct. To make a musical passage with more than a single voice,
one first created a separate file on the digital tape for each voice and then
invoked a separate program to copy the voices to the disk and add them
together. All the files to be mixed had to be the same length, so the shorter
ones were padded with silence to make their overall duration equal to that
of the longest file. The two arguments to the mixing program for each
separate component were sound file number (starting track on the disk)
and gain multiplier (to prevent exceeding the dynamic range of the system).
Sound Example 5 shows how several syntheses were put together one at a
time in order to hear the buildup of the chorus to the desired density.
The final sound example, Sound Example 6, is of the entire song. It

consists ofa variety of textures from a single synthetic voice to choruses of
up to six synthetic voices. (All the vocal sounds are synthetic, even those
that sound simply spoken.) The segments for the song were computed
separately and recorded onto analog tape. The composition was assembled
by splicing together the analog tape. As indicated above, all the mixing was
done in digital form on the computer disk.
It is certainly true that the analysis/synthesis techniques used in Speech

Songs produce an artificial-sounding voice. For certain applications the
strong hint of artificiality could be quite detrimental, but in Speech Songs
it is, for me, a benignly and only mildly artificial sound. I believe the good
humor of the poems is well expressed by a synthetic voice. I am sure that
much of the humor and many of the surprising juxtapositions benefit
from the slightly unnatural. sometimes slurred quality of the synthetic
voice. And to be Sure the path to "naturalness" in synthesizing sound is a
continuum. The sound of the voices in Speech Songs would be judged by
most to represnt a significant improvement over altering the sound of the
recorded voice by varying the playback speed of a tape recorder, although
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voicesmade with this latter technique can produce some really fine "chip-
munk speech," especially by using accelerated laughter.
Since 1972 I have based many compositions on techniques for the

analysis and synthesis of the voice, but Speech Songs remains my favorite
work. r think this special fondness must be due, in part at least, to the
freedom of action I had available as one of the first to compose in a new
medium.It was an adventure to be able to chart a new course for computer
musicand establish a new way of making works of electronic music.
Speech Songs initiated a new genre of composition that many computer

musiccornposers now pursue-computer music compositions based on the
computer analysis of recordings of a wide variety of material including,
among other things, speech, song. and musical instruments. The range of
media of works in the genre includes works for tape alone, tape with
musical instruments, tape with voice, radio plays, and works of musical
theater. A Jist of composers using the analysis-based synthesis method
would include some of the most distinguished names working in the
medium.
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4 Synthesis of the Singing Voice

GeraldBennett and Xavier Rodet

4.1 Introduction

Theseexamples (refer to the accompanying compact disk) demonstrate
digitalsynthesis of singing voices by the CHANT program developed at the
Institutde Recherche et Coordination Acoustique/Musique in Paris. Al-
thoughCHANT has evolved into a complex program of both synthesis and
soundprocessing since its beginnings in 1978, all of these examples were
madeusing a single technique: the replication of the wave form of each of
fiveformants of an imaginary singer's voice. The examples demonstrate
primarilythe imitation of natural singing voices, beginning with a madrigal
byCarlo Gesualdo (ca. 1506-1613), then illustrating some of the tech-
niquesused to give the impression of liveliness of the voice, concluding
with an excerpt from the Queen of the Night's coloratura from the aria
uDerHolle Rache kocht in meinem Herzen" from The Magic Flute. A final
exampleshows the use of this synthesis technique to obtain nonvocal
Sounds.

4.2 Synthesis of Formant Wave Functions

CHANT was first written to produce sung vowels. It is based on an
acoustical model of the vocal tract and of the singing voice (for the
development of an acoustical model for speech, see Fant [2], to which the
program CHANT is much indebted). The principles of CHANT have been
explainedat length elsewhere (Rodet et aJ. [5]); therefore, we shall give only
a brief summary of the theory of the synthesis here.
The sonic wave of the voice is produced by air passing from the lungs into

the vocal tract through the larynx to the lips and nostrils. Sound can be
produced by three principal sources, the larynx (voiced sounds), the con-
stricted vocal cavity (fricatives), and closing and rapidly opening the vocal
cavity (plosives). The vocal tract is a series of connected cavities. These
cavitiesact as resonators. favoring some frequencies, attenuating others:
Theresonances arising at the favored frequencies are formants.
Consider the spectral representation of the voiced source (figure 4.1) and

the spectral representation of five resonances formed by the vocal tract
(figure4.2). Figure 4.3 shows then the spectral representation of the result-

mg vowellike sound with prominent formants.

•.
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2 3 4 5 k Hz

Figure 4.1
Spectrum of a model of the voiced Source.
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Figure 4.2

Hypothetical transfer function h(z) of five resonances formed by the vocal traer

The transfer function shown of the filter in figure 4.2 can be represented
as five elements in parallel. Thus the response h(k) of the filter can be
written

5

h(k) = L s,(k),
i=l

where

s,(k) = G,e-'" sin(w,k + <1>,)

and
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dB

o

2 3 4 5 kHz

Figure4.3
Yowellike sound resulting from passing the voiced source shown in figure 4.1 through the
resonance system shown in figure 4.2.

Sj(k) is the response of a parallel resonant element,

G, is the gain of the resonance,

tXj specifies the decay time of the resonance,

Wi is the frequency of the resonance,

C1>j is the phase of the resonance, and

k is the sample index.

This corresponds to the sum of products of sinusoids by exponential
envelopes. However, natural sounds do not have the instantaneous
excitation presupposed here. Therefore, in the synthesis we use a slightly

different formant wave form:

s(k) = {~/2(l- cos[jJk])e-·' sin[wk + <1>]
e-·' sin(wk + <1»

for k < 0
for 0 S k s tt] fJ
for n/fJ < k,

which has the form showo in figure 4.4A, where fJ determines the attack

time of the formant.
The shape of the formant is determined principally by its "attack

time"-more precisely, the attack time of the corresponding formant wave
function. The slower this attack, the steeper the sides ("skirts") of the
spectral representation. Figure 4.4B illustrates three attack times and the

resulting formant shapes.
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VIRTUAL
EXCITATION RESULTING

SIGNAL

Figure4.5
For each virtual excitation or period of the fundamental a waveform is synthesized for
eachformant. The formants are summed before output. '

To make voiced singing sounds, each formant is synthesized separately
for each period of the pseudosource (there is in general no easy manipula-
tion of the vocal source in this synthesis model) and then summed with the
other formants (figure 4.5). There is no synthesized sound for the funda-
mental;it arises from the periodicity of the repeated formant waveforms,
each of which has its own frequency.
Onecorrection is made to the basic synthesis. The formants synthesized

by this technique are symmetrical in form, having equal amounts of energy
on both sides of the center frequency. However, the spectrum of a singer's
glottal wave form decreases at about 6 dB (decibels) per octave, which
meansthat natural formants tend to have more energy below their central
frequencies than above them. To introduce this asymmetry, the final signal
is filtered before output by a filter of second order whose center frequency
IS 100Hz, whose bandwidth is 450 hz, and whose transfer function is shown
In figure 4.6.

This synthesis model has proved to be both very rich in musical
possibilities and relatively straightforward to use. The main parameters
for each formant (center frequency, bandwidth, amplitude and shape of
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Figure 4.6

The transfer function of the second-order filter used to Correct the symmetry of the
formants resulting from the calculation of formant waveforms.

the formant) are perceptually relevant, within intuitive reach, and can
even be directly measured if one is trying to model real sounds. The only
important drawback has seemed to be the producing of unnaturally deep
"valleys" between adjacent formants, which changes the overall amplitude
of a synthesized sound from what was expected and renders the timbre
somewhat nasal. This happens when components of opposite phase are
synthesized in neighboring formants, thus cancelling each other out. The
fault may be corrected by dephasing the response of one element with
regard to the other (see Rodet et al. [5]).

4.3 Rules Modifying the Synthesis on the Basis of Analysis of
Singing Voices

Loudness and Spectral Tilt

The timbre of the singing voice changes with loudness, reflecting greater or
lesser effort of the vocal folds during phonation. The voice models used for
OUf synthesis represent "loud" singing and hence great effort. We simulate
timbral change by calculating a term of correction to be applied to the
forrnants z; toj, according to the following formula (amplitudes in dB):
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Figure 4.7
The "spectral tilt" applied to all sounds or less than maximum amplitude to correct for
vocaleffort. Here the first formant, which is not corrected, is at 500 Hz. The perceived spl
can ~ read at the right or the figure. The curves show the corrections to be applied to the
nominal formant amplitudes, not the resulting amplitudes.

term,=k (Iog(freq,) - log(freq, »),

where k = spl(log(3,000Hz) -Iog(freq,)) and spl is the sound pressure
levelrequired. (3,000 Hz was chosen as the frequency at which the correc-
tion isequal to the spl required.) Figure 4. 7 shows the correction for various
spls and formant frequencies.
The form of the spectrum of any sound familiar to us, thus especially of

~ocalsounds, together with the perceived amplitude of the sound, gives an
Important cue for the distance of the sound's source. So for instance, if the
spectrum is rich in high frequencies, one assumes that the effort required to
produce the sound is great. If this sound is perceived as soft, one assumes
~hesource is far away; ifit is perceived as loud, one assumes that the source
IS near. In CHANT, the actual amplitude of the synthesized sound is scaled
according to a separate parameter after the calculation of the amplitudes of
the individual formants so as to have control over this important perceptual
cue.
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The Formants in Female Singers

Female singers adjust the frequencies off. andf, according to the funda-
mental frequency of the note sung much more than do male singers
(Sundberg [6]). It is easy to understand why. The fundamental of the sung
note can lie above the nominal frequency of the first formant; without
correction, the first formant resonance would not be excited. Even when
the fundamental is below the first formant, the partials can be so widely
spaced that only a fraction of the available energy falls on the resonances,
thus forcing the singer to work much harder to maintain a proper amplitude.
Thus for reasons of efficiency, above a certain threshold, most female
singers adjust It and.h. to be close to a partial of the tone sung. This
correction accounts for the usually poor vowel quality in high-pitched
notes in natural (and synthetic) voices. In CHANT, when the fundamental
required is above 260 Hz, we seth to a semi tone above the fundamental
and 12 to an octave and two semitones above the fundamental in those
vowels whose /, lies below about 1,500 Hz ("back vowels": [e], 101, luI).
In those vowels with a high second formant ("front vowels": lei, IiI), a

second phenomenon has been observed (Sundberg [6]). As the fundamen-
tal rises, the singer opens her mouth wider. The jaw drops, and with it the
tongue, thus lessening the constriction of the vocal tract responsible for the
high second formant: the second formant drops in pitch, gradually return-
ing to a "neutral" position around 1,500 Hz. In CHANT, we make a
correction of h for vowels having a nominal second-formant frequency
above 1,500 Hz according to this formula (all values are in hertz):

r f2nominal
J2 ccer = (/0/260)0.2.

Figure4.8 shows the shift of the frequencies of the first two formants in the
five vowels [s], lei, Iii, 101, lui as the fundamental rises. The pattern of shift
agrees very well with the shift observed in singers (Sundberg [6]) and shows
clearly that for fundamentals above about 800 Hz, the first two formants
track the first two partials.

4.4 Consonants

The synthesis of consonants using formant wave functions is much more
difficult than the synthesis of vowels. This is because the formants follow
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Figure 4.8
Theshift in center frequencies of II andh in female voices as performed by CHA NT

veryspecific trajectories in the passage from consonant to vowel or vowel
to consonant: all four important parameters-center frequency, amplitude,
b~n?width, and excitation time (the "attack time" of the resonance deter-
mining the formant's shape)-are continually changing. In figure 4.9, a
Sonogramof the sound /ala/ spoken in French, the changing frequencies
of the formants (particularly of the lower two), the amplitude (especially
for!,),and the widening of the formant bandwidth can be clearly seen.
In the synthesis, simple tabulated functions form the basis of the formant

trajectories; for the /1/ of /ala/ two functions are used: a sine function taken
between _ n/2 and +n/2 for every trajectory except that of the fundamen-
talfrequency in the transition consonant-vowel, for which a sine function
taken between 0 and n/2 is used Clearly the duration and the exact shape
'f .,
o th.etransition are of great perceptual and expressive importance and are
preciselycontrollable in CHANT. Figure 4.1 OA shows more precisely than
the sonogram the movement of the center frequencies oif, and!, in /ala/.
Figure 4.108 shows the derived functions for the synthesis.
While the synthesis of vowel sounds in CHANT can be largely auto-

mated, leaving one to tend only to matters of musical and expressive
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Figure 4.9
Sonogram of the spoken syllable lala/.
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Figure 4.1 OA

A more accurate measurement of the frequency trajectories oflt andJ; in the spokensyllable lala/.
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Figure 4.108
Thesamefrequency trajectories as synthesized by CHANT.

content, the synthesis of consonants must still be done principally by hand.
Detailsof the calculation of the formant trajectories can be found in Rodet
and Delatre [4].

Example 14

In this polyphonic example each voice was first synthesized separately. The
?Ve voiceswere then mixed digitally to form the ensemble. Each voice has
Its ownSCoreof pitches and durations as well as its own dynamic evolution.
We found that because our voices are synthesized by rule, any two voices
were likely to be doing similar things-for example, formant shift as a
f~nction of fundamental pitch-at the same time. Also, two voices begin-
ning notes at precisely the same time are in danger of being phase locked'
(depending of course on the ratios of their various formant frequencies). In
the synthesis, we took pains to decouple the voices as much as possible. We
made Sure that no two voices ever began their notes exactly together; here
diITerencesof from 20 to 200 msec were used. Each voice has a different
vibrato rate and amplitude, and these parameters are constantly changing
(as linear functions) in each voice. Finally, because the higher formants are
at similar frequencies in all the voices, we found it important to keep the
voicesat a moderate dynamic level to avoid too much energy around the
~singer's formant" (2,500-2,800 Hz), exactly as the professional soloist

oes when singing in ensembles.
Here are the actual durations in seconds of the first 10 notes of the

SOpranovoice with the corresponding musical notation (at the beginning of

,.
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this example the quarter-note has a nominal metronome marking of about
92, or a duration of .65 sec):

seconds: .6 .53 1.15 .57 1.36 1.41 2.74 .73 .8 1.4

Two factors are at work here, an inner suppleness of the voice itself (for
instance, the exaggerated shortness of the second note) and a gradual
slowing of the general tempo leading to the seventh note. This superposi-
tion of several independent temporal evolutions is typical for classical
music.

Examples 15a-15e

These five vocalises (for bass, tenor, countertenor, alto, and soprano
voices, respectively) using the syllables "a-ta-la" are examples of consonant
synthesis, but they illustrate more especially the five different voice quali-
ties. The voice type (soprano, bass, etc.) is determined almost exclusively by
formant frequency. Differentiation within the same vocal type depends on
many factors-vibrato, random fundamental variation, attack patterns,
etc.-but also on the way these individual characteristics change as a
function of pitch and vocal effort (Bennett (I]).

Examples 16a-16d

These examples demonstrate the elements that contribute to the impression
of liveliness of the synthesized voice. They all are sung on the g below
middle f. (J 96.3 Hz) using the voweljoj by our model bass. Each of these
examples has a duration of 5 sec.

Example 16a shows the raw synthesis by formant wave function, using
the bass voice model for the voweljoj shown in the table in the appendix.
Example 16b adds attack and decay. Particularly attack time and also

decay time (until masked by room reverberation) are very important means
of expression, so rules can hardly be given. Here the attack goes from
~ 30 dB to maximum amplitude in 50 msec; the decay goes from maxi-
mum to ~30 dB over 150 ms. The transition is logarithmic.
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Example 16c adds vibrato. Vibrato is essentially frequency modulation
of the fundamental pitch. Here the vibrato frequency moves linearly from
5.2 to 5.5 Hz during the note. The deviation or depth of the vibrato
increases from 0 to ±4'10 (or ±8 Hz at this fundamental frequency) in
about 60 msec, roughly parallel to the amplitude attack.
Example 16d adds a random variation to the fundamental frequency. In

allsingerswe observe a small random variation of fundamental frequency.
CHANT approximates this "jitter" by adding to the nominal fundamental
frequency a term that is the sum of three components whose values are
obtainedby interpolation between independent, periodic random frequency
deviations. In this example component I had a period of 8 msec and a
deviationof ±0.5%, component 2 a period of 71 msec and a deviation of
± 1%, and component 3 a period of619 msec and a deviation of ±0.3% of
thefundamental frequency. The composite "jitter" behaves like a deviation
having the spectrum I/f

Examples 17a-17c

Example 17a shows a crescendo-decrescendo without change of timbre.
The Spectrum is that of a sound 24 dB softer than maximum amplitude
(see figure 4.7 for the correction to the spectrum). The amplitude goes
logarithmically from _ 30 to 0 dB and back over 5 sec, where 0 dB is the
maximum amplitude representable in 16-bit format. The effect is that of
turningup the volume control on an amplifier.
In example 17b the spectrum evolves with the dynamic function, also

going from -30 to 0 dB and back. The effect is much more lifelike.
In example 17c the vibrato amplitude (depth) also changes synchronous-

ly with the dynamic function, going from a ± 2.5% deviation to ± 7% at
maximum amplitude and falling back to ± 6% at the end of the note.

Examples 18a and 18b

Example 18a illustrates a jump of an octave where the change of the
fundamental frequency is virtually instantaneous. The effect is, at best, to
give the impression of an accent on the second note.
In example 18b the fundamental makes a rapid glissando from the lower

pitch to the upper in the form of one-half sinusoid ( - Tr/2 to + Tr/2). The
duration of this transition is 200 msec. Shorter durations than about
140msec do not sound legato for larger intervals, but here again it i~ dif-
~cult to give rules, as the speed of the transition from note to note IS an

Importantexpressive means.

,
•
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Example 19

The principal work on this example was done by Yves Potard at IRCAM
in 1981. Again, analysis preceded synthesis. A special technique was de-
veloped to detect the formants at such high pitches. This technique con-
sisted essentially of monitoring each partial of the recorded example se-
parately and noting sudden increases of amplitude that would indicate
passage through a formant.
Several rules were derived for the synthesis.

3. Each note has its own "portamento," a deviation away from the nomi-
nal pitch of the note of a few percent. The deviation takes the shape of a
sinusoidal arc.

b. The spectral tilt increases during each note, representing increasing
vocal effort. In contrast to examples 17b and 17c, the vocal effort here
continues to increase for some time after the maximum amplitude for the
note has been reached. In staccato notes, the maximum effort is reached
just before the end of the note.

c. Vibrato frequency and amplitude increase and then decrease within each
note.

d. The amplitude function for each note has a characteristic shape: linear
attack and decay, rounded maximum.

e. For notes above a certain limit, the first two formants were placed on or
near the first two partials of each note. This gave good homogeneity of
timbre.

Example 20

This example is a short excerpt from a work for tape, Winter (1980), by
Gerald Bennett, realized at IRCAM in 1980. The music was synthesized
entirely with the program CHANT. The example illustrates some of the
nonvocal sounds that can be made with CHANT. Over the years, CHANT
has proved itself a very rich and supple synthesis tool, capable of producing
virtually any sound that can be represented as a sum of resonances.

Appendix

The following table and accompanying figures illustrate the voice models
actually used for the synthesis by CHANT. In the table, "Frequency"
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indicates the center frequency of the formant. "Amplitude" is the ampli-
tudeof the formantsh-I, relative to the first formant for a sound perceived
to be of loud amplitude. "Band-width" is the size of the formant in the
spectral representation of the vowel, measured at 3 dB below the maximum

amplitude for that formant.
Frequency and bandwidth are given in hertz, amplitude in decibels

relativeto JI.

I
l'
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5 Synthesis of Singing by Rule

•

JohanSundberg

5.1 Singing

Muchhas been written about the synthesis of musical performance on
instruments. Musical performance should obey the same rules regardless
ofwhether music is played on an instrument or the human voice is used
asthe instrument. Yet the voice has special features that instruments lack,
and vice versa. I recount here some of the experiences [ have had in
synthesizing singing. I shall give examples that appeared to me to be
revealingwhen I heard them.

5.2 Equipment

Theinstrumentation used is basically the same as that shown in figure 5.1.
Sound is produced by the MUSSE synthesizer. This is a formant
synthesizercontrolled by an Eclipse minicomputer (Larson [3]). The basic
MUSSEconsists of a source oscillator generating a sawtooth signal with
variablede offset connected to five cascaded formant circuits with variable
frequenciesand, for the three lowest formants, also variable bandwidths.
Themanually controlled bandwidths of the two highest formants are set
at 150 Hz. A higher-pole correction is provided by a resonance circuit at
4,500 Hz with a wide bandwidth. For fricatives, there are two computer-
controlled noise generators, one at the glottal end of the formant chain and
oneat the lip end. As the noise generated at the glottis has to travel through
the formant chain, the former generator is programmed to produce a

higheramplitude signal than the latter.

5.3 Vowels and Consonants

The basic strategy for consonant synthesis is to use target (locus) values
for formant frequencies and bandwidths and for the source parameters.
Theselocus values and the vowel formant frequencies are given in table 5.1.
In this table, all those cases have been marked in which the loci are modified
by contest-dependent rules, modeling coarticulation. The transitions a~e
smoothed by means of programmable filters. The characteristics of this

smoothing are illustrated in figure 5.2.
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ANALYSIS-BY-SYNTHESIS OF
MUSIC PERFORMANCE

RU L SY S
PERFORMANCE

RULES

MUSSE
SYNTHESIZER

Figure 5.1
System to synthesize singing.

As the formant circuits are cascaded, the amplitudes of the formants are
automatically tuned according to the acoustic theory of voice production,
and reflecting a Source spectnun envelope slope of - 12 dB/octave.
Consonant duration varies between 70 and 150 msec, depending on the
context as illustrated in figure 5.2. These figures also show the associated
patterns for the Source amplitude and the formant frequencies and
bandwidths.

5.4 Timing of Pitch Change

Now let us consider some very basic questions concerning the exact loca-
tion of the boundary between notes. If there is a pitch change, where is it
supposed to take place? We may hypothesize that the new note should start
on the new pitch rather than with a pitch transition. However, one may
equally well assume that a note keeps its pitch toward the end, so that the
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Tablf S.l
Formant frequency values in Hz for the vowels. given in IPA symbols, and locus values for
consonants

Vowels

FI F2 F3 F4 F5 81 82 83

a; 550 1.000 2.550 2,900 3.300 40 70 100

a 600 1.000 2.450 2,900 3,100 40 70 100

y: 330 1.650 2.170 2.670 3.400 40 70 100

I, 400 750 2.400 2.600 2.900 40 70 100

I- 450 850 2.500 2,950 3.250 40 70 100

300 1,800 2,500 3.000 3.300 40 70 100

i 350 1,750 2,500 3.000 3.300 40 70 100

e: 400 1,620 2.400 3.000 3.380 40 70 100

e 500 1.500 2.400 3.000 3.300 40 70 100

e; 350 680 2,350 2.750 3,000 40 70 100

Consonants I
FI F2 F3 F4 F5 81 82 83 t

d 200' 1,500' 2.500· 2.950' 3.2000 40 80 120 ~

f 400 1,150 2,020 2,610 3.200 70 100 250

g 280· 2,2001" 2,200· 3,450 4,030' 60 80 120

h Same as following vowel
100 200 250

j 280' 1.650' 2,500· 3,000' 4,500' 50 120 120

k 400 1,700 1,800 3.020 3,300 80 40 110

1 300 1,200· 2,300" 2.900" 3,100' 25 40 30

m 250 1,200 2,200 2,750 3,500 25 250 250

200 1,450 2,070 2,500 2,700 20 200 100

p 200 960 1.960 2,470 3,100 50 80 120

400 1,350 2,000 2,400 3.000 50 80 120

200' 1,600" 2,600 3.600 4.300 40 80 120

200 2,300 3.000 3,800 4.500 80 100 200

400 1,100· 2,300 3,100 3,500 130 120 175

a.Context-dependent values; for details sec figure 5.2.
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pitch change is left to the onset of the next note. Both alternativ~s are given
in sound example 21 (given on the accompanying compact disk), There
seems to be no doubt that the second alternative is the correct one. Thus.
the singer executes the pitch change at the end of the old note, and not
during the beginning of the new note.

5.5 Long and Short Vowels and Consonants

More questions present themselves when we synthesize singing that in-
cludes consonants as well as vowels. As we see in sound example 22, it is
appropriate to use a long vowel (as laD on stressed, and a short vowel (as
lal) on unstressed notes.

What about consonants? As in speech, a consonant should be length-
ened if it appears after a short vowel, and shortened when it appears after
a long vowel.

5.6 Location of SyUableBoundaries

There are other aspects of the timing of consonants. We know that there are
syllables and notes, but how, exactly, are these coordinated? In particular,
if we use both long and short consonants and vowels, where do we start to
take the duration of these consonants? Up to now we have taken the time
needed for the consonants from the vowel following them. There is another
solution: to let the vowel preceding the consonant offer the duration
needed. This proves to be correct, as we see in sound example 23.

5.7 Effects of Chords

Through synthesis of instrumental sounds, I have shown that crescendos
and diminuendos are essential to musical playing, and of Course this is true
also in singing. This is illustrated in sound example 24.
A crescendo is never a matter of amplitude only. In the human voice, as

well as in most musical instruments, an increase in sound level is associated
with a shift in the overall tilt of the spectrum. Figure 5.3 shows a typical
example for a singer and a nonsinger. Typical spectral implications of a
change in loudness of phonation observed in a singer and a nonsinger are
Shown. The curves show the level in various spectral bands, the center
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Figure 5.3
Energyin various frequency bands at different loudnesses for singer and nonsingcr.

frequencyof which is the horizontal axis. The curves are labeled according
10 the overall sound level (SPL) of the vocalizations. As loudness is in-
creased, the higher spectrum partials gain more in amplitude than the lower
spectrumpartials. We have included this feature by inserting a so-called
physiologic volume control circuit in the synthesizer. This effect, also, is
included in sound example 24.
In addition to this, I have added one more characteristic that varies

directlywith the sound level, and that is the vibrato amplitude. The vibrato,
we recall, is a modulation of the fundamental frequency. The vibrato is
characterizedby two parameters: the frequency, that is, the number of
undulations per second, and the amplitude, that is, the magnitude of
departures from the mean frequency. While the frequency of the vibrato, or
Its rate, generally remains rather constant for a particular singer, the
magnitude,or extent of variation of the frequency, increases with level.

5.8 Coloratura

,
•

C~loraturais a term used for a rapid succession of short notes that are sung
WIthoutinterspersed consonants. Sound example 25 demonstrates some
aspectsof coloratura .
. Figure5.4 shows the fundamental frequency variations for a professional
Singer'srendition of the coloratura exercise shown at the top. The singer's

CANlSlUS COLLEGE L1BRAR'/
BUFFALO, N.Y.

----
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Figure 5.4
Fundamental frequency pattern for a baritone singer performing the passage shown
above. Solid vertical lines show the frequencies of the notes, and dotted Jines the
boundaries midway between them.
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Oesophageal pressure (Poe.) and fundamental frequency (Fo) for male singer performing a
fast coloratura passage. Note: em H20 = centimeters of water (a measure of pressure used
by physiologists); semit = semitones of musical pitch.
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fundamental frequency curve is placed on a grid of which the solid lines
represent the target frequencies according to the equally tempered scale,
giventhe frequency of the last note. The dotted lines are drawn midway
betweenthe targets, so that they represent the boundaries between notes. In
examiningthe pitch trace of the voice in relation to the grid, we see that the
singer apparently attempts to let the fundamental frequency make one
sweepup and one sweep down around the center frequency for each of the
tones.However, this does not mean that he always succeeds in doing so.
Together with Curt von Euler and Rolf Leanderson, [ have had the

opportunity of studying the performance of such rapid passages. Figure 5.5
shows a typical registration from an experienced male singer. The top curve
showsthe pressure swings in the esophagus, the variations of which reflect
the variations in the subglottal pressure. We can see that esophageal
pressurevaries at a rate of about 6 variations per second. We conclude that
during coloratura singing the subglottal pressure is rising and falling at a
rate of about 6 times a second.
The same figure also shows the synchronization between these pressure

undulations in the esophagus and the fundamental frequency. We can see
thatthe synchronization is almost perfect; the pressure and the voice pitch
frequencyreach their peaks at nearly the same moments. From this we
Concludethat coloratura is performed by means of pressure undulations
thatare synchronized in phase with fundamental frequency undulations.
Sound example 25 illustrates the use of these effects.

5.9 Formants as Flags

Thevoice frequency and amplitude can be used to mark certain tones. The
formant frequencies can probably also be used for that purpose. This is the
Conclusionthat J draw from sound example 26.

5.\0 Let Formants Sing

Synthesisallows us to improve our understanding of reality. It also of~ers
the opportunity to innovate, because machines may be skilled in doing
things that humans find difficult.
From the theory of vowel production we know that vocal tract reso-

nances,or formants, enhance those partials of the spectrum that are closest

l,
•
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to the center frequencies of these formants, or formant frequencies. Such
enhancing is actually an increase in the intensities of these partials. Under
certain conditions, the intensity ora particular partial may beso strong t.hat
the partial may be perceived as a single tone with the pitch of the partial.
It is easy to play around with the formants in order to play melodies. As

long as we keep the fundamental frequency constant, we have available
only the series of natural harmonics, as in a trumpet without valves.
We can make things a bit more complicated if we can change the

fundamental frequency one-fifth up and one-fifth down. We thus gain
access to all the tones of the complete diatonic scale. Hence, we can play all
melodies that use the tones of the diatonic scale only.
This is hard but not impossible for human beings. Some singers do

practice this special kind of singing. The so-called Harmonic Choir, work-
ing in New York and Paris, is one example.
In sound example 27, harmonics of heightened intensity are used to play

tunes.

5.11 Discussion

We have seen how the performance of short excerpts can be improved from
a musical point of view in various ways. Earlier, I presented rules for
instrumental performance. Here I have extended most of these rules to the
synthesis of singing. I have added several ruJes that seem specific to singing,
rules that have effects that seem phonetic rather than musical.
Analysis-by-synthesis is an excellent strategy for developing a descrip-

tion of the important features of very complicated systems. However, in a
sense it can only provide relative evidence, and can never prove that the
description tried is the best possible. For instance, we would not like to
pretend that our recipes for synthesizing singing is the best possible. What
we want to pretend is that, at least with the quality you have heard in the
examples, singing can be synthesized by means of a rule system of ordered,
context dependent rules that operates on the music and the phonetic text.
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6 Frequency Modulation Synthesis of the Singing Voice

John M. Chowning

6.1 Introduction

The work represented here demonstrates above all that acceptable synthe-
sisof a sung tone demands careful attention to rather simple characteristic
details of the real target tone that are largely independent of the synthesis
technique. While the particular spectral content of a wave may be achieved
by a variety of synthesis techniques, "naturalness" depends upon the
temporal characteristics of very basic descriptors, such as pitch and loud-
ness. and spectral changes during the attack-decay portions of the tone.
Although frequency modulation (FM) synthesis has been used to simulate
someorchestral instrument tones (Schottstaedt [6], Morrill [4]), the singing
voice seems to remain in the province of synthesis models borrowed from
speech research (Sundberg [7], Moorer [3]). The purpose of this chapter is
to show a strategy for the use of FM in the synthesis of the soprano singing
voice.
Inasmuch as the basic concepts underlying FM synthesis are by now

well-known (Chowning [\]) and synthesis programs have a large degree of
commonality (MUSIC Y, MUSICIO, CMUSIC, etc.), detailed descrip-
tions will not be presented here.

6.2 Frequency Modulation Tone Synthesis

The fundamental FM algorithm is based upon the output of a modulating
oscillator that adds to the frequency term of a carrier oscillator, thereby
producing a complex waveform. This is expressed in the equation

e = A sin[6.28 Ie-I + T sin(6.28 -fm- I)], (I)

where

e = the instantaneous amplitude of the modulated carrier,

A = the peak amplitude of the carrier,

[c = the carrier freq uency,

fm = the modulating frequency, and

T = the index of modulation.
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The ratio of the carrier and modulating frequencies, fcffm, determines
the relative interval of the component frequencies in the modulated carrier
signal, while the modulation index and Bessel functions determine the
amplitudes of the components and the overall bandwidth of the signal. The
modulation index, J, is the ratio of the depth of modulation or peak
deviation to the modulating frequency. Of particular interest in the applica-
tion of FM to voice synthesis presented below are ratios of frequencies
where

fc~Nfm and N is a positive integer.

The spectra resulting from this class of ratios are such that the frequency
components form the harmonic series, wherefm is the fundamental, ro.
There are a number of useful extensions of this basic algorithm-(J)

summing the outputs of two or more copies of the basic algorithm in
parallel, (2) one carrier oscillator and two or more modulating oscillators
in parallel, (3) one carrier oscillator and two or more modulating oscillators
in series, and (4) two or more carrier oscillators and one modulating
oscillator-to name some of the basic types of extensions. It is the last of
these that is particularly appropriate to voice synthesis or indeed any tones
that have prominent resonances.

6.3 General Characteristics of Soprano Tones

Spectral representations of the attack, quasi-steady-state, and decay por-
tions of recorded soprano tones show that for most vowel timbres and
through the greater part of the range

I. There is a weighting of the spectral energy around the low order har-
monics with the fundamental as the strongest harmonic above 400 Hz, thus
supporting the theory that in the female voice the lowest formant tracks the
pitch period (Sundberg [7]).

2. There are one or more secondary peaks in the spectrum depending on
the vowel and fundamental pitch.

3. The formants are not necessarily at constant frequencies independent of
the fundamental pitch, but rather follow formant trajectories that may
either ascend or descend, depending on the vowel, as a function of the
fundamental frequency (Sundberg [7]).
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4. Only the lowest formant is significant at the amplitude thresholds of the
attack and decay portions of a tone, while the upper formants become
significant as the overall amplitude of the signal approaches the quasi
steady-state.

5. The upper formants decrease in energy more rapidly than does the
lowest formant when a tone is sung at decreasing loudness.

6. A crescendo, then, must depend upon an increase in the overall ampli-
tude where the contribution of the upper formants is proportionally greater
at maximum amplitude.

7. There is a small but discernible variation of the pitch period even in the
singing condition without vibrato.

6.4 FM Model for the Soprano Voice

For the FM model of sung soprano tones three formants are considered.
One oscillator can be used to modulate the three carrier oscillators with a
separate index scaling for each, or three parallel simple FM pairs can be
used. The frequency of the modulating oscillator(s) is always set to the
frequency of the pitch of the tone, ro, while the frequencies of the carrier
oscillators are set to those harmonic frequencies closest to the appropriat,
formant frequencies. In this model various parameters, or tenus, of the FM
equation are computed from the basic musical descriptors of overall ampli-
tude and fundamental pitch and from a set of tables that form the data base
for the terms at selected pitches through the soprano range. In this sense,
then, it is an adaptive algorithm since all of the computation is based upon
the following two performance variables:

A ~ overall amplitude of the signal, where 0 < A ,; 1.0,

fl) ~ fundamental pitch frequency, where F3(185.0 Hz)'; ro,; F6(1,480
Hz).

The modulation signal is defined to be

M ~ sin(6.28 -fm- I), (2)

where

M ~ the modulating signal to be scaled by the indices and

frn ~ the modulating frequency = ro.
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The signal resulting from the sum of the three modulated carriers is

e ~ A's, A I (I). sin(6.28 -fc II + 11 . M)

+ A 15. A2(1) sin(6.28 fe2 1+ 12· M)

+A'· A3(1)' sin(6.28 fe3'1 + I3. M), (3)

where

e = the instantaneous amplitude of the sum of the three modulated carrier
signals,

fc I ~ the first carrier frequency = round(lmll/fO),

le2 = the second carrier frequency = round(jil1I2/fO),

1c3 ~ the third carrier frequency = round(jil1I3/fO),

A I (I) = the relative amplitude of the first carrier,

A 2(1) = the relative amplitude of the second carrier,

A 3(1) = the relative amplitude of the third carrier,

II = the modulation index of the first formant,

/2 = the modulation index of the second formant,

I3 = the modulation index of the third formant, and

round () is a function that rounds its argument to the nearest integer.

The data base used for the computation of the carrier frequencies,
amplitudes, and indices of modulation is in the form of tables, where there
is a table for each vowel. Within the table the data are arranged in three
groups, one for each formant, including the formant frequency, its ampli-
tude, and index at 1/2 octave intervals as shown in table 6.1. The table
specifies the break-point frequencies for the pitches

F#3 C4 F#4 C5 F#5 C6 F#6
and the data for the intervening pitches are computed by interpolation.
Thus, for the frequency of the second carrier,fe2 = N 1m, the integer N is
computed by dividing the interpolated value of the formant frequency at
the value fO by fO and rounding to the nearest integer.
Note that the relative contribution of the three carriers varies with the

overall loudness of the tone. With decreasing values of A, the amplitudes of
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Table 6.1
Format data fer vowel ah

[nl/I AI II
,."
175 .400 0.1 at F#3
262 .400 0.1 at C4
392 .800 01 at F#4
523 .800 0.1 at C5
784 .800 0.0 at F#5

1,046 .800 0.0 at C6
1,568 .800 0.0 at F#6

[mt2 A2 /2

""
350 .800 0.5 at F#3

524 .800 0.1 at C4

784 .400 0.1 al F#4

950 .200 0.1 al C5 l1,568 .100 0.0 at F#5

2,092 .100 0.0 at C6 ~
3,1l6 .000 0.0 at F#6

~!~
[m/3 A3 13

,0

2,800 .150 1.6 at F#3
~~0'

2,700 .150 1.6 at C4
.,

2,500 .150 1.6 at F#4
I

2,450 .150 1.6 at C5 !i
2,400 .150 1.6 at F#5

2,350 .100 1.5 at C6 l
4,500 .100 1.0 at F#6

the individual carriers decrease according to the exponents .5, 1.5, and 2,
respectively [equation (3)]. The high frequency energy falls off more rap-
idly with decreasing effort than does the low frequency energy. This is a
very important property of this model since without this scaling, tones at
decreasing loudness sound to be increasing in distance from the listener
rather than decreasing in effort, i.e., sung more softly.
For the same reason, the rapid increase and decrease of energy in the

vocal tract during the attack and decay portion of the tone may, for some
vowels, also follow these conditions; the amplitude envelopes for the three
formants have different attack and decay slopes.
Further, a crescendo and decrescendo would similarly manifest a change

in the proportion of contribution of formant energy according to overall
loudness. Therefore, the attack and decay portions of the amplitude en-
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velopes for each formant are divided into two parts, a I, a2, d I, and d2. In
the normal case the first and second attacks (a I and a2) and the first and
second decays (d 1and d2) will have a small constant duration. However, in
the case of a crescendo through the course of a note the attack will have the
following value,

a2 = D - (a I + d I + d2), (4)

where

D ~ the duration of the note and

a I = d I = d2 ~ 0.08 are typical attack and decay values.

Here, for any value of D substantially greater than 0.32 sec, the attack
segment a2 will provide for the increasing contribution of the 2nd and 3rd
formants as the crescendo evolves. For a decrescendo equation (4) would
be solved for d I. A variety of articulations can thus be realized in the
distribution of D - (al + d2) between ai, the steady state, and d2.
Finally, a small amount of periodic and random vibrato is applied in

equal amounts to the frequency terms in equation (3), according to the
relation

vibrato percent deviation ~ 0.2· 10g(l1J)

at a frequency that ranges from 5 Hz to 6.5 Hz according to the fundamen-
tal frequency range of F# 3 to F # 6.Without vibrato the synthesized tones
are unnatural sounding. The small fluctuation in pitch is therefore a key
attribute of the singing voice. In addition, a slight portamento or pitch glide
is included during the attack portion of the tone.

6.5 Conclusions

The research presented here serves to show that a nonlinear synthesis
technique can be used to synthesize sung vocal tones and serves to confirm
previous research results in regard to formant trajectories for the soprano
voice. It suggests, as well, two areas for future research: (I) the physical
correlates to performance dynamics (loudness) and (2) a more precise
understanding of the effect of microfrequency fluctuation on perceptual
fusion.
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7 Spatial Reverberation: Discnssion and Demonstration

Gary S. Kendall, William L. Martens, and Shawn L. Decker

7.1 Introduction

When a sound event is transduced into electrical energy by a microphone
and reproduced over loudspeakers or headphones, the experience of the
sound event is altered dramatically from what would result if the listener
were located at the position of the microphone. One of the primary reasons
for the change in the experience is that information regarding the spatial
location of the sound event and of the sound reflected from the environ-
ment has been lost. Multichannel recording and reproduction can retain
some spatial information, but conventional techniques do not attempt to
recreate the spatial sound field of a natural environment and, therefore,
create a listening experience that is spatially impoverished. This is despite
the fact that many recordings include reverberation from a natural envi-
ronment in order to provide the listener with a general impression of an
acoustic environment. There is a need for improved techniques to spatiahze
recorded sound, but the need is even more urgent for synthesized sounds
that have no spatial attributes save those provided by signal processing.
The goal of the work described here is to provide composers with a

comprehensive control of auditory space percepts in music. Our effort in
this regard has had two primary components. The first is the formulation
of idealized spectral cues for use in directionalizing sound. We know, for
example, that spectral cues induce spatial percepts even when other types of
Cuesare absent. The second is the simulation of environmental reverbera-
tion that retains the spatiality of reflected sound. By combining spectral
cues for directional hearing with such reverberation, we are attempting to
recreate the experience of listening in natural environments entirely from
computer simulation. We use the term "spatial reverberation" for this
synthesis of directional cues and simulated reflected sound. It is our hope
that techniques like ours will stimulate composers to produce a kind of
music that not only takes place in space but is spatially conceived.

7.2 Directional Hearing Cues

7.2.1 Interaural Differences

The two cues that classical psychoacoustics holds as primarily responsible
for identifying the direction or incidence angle of a sound source are
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interaural intensity difference (TID) and interaural time delay (ITO). The
physical basis for these cues is as follows: As a sound source moves ~n the
horizontal plane toward the side-away from directly ahead or directly
behind the listener-TID grows from 0 dB up to roughly 20 dB depending
on frequency, and the ITO grows from 0 to about 650 microsec (Feddersen
et al. [8]). Because the head blocks only those frequencies with wavelengths
shorter than the diameter of the head (about I kHz and above), the acoustic
"head shadow" responsible for the TID is frequency dependent. For pure
tones, IID is a salient cue only at frequencies higher than I kHz. Because
the periods of high frequencies are shorter than the maximum ITO, ITO is
a salient cue for pure tones only below about 1.5 kHz. The potential
confusion between waveform periods and ITDs is abolished if the high-
frequency stimuli have time-varying amplitude (e.g., Nuetzel and Hafter
[12]) or time-varying frequency (e.g., Blauert [4]).
In actuality, lID and ITO provide the auditory system only with infor-

mation on whether a sound Source is to the left or right of a listener. This
is especially clear in headphone listening when cues to externalize the sound
source are eliminated (Sakamoto et al. [14]). Sound images with liD and
ITO cues are perceived on a left/right axis inside the head. This is referred
to as "lateralization" and has been the subject of considerable research in
the last century. The fact that listeners have some basis for identifying the
direction of sound sources above, below, in front, and in back did not
become a general research topic in psychoacoustics until the late 19605. In
order to visualize a point on this left/right lateralization axis projected into
three-dimensional space, we must imagine a plane containing the point
placed perpendicularly to the axis. For a given distance from the listener
represented by a sphere, the plane cutting through the sphere makes a circle
as shown in figure 7.1. This circle is a representation of the possible
locations in three-dimensional space at which the lateralized sound might
have originated.

7.2.2 Spectral Cues

Within the last 20 years, we have Come to recognize that an additional cue
for directional hearing is provided by the reflection of sound off the
convolutions of the pinna (outer ear), the shoulders, and the upper torso.
These short latency reflections impose directional information on the
spectrum of the Source signal. The most important of these reflections are
those contributed by the pinnae. Because the pinnae have an asymmetric
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L

Figure7.1
The left/right lateralization dimension and the up/down/front/back circles upon which
soundscan be located at a given distance from the listener.

arrangement of ridges, the composite sound reflections create a unique
spectral profile for every sound direction. The auditory system uses these
spectral profiles to remove the spatial ambiguity that results from lID and
[TD cues alone. It is the spectral cues produced by the pinna, shoulders,
and upper torso that enable the auditory system to determine the position
of the sound source on the circle represented in figure 7.1: above, behind,
below, or in front of the listener.
Numerous researchers have studied the relationship between the direc-

tion of a sound source and the acoustic transformation produced by the
pinna. It is a reasonable approximation to imagine that a discrete reflection
from a ridge of the pinna will produce a notch in the spectrum of the source
signal and that a collection of reflections wi.ll produce a complex spectral
shape with many notches of varying depth. Even though some empirical
measurements of the pinna made in the ear canal conform to this approxi-
mation, most measurements indicate that reflections are not discrete and
that there is no simple correspondence between single reflections and
spectral notches. Understanding of the relationship between time-domain
and frequency-domain representations of the pinna responses was histori-
cally slow to evolve. Batteau (1967) [2] was the first researcher to develop
a model of the relationship between the physical characteristics ofthe pinna
and the acoustic information used for directional hearing. He attempted to
identify individual reflections responsible for judgments of azimuth and for
elevation. Shaw and Teranishi (1968) [17] measured the acoustic effects of
the pinna in the frequency domain and demonstrated that the relationship

67
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between pinna filtering and the directional location of a sound source is
very complex, but they did not attempt to explain how the auditory sys-
tem used this information. Blauert (1969) [3] hypothesized that pinna cues
were evaluated by the auditory system in terms of spectral "preference
bands" that constituted a signature of certain Source directions. It was not
until 1974 that Wright, Hebrank, and Wilson synthesized Batteau's and
Blauert's views into a concept that bridged the time-domain/frequency-
domain distinction and demonstrated the essential similarity of both views.
Despite the fact that pinna transfer functions are highly complex and

difficult to adapt to a simple model, they have easily identified spectral
features. A quick examination reveals that they contain spectral notches
and peaks whose frequencies are dependent on the incidence angle of the
source signal. Almost every researcher has noted that individual pinna
transfer functions vary tremendously from each individual ear to the next.
Careful examination reveals that in spite of the variety of details, there are
numerous common trends. For example, on the lateral plane (the plane
defined by the left/right dimension and the above/below dimension), the
frequencies of the two most prominent spectral notches generally increase
with increasing elevation. The exact shapes of the head-related transfer
functions can differ as shown here for subject MOL (figure 7.2A) and
subject GSK (figure 7.2B), but both show the same trend in the migration
of these spectral notches. This ntight suggest that the directional informa-
tion supplied by the pinna can be characterized largely in terms of these
spectral notches, although there are several other observable global trends
involving spectral peaks and overaU spectral contour. In fact, one can
separate to some extent the individual spectral features contributed by the
head and the pinna. Binaural recordings and studies such as that by Butler
and Belendiuk [6] demonstrate that it is quite possible for one person to
utilize the spatial hearing cues recorded with another person's ears, but the
issue of how the auditory system evaluates the complex spectral profile at
the two ears has not been adequately investigated and may require many
more years of research.

7.2.3 Simulating Cues for Directional Hearing

For the purposes of simulating cues for directional hearing in computer
music or any kind of audio reproduction, one must determine a set of
"idealized transfer functions" that will provide the best possible image of
the sound direction for the general population. It has already been estab-
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Figure 7.2
Head-related transfer functions for two subjects (MDL in 7.2A and GSK in 7.2B)
illustrating trends in spectral features for increasing source elevation in the lateral plane.
The sound was located 2 meters to the left of the subject and was moved from ear level (0")
to an elevation 30~ above ear level (solid line, 00; long dashes, 1O~,short dashes, 20~; dotted
line 30~). Abscissa is frequency in kHz, ordinate is gain in dB.
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lished that measured pinna responses display tremendous variability at the
detail level, but that in spite of this variability individuals are able to
localize sounds recorded through the pinriae of others. Idealized transfer
functions cannot be determined by averaging techniques because direc-
tional judgments may well be based on spectral features that averaging
would smooth away. Notches may appear to be at different frequencies for
different individuals, but all individuals have notches. Then too, it may be
possible to create spectral cues that produce superior directional images to
those associated with "natural" cues. In this regard, research by Butler and
Belendiuk [6] is supportive. They demonstrated that "some pinnae ...
provide more accurate cues for MSP [median sagittal plane] localization
than do others." Butler and Belendiuk did not attempt to identify experi-
mentally the exact features that improve directional hearing, but their data
did enable them to speculate that "the migration of the notch in the
frequency response curves appears more orderly" in the superior pinna.
Our own approach to this problem has been to synthesize directional

cues on the basis of considerable visual study of pinna measurements. We
have recorded head-related transfer functions for sound Sources located
tOO apart in azimuth and 200 apart in elevation. We have analyzed our
empirical data in order to identify those spectral features that seem to be
the most common to all subjects and most likely to present the auditory
system with usable information. Large-scale trends are taken into account
in creating a table of spectral features and their relation to perceived
direction. It is hoped that, by combining the best and most regular features
of many different pinnae, a set of spectral manipulations can be devised
that not only match the saliency of natural cues but actually support
superior directional perception for many people.
Once we have arrived at a decision on the important spectral features for

a given spatial direction, a list of these features is passed on to a filter design
program. This program is able to construct a pole-zero filter that matches
the prescribed characteristics. Figure 7.3A shows transfer functions mea-
sured inside the ear canal for two subjects. Figure 7.38 shows the transfer
function of a digital filter designed to match ideal spectral features derived
from such empirical measurements. The problem of designing these filters
is somewhat complicated by the fact that one may need to produce con-
tinuous changes in direction between the analyzed points. This means that
there must be steady migration of poles and zeros as intended direction is
changed, or else the resulting signal discontinuities would produce notice-
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Figure 7.3
Comparison of measured head-related transfer functions for two subjects (upper panels:
maximum is 18kHz) and our simulation (lower panel: maximum is 15 kHz).

able noise. In effect, the filters must be designed for the entire ensemble of
directions taken together.

7.3 Simulating Reflected Sound

7.3.1 The Spatial Reverberation Concept

OUf particular experience with pinna cues led us to the conclusion that in
order to simulate the spatial cues of real environments, one must capture
the total spatiotemporal pattern of reflected sound. For this reason, we
have sought a reverberator design that models an actual room and that
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Figure 7.4
Basic signal-processing network for spatia! reverberalion.

accurately replicates the spatial and temporal distribution of reflected
sound. The design must differentiate between large and small rooms and
allow us to place the reverberated sound SOurce anywhere in three-
dimensional space, not just at the speaker positions. A basic signal-
processing network for spatial reverberation requires two subsystems
(figure 7.4). One is a reverberation subsystem that takes an input signal
and produces multiple outputs, each of which is a unique "reverberation
stream." The temporal pattern of each stream must match the reflections in
a small spatial region of the model room. The other is a "directionalizer"
subsystem that superimposes directional hearing cues such as pinna filter-
ing. Each reverberation stream is individually directionalizcd to position
the simulated reflections in the correct region of the model room. The
sum of aU reverberation streams taken together captures the entire spatio-
temporal pattern of reflected sound in the model room.
We believe that this spatiotemporal pattern creates the context in which

judgments of direction and distance are made. A mental model of the
acoustic environment develops rapidly from this context during normal
experience in a novel environment. If one is denied normal exposure to an
environment, such mental models are not formed and localization accuracy
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is significantly degraded (Musicant and Butler [II]). We also believe that
the spatioternporal pattern formed by the reflected sound can serve to
clarifythe position of the sound source in the environment, especially once
~he sound source begins to move. The reflected sound is particularly
Importantto directional judgments when other directional cues, such as the
cues for distinguishing between front and back positions, are weak. Thus,
our primary goal is that the spatial reverberator produce the kind of
spatially distributed reverberation that will help listeners localize sounds
and impart a very strong impression of the reverberant environment.

7.3.2 Implementing the Image Mndel with Recirculating Delays

The technique of recirculating delays has served as the basis for reverbera-
tion simulation in computer music and digital audio production ever since
the publication of Manfred Schroeder's pioneering work in 1962 [15]. The
Schroeder reverberator prescribes small units of recirculating delays com-
bined in a predominantly serial network. The complete reverberation
network suggested by Schroeder consists of four comb filters in parallel
followed by two all-pass filters in series. Althougli the comb filters produce
a series of spectral notches in the reverberated signal, the four filters in
parallelproduce a density of notches akin to that measured in real rooms.
In 1970, Schroeder expanded his reverberation network to include an

initial delay buffer that replicates the kind of the early reflection pattern
typical of concert halls [16]. This model, including both the frequency-
dependent recirculating delays and the simulation of early reflections, was
refined by Moorer [IOJ, who produced the best-sounding reverberation
network of this type. A significant advance in the goals of such networks
was achieved by Chowning [7], who combined the basic serial network of
recirculating delays with time-variant controls to simulate moving sound
sources.
These and other contemporary approaches to reverberation attempt to

replicate the global reverberation typical of large reverberant rooms like
concert halls without attempting to capture any of the exact characteristics
that distinguish one room from another. Since these methods do not
actually model a room, matching the reverberation to the characteristics of
a particular room is largely a matter of guesswork. Even Chowning's
system for simulating moving sound sources does not change the pattern of
reflected sound in a way that captures the changes typical of real rooms.
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For simple rooms the "image model" of reverberation (Allen and
Berkeley [I]) provides a method for predicting both the spatial and the
temporal pattern of reflected sound from the room dimensions and the
positions of the sound source and the listener within that room. For this
model, each ray of reflected sound is viewed as originating from a "virtual
sound source" outside of the actual physical room. Each virtual sound
source is contained within a "virtual room" that replicates the physical
room or is a mirror image of it. We use three-dimensional coordinates
(x,y, z) to specify individual virtual sound sources or virtual rooms (figure
7.5). The pattern of reflected sound in the physical room can be viewed as
the composite sound reaching the listener from all virtual sources. A vector
connecting the position of the listener in the physical room and these virtual
sources will predict the direction from which the reflected sound emanates
and the distance that the sound must travel before reaching the listener.
Even though real walls usually have irregularities that cause reflections to
be spatially diffused, the image model provides a good approximation of
the direction and timing of the most important reflections.
Until now, the image model was computationally too expensive for use

in audio and music production since it could only be implemented by
convolution with an entire simulated room impulse response. lt has also
been generally believed that the image model could not be captured with
recirculating delays. The reverberation network described in the following
section is able to capture image model reverberation with recirculating
delays.

Delays for the Source and First-Order and Second-Order Reflections. This
basic signal-processing network can be realized in a number of ways.
Figure 7.6 illustrates the version of the system implemented by the space l S
program currently in use at Northwestern Computer Music. The input
signal to space18 is passed into three different nonrecirculating delay
buffers. Digital signal interpolation must be performed on all buffers when
the delay times change (Smith [19]). The first buffer captures delays for the
source itself. Its input is scaled and filtered to capture intensity and spectral
changes due to distance; its output is passed directly to a directionalizer.
The source signal enters the inner reverberation network through two delay
buffers with multiple taps. Each buffer is preceded by a filter that captures
the spectral changes due to air and wall absorption. The first buffer
produces the delays for the six first-order reflections predicted by the image
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model that emanate from virtual rooms behind the six walls of the model
room. These first-order virtual sources are contained in the following
virtual rooms:

(1,0,0) (0, 1,0) (- I, 0, 0) (0, - 1,0)

(0,0, I) (0,0, - I)

The gain of each reflection is produced by multiplication with the scaling
coefficients, 0 I through 06. The signal from each of these delay taps is
passed to the inner reverberation network.
The image model predicts a total of eighteen second-order reflections.

Six of these second-order reflections originate in virtual rooms directly
behind the first-order virtual rooms and will be produced within the inner
reverberation network. The remaining twelve second-order delays origi-
nate in second-order virtual rooms that extend from the junction of two
walls in the model room. Twelve taps from the second delay buffer replicate
the time delays for these reflections, and the gain of each reflection is
produced by multiplication with the scaling coefficients, b I through b6.
The signals are passed directly into the inner reverberation network, where
they are used to generate reverberation streams that begin with these
second-order reflections. These second-order virtual sources are contained
in the following virtual rooms:

( - I, 0, I) (0, - I, I)

(- I, - 1,0) (I, - 1,0)

( _ I, 0, - I) (0, - I, - I)

(1,0, I) (0, I, I)

(1,1,0) (-1,1,0)

(1,0,-1) (0,1,-1)

The exact delay and direction of each reflection is computed from the
position of the listener in the model room and the position of the virtual

sound source.
Figure 7.7 shows a two-dimensional slice of image rooms for the hori-

zontal plane. Virtual sound sources in the darkly shaded virtual rooms are
captured by the initial nonrecirculating delays.

Reverberation Units. There are two types of recirculating delay units
within the reverberation subsystem, which will be referred to as the R I-unit
and the R2-unit. Both units include a path for the input signal from the
delay buffers to be added directly into the output; this path passes the first-
and second-order reflections from the non recirculating delays into the
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Reverberation units: (A) R l-unit and (B) R2-unil.
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reverberation streams. There is also an input for signals generated in the
crossfeeding process (described below) to be passed into the recirculation.
The remainder of the R I-unit is a recursive comb filter similar to that
discussed by Schroeder [15]. Schroeder's original version contained a delay
buffer and a feedback loop. The amount of feedback was governed by a
feedback coefficient in the loop. Moorer [10] implemented a digital real-
ization of Schroeder's suggestion for a RC-section in the feedback loop by
incorporating a one-pole, low-pass filter. The response of the filter in the
RI- and R2-units is scaled by the attenuation factor forthe feedback. Other
aspects of the filter are discussed below. The design presented in figure 7.8
places a feedback filter at the end of the delay buffer, but in other respects
mimicsthe Schroeder design. As shown in figure 7.8B, the R2-unit contains
a pair of delay buffers with a feedback filters. The actual feedback occurs
after the second delay buffer and its feedback filter. The output of the unit
is the sum of the outputs of each delay-buffer pair after filtering. This unit
produces a pattern of alternating long and short delays that is essential to
capturing image model reverberation.
A signal-processing network for spatial reverberation requires a differ-

ent structure from the Schroeder reverberator, because it must produce
parallel streams of reverberation. Schroeder, Moorer, and others use com-
binations of reverberation units in parallel and series with the final output
mixed down to a single reverberation stream. Even in cases where the
processing path separates at the end and distinguishes the reverberation
streams sent to the individual reproduction channels, the basic combina-
tion of reverberation units is in series. The general solution to the problem
of producing multiple streams is to place reverberation units in parallel,
where each unit produces a unique reverberant stream.
Each of the delay taps from the buffer for first-order reflections is fed

into the input of a R2-unit. Each Rl-unit is associated with a reverberant
stream emanating from a second-order virtual room directly behind the
first-order room. For example, a second-order room (2,0,0) is directly
behind a first-order room (1,0,0). The delay lengths in the R2-units are
taken from the time of arrival difference of first- and second-order reflec-
tions and of second- and third-order reflections, respectively. For the unit
associated with room (2,0,0), the delay times are given by

delaY_I = T(2,0,0) - T(I,O,O),

delay_2 = T(3, 0, 0) - T(2, 0, 0),
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where T(x, Y. z) is the predicted time of arrival for a virtual sound source
from the virtual room (x,y,z). As shown in figure 7.7, the pattern of
reflections emanating from image rooms behind the first-order rooms has
a characteristic pattern of alternating short and long delays, especially
when the sound source is near a wall. The R2-unit recreates this pattern and
thus captures the reverberation for the series of image rooms extending
from every wall in the model room.
Each of the delay taps from the buffer for second-order reflections is fed

into the input of an R I-unit that is associated with a reverberation stream
emanating from a fourth-order virtual room directly behind a second-
order room at the junction of two walls. For example, the fourth-order
room (2,2,0) is directly behind second-order room (I, 1,0). As shown in
figure 7.7, the pattern of reflections emanating from the wall junctions
also demonstrates this pattern of short and long delays. However, the
long/short pattern is only exaggerated when the sound source is in the
corner, and the reflection stream from the wall junction becomes high order
twice as fast as the wall reflection stream. Therefore, for the sake of
efficiency we chose to implement these delays with the Rl-unit, even
though it cannot produce a long/short delay pattern. (If greater accuracy
is desired, an alternative realization of the inner reverberation network can
be created using R2-units in place of the R I-units.) The time delays for the
Rl-units are taken from the time of arrival difference of second- and
fourth-order reflections. For the unit associated with virtual room (I, 1,0),
the delay times are given by

delay = T(2, 2, 0) - T(I, 1,0).

The lightly shaded virtual rooms in figure 7.7 are accounted for by the RI-
and R2-units. Together, the eighteen reverberation units produce rever-
beration streams for eighteen directions in three-dimensional space. Six
streams emanate from walls, and twelve streams emanate from the junction
of walls. Figure 7.9 shows all the delays calculated for a room 6.2 meters by
12.3 meters by 8 meters.

Crossfeeding of Reverberation Units in Parallel Combination. The ele-
ments of the inner reverberation network explained so far replicate all
reflections originating in the eighteen lines of virtual rooms extending
behind each wall and behind each junction of two walls. Even though this
accounts for a large number of reflections, it omits those reflections pre-
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Figure 7.9
Delays calculated for a room 6.2 meters by 12.3 meters by 8 meters. Represented are the
source delay, first-order reflection and R2-unit delays, and second-order reflection and
R l-unit delays.

dieted by the image model that originate in virtual rooms that lie between
those eighteen directions. Close to the source room, there are very few
missing rooms. As reflections emanate from farther away in higher-order
image rooms, the number of missing rooms greatly outnumbers the rest.
Without the "in-between" rooms, the density of reflections does not in-
crease with time.
In order to capture the missing reflections, the output of the Rl-units

must be fed into the R2-units for spatially adjacent streams. The crossfed
signal is added into the initial summation node for each unit. Figure
7.10 represents the crossfeeding process for a single quadrant of a two-
dimensional plane. Figure 7.IOA shows all of the image rooms up to the
fifth order for this region; the source room is to the left. The sequence of
reflections emanating from the image room behind the wall, (1,0,0), is
captured by the R2-unit. The sequence of reflections emanating from
rooms behind the two wall junctions, (I, 1,0), and (I, - 1,0), are produced
by Rl-units. When the output of each RI-unit is fed immediately into the
Rz-unit, each reflection is delayed by the R2 delays. The R2 delays are
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reverberation streams.
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approximately equal to the delays between the R I reflections and those
from the next adjoining image rooms to the right. For example,

T(2, 1,0) '" T(I, 1,0) + RLdelay I,

where RLdelay I = T(2, 0, 0) ~ T( 1,0,0). As the R2-unit recirculates its
input, it creates the sequence of reflections whose delay is approximately
equal to those emanating from the next set of image rooms between the R I
and R2 rooms. For example,

T(3, I,D) '" T(I,O,O) + RLdelay 1+ RLdelay 2,

where RLdelay 2 = T(3, 0, 0) - T(2, 0, 0). As the process continues, the
number of reflections is exactly that predicted by the image model. The
delay times are entirely accurate for first- and s cond-order reflections;
reflections beyond the second are approximately correct. The output of
each R2- and R I-unit can be directionalized toward the leading first- r
second-order reflection; the reverberation streams produced are those
shown in figure 7.IOB.
The crossfeeding illustrated in figure 7.10 is easily extended to all three

dimensions. The R2-units are each cross fed from two spatially adjacent
RI-units in the horizontal two-dimensional plane and are crossfed them-
selves into the R l-units that are spatially adjacent in the vertical two-
dimensional plane. For example, the R2 stream emanating from the virtual
room (1,0,0) is spatially adjacent to R l-unirs associated with the second-
order virtual rooms: (1,0, I) and (1, 0, ~ I). Reflections are created for all
of the "missing" virtual image rooms from all three dimensions (with the
exception of eight third-order rooms). A more intuitive understanding of
how the system operates can be gained from figure 7.11, which shows a
three-dimensional representation of the network. The spacel S program
provides accurate spatial placement for the source and the initial reflection
in each reverberation stream, i.e., a total of nineteen sound directions.

7.4 Software for Controlling Spatial Reverberation

To simulate a model listening environment, the user must specify a spatial
configuration consisting of t I parameters: room size (3 dimensions), sound
Source location (3 coordinates), listener location (3 coordinates), and lis-
tener orientation (the direction the listener is facing, specified by azimuth
and elevation angles). All of these parameters may be dynamic; the source
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Figure 7.11
Three-dimensional configuration of reverberation units. Crossfeeding signal paths are
indicated for the closest R2-unit.

L
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Figure 7.12
Graphic depiction of source path produced by the trace program.
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and listener may follow an arbitrary path, and room dimensions may also
change arbitrarily (the walls of the room follow a "path" as well). The first
of the control programs,framer, samples the paths for each parameter at
regulartime intervals determined by a frame rate. Its output is a series of
frames that contain a single value for each of the 11 parameters at a point
in time.All subsequent programs, including the reverberator, operate on a
frame-by-frarne basis.
The user defines paths for all parameters by a list of target values to be

reachedat particular times, called "anchors," and intermediate values that
control curvature, called "attractors." Bezier curves (Rogers and Adams
[13])are used to interpolate a smooth path. The user develops the spatial
paths by graphical interaction with the program trace. A sample screen is
shown in figure 7.12. Once the path has been specified, the program/ramer
generatesa series of snapshots of the interpolated path at the frame rate.
The first step in modeling a spatial configuration is to determine the

spatiotemporal distribution of reflections predicted by the physical model.
Image18, the second control program in the pipeline, solves the image
model (see below) for the spatial configuration and calculates delays and
directions for a number of reflections. As described below, the signal-
processingnetwork of the reverberator approximately captures high-order
reflections with recirculating delays, and so only a small number of reflec-
tions must be modeled exactly. The output of image18 is a series of frames,
each of which specifies delays and directions of reflections at a point in
time.

7.5 Conclusion

Thespatial reverberator is the first reverberation system that recreates the
fullspatiotemporal sound field ofa natural environment. This reverberator
is also the first using recirculating delays to create reverberation based on
the image model. It is our intention that the physical modeling of acoustic
space will provide a point of departure for a more perceptually oriented
studyof spatial hearing and its relationship to computer music and audio
reproduction. A physical model is only useful to the extent that it aids the
user in realizing creative intentions. A great deal still needs to be learned
about the relationship of spatial sound perception to music perception in
general. It is our hope that spatial reverberation will be a tool in this study.
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8 Spatialization of Sounds over Loudspeakers

F. Richard Moore

8.1 Introduction

Auditory events are related to sound events much as pitches are related to
frequencies: the former terms refer to subjective percepts while the latter
refer to physical phenomena. An auditory event need not coincide with a
physical sound Source. For example, auditory events can occur at positions
where nothing is visible to a listener, including positions behind, above, or
below, as well as "beyond the walls" of a listening space (B1auert [2]).
The term "spatialization" in computer music refers to the use of digital

signal-processing techniques to affect the subjective "locatedness" of audi-
tory events, despite the fact that the sounds responsible for these percepts
emanate from loudspeakers sitting at fixed locations inside a listening
space. Spatialization is related to methods used in sound recording to
achieve "stereo imaging" effects with extensions into specific techniques
for controlling the apparent distance, direction, trajectory, size, and shape
of auditory events.
The question of how human beings localize auditory events is the subject

of an extensive body of psychophysical research. Ifa physical sound source
is located, say, 3 meters in front of and slightly to the left of a listener, the
sound emitted by it will reach the listener's left ear slightly before it reaches
the right. That the interaural time difference (ITO) of wave front arrival
provides a localization cue to a listener has been known for some time
(Rayleigh [10], von Bekesy [I]). Itmight occur to one to simulate sucb a cue
by positioning a listener between two loudspeakers and slightly delaying
the sound in the right channel. While this procedure actually works, if the
listener's head is not precisely between the speakers or is turned slightly this
cue becomes distorted, yielding an unintended auditory event.
During loudspeaker playback, a listener's left ear will receive some

sound from the right speaker and vice versa. While it is possible to cancel
Such"crosstalk" for a given listening position for the most part, localiza-
tion cues generated in this way are again distorted at other positions. In
addition, the well-known "precedence" effect (Haas [3]) tends to make all
the sound seem to come from whichever loudspeaker is closest to the
listener.
If computer sound spatialization is to be a practical tool for musicians,

it is necessary to address its applicability to typical musical situations. In a
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concert hall, or even in a living room, it is generally impractical to control
the relative positions of listeners and loudspeakers. A possible solution is to
design music specifically for audition over headphones, but this is hardly
practical for concert hall presentation, especially when live performance on
traditional instruments is combined with computer-processed sound. The
work described here provides an approach to sound spatialization that can
produce vivid impressions of auditory event location and motion with a
minimum of dependence on the relative positions of the listeners and the
loudspeakers.

8.2 The Conceptual Model

Beyond some mimimum distance, a well-designed loudspeaker approxi-
mates a point (or line) source of sound. Ifloudspeakers are placed along the
walls (or in the corners) of a listening space, facing inward, they approxi-
mate apertures, or "holes" in the walls, through which an acoustic field
existing on "the other side of the walls" can be thought of as reradiating.
Such sound Sources would create a complex sound field according to their
radiation patterns and locations (or trajectories) in conjunction with the
acoustic properties of the "illusory space" (Chowning [4]) in which they are
embedded. Rather than attempting to place the listener directly into this
imaginary sound field, which is the intent of most localization simulation
techniques, the present spatialization model replaces the listener with the
listening space. The essence of this procedural model, then, is a room within
a room. The inner room is the listening space (with holes in its walls)
occupied by one or more listeners. The acoustic characteristics of the
interior of the listening space and the positions of listeners within it are
taken to be undefined. The outer room is an imaginary one with any
acoustic properties the computer musician wishes to impute to it, in which
auditory events are free to move (Moore [7]).
Before delving into some of the details of this model, a thought experi-

ment is useful. Imagine that you are sitting in a living room with a pair of
loudspeakers located in front of you. Now imagine that the living room is
somehow (miraculously!) transported into the center of a large cathedral
sanctuary in which a concert is taking place, and that the loudspeakers are
replaced by holes in the walls. Ahead may be heard an organ, an orchestra,
and a choir, but behind there is also an antiphonal choir and another sec-
tion of the organ. The processing techniques described here cause the loud-
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speakers to approximate the sound as it would be heard through the holes.
If more loudspeakers are available, they could be used to simulate more
"holes" elsewhere in the walls of the listening room. Note that additional
"apertures" into the surrounding sound field would not affect the sound
coming from the front apertures, although they certainly would affect the
sound inside the listening space. In fact, any number of loudspeakers could
be used, with each loudspeaker "sampling" the acoustic field imagined to
existjust beyond the walls of the listening room.
Imagine now that a soloist from the choir sings while walking slowly

around the outer perimeter of your listening room. The spatial impression
you would gain of the moving soloist would approximate one gained by
listening from inside such a "perforated" room. In particular, the impres-
sionof auditory event locations in such a circumstance may not be critically
dependent on your relative position or that of the loudspeakers-precisely
Whatis desired when spatialized sound materials are to be presented in a
concert setting.

,
D

Figure 8.1
A l~sleni.ngroom with two loudspeakers located within an imaginary acoustic space, with
an Imaginary sound source radiating southeast.

8.3 The Spatialization Procedure

The principle components of this spatialization procedure are shown in
figure8.1. Loudspeaker placement is arbitrary as long as it is along or near
anywall of the listening space (two speakers are marked by dots in the front
corners of the inner room in figure 8.1). The relative dimensions and shapes
of the inner room and outer acoustic spaces may also be chosen arbitrarily.
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Figure 8.2 .
A source radiation vector pointing southeast with back radiation equal 10 0.1 times the
main radiation amplitude.

A single imaginary sound source is depicted in figure 8.1, located in the
front right quadrant of the outer room and radiating differentially toward
the southeast.

8.4 Radiation Vectors

To model the directional characteristics of physical sound sources we may
use a source radiation vector such as the one shown in figure 8.2. This
source "points" southeast, with the length of the arms of the radiation
vector showing relative sound amplitudes radiated in various directions.
A radiation vector such as the one in figure 8.2 is completely described

by its position in space, the direction in which it points, and the relative
amount of forward versus back radiation. Its supercardiod shape results
from a square-law interpolation between the forward and back radiation
values. In figure 8.2, for example, the back radiation is taken to be one
tenth the amplitude of the forward radiation (i.e., the back-to-front radia-
tion ratio is - 20 dB).

The supercardiod shape is determined in two dimensions by the formula

r(,p) = (1 + (back - 210 - ,pI)',

where e is the angle (in radians) in which the radiation vector points, and
back specifies the relative amount of radiation in the direction opposite to
e. Setting back to zero results in a strongly directional sound source (figure
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Figure 8.3
A strongly directional radiation vector.
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Figure 8.4
An omnidirectional radiation vector.

IV

8.3),while setting back to one results in an omnidirectional source (figure
8.4).
Radiating sound surfaces (as opposed to points) may be approximated 10

any desired degree of precision with multiple radiation vectors, as shown in
figure 8.5.

8.5 Sound Paths

~ radiation vector specifies an imaginary point source of sound in the
Imaginary acoustic space surrounding the listening room. For each such
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D

Figure 8.5
Multiple radiation vectors approximate a radiating surface.

point source, direct and reflected paths of sound may be calculated to
each loudspeaker positioned along the walls of the listening space. Sound
attenuation and delay along these paths determine how a source is repre-
sented in each loudspeaker.
For a source in a fixed position we may consider its loudspeaker repre-

sentation as consisting of multiple copies of the original source sound, one
copy for each sound path. Each copy-or echo-of the source sound has
a path-dependent amplitude (which may be frequency-dependent) and a
path-dependent delay time. The attenuation associated with each path
may be modeled either as a simple path length-dependent gain (less than
unity), or as a frequency-dependent gain that takes into account frequency-
dependent absorption characteristics of air and reflecting surfaces. The
delay time is determined by the length of the complete path.
Psychoacoustic experiments indicate that the first tOOmsec or so of these

echoes-the so-called "early echo pattern"-provide powerful directional
and distance cues to the listener. After 100msec or so, the echo density be-
comes so great in real acoustic spaces that its details no longer provide direc-
tional infonnation, although the relative amount of direct-to-reverberated
signals still provides an impression of the distance between the listener and
the sound source.

From the geometry of the rooms and Source and speaker positions, we
may calculate the early echo pattern based on both direct (figure 8.6) and
reflected (figure 8.7) sound paths between the SOurceand the loudspeakers.
The first-order reflections shown in figure 8.7 are the "principal" reflec-
tions from each surface of the illusory outer room (the ones with the
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Figure 8.6
Direct sound paths from one source to two loudspeakers .

. . ", ,"

\ y!VV
Figure 8.7
Reflected sound paths from one source to two loudspeakers. Some of these paths will be
"cut" by the absorbing outer surface of the listening space walls.

shortest possible path lengths and hence having the greatest amplitude).
Higher-order reflections may be used as well. Reflection paths that pass
through the interior of the listening space are effectively "cut" (removed)
by the model in order to account for the shadowing effect of the listening
room embedded within the imaginary acoustic space.
Additional loudspeakers may be placed at specified positions along the

listening room walls. The direct and reflected sound paths (see figure 8.8)
are used to calculate the characteristics of finite impulse response (FIR)
filters(one for each speaker) that model the early echo response ofthe room
fora given configuration. Dense reverberation is modeled by feeding some
percentage of the outputs of the FIR filters into an infinite-impulse re-

95
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Figure 8.8 .
Direct and first-order reflected paths for one source and four loudspeakers (paths crossing
through the inner room are suppressed).

sponse (IIR) filter network. In general it is desirable to use IIR filters with
lowpass filters in their feedback loops (Moorer [9]). These lowpass filters
may then be adjusted to account for frequency-dependent absorption of
rellections. The output of the IIR "global" reverberator network is mixed
back into the loudspeaker channels through all-pass filters used to decor-
relate (Schroeder (II]) the dense reverberation signal coming from each
loudspeaker. An overall signal flow graph for this spatialization procedure
is shown in figure 8.9.

8.6 Moving Sound Sources

The direct and reflected paths are recomputed whenever the imaginary
sound source location or orientation changes. In general it is not sufficient
to round or truncate path delays to the nearest sample period because even
the tiny waveform discontinuities that result are audible-especially in the
presence of reverberation. Simple linear interpolation, though, works well
enough in practice as a means to obtain a dynamically changing delay. The
following C function illustrates one method of implementing a dynamic
linear interpolation delay with a circular buffer.

/*
* do.rdelay looks up a sample delayed by tau samples (note that tau is of
* type float and need not be an integer) using interpolation on a circular
* buffer buf of length len with present sample at buf(now] and previous
* sample at buf [ (now + 1)% Jen J
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Figure 8.9
Signal now graph for »channel spatiafization system. FIR filters model early echoes for
each loudspeaker channel, an IIR filter network models dense reverberation, and APs
(all-pass filters) decorrelate channel signals.

'j
float
do..dctayr' buf, len, now, lau )
float buf[] ; floal tau ; long len, now;
{
register long t1, t2 ;
tl = now + tau;
while ( t1 >= len)
t1 - ~ len;

t2=t1+I;
while ( 12 >= len)
t2-~len;

retum( buf'[t l] + (tau - «int)tau ))*(buf[t2] - buf[ll]));

In the above programming example, buf[now] is assumed to hold the
current sample, buf[now + I] the previous sample, and so on. The circular
buffer is implemented by decrementing now at each sample, adding len to

97
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c

where R is the sampling rate in Hz, Length, is the total length of the path,
c is the speed of sound, and t corresponds to the variable tau in the previous
programming example.

In addition to the delay, the attenuation along each path must be
modeled as well. The total attenuation for each path is the product of
attenuation factors, as follows:

where ex. is total attenuation, p is the amplitude scalar determined by the
radiation vector associated with the sound Source (i.e., p depends on the
value of the radiation vector for the angle at which the path leaves the
sound source), K is the "cut factor" (ramped to 0 if cut and I if not), B
accounts for absorption at reflection points, and D is attenuation due to
distance (the length of the path). These attenuation factors would in reality
be frequency-dependent, but the vividness of the spatialization effect is
sometimes reduced if they are implemented as such. This is presumably
because each of these SOurces of attenuation tends to suppress high fre-
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quencies (which provide more powerful localization cues) more than low
frequencies. A propos of the distinction between the auditory events as
opposed to a "sound source," it is interesting to note that the most effective
spatialization procedure is not necessarily the most accurate model of the
physics of room reverberation. A further example of such perception-
specific behavior is given in the next section.
Once the delay times and attenuations for each path are calculated,

multiple calls to the do.i.delay function described previously may be used to
implement the FIR filters shown in figure 8.9.

8.7 Distance Laws

It is well-known that the intensity of a sound source falls off with the
inverse square of its distance, i.e.,

I
loc-

D"

or, equivalently,

I
Aoc-D'

where I is intensity, A is amplitude, and D is distance. The two formulas
given are equivalent due to the fact that sound intensity is proportional to
[he square of amplitude. In order words, when we compare the loudnesses
of two identical sound sources in an anechoic environment, one of which
is twice as far from the listener as the other, the physical intensity (or
amplitude) of the two sounds differs by a factor of about 6 dB. Yet, when
people are asked to estimate doublings or halvings of loudness, two remark-
able things result: the first is that people tend to be remarkably consistent
in such judgments, and the second is that their "half loudness" judgment is
quite inconsistent with the inverse square law stated above for distance. If
we wish to spatialize two sounds so that one sounds twice as distant as the
other, we therefore have a choice: to model nature (make one sound 6 dB
louder than the other) or to explore the subjective association of half
loudness with a doubling of distance.
Psychoacoustic research (Stevens [13]) indicates that subjective loudness

is approximately proportional to the cube root of intensity, i.e.,
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LocII!3,

where L is subjective loudness in sones. If the subjective impression of
distance follows loudness rather than intensity (as I find that it does
especially for unfamiLiar sounds), we can adjust for this in our spatializa-
tion procedure by using an inverse cube law to associate intensities (or
amplitudes) with distances along sound paths as follows:

or, equivalently,

I
A ex DI.5

Using this procedure, a doubling or halving of distance would be asso-
ciated with an intensity or amplitude change of about 9 dB. This in turn
would impart a subjective loudness that becomes half as great when a
sound source moves twice as far away. Such a direct relationship between
subjective loudness and distance-while contrary to natural behavior-
may be musically desirable when the geometry of the trajectory along
which an imaginary sound source moves is to be made clear to the listener.

8.8 Conclusion

The procedure described briefly here illustrates but one possible approach
to the problem of sound spatialization over loudspeakers. It principle
advantage lies in its ability to produce vivid spatialization with a mimimum
of dependence on the precise locations of listener and loudspeaker. Like all
spatialization models, however, it is not entirely immune to the playback
circumstances, particularly the acoustics inside the listening room. lust as
sound engineers currently compensate for an uneven room frequency
response, sound spatialization may require compensation for uneven room
spatiotemporaI response. Even the most robust of spatia lizat ion techniques
can be made to fail when the listening room confounds the intended signals
sufficiently. Directions for future research, therefore, include understand-
ing how to compensate adaptively-via real-time feedback and signal
processing-for the enormously variable effect oflistening room acoustics.
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Appendix

In order to give a Ila vor of how the em usic program's space unit generator
may be used to spatialize any sound, the following cmusic score file is
included here. It is the precise file used to generate sound example 4b (given
on the accompanying compact disk).

preliminary setup-include standard cmusic macros
}
# include (carl/cmusic.h )
set list;
set srate = 48K ;

{ output a listing file}
{ sampling rate = 48K (49152) Hz (each
channel) }
{ set wavetable default length to 8192 }set func ~ 8K;

the following macro sets up for stereo spatialization within a
square illusory space 17 meters on a side with a listening space 3 meters
on a side at its center

}
STEREO(3, 17);
Set revscale
set direct

~ 0.5;
= 1.5;

{ attenuation for global reverb input}
{ select inverse cube law for direct
sound}
{ select inverse cube law for reflected
sound}

set reflect =1.5;

soundfile containing source sound for spatialization
}
var 0 sl "/sndc/frrn/twang";
{
instrument definition for elliptical paths centered at arbitrary point on
midline

ins 0 S ;

shape
iosc
lose

b4r3d;
b2p7b4fl d;
b3 p8 b4 f2 d;

{ rotation speed control}
{ x-axis control}
{ y-axis control}
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adn
sndfile
SPACE(bl, I)

end;

b3 b3 p9 ;
bl p5 p6 sl 10 -I d d;
b2 b3 0 I I ;

{ center control}
{ read in soundfile }
{ spatialize it }

generate wavetables
}
GEN5(f I) I, I, 90 ; { cosine path for x }
GEN5(f2) I, I, 180;
{

{ inverse sine path for x }

the following function controls the rate of rotation along path
}
GENI(f3) 0, 0.125,0.5,3 Hz 1-.125,0 1,0;
{
move sound along specified path-parameters:
p l = note command
p2 ~ starting time (0)
p3 ~ instrument name
p4 ~ duration (8 seconds)
p5 = amplitude scalar (I)
p6 = soundfile increment (I)
p7 = x path amplitude (4 meters)
p8 = Ypath amplitude (3 meters)
p9 = midline position (+ 5 meters)

}
note 0 s 8 I I 4 3 5 ;
section;
{

}
terminate 2 ;

pad with 2 seconds of silence to let reverberation die away
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9 Fourier- Transform-Based Timbral Manipulations

Mark Dolson

9.1 Introduction

An area of digital signal processing that has received considerable attention
oflate within the speech and communication communities is the design of
analysis-synthesis filter banks for subband coding. As might be expected,
the results of this research are applicable not only to speech but to music as
well. Realizing the full musical potential of these new algorithms, however,
requires an evolving process in which both engineer and musician partici-
pate equally. In this chapter, r describe some of the fruits of this colla bora-
lion between myself and composers at UCSD's Computer Audio Research
Lab (CARL).

9.2 Short-Time Fourier Analysis-Synthesis

An important subset of analysis-synthesis algorithms are those that can be
implemented via short-time Fourier analysis-synthesis. Analysis-synthesis
lechniques attempt to lit signals to some underlying model that has been
identified as a potentially more useful way of representing the signal
without compromising fidelity. At CARL, the analysis-synthesis technique
that we have explored most extensively is the so-called phase vocoder.
The phase vocoder basically attempts to decompose an audio signal into

a representation in which temporal and spectral features can be manipu-
lated independently. In particular. the phase vocoder represents the signal
as a sum of sinusoids, each with a different time-varying amplitude and
time-varying frequency. A crucial feature of this representation is that none
of the information in the original audio signal is destroyed. As a result, it is
always possible to reconstruct the original signal exactly. In practice, this
ability of the phase vocoder to function as an analysis-synthesis "identity
system" is both what distinguishes it from its predecessor, the "channel
vocoder;" and what makes it fundamentally attractive for music.
A mathematical description ofthe phase vocoder is given in the appendix

to this chapter. However, the fact that any signal can be reconstructed
exactly by a phase vocoder is not so startling as it may seem. Imagine a
bank of overlapping bandpass filters, each having the same band shape and
linear phase. Imagine that at every frequency the sum of the voltage gains
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Figure 9.1
The filter-bank interpretation.

of all filters is constant. If we add the outputs of all of the filters, we shall
get the original signal, for the amplitude and phase of any sinusoidal input
component will have been reconstructed perfectly. Yet, if the filters are
narrow, the output of each filter will be approximately sinusoidal, no
matter what the input.

The most interesting musical applications of the phase vocoder arise
when modifications are introduced between the analysis and synthesis
operations. In principle, these modifications may be completely arbitrary,
but the goal of our work at CARL has been to identify systematic modifica-
tions with predictable and desirable effects on the resulting sound. The
underlying idea is that the phase vocoder's capacity for perfect reconstruc-
tion in the absence of modifications should also enable it to perform certain
classes of modifications with comparably high fidelity.
The phase vocoder analysis-synthesis algorithm can be understood from

either of two complementary perspectives. On the one hand, as shown in
figure 9.1, the phase vocoder analysis can be seen as a bank of bandpass
filters in which the output of each filter is represented as a time-varying
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amplitude and a time-varying frequency. This interpretation is particularly
attractive when the filters are aligned in frequency so that each filter
extracts exactly one harmonic from the signal. The synthesis can then be
understood in terms of a bank of oscillators in which the time-varying
amplitude and frequency of each oscillator is controlled by the correspond-
ing filter outputs.
But the phase vocoder is not necessarily restricted to dealing with perio-

dic signals. This is more easily understood in terms of the second, comple-
mentary perspective. In this view, as shown in figure 9.2, the phase vocoder
analysis consists of a succession of overlapping, finite-duration, discrete
Fourier transforms in which the real and imaginary terms are converted to
magnitudes and phases. Thus, the phase vocoder essentially steps along in
time, taking "snapshots" of the evolving spectrum. The synthesis consists
of taking the inverse discrete Fourier transform of each spectral snapshot,
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overlapping the resulting finite-duration signals, and adding them all back
together.
I have elsewhere presented a lengthy explication of these two contrast-

ing viewpoints (Dolson [2]). Musicians generally find the filter-bank per-
spective easier to relate to, but it is the Fourier-transform perspective that
is ultimately the more powerful (see, for example, Moorer [4] or Crochiere
and Rabiner [I]). From the point of view of the novice user, however,
neither of these understandings is essential. Rather. the crucial point is
simply that the phase vocoder makes available to the musician some very
powerful "handles" for the modification of recorded sounds, handles that
exceed in flexibility, in fidelity, and in ease of use nearly all others available
at present.

9.3 Implementation

Probably the best way to appreciate the musical potential of short-time
Fourier analysis-synthesis techniques such as the phase vocoder is via
actual sound examples. The examples that follow were all generated on the
CARL system at UCSD, a VAX I I(780 running Berkeley UNIX, with 16-
bit A(D and D(A converters operating (in this instance) at a rather low
sample rate of 16, 384 samples per second. The phase vocoder was imple-
mented as a program written in C with standard FFT subroutines perform-
ing the bulk of the computation. Sounds were digitized and stored on
computer disk, processed by the phase vocoder algorithm, and then played
back from disk through the D(A converters at a later time. Typically, a 1-
second sound required nearly 2 minutes of VAX CPU time to be processed
by the phase vocoder,

Two aspects of this implementation merit further discussion. First,
because of the UNIX orientation toward pipes and device-independent
graphics, the control mechanisms provided with the phase vocoder pro-
gram were almost entirely in the form of parameter settings via command-
line arguments. Second, as the above paragraph makes clear, the turn-
around time for a single run was frequently substantial. Thus, many of the
applications tended to be of the form, "What one, monolithic change can
I make to the following sound via the phase vocoder?" With currently
available hardware and graphic interfaces, neither oftheseconstraints need
apply, and a whole new world of interactive musical applications should
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soon be open for exploration. Thus, the examples that follow should be
taken only as an initial indication of some of these new possibilities.

9.4 Time Scaling

Perhaps the most striking sonic modification engendered by the phase
vocoder is that of "time scaling" (i.e., changing the duration of a sound
without altering its pitch). From the point of view of the user, this is
accomplished by varying the value of a single parameter. Inside the pro-
gram, the time scaling is implemented by essentially recomputing the time
scale of the time-varying amplitude and frequency control signals for each
oscillator. This causes the composite signal to evolve more slowly or rap-
idly (whichever was chosen) without changing the actual frequencies pre-
sent in the sound. A different way of saying the same thing is that the spec-
tral "snapshots" (i.e., the Fourier transforms) are spaced closer or farther
apart upon synthesis than they were upon analysis. In either case, the essen-
tial feature of time scaling, from a mathematical perspective, is that it at-
tempts to speed up or slow down the evolution of the time-varying spectrum.
It is important to realize, though, that time scaling itself is not a mathe-

matically well-defined operation. There is no rigorous definition as to what
would constitute a perfectly time-scaled signal; hence, there is no mathema-
tical means to evaluate the success of the phase vocoder in this regard. To
be sure, related mathematical measures could be devised; for now, though,
we have been content to conduct our evaluations primarily via listening
tests. Sound Examples 1-4 (given on the accompanying compact disk)
illustrate time scaling.

9.5 Pitch Transposition

If we can modify duration without altering pitch, then we can equally well
change the pitch without affecting the duration. For example, to transpose
up an octave, we can simply time expand by a factor of two, and then play
back at twice the sample rate. The most obvious musical application for
this technique is in the adjustment of precise tunings. But, as with time
expansion, the most interesting applications are those that transform fami-
liar sonic material into something familiar yet different. Sound Examples
5-8 illustrate pitch transposition.
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9.6 Time-Varying Filtering

A third class of intriguing musical effects that can be obtained with the aid
of the phase vocoder are those that may be characterized as "time-varying
filtering" effects. Actually, these effects can be obtained with any short-
time Fourier analysis-synthesis technique, but the phase vocoder provides
a useful unified framework for conceiving and implementing them.
As with all phase-vocoder-related effects, time-varying filtering can be

understood in either of two ways. On the one hand, it can be seen as a
separate time-varying gain applied to each harmonic of a sound. On the
other hand, it can be seen as a frequency-dependent, time-varyin~ weight-
ing of successive spectral snapshots, where each snapshot is basically a
short-time Fourier transform of the input sound. This latter view is particu-
larly suggestive, because it presents the possibility of using the spectrum of
one sound to shape dynamically the spectrum of another. This is explored
further in the final sound example.

9.7 Conclusion

Our experience with the phase vocoder and related short-time Fourier
analysis-synthesis techniques has convinced us that they will play an im-
portant role in future computer music systems. This prediction is pre-
dicated upon the introduction of more powerful number-crunching boxes
and graphic interfaces, but such advances seem certain to occur. Indeed,
the "sound design" software packages now being marketed for personal
computers in conjunction with digital "sampling synthesizers" can be
viewed as a first step in this direction. These packages are particularly good
candidates for phase-vocoder-based augmentations.
Last, it should be noted that virtually no audio signal-processing tech-

nique is immune to "surprises" in working with naturally produced sounds.
In the case of the phase vocoder, these surprises are most apparent when
working with sounds that resist the attempted decomposition into separate
temporal and spectral components. For example, sounds with very closely
spaced harmonics or sounds with substantial noise components can give
rise to unanticipated audible results in the course of attempted modifica-
tions. Whether these unexpected results are seen as good or bad is largely
a matter oftaste because, for example, there is no "real" sound to which a
time-expanded sound can be compared. In any event, it seems clear that
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short-time Fourier analysis-synthesis techniques will be popular and mu-
sically productive for some time to come.

Appendix: Mathematical Analysis of Phase Vocoder

Mathematically, the short-time Fourier transform X(n, k) of the signal x(n)
is a function of both time n and frequency k. It can be written as

cc
X(n, k) = L x(m)h(n - m)e-j'lnIN)km,

m=-O';)
(I)

where h(ll) is a window or filter impulse response as described below.
The short-time Fourier transform is the analysis portion of the analysis-

synthesis procedure. A general resynthesis equation is then given by

eo IN-I
x(n) = L fen - m)- L X(m, k)ei'2<IN)km,

m=-O';) N k=O
(2)

wheref(n) is another window or filter impulse response. In the absence of
modifications-and with certain constraints on h(ll) andf(Il)-this equa-
tion reconstructs the input perfectly.
The analysis equation (l) can be viewed from either of two complemen-

tary perspectives. On the one hand, it can be written as

X(I/,k) = mi:~ (X(m)e-j(2<IN)km )h(1l - m).

This describes a heterodyne filter bank. The kth filter channel is obtained
bymultiplying the input x(m) by a complex sinusoid at frequency kl N times
the sample rate. This shifts input frequency components in the vicinity of
kiN times the sample rate down near 0 Hz (and also up near twiee kl N times
the sample rate). The resulting signal is then convolved with the lowpass
filter hem). This removes the high-frequency components and leaves only
those input frequency components originally in the vicinity of kl N times the
sample rate (albeit shifted down to low frequency). Thus the output X(Il, k),
for any particular value of k, is a frequency-shifted, bandpass-filtered
version of the input.
On the other hand, equation (I) can be regrouped as

(3)

~
X(I/,k) = L (x(m)h(n - m))e-j(2<IN)km.

m"'-O';)

(4)
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This is the expression for the discrete Fourier transform of an input signal
x(m) thai is multiplied by a finile-duration, time-shifted window h(1I - m).
Thus the output X(II, k), for any particular value of II, is the Fourier
transform of the windowed input at time n. Instead of representing the
output of a bank of parallel heterodyne filters, X(II, k) now represents a
succession of partially overlapping Fourier transforms.
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10 VLSI Models for Sound Synthesis

John Wawrzynek

10.1 Introduction

Very large-scale integrated circuit (VLSI) technology is here and is chang-
ing the way scientists work. It is a powerful medium that is flexible enough
to support a wide variety of ways of computing. With the help ofVLSI we
have an opportunity to rethink old problems and tackle new ones. Ideas
that were once only reasoned about and simulated can now be built and
experimented with.
The generation of realistic musical sounds is an interesting and impor-

tant problem for several reasons. It has not been studied with respect to
VLSI, although VLSI holds the possibility for large benefits. Sound syn-
thesis is representative of many other computational tasks-therefore, any
insight and understanding gained is likely to be applicable in other areas.
Besides being computationally expensive, musical sound synthesis faces
directly the issues of machine-man interface.
Sound synthesis is not an easy problem, partly because human hearing

and .perception are not well understood. But listening tests can be per-
formed, making the problem more tractable. It is clear when one is pro-
gressing in the right direction. This is an attribute sound synthesis shares
with computer graphics-results are clearly visible. Also, in the same way
that computer graphics can help us understand human vision, computer
sound synthesis can help us understand human hearing.
Sounds that come from physical sources can be naturally represented by

differential equations in time. Since there is a straightforward correspon-
dence between differential equations in time and finite difference equa-
tions, we can model musical instruments as simultaneous finite difference
equations. Musical sounds can be produced by solving the difference
equations that model instruments in real time.
In the past the enormous computation bandwidth of sound generation

has been avoided by using musical shortcuts such as waveform table
lookup and interpolation. While this approach and those built upon it can
produce pleasing musical sounds, the attacks, dynamics, continuity, and
other properties of real instruments simply cannot be captured. In addi-
tion, traditional methods suffer from the shortcoming that the player of the
instrument is given parameters that do not necessarily have any direct
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physical interpretation and are simply artifacts of the model. An even
larger problem with the shortcut methods of the past is that they have
produced models that require updates of internal parameters at a rate that
is many times that which occurs in real musical instruments. The control,
or update, of parameters has become an unmanageable problem.

In this chapter J present a solution to the problem of the generation of
realistic musical sounds. The solution is based on using physical modeling
and a VLSI implementation.

Section 10.2 summarizes past attempts at sound synthesis and presents
an alternative approach based on physical models. Section 10.3 presents
our computational idiom, that is, a method of computing musical sounds,
and describes the implementation of musical instrument models. Section
IDA presents a computer architecture based on VLSJ and our computa-
tional idiom.

10.2 ModelingMusical Instruments

This section presents an approach to the synthesis of musical sounds. I
present computational models for two representative musical instruments.
The form that the models take is strongly dependent on the implementation
strategy, or computational metaphor, that we have adopted.

10.2.1 Methods of Sound Synthesis

Many techniques for electronic sound synthesis have been developed over
the years. In cases where the methods have worked in realtime, they have
produced low-quality sounds. Other techniques have produced higher-
quality results but have failed to work in realtime. For a complete summary
of existiog sound-synthesis techniques and equipment see [3] and [13].

Most real-time synthesis techniques are attempts to imitate the sound of
the instrument rather than the instrument itself. Therefore, the user is not
provided with a meaningful parameterization of the physical instrument.
It is a complicated and sometimes impossible task to go from a physically
caused phenomenon to a set of synthesis parameters.

The parameterization, or control, problem is just one of a variety of
problems that exist due to the fact that nowhere in the sound-synthesis
technique is there a model of the physical instrument. Most nonphysical
sound models do not contain a representation of the state of the instru-
ment, and as a result each note cannot depend on the history (last sequence
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of notes) in any way. Not only is interaction between successive notes
disallowed, but also the previous one is usually terminated when a new note
is begun. A dramatic example of the need to represent the state of the
instrument is apparent in a repetitively struck church bell. The sound
resulting from each strike is a function of the nature of the strike and of the
state of the bell at the instant that it is struck. Some strikes sound harder
and others softer, depending on the surface of the bell at the exact instant
the hammer contacts the surface. In addition, because the bell has many
long- lived modes, the effects of many strikes all exist simultaneously within
the system. Similar effects occur in all physical instruments.
Another aspect of sound generation that has not been captured by the

methods of the past are effects due to coupling between resonant members
of the same instrument. Consider the piano as an example. The timbre of a
struck string (or set of strings) depends not only on the state of the string
and how it is struck, but also on the state of the bridge, the soundboard,
and certain other strings (the ones without a damper). All the strings couple
through the bridge and sound board, affecting the sound of a struck string
and producing synpathetic vibrations. The way strings couple with one
another depends on which keys are pressed (and thus which dampers are
released) at the time a new key is pressed.
The human hearing system has evolved to be extremely sensitive, partic-

ularly with respect to transient behavior. The nonphysical sound-modeling
techniques, except for sampling, start notes off in a very simple and pure
way, contrary to the way sounds from physical instruments are started. The
sounds from most musical instruments in reality begin with an almost
chaotic behavior before the instrument develops coherence and produces a
pure tone.
In spite of these drawbacks these techniques have enjoyed popularity for

three reasons:

I. Under controlled conditions, for certain sounds, people can be fooled
into hearing natural sounds.
2. The electronic instruments have developed on their own merit as new
instruments with new sounds.

3. Nothing better has been available.

An obvious step is to develop a method of generating sounds by mathe-
matical modeling of the motions of the physical musical instrument. Gen-
erating sound by solving the equations of motion of an instrument captures
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a natural parameterization of the instrument and includes many of the
musically important physical characteristics of the sound. A large literature
exists concerned with mathematical modeling of musical instruments, or at
least pieces of musical instruments. Most of these projects have not had the
benefit of humans being able to listen to the results, and progress has been
slow. Human hearing is complex and itself is poorly understood, so it is
difficult to refine models without the benefit of listening tests. Weinreich is
a notable exception [17J. He has been primarily interested in understand-
ing the physics of musical instruments and has used listening to synthetic
sound as a way to check his theories and models. Hiller and Ruiz solved
the wave equation for a string using finite differences on a conventional
computer as a way to generate sound [4]. Their research resulted in inter-
esting experiments with a natural parameterization of a string, including
density, elasticity, stiffness, and rigidity of string end supports.

10.2.2 Physical Modeling

In this section, we step back and explore the possible techniques for
emulating the physical behavior of musical instruments. The conventional
way of representing acoustical systems, and perhaps the most general way,
is as a set of coupled partial differential equations (POEs) in time and the
three spatial dimensions. If such an approach is practical, in many ways it
is the ideal way to produce sound. All the problems mentioned with
traditional sound-synthesis techniques are avoided naturally. In fact, few
people would argue that, implementation issues aside, a POE representa-
tion for musical instruments is the best representation; the problems arise
because of the impracticality of numerical solutions to such systems. The
power of the POE technique lies in the fact that the interesting and complex
behavior of most musical instruments arises from the interaction of their
pieces. (A notable exception to this theory is the Chinese gong, the timbre
of which evolves as the result of a nonlinearity in the metal due to
hammering during construction.) The behavior of each constituent piece is
close to that of an ideal theoretical case. The rich interaction among
elements is also what has eluded researchers in arriving at simple closed-
form solutions for such systems over a wide range of parameters.
The two popular techniques for numerically solving a system of POEs

are the methods of finite elements and finite differences. Both methods
discretize the systems in the spatial and temporal dimensions. Variables are
used to represent the state of each element or each discrete piece of the
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system. Local laws based on conservation of energy govern the interactions
among the elements ofthe system. The system can be solved by sequentially
updating the state of each piece of the system represented in the memory of
a convenuonal computer, or by simultaneously updating them on a parallel
computer. These methods work well for most physical systems because the
behavior of the system is described very accurately by local effects. The
question is: How powerful a computer do we need to model interesting
instrument behavior in this fashion?
A simple analysis shows that the requirements of this method cannot be

met by any computer in existence today nor probably for some time to
Come.A way to reduce the computational complexity of the task without
givingup the physical essence of the representation is to attempt to reduce
the dimensionality of the problem. Stretched strings, for example, can be
approximated as one-dimensional structures, as can the air columns of
woodwind and brass instruments. Accurate simulations of plates and
membranes require a two-dimensional representation. Interfaces between
the various elements of the system still exist, but each element takes on a
lower-dimension form. Not enough work has been done in these areas,
however, for us to know what is lost sonically in such approximations.
One-dimensional approximation takes one of two forms: The most ob-

vious form is simply a one-dimensional finite-element or finite-difference
approach. The finite-difference method was used by Hiller and Ruiz [4J to
simulate the motion and sound of a string. A much more efficient simula-
tion for some computers uses the concept of wave impedance. Media are
approximated by coupled sections of constant impedance. A forward and
backward wave moves through each section unchanged but delayed in
time.There is a strong correspondence between these systems and scatter-
ing theory, and the well-known ladder and lattice filter structures used in
signal processing. The interface between each constant impedance section
forms a scattering interface where there is a wave transmission and reflec-
tion.The form of the computation at each interface can be formulated from
conservation of energy. Nondispersive media or mildly dispersive media
may be implemented quite efficiently, using delay lines with computation
joining them. The delay lines simulate the propagation of the wave through
a section of constant impedance, and the computation joining each section
computes the scattering. These systems have been explored by J. Smith in
an approach to modeling he calls waveguide digitalfilters (14]. Corrections
having to do with representing a nonideal medium with an ideal one-
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Figure 10.1
Partial taxonomy of modern orchestral instruments.

namely, memory-sometimes can be lumped into the ends of the lines
where the computations take place.

The next logical step in lowering the dimensionality of the elements is to
approximalecoarsely the spatial dimension by forming a lumped system for
each element, similar to conventional linear filters or lumped electrical
circuits. The instrument model that results is a system of coupled ordinary
differential equations (ODEs) in time. This is the approach we have taken
in this work. The ODEs are approximated by finite-difference equations
and are solved concurrently.

Figure 10.] shows a taxonomy of modern orchestral instruments; it is
not complete and for clarity does not necessarily use the proper technical
names for each category. The primary division separates driven instru-
ments, those with a forcing function, from nondriven ones, those which are
excited and then aUowed to sound freely. The two instrument classes differ
significantly in their sound production mechanisms. We have investigated
one case from each of the two classes of instruments and have developed
models used to compute sound. From the driven class we have chosen the
flute, recorder, and organ pipe instruments, all of which share a common
sound production mechanism. From the nondriven class we have chosen
the bar-percussion instruments, which with minor modifications can be
extended to emulate plucked strings and struck bells and chimes.

10.2.3 Computational Model for Organ Pipes and Flutes

Organ pipes, recorders, and flutes all share a common sound-production
mechanism. This mechanism is fairly well understood and has been pre-
sented in the literature ([I], [2]). As is true of our response to most other
musical instruments, nonlinear effects play an important role in our per-
ception of the generated sound. These nonlinearities make musical instru-
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Organ pipe.

rnents particularly difficult systems to study analytically, for a formulation
of a closed-form model of such a system requires the solution of coupled
nonlinear equations. This difficulty has led to the development of time-
domain models [7]. The time-domain models provide the basis for efficient
numericalsolutions and thus a method for simulation.
One fortunate feature of flutes and other woodwind instruments is that

there are two separable systems. The nonlinear effects are essentially
concentrated at the blowing mechanism and thus can be split off from the
remainderof the system, leaving a linear system. This lumping of pieces of
the system into distinct parts is essential to efficient simulation.

A typical organ pipe is shown in figure 10.2. Air is forced through the
flue, across the mouth of the pipe where it hits the lip. In the flute, the
player's mouth and lips play the role of the flue slit. The air forced through
the l1ue interacts with the air within the pipe body so as to generate a
sustained oscillation. From basic linear-system theory, the system must
contain a negative resistance (or positive feedback) if it is to sustain an
oscillation.
Inorgan pipes, the essence of the oscillation mechanism is the same as it

is in clarinets. The air supply is forced out the flue slit across the mouth of
the pipe, where it forms a sheet of air. The sheet is a turbulent jet that reacts
to the acoustical vibrations of the air within the pipe and is analogous to the
reed in the clarinet. If the jet were simply allowed to move in and out with
Ihe air in the pipe, the oscillation would be canceled out. As the pressure
within thepipe increased, it would force the jet out of the pipe, decreasing
the pressure in the pipe. The situation is similar for a low pressure in the
pipe.The airjet does not moves as a flat sheet, however; the jet interacts with
theacoustical vibration in the pipe, which in turn induces transverse waves
on the jet traveling from the flue slit across the mouth. The distance from
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the flue slit to the lip on the pipe is carefully designed to correspond to one-
half the wavelength of the transverse wave on the jet. The delay along the
jet results in the jet) alternately blowing in and out of the mouth of the pipe
one-half cycle out of phase with the acoustic displacement out of the pipe
mouth due to the vibration of the air column. Alternatively, we can
describe the jet as behaving as a mass termination, responding one-quarter
cycle out of phase with the force acting on it (pressure) and thus one-half
cycle out of phase with the displacement. This one-half-cycle delay is the
source of the negative resistance.
It is interesting to look in detail at the jet flow in and out of the pipe. Even

if the jet deflection at the lip is nearly sinusoidal, the jet now saturates once
it is completely blowing into the pipe and similarly when it is blowing
completely out of the pipe. This saturation results in an approximate
hyperbolic-tangent function relating jet flow into the pipe to jet deflection.
The distortion of the jet deflection by the tanh function injects odd-
numbered harmonics into the pipe along with the fundamental frequency
of the deflection. Of course, odd harmonics are generated for all the
components of the waveform on the jet; however, it has been found by
Fletcher and Douglas [I] that, in practice, the fundamental is the primary
component surviving the trip along the jet. The pipe body has resonant
modes approximately corresponding to the harmonics of the fundamental
frequency of the oscillation, and it adds gain at the frequencies of the
harmonics, producing a more pleasing musical tone. Even-numbered har-
monies are generated by offsetting the lip of the pipe slightly from the
center of the flue so that the lip cuts the jet away from its center place.
This offsetting causes the waveform of the flow into the pipe to be non-
symmetric, and thus to contain even harmonics. Offsetting of the lip is used
by pipe-organ builders to adjust the tonal quality of pipes, and also by flute
players who direct the air jet relative to the pipe lip to achieve a desired
timbre. Timbre is also adjusted by instrument builders by varying the pipe
geometry. Narrow-diameter pipes have more efficient higher resonances
and thus produce a brighter tone relative to wide pipes, which emphasize
the lower frequencies, resulting in a duller tone. Closed-ended pipes are
also sometimes used when only odd harmonics are desired.

Basic Model. In this section, [ present a model for the sound-generation
mechanism in the flute, suitable for simulation. From the line of modeling
developed in [7Jfor the clarinet, we have developed model equations for the
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Computational model for flute.

organ pipe and transformed them into a description suitable for direct
execution within our computational metaphor [15]. The result is summa-
rized in figure 10.3.
The right side of the diagram represents the function of the body of the

flute.To a very close approximation, the body is a linear system-and we
represent it as its s-transform. Of course, R(s) may be very complex,
depending on the reflectivity properties of the flute body. The geometry of
the pipe, placement and size of the tone holes, and shape of the bell (if
present) all contribute to R(s). The radiation function of the body model is
not involved in the interaction between the body and the mouthpiece and,
forsimplicity, is not shown.
The left side of the diagram represents the mouthpiece portion of the

nute. The function UJ represents the now into the mouth of the pipe due to
the jet and its interaction with the vibrations within the pipe. The now
function takes on the nonlinear form shown in figure 10.4.
Thiscurve has the form ofa standard saturation curve, with the extremes

representing the now of the jet being totally in or totally out of the pipe.
Implicit in U

J
is a delay r introduced by the time for the disturbance of the

jet to propagate from the flue slit to the pipe lip. At resonance, < is
approximately one-half the fundamental period of oscillation.
We assume that the function UJ is scaled by a factor G such that it takes

the form G· tanh(k· P), where G roughly corresponds to the maximum
now of the jet or the blowing strength, and k corresponds to the width of
the jet. A low-now jet saturates at a lower level and thus has a smaller G.
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Figure 10.4
Functional form of now into the pipe.

The following describes an interpretation of the model: When G = 0, the
output of the functional block T.· UJ is equal to zero for any input Q, and
the output from the mouthpiece Q- equals the input Q+; in other words,
the jet has no effect. and the incoming displacement wave is simply reflected
off the mouth of the pipe and returned. Because R is a passive function, the
gain around the loop is less than unity and any disturbance simply dies out
exponentially. When G> 0, the displacement wave emerges from the
mouthpiece with amplification of frequencies near the fundamental. The
saturation of the UJ curve limits the amplitude of the oscillation and also
distorts the waveform, resulting in sustained oscillation and the generation
of harmonics.

Noise. The model presented captures the essence of the sound-production
mechanism, including nonlinear effects and the production of harmonics,
but fails to generate the noise that is present in real flute tones. It is
commonly understood that the presence of noise is important to our
perception of flute tones. The noise is the consequence of turbulence in the
air jet. In Ourabstraction of the air jet, all such turbulent behavior is lost.
The exact behavior of the jet is complicated, sometimes behaving more as
a laminar flow than as a turbulent flow. A detailed simulation of the air jet
may be one way to achieve the desired result; however, in practice, a
detailed simulation is impractical because of computational expense. A
much simpler method captures much of the subjective effect of the turbu-
lence. We observe that (I) the amount of noise injected into the pipe is
proportional to the flow into the pipe, and (2) the amplitude of the signal
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generally grows in proportion to the amount of the flow into the pipe.
Therefore, an amount of noise proportional to the amplitude of the signal
is added to the signal as it leaves the mouthpiece section of the model.

MOdifications. The computational rnodel presented thus far and repre-
sented in figure 10.3 may be simplified to arrive at a system shown in figure
10.5.The composite function of the mouthpiece, F(q), may be found and
replaces the mouthpiece computation in figure 10.3. Such a system is more
efficient to compute in some computational metaphors, for instance, where
function evaluation is done using table lookup. In addition, because the
computation is in a more familiar form, it may lend itself more readily to
analysis.

Figure re.s
Simplifiedmodel for flute. The mouthpiece section is modeled with a single function.

10.2.4 Computational Model for Bar-Percussion Instruments

As we saw in the previous section, blown pipes and flutes have a sound
characterized by the way energy is supplied to the system. Now we examine
a class of instruments the sound of which is characterized by the way energy
is dissipated. This class of instruments includes all nondriven instruments,
such as plucked and struck strings, drums, and bar-percussive instruments.
Here r restrict the class to those instruments including a stiff resonant bar
or plate, or those with an elastic member with low-amplitude oscillations.
The most common instruments in this restricted class include marimbas,
vibraphone, glockenspiels, bells, and chimes. Examples of a stringed in-
struments with low-amplitude oscillations are the Japanese koto and the
Chinese guseng. Systems with elastic vibrating members, such as plucked
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strings, where the vibration amplitude is large, include a nonlinear effect
that cannot be ignored.
For simplicity, I shall refer only to bar-percussion instruments; however,

all results apply equally well to any instrument meeting the constraints
outlined. All bar-percussion instruments are composed of one or more
vibrating bars, a striking implement, such as a mallet, and in some cases a
resonating cavity or tube to modify the sound of the bars. J shall assume
that, in a system of multiple bars, the bars are acoustically independent of
one another. This assumption is certainly true in the case of marimbas and
other such bar instruments but is not true in the case of string instruments.
The strings all share a common bridge that couples energy among the
strings. (see figure 10.6)

The timbre of the sound from a struck instrument is dependent on two
sets of phenomena: (I) the physical dimensions and compositions of the
constituent pieces and (2) the manner of striking. Included in the first set is
the means of support of the bar and the relative placement of the resonant
cavity, ifpresent. The manner of striking includes the force and place of the
strike and can be characterized as a time-varying two-dimensional force
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profile on the surface of the bar. It is probably not accurate to represent the
manner of striking simply as initial conditions for the bar. It is well known
to students of marimba playing that the act of pulling the mallet away from
the bar after a strike is important in the generation of correct timbre.

TheBar. Ideal vibrating bars and strings have been studied for centuries.
Theoretical explanations for the motion of a stiff bar and an elastic string
following the initial transients have long been given in the literature ([II]
and [12]). Most authors treat bars with uniform thickness.
The major distinction between bars and ideal strings is that the general

Iunction j', (x + er) +!,(x - el) is not a solution for bars, and the motion
cannot be represented by a sum of identical right-going and left-going
waves.The velocity of propagation of a wave along a bar is a function of
frequency,whereas that in an ideal string is not. This property makes bars
a dispersive medium-a pulse sent down a bar loses its shape, because the
variousfrequency components travel at different speeds. The consequence
to instrument builders is that, even though the spatial periods of the normal
modes of vibration of a bar are related closely to a series of integers, the
modes do not oscillate with frequencies that lie close to a harmonic series,
as they do in the case of stringed instruments.
Instrument builders have developed ways to modify the geometry of bars

to force at least one normal mode to oscillate at a musical interval relative
to the fundamental [10]. Similar techniques are used by builders of violins
to adjust the resonant qualities of the plates in a violin body. Builders of
marimbasand other bar-percussion instruments remove material from the
underside of the bar at the anti node of a normal mode, resulting in a
slightly less stiff bar for that mode and a lowering in frequency. These
modifications also mean that most of the solutions for the motions of bars
have little practical significance.
Although strange geometries complicate the solution of the wave equa-

tion for bars by imposing complicated boundary conditions and violating
assumptions about constants in the equation of motion, the form of the
solution is not different from that for the ideal bar. The modes are indepen-
dent and have constant frequency with amplitude and time. Because of
these invariants, we can model the bar as a set of independent resonances,
each with a damping factor Q and center frequency 8e· The resonances
correspond to the spatial modes of the bar. Note that the resonances
cannot be modeled accurately as sine waves, in spite of what the solution of
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Frequency response of bar resonance.

the wave equation may suggest. Like those OrmOS! mechanical oscillators
in nature, each resonance of the bar has a response to a forcing function, as
shown in figure 10.7.
Highly resonant modes have a narrow resonance peak. The use of simple

sine oscillators loses this bandpass characteristic, which becomes important
when considering the presence afforcing functions and the excitation of an
already moving mode.

The Mallet and Strike. The bar is not modified in any way by the player
of the instrument; therefore, the striking of the bar is the player's sale con-
trol over the timbre of the note. The composition and size of the mallet and
force of the strike constitute the major controls used by the player. Also
important to the production of a musical tone is the placement of the strike
and the period of impact. How all these parameters affect the tone of the
note played is fairly well understood.
One interesting and musically important aspect of the strike, however, is

not well understood and is not treated in the literature. Even in the case
of a "clean" blow to the bar, the observed waveform appears "noisy"
for the first few cycles, as is evident in figure 10.8. The noise dies out
within the first few cycles. The amount of observed noise is more pro-
nounced for forceful strikes, as well as for harder mallet;. Part of the
"noise" is probably due to the excitation of many low-Q, high-frequency
modes. The nearly discontinuous stress profile generated on the bar prop-
agates from the point of impact and interacts with the many degrees of
freedom of the bar, generating random movements of the substance com-
posing the bar. These random movements generate heat and are quickly
damped, leaving the standing wave motion of the normal modes. Although
the details of the noise-generation mechanism are not modeled by the
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Figure 10.8
Waveform of a marimba strike. The waveform shows amplitude versus time. The bar
struckw~s in the middle range of the instrument. It was struck with moderate force, in its
center,with a hard rubber mallet.

equation of motion for the bar, the noise is critically important to our
perception of the struck sound and is included in our model. The noisy
beginning of the bar's motion may be viewed as an excitation function
(forcing function) for the resonances of the bar. To model the qualitative
effect of the noise, we need to generate an excitation function containing
noise that has an amplitude proportional to the force of the strike and to
the hardness of the mallet. It also is important that the noise die out after
several cycles.
The key to the qualitative affects of mallet size and hardness lies in the

stress generated in the bar for each case. Our hypothesis about the impor-
tantaffects of mallet size and hardness can be viewed as aJootprint. As we
move from a smaller to a larger mallet, the stress footprint on the bar is
enlarged, providing relatively less energy to higher spatial modes. The
largerthe mallet, the more total energy is transferred to the bar, because a
larger mallet has more mass and thus generates more force. The hardness
of the mallet also effects the size of the stress footprint on the bar, because
of the compressibility of the mallet. Perhaps more important, the hardness
of the mallet effects the steepness of the stress profile into the bar. Harder
mallets generate a steep stress profile and provide more energy to higher
modes-and generate more noise.
Translation from stress in the spatial domain to the temporal-frequency

domain is not straightforward. I use a model that captures the essential
qualitative behavior with sufficient parameters to generate musically im-
portant control.

TheModel. The struck-instrument model is composed of two sections, as
shown in figure 10.9. The right circuit models the normal modes of the bar
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Figure 10.9
Struck instrument model.

with discrete resonances. The circuit used for each mode is called a resona-
tor, A weighted sum of resonator outputs is formed by summing a weighted
value from the output of each resonator circuit. All the resonators are
excited by a common signal from the attack section. The attack section
generates a noisy signal to excite the resonators. Parameters of the attack
section are changed to model different types of mallets and different force
strengths. Details of the struck-instrument model with several parameters
useful for specific musical instruments are presented in the next section.

10.3 Computing Sound

This section presents the implementation of musical-sound synthesis. J
present the implementation strategy, or computational metaphor, that we
have adopted, and present in detail the implementation of the two musical
instruments developed in section 10.2.

10.3.1 Implementation Strategy

OUf approach to generating musical sounds involves solving difference
equations in real time. Musical instruments are modeled as systems of
coupled difference equations. A natural architecture for solving systems of
finite-difference equations is one with an interconnection matrix between
processors that can be reconfigured (or programmed), as illustrated in
figure 10.10. A realization of a new instrument involves reconfiguring of
the connection matrix between the processing elements, as well as configur-
ing connections to the outside world both for control and for updates of
parameters.
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Figure 10.10
Sound-symhesisarchitecture. Processing elements are connected to each other and to the
outsideworld through a reconfigurable interconnection matrix.
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Processing elements are placed together to form an array and then are
joined by a reconfigurable interconnection matrix. A general-purpose
computer supplies updates of parameters to the processing elements and
provides an interface to the player of the instrument. The external com-
puter also supplies the configuration programs for the interconnection
matrix. Synthesized signal outputs go to a digital-to-analog converter.
To implement a reconfigurable connection matrix, a bit-serial represen-

tation of samples facilitates the use of single-wire connections between
computational units, drastically reducing the complexity of implementa-
tion. In fact, a bit-serial implementation makes the entire approach pos-
sible. Bit-serial implementations also have the advantage in that computa-
tional elements are small and inexpensive.
For OUf computation we have chosen a basic unit we call a Universal

Processing Element (UPE) [15] that computes the function

A + (B x M) + D x (I - M), (I)

It is similar to the bit-serial multipliers proposed by Lyon [6J. In its
simplest mode of computation, where D = 0, the function of a UPE
is a multiplication and an addition. This simple element fonns a digital
integrator that is the basic building block for solving linear difference
equations. If D is not set to zero, the output of the UPE is A plus
the linear interpolation between Band D, where M is the constant of
interpolation.

All the inputs and outputs to the UPE are bit serial. UPEs can be
connected to each other with a single wire.

10.3.2 Musical-Instrument Models

This section describes two simple musical instrument models based on
UPEs. Both models have been implemented, and we have used them
to generate musical sounds. Although these models have been used to
produce extremely high-quality timbres of certain instruments, they are
certainly not capable of covering the entire range of timbres of the instru-
ments. The development of a new timbre can be thought of as building
an instrument, learning to play it, and then practicing a particular perfor-
mance on it. This activity requires a great deal of careful study and may
involve extensions or modifications to the model.

Struck Instrument. Struck or plucked instruments are those that are
played by displacing the resonant element of the instrument from its resting
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Figure 10.11
Struck instrument implemented with UPEs.

state and then allowing it to oscillate freely. Tone quality in such instru-
ments is a function of how the system is excited, and of how it dissipates
energy, Examples of plucked and struck instruments include plucked and
struckstrings. struck bells, and marimbas.
Figure 10.1 I illustrates a struck-instrument model implemented with

UPEs, The model can be decomposed into two pieces: the attack sec/ian
and the resonator bank, The attack section models the impact of the
striking or plucking device on the actual instrument. An impulse is fed
to a second-order section that is tuned with a Q value close to critical
damping. A detailed version of the attack section is shown in figure
10,12, In this figure, the output of the attack resonator is fed to the
input of the noise-modulation section. The noise-modulation section gen-
erates the function

y~ NM·x' RNG + SG'x,

where RNG is the output of a random-number generator. This compu-
tation adds to the signal input x an amount of noise proportional to
the level of x, The balance of signal to noise is controlled by the ratio
SG: NM, and the overall gain is controlled by SG + NM,
The output of the noise-modulation section is used to drive a parallel

connection of second-order sections used as resonators. The resonators are
tuned to the major resonances of the instrument being modeled, The
parametersof the attack section-attack resonator frequency and Q value,
signal-ta-noise ratio, and attack level-are all adjusted to produce a va-

rietyof musical timbres.
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Attack section.

Second-order sections are combined to form a resonator bank, as shown
in figure 10.13. The output of each resonator is connected to a single UPE
that scales the output of the resonator and adds the signal to the signal from
the other resonators.

In a typical application, a pianolike keyboard is used to control the
instrument. The pressing of a key triggers the following actions: (I) the key
position determines the coefficients loaded into the resonator bank; (2) the
key velocity controls the level of the coefficient NM in the attack section
(higher key velocities correspond to more noise being introduced into the
system and hence a higher attack level); and (3) the key press generates an
impulse that is sent to the attack resonator.
Table 10.1 shows the parameters developed to synthesize the sound of a

struck aluminum bar suspended on two loops of siring at a distance of one-
quarter ofits length in from each end. The bar is similar to the ones used in
vibraphones, without the arch cut in its underside. The bar was struck with
moderate force, on its center, with a hard rubber mallet. The gain of the
attack resonator is the coefficient SG. EQR and EQG refer to the two
coefficients of a resonator normalization circuit. The frequency, Q, and
gain of each resonator were found empirically, using spectrum analysis of
the physical bar. The bar has length of 211 mm, width of 37.5 mm, and
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Figure10.13
Resonator bank implementation.

Table ro.r
Aluminum bar synthesis parameters"

Resonator Frequency Q Gain

1 1,077
2 2,160
J 2,940
4 3,220
5 3,520
6 3,940
7 5,400
8 5,680
9 6,900

10 7,840
Attack 2,000

2,000
500
500
500
500

2,000
500

2,000
2,000

500
0.5

1.0
0.7
0.7
0.6
0.4
0.4
0,3
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.004

a. EQII "= 0.0, EQG = [.0, noise gain = 0.0004. and impulse value - 1.0.
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Table to.2
Marimba synthesis parameters-

Resonator Frequency Q Gain
I
2
3
Attack

261.63
1,041.29
2,668.63
261.63

240
200
150
0.5

1.0
1.0
1.0
0.05

a. EQR = - 1.0, EQG = 1.0, noise gain = 0.025, and impulse value = 1.0.

thickness of9.5 mm. Itwas found to have many normal modes. Only the 10
most prominent modes were included in the simulation. Under normal
listening conditions, the synthesized sound was indistinguishable from tbat
of the physical bar.

Table 10.2 shows parameters developed by Lounette Dyer for a struck
marimba. The effect of the resonating cavity under the bar is incorporated
into the parameters for the resonators that model the normal modes. As
with those for the aluminum bar, the parameters for the resonators were
found empirically, using spectrum analysis of recorded marimba sounds.
Again, the strikes were of moderate force, on the center of the bar, with a
hard rubber mallet. Although the parameters are shown for one particular
bar (middle C), with one particular mallet type, and one particular strike,
we have generalized them to simulate all the bars of the marimba, as well as
other mallets, and other strike forces. We performed generalization by
devising functions that scale the parameters according to user input (for
example, key position and velocity) and additional input (such as mallet
hardness). The scaling Covers the full range of a normal marimba and also
allows for experimentation with fanciful marimbas, for example, those that
extend well beyond the normal range of a physical marimba and those with
mallets that change size automatically to match better the size of the bars,

Figure 10.14 shows the first few cycles of the waveform generated by the
parameters in table 10.2. It compares favorably with the waveform of a
recorded marimba strike (figure 10.8), and with nonexpert listeners in an
informal listening environment it sounds virtually indistinguishable from a
recorded marimba strike.

Solving the wave equation for an ideal string clamped at its ends yields
normal modes, the frequencies of which are integer multiples of the funda-
mental. The parameters for the resonators for a plucked-string sound in
table 10.3 are based on this idea. The parameters for the attack section were



Table 10.3
Pluckedstring synthesis parameters"

Resonator Frequency Q Gain I
1 440 300 0.70

2 880 300 f
]

0.80

4
1,320 300 0.60 !I-

l
1,760 300 0.70 :~
2,200 300 0.70

6 2,640 300 0.80
!~

J

C~

8
3,080 320 0.9l i,
3,520 300 0.76

9 3,960 190 0.87
,/

10 4,400 300 0.76 1
Attack

,
2,000 O.l 0.004

,
•
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Figure10.14
Synthesized mar' b ik T
para t

fror a stn e. he waveform shows amplitude versus time. The synthesis
me en are rom table 10.2

a. EQIl = 0.0, EQG = 1.0, noise gain = 0.02, and impulse value = 1.0.

found by trial and error. The resulting sound is that of a plucked, tightly
strung string,

Dynamic Model, Figure 10.15 shows a simple model for blown instru-
ments, implemented using UPEs. In section 10.2 I presented a computa-
tional model for organ pipes, flutes, and recorders based on their physical
behavior. The basic observation used to develop the model was that a
blownmusical instrument can be viewed as a nonlinear forcing function at
the mouthpiece, exciting the modes of a linear tube. In this section, I
present an implementation of the model using UPEs.
We found that the computational model is composed of three pieces: (I)

a linear element representing the flute body or pipe, (2) a nonlinear element
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Figure 10.15
Dynamic model used for blown instruments.

representing the interaction of the air jet with the pipe, and (3) a noise-
modulation section. The linear and nonlinear elements are shown explicitly
in figure 10.5; the noise-modulation section is implicit in the mouthpiece.
We can translate the model into a form directly solvable on a system of
UPEs by interpreting the model in Figure 10.5. The mouthpiece section
serves two functions: (I) it terminates the body at the blowing end by reflect-
ing incoming waves back into the body, and (2) it supplies energy to com-
plement the acoustical vibrations within the body. Considering only the
first function of the mouthpiece, the system is a pipe open at both ends.
Such a system has normal modes of vibration, the frequencies of which are
proportional to the length of the pipe and the relative amplitude and damp-
ing of which are dependent on the material composing the pipe and the
width of the pipe. As we did in developing the struck-instrument model, we
model the normal modes of the tube explicitly, using digital resonators.
The function at the mouthpiece, not including reflection of the incoming

wave, is a hyperbolic-tangent function relating the outgoing wave to the
incoming wave. For a limited range of input values, a cubic polynomial is
a good approximation to a tanh, as seen in figure 10.16.
The noise-modulation scheme is the same as in the struck-instrument

model: Noise is added to the signal in an amount proportional to the
amplitude of the signal.
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Figure 10.16
Comparisonof tanh and cubic plynomial.

In summary, the UPE dynamic model is composed of three pieces: (I) the
nonlinear element that computes a third-order polynomial; (2) the noise-
modulationsection, which adds an amount of noise proportional to the size
of the signal at its input; and (3) the resonator bank, which has second-
orderresonators tuned to frequencies corresponding to the resonances of
the pipe.
These elements are connected in a cascade arrangement, forming a

closed loop. When the closed loop gain is sufficiently high, and the system
IS disturbed, the system oscillates with modes governed by the tuning of the
resonator bank. Typically, the gain of the loop is controlled by the gain of
the nonlinear element G. For small values of G, the feedback is too small
and the system does not oscillate. If G is just large enough, the system
oscillates with a pure tone as it operates in the nearly linear range of the
nonlinearelement. If the nonlinear gain G is set to an even higher value, the
signalis increased in amplitude and is forced into the nonlinear region. The
nonlinearity shifts some energy into higher frequencies, generating a

harsher louder tone.
In a typical application, the loop gain is set by controlling the nonlinear

gain G according to the velocity of a keypress on a pianolike keyboard. A
slowlypressed key corresponds to a small value for G and thus generates a
soft pure tone. A quickly pressed key corresponds to a larger value for G
andhence to a louder, harsher tone. When the key is released, G is returned
to some small value-s-one that is just under the point where the loop gain
IS largeenough to sustain oscillation. Because G is not returned to zero, the
signaldies out exponentialJy with time, with a time constant that is con-

trolled by the value of G used.
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A small amount of noise in injected constantly into the loop, using the
noise-modulation section, so that the system will oscillate without an
impulse being sent to excite it.
This model has been used successfully for generating flutelike tones. It

works surprisingly well, considering that the tanh function is only approx-
imated with a cubic polynomiaL The essence of the physical sound seems
to be captured by the combination ofa nonlinearity in a feedback loop with
a linear element.

In physical organ pipes, the nonlinear function is nonsymmetric-it is
offset and does not pass through the origin. The same effect can be achieved
in OUf polynomial function, and we have had great success generating
sounds of various timbres.

In physical organ pipes, it has been observed that only the fundamental
frequency and a small number of harmonics survive the interaction of the
jet with the air column [I]. This observation implies that, for high-frequency
harmonics, the pipe acts as a passive radiator, suggesting a modification to
our model: Not all the resonator outputs are summed and fed back to the
nonlinear element, but instead a subset is summed independently and
behaves passively. Experiments with this idea have yielded encouraging
results. The system was much more stable and controllable, producing a
wider range of timbres than could be achieved before the modification.

Composite Model. Because both models contain several parts in common,
they can be combined into one structure, with the addition of an extra
coefficient to control the feedback, as shown in figure 10.17. A detailed
view of the composite model is shown in the form of a computation graph
for our computing engine in figure 10.18. Each rectangle in the graph
represents the operation of add-multiply-delay and, optionally, mod 2".

10.4 A VLSf Architecture

In this section I present a computer architecture designed specifically for
the finite-difference computations used in generating musical sounds. Our
computational task is the real-time evaluation of the fixed computation
graphs of the variety presented in the previous section. In these graphs,
each computation node is one or more members of the set of operations:
plus, times, mod 2

32
, and delay. Input to each node is either the output of

another node or an externally supplied coefficient. Samples and coefficients
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flow to computation nodes across the arcs of the graph. Each processor in
our computer is mapped to one and only one node, and each communication
channel in OUf machine is mapped to one and only one arc. This concept of
a one-le-one mapping is a deviation from the traditional approach, in
which a single processor is time multiplexed to perform the function of'each
node sequentially, and memory is used to form "interconnect."

10.4.1 Architectural Overview

OUf machine is structured as a number of intercommunicating chips. each
responsible for computing a piece ofa computation graph. We assume that
our task may be organized such that somewhat independent subgraphs
may be split off and solved fairly independently in a small number of
clustered chips (possibly just one), alleviating the need for very high band-
width between chips and between clusters of chips. Musical sound synthesis
has this locality property.
Figure J 0.19 shows a typical system configuration (many others are

possible). The chips are organized in a ring structure with each chip
communicating to its nearest neighbors. They are controlled by a global
master, or host, that provides initialization information and coefficient
updates during the computation. The host also provides an interface either
to an external controlling device, such as a pianolike keyboard, or to a disk
file containing musical-score information.
Each chip comprises three major pieces, as illustrated in figure 10.20. An

array of identical processing elements responsible for arithmetic and delay
operations forms the first piece. The second piece is a buffer for holding
coefficients supplied by the host; these coefficients, with the outputs of
other processing elements, serve as operands for the processing elements.
The third piece is an reconfigurable interconnection matrix that serves all
the chip's communication needs; it connects processing elements to one
another, to the output of the coefficient update buffer, and to input and
output connectors of the chip. The exact patterns of communication are
determined by setting switches in the matrix prior to the computation.
Throughout a computation, these switches remain constant. and thus the
topology of the computation graph is fixed; topology can be changed,
however, between computations.

10.4.2 The Processors

Bit serial processing offers two attractive features for our application.
First, the processing elements are physically small, so large numbers of
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them can be integrated on a single chip. Bit serial processing also facilitates
bit serial communication, simplifying communication channels; single
wires can be used to interconnect processing elements. One potential
drawback is the latency incurred with each operarion-s-the time from {he
operand's arrival until the total answer's arrival at the output. In our
application, however, we wan! a delay at each processing step, so the
latency is an advantage.
Various bit serial multiplication schemes have been implemented and

presented in the literature [5]. We wanted to provide maximum processing
power per unit chip area that was possible with current technology. There-
fore, we chose the simplest multiplication scheme that met the constraints
placed by standard digital audio rates. The CMOS implementation of our
processor is a serial-parallel multiplier structure capable of one multiply-
add-delay step per word time; we call it an inner product element (IPE). The
multiplier structure is simple and therefore requires little space to imple-
ment in silicon [9]. Inputs arrive one bit at a time, least significant bit (LSB)
first, and the output is generated one bit at a time. All inputs and outputs
have the same number representation; therefore, there are no restrictions
for interconnection of processors or the connection of coefficients.

10.4.3 The Connection Matrix

The connection matrix provides points-to-point communication between
processors. from the update buffer and bidirectionally with the outside
world. The matrix is programmable; the interconnection patterns within the
matrix are not fixed but are changeable through external control, made
possible by a storage cell located at each Cross point in the matrix and
circuitry to set the state of the storage cells. In addition to programmability,
the connection matrix also takes advantage of the inherent locality in
sound synthesis computations and is discretionary in the allowable inter-
connection patterns, saving in the chip area and providing for growth of the
processing power of VLSI implementations.
Figure] 0.21 shows the basic structure of the connection matrix and its

interface to the other components. Note that the horizontal wires, or
tracks. are used to bring in signals from off-chip and to send signals off-
chip, as well as to provide communication between processing elements.
One possible configuration is to dedicate one track-per-processing element
output, which guarantees that any IPE can communicate with any other
IPE. Such a configuration, however, grows as the square of the number of
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pr?cessingelements; in musical sound synthesis applications, it is a waste of
chiparea. In figure 10.22, we have mapped the computation graph in figure
10.180010 the processor array by assigning nodes of the graph to IPEs and
routingthe interconnections assuming that tracks could be broken arbi-
trarily.The assignment of processors to nodes in the graph was ordered
fromleft to right across the array for consecutively numbered nodes. Clearly,
all tracks have many breaks and there are a large number of small links and
a relatively small number of larger links, and so on. In the modification
she .wn In figure 10.23, tracks no longer span the entire array of IPEs, but
ratherare split at one or more points along their lengths. There is one track
ofr inks for length 2, one for length 4, and so on, doubling the length of the
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Figure 10.24
Mapping of computation graph to modified matrix.

links for each track until the entire length of the array is spanned in one
link. The breaks in the tracks are arranged to avoid any two breaks lining
up vertically. and consequently to maximize the potential communication
between pairs of processors. This matrix grows as Nlog N-rather than
N

2
, as does the earlier version-thus saving area. The computation graph

offigure 10.18 has been mapped into the new structure, in figure 10.24. The
ordering of the nodes in the graph has been perturbed to make a better
match. All but one network is routed in the modified matrix; one additional
track is used to handle that network.
It is not known what the optimal configuration for the connection matrix

is, and what are the best algorithms for assignment of computational nodes
to processors in the array. Although the assignment problem is NP-
complete, heuristic algorithms that find the inherent localities in our appli-
cations perform very well and are aided through the addition ofa few extra
tracks in the matrix and a few extra processing elements in the array.

10.4.4 The Update Buffer

The update buffer is simply a register bank to hold coefficients (that is,
inputs to the processing elements supplied from the host computer). Input
to the update butTeris a parallel connection to a standard computer memory
bus. The outputs of the update buffer are bit serial lines that run through
the connection matrix to the processing elements. For maximum flexibility
in the assignment of processing elements, no a priori correspondence is
made between update buffer registers and processing elements; this assign-
ment is made by programmjng the connection matrix.
One important feature of the update buffer is that it is double butTered.

Coefficients can be sent from the host computer to the update buffer
without affecting the ongoing computation. Only after all the coefficients
of a new set of updates have arrived in the buffer is a signal sent to update
them simUltaneously. If Some coefficients were allowed to change before
others did, instability could result.
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Empirically, we have found that our applications average about one co-
efficientper processing element. This fact constrains the nominal number
of registers in the update buffer to be the same as the number of processing
elements,with a few spares to cover exceptional cases.
Thestructure of the update buffer comprises two random access memory

(RAM) structures laid one on top of the other (figure 10.25). The first
RAM iswritable from the parallel input bus with a decoder that selects one
coefficient (row). The second RAM is readable one bit (column) at a time,
all coefficients being read simultaneously. A select signal cycles through
the columns of the second RAM one bit at a time, sending the bits of the
registers to the output, LSB first. Under control from the host computer,
a transfer signal copies the contents of the first RAM to the second one.

10.4.5 CMOS Layout Summary

Thecellsof the three major blocks of the chip implementing our computing
enginewere laid out to interconnect by abutment rather than by wires. In
somecases, cells were stretched to match up with neighboring cells. Con-
sequently, the size of each block is slightly larger than is absolutely neces-
sary to perform the function of that block, but the block composition
Containsno wiring channels and thus is extremely area-efficient. Tngeneral,
thelayout makes efficient use of silicon area.
Figure 10.26 shows the floor plan for a typical version of the chip. Most

of the area is taken up by the processing elements and the connection
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matrix. The sizes, in lambda [8], shown in the figure are for a 32-IPE array
of 32 bits each, with 32 words of update buffer capacity, and a 44-channel
connection matrix. The largest version of the chip fabricated to date was an
experimental version with this configuration, but with a connection matrix
of 64 channels.

10.5 Conclusion

This chapter presents (I) a new approach to the production of musical
sounds, (2) the application of this approach to several musical instrument
models, and (3) the design of a custom computing engine to support the
approach.

OUf solution to the problem of sound synthesis is one that employs the
flexibility provided by VLSI to build an architecture that is tailored to the
computation involved in modeling the dynamics of musical instruments.
The key to the efficiency of our machine differentiates it from other
concurrent architectures; no processing cycles are used for communication;
the processors are dedicated to arithmetic operations, and the connection
strategy is preprogrammed to provide the communication for a specific
task.
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This chapter described two simple musical instrument models. Although
the instrument models have been used to produce extremely high-quality
timbresof certain instruments, they are certainly not capable of covering
theentirerange of timbres of the instruments. They are simplistic models of
the physics of the musical instruments that they emulate, and are meant as
examplesand a basis for future study. The activity of modeling requires a
greatdeal of careful study and will involve extensions and modifications to
themodels.
Results in modeling may lead to architectural changes. A possible change

in the architecture may be to incorporate into its design the use of large
amounts of temporary memory configured as delay lines of the type
requiredfor scattering models. Commercially available memory could be
usedin this application. Scattering models are efficient for emulating wave
propagation in uniform mediums such as uniform air columns and for
simulating physically large systems such as reverberant performance halls.
The approach we have presented is more general but may be relatively
expensive in some simple cases. A hybrid system could include the best of
eachapproach.
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11 Paradoxical Sounds

Jean-Claude Risset

II.l General Description

Three examples of paradoxical sounds are presented. The first consists of
Roger Shepard's [10] sequence of tones of ever ascending pitch. The second
consists of an endlessly speeding-up beat made by Ken Knowlton at Bell
Labs. The final example, lasting 40 sec, presents a sound with several
paradoxical features. The pitch glides down the scale, yet it becomes
gradually shriller, and it ends much higher than where it started. The sound
is scanned by a pulse that constantly slows down, yet that is much faster
at the end than at the beginning. Finally this sound, played in stereo, should
also give the illusion of rotating in space.
These are only instances of the effects that can be obtained by exploiting

both the precision of computer synthesis and the specificities of auditory
perception. I have used this sound in the third movement of my piece
"Moments Newtoniens" [5J.

11.2 Technical Description

I first synthesized a sound going down the scale but ending higher in pitch
at BellLaboratories (1969); this was a generalization of the endless chroma-
tie seale generated at Bell by Roger Shepard [10]. The rhythmical effect,
whichextends the endlessly speeding-up beat generated in Bell Labs by Ken
Knowlton around 1974, was synthesized in 1975 in Marseille-Luminy ([6J,
[4]).The illusion of movemen t exploi ts the work of John Chowning [I],
using the ratio of direct to reverberant sound as a cue for the distance of the
SOurce.
The sound was generated with the MUSIC V program [3]. The MUSIC

Vscore is presented in the appendix; comments will explain the differences
between the version of the program used to generate the sound and the
original version as described in Max Mathews's book [3J-in particular,
the original version did not include any reverberation unit generator).
I shall now present a detailed description of the construction of the

Sound example, so that it can be replicated if desired. The description
examines in succession the recipe for the pitch effect, the rhythm effect, and
the spatial effect. This description does not require knowledge of the
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Figure 11.1
Spectrum of sound used to generate a pitch paradox.

MUSIC V program and its input language; yet it includes sections intended
to clarify the MUSIC V implementation: these sections do require same
knowledge of MUSIC V. It should be very easy to replicate the sound with
any version of MUSIC V or with similar synthesis programs (like CMUSIC
or MUSIC I I) provided they include the necessary units, such as reverbera-
tors. It is hoped that the general description is clear and complete enough
to provide a detailed knowledge of the structure of the sound and to permit
a replication with different tools, such as digital synthesizers. (The pitch
and rhythm effects can be approximated by singers or instrumentalists.)

11.2.1 Pitch Effect

The pitch effect is obtained by adding together 10 sinusoidal components
in octave relation, that is, with frequencies f, 2f, 4f, ... , 256f. At the
beginning of the sound, f ~ 31.25 Hz, so that the component frequencies
(in Hz) are 31.25, 62.5, 125,250, ... ,8,000 Hz. The fundamental frequency
goes down 2 octaves, following an exponentially decaying curve going
down one octave every 20 sec. Thus all components glide down the pitch
scale, maintaining their octave intervals. At the same time, the amplitude of
each component is controlled separately, in order to move the peak of the
spectrum toward the high frequencies. The way this is done is illustrated in
figure 11.1, displaying the amplitude of the components as a function of
their frequency. The frequency scale is logarithmic, so that components one
octave apart are represented as equally spaced. The spectral envelope is a
bell-shaped curve, with extreme values about 80 dB below the peak; the
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formula used to generate 512 samples of this curve is

F(x) = exp{log(.008)[1 - cos(6.28(x - 255.5)/51IJ]}.

The solid lines show the components at the beginning of the sound; the
dotted lines show them 10 sec later: all components have then gone down
in frequency by half an octave, while the spectral envelope has moved
upward by about I octave. (As represented in the figure, the spectral
envelope, as it moves "upward," does not actually extend above 8,000 Hz;
the portion that would be above 8,000 Hz. if the transformation were a
mere translation, is actually brought back near the origin.) Thus all 10
components glide down 2 octaves, staying at octave intervals, while the
peak of the distribution goes up by about 4 octaves.

Notes on the MUSIC V Implementation of the Pitch Effect. The sound
structuredescribed above is realized in instrument # 2 much like example
#514 of my sound catalog [5]. The amplitudes of the 10 components are
Controlledby function F5 in the first oscillator of instrument # 2, and their
frequencies are controlled by function F6 in the second oscillator. Each
frequencycomponent corresponds to a note played on this instrument. For
these notes, the increment (specified in P7) for the amplitude-controlling
oscillator is the same for all components, and it corresponds to a period of
66 sec. However, the amplitudes of the components are different because
the initial "sums," specified in P8 (that is, the initial abscissa of the table
lookupoffunction F5)are, respectively, 0, 511/10, 2·511/10, ... ,9·511/12
-r-the function length is 511 samples; thus the amplitudes are as in figure
11.1,and F5 corresponds to the bell-shaped spectral envelope. Similarly,
the increment for the frequency-controlling oscillator (specified in PIO) is
the same for all components, corresponding to a period of 200 sec, and the
initialSUmsare also 0, 511/10, 2· 511/10, ... ,9·511/10. Since the frequency-
Controllingfunction F6 corresponds to an exponential descent of 10 oc-
taves,the components go down one octave in 20 sec, while staying at octave
intervals. The contributions of the components are added into box B6,
Whichhas to be zeroed, since only B I and B2 are zeroed automatically; this
is done by instrument # I, which also zeroes B7 and B8 (see below).

11.2.2 Rhythm Effect

The gliding sound described above is essentially constant in amplitude; the
rhythm effect is realized by modulating the amplitude of the sound by
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recurring percussive envelopes, which adds a rhythmical beat. The rhythm
paradox is realized much like the pitch paradox; several beats are super-
imposed (5 in this example), which are also in "rhythmical octave" relation
-that is, their respective repetition rates are r, 2,., 4,., 8r, and 16r. At the
beginning of the sound, r = 1.25 Hz, so that the number of beats per second
are respectively 1.25,2.5,5,10, and 20 for each of the 5 simultaneous beats.
Initially the slowest beats are dominant in amplitude. During the example,
r diminishes regularly-it is divided by 8 in 40 sec; meanwhile, the peak of
the amplitude distribution is a broad bell-shaped curve, to ensure a gradual
passage from one dominant beat to one with a repetition rate twice as fast.
The peak shifts to a component beating twice as fast in less time lhan it
takes for r to be divided by 2: in this example, it takes 13 sec for the
fundamental rate to slow down by a factor of2, whereas it takes only about
6.5 sec for the amplitude distribution to move from one component to the
one which is twice as fast. Thus, while the beats are all slowing down, faster
beats become dominant; during the 40 sec of sound, ,. is slowed down by a
factor of 4, yet at the end the dominant beat is about 4 times faster than at
the beginning.

Notes on MUSIC V Implementation of the Rhythm Effect. The rhythm
effect is implemented in instrument # 3, which modulates in amplitude the
outputs of instrument # 2 (which have been added into I/O box 86) by a
beat that changes in speed and amplitude. The beat corresponds to a
recurring amplitude envelope specified by function F4; its maximum am-
plitude is controlled by function F2-a smooth bell-like curve-and its
rate is controlled by function F3, which is a decaying exponential going
from 1 to 1/32. Each rhythm component corresponds to a note played on
instrument # 3. Here again, the increments, specified in P8, for the oscilla-
tor controlling the amplitude, are the same for all components: they
correspond to a period of 36 sec; but the components have different initial
"sum" values, specified in PIO as 0, 51/5, 2· 511/5, ... ,4· 511/5. Similarly
the increments, specified in P9, for the oscillator controlling the repetition
rate are the same for all components, corresponding to a period of 66 sec,
also with initial "sum" values, specified in PI, of 0, 511/5, 2.511/5, ... ,
4· 511/5. Function F9 is a general envelope that just ensures a smooth
beginning and end of the 40-sec sound. The beats are added into 1/0 block
87 (which is initially zeroed by instrument I). The remainder of instrument
# 3 is used to implement the spatial effect (see below).
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Amplitude andreverberationfunctionsusedtocontrolapparentspatial location of sound.

11.2.3 Spatial Effect

The combined pitch and rhythm effects yield a mono sound. A portion of
this sound (15% of the amplitude) is sent to a simulated reverberator; the
sound itself is fed in eq ual proportion to a left and to a right channel in
order to manufacture a stereo sound. Both channels are then modulated in
amplitude by two different functions of time, as shown in figure 11.2.
Function FlO, drawn with a continuous line, controls the amplitude of the
directsound in the left channel, and F II, drawn with a dotted line, controls
theamplitude of the direct sound in the right channel. The line shown in
figure 11.2 parallel to the time axis represents the level of the reverberated
sound,which is approximately constant (it is added in equal proportions to
the left and to the right channel). At time tI (figure 11.2), the sound comes
from the left channel only; its level is below the level of the reverberated
Sound,so the sound seems to come from a source situated far away on the
left side [I]. Then the direct sound increases: at time t2, it exceeds the
reverberatedsound level, and it gives the impression of originating from a
sourcewhich is closer and closer. Around time t3, the level of the sound
from the left channel abruptly decreases, and conversely the level of the
sound from the right channel abruptly increases: this gives the impression
that the source of sound rapidly moves from left to right, at a speed that
depends upon the slopes of the left and right channel envelopes. Later, at
timet4, the level of the direct sound in the right channel diminishes below
that of the reverberated sound. At time t5, some direct sound begins to
originate from the left channel again, and it starts to exceed the level of the
directsound from the right channel at time t6: thus the sound source seems
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to move from right to left, but far away, because the level of the direct
sound in both channels is far below that of the reverberated sound. Thus
the illusory movement resembles the trajectory described in figure 11.3.
This illusory rotation accelerates from I cycle in 5 sec at the beginning to 2
cycles per second at the end.
The reverberators use a "colorless" scheme, as described by Schroeder

and Logan [9J. Several reverberators are used with different delays (see [8J
and [I]). The delays used here correspond to 1389,887,619,443, and 281
samples; since the sampling rate used in the example is 16,000 samples per
second, the values of these delays are 0.0868, 0.0554, 0.0386, 0.0277, and
0.0175 sec. The corresponding amplitudes are. 75, .72, .691, .657, and .662.
However, the parameters of the reverberation are not critical. The rever-
beration is applied to the sound prior to its modulation by the envelopes
represented in figure 11.2.

Notes 00 the MUSIC V Implementation of the Spatial Control. In instru-
ment # 3, 87 is multiplied by V2, set to .15: the result is stored in 88, for
subsequent reverberation by instrument # 50. Function F8 controls the
acceleration of the spatial cycle from .2 to 2 cycles per second (the maxi-
mum value of 2 Hz is set in PI2). The varying rate of the spatial cycle is
stored in 89. FlO controls the amplitude of the left channel and F II that of
the right channel.

The reverberation is implemented in instrument # 50. Jt comprises 5
reverberators, each of which has delays as specified above (for instance, in
the first reverberator, variables VIOO to Vl379 are reserved to store the
1,389 samples necessary for the first delay). The instrument is turned on
during the entire duration of the example.
With the design of instrument # 3 used here, all rhythmic components

could be spatially controlled at different rates-but the same spatial tra-
jectory is used for all in this example.

Appendix: MUSIC V Score

COMMENT UP DOWN SLOWER FASTER LUMINY WITH
ACCELERATING ROTATION;
COMMENT SAMPLING RATE 16000 HZ OR MORE STEREO.
SIA 0 4 16000; SIA 0 8 I; "

COM ** * * ** * ** * ** * *** * * * * *** *** * * * * * * * * * * *;
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Figure 11.3
Diagram of computer instruments used to produce examples.
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COM INSTRUMENT DEFINITIONS;
COM A DIAGRAM OF INSTRUMENTS 2 AND 3 IS GIVEN IN
FIG.4;

COM INSTRUMENT I TO ZERO 1-0 BOXES B6, B7, B8;
INS 0 2; AD2 P5 P6 B6; AD2 P5 P6 B6; AD2 P5 P6 B6; END;

COM INSTRUMENT 2 FOR PITCH EFFECT;
INS 0 2; lOS P5 P7 B3 F5 P8; lOS P6 PIO B4 F6 P9;
lOS 83 B4 B5 FI P25; OUT B5 B6; END;

COM INSTRUMENT 3 FOR RHYTHM AND SPATIAL EFFECT;
COM RHYTHM;
INS 0 3; lOS P5 P8 B3 F2 PIO; lOS P7 P9 B4 F3 PI I;
lOS B3 B4 B3 F4 P25;
COM COMBINATION WITH INSTRUMENT 2 AND ENVELOPE;
MLT B3 B6 B3; OUT B3 B7; lOS B7 PI 3 B7 F9 P24;
COM FEED REVERBERA TORS;
MLTB7 V2 B8;
COM ACCELERA TING ROTATION IN STEREO;
lOS Pl2 PI3 B9 F8 P16;
lOS B7 B9 B3 FlO P14; lOS B7 B9 B4 FI I PI5;
STR B3 B4 BI; END;

COM INSTRUMENT 50 FOR REVERBERATION;
INS 0 50;
RVI B7VIOO VI 1379V90 B7 PIO;
RVI B7 VI380 V2267 V91 B7 PI I;
RV I B7V2268 V2887 vsz B7 PI 2;
RVI B7 V2888 V3331 V93 B7 PI3;
RVI B7 V3332 V3613 V94 B7 PI4;
STR B7 B7 BI; END;

COM * '"* ** * * * **** '"* ** * * * '"* * **;
COM PROPORTION OF REVERBERATION.
SV3 02.15; ,
COM WEIGHTS OF REVERBERA TORS.
SV3 00 90 .75 .72 .691 .657 .662; ,

CO M * ** '"* * '"* * * ** * '"** * * * '"* * * * * * **;
COM FUNCTION DEFINITIONS;
COM SINE WAVE;
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GEN021 I I;
COMDISTRIBUTION OF REPETITION RATES: BELL-SHAPED
FUNCTION;
GENOI021;
COMEXPONENTIAL DECAY I TO 2.. (-5);
GEN073 -5;

COMPERCUSSiVE ENVELOPE;
COMGEN9 IS SIMILAR TO GENI EXCEPT THE
INTERPOLATION BETWEEN POINTS IS EXPONENTIAL
INSTEADOF LINEAR;
GEN 0 9 44 .001 0 I 10 .00 I 511;
COMBELL-SHAPED SPECTRAL ENVELOPE;
GEN 0 7 5 0;
COMEXPONENTIAL DECA Y I TO 2•• (- 10);
GEN 0 7 6 -10;
COMCONTROL OF BEAT ACCELERATION;
GEN 098.1 I .2 70 1512;
COMGENERAL ENVELOPE;
GEN099.00011IIOI495.1506.0001511
CO M *** * ** * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *;
COMCONVERSION FOR P FIELDS; GENERAL CONVERT OF
CATALOG;
SV203 I;
COMFOR iNSTRUMENT 2 P61N HZ P7 PIO IN S;
SV20 20 3 6 -7 - 10'
COMFOR INSTRUMENT 3 P6 P7 PI2 IN HZ P8 P9 PI31N S;
SV20 30 6 6 7 12 - 8 - 9 - 13;
COMENVELOPES FOR SPATIAL EFFECT AS IN FIG 3;
GEN 0 I 10.150.3200 I 300 03100400.1551 I;
GEN 0 I II 0 0 0290 I 300 .3 400 0 5I I;
COMNOTES;

COMTHE ZEROING iNSTRUMENT MUST BE PLAYED FiRST;
NOT I 1420;

NOT I 2402008000 66 0 0 200;
NOT I 240200800066 51.1 51.1 200;
NOT I 240200800066 102.2 102.2 200;
NOT I 240200800066 153.3 153.3 200;
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NOT I 2 40 200 8000 66 204.4 204.4 200;
NOT I 2 40 200 8000 66 255.5 255.5 200;
NOT I 240200 8000 66 306.6 306.6 200;
NOT I 240200 8000 66 357.7 357.7200;
NOT I 2 40 200 8000 66 408.8 408.8 200;
NOT I 240200800066459.9459.9200;
NOT I 3 40 I 0 20 36 66 0 0 2 40 300 310;
NOT I 340 I 0203666102.2102.2240300310;
NOT I 3 40 I 020 36 66 204.4 204.4 2 40 300 310;
NOT 13 40 I 020 36 66 306.6 306.6 2 40 300 310;
NOT I 340 I 0203666408.8408.8240300310;

COM THE REVERBERATION INSTRUMENT MUST BE
PLA YED LAST;
NOT I 5042;

COM ********* TERM INA TION *************** **;
'FER 43;

COM····· •••••• END OF MUSIC V SCORE •••••• _;
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12 Additive Synthesis of Inharmonic Tones

Jean-Claude Risse!

12.1 Introduction

The following examples present inharmonic tones produced by additive
sy~thesis. The first example demonstrates the additive synthesis process for
a Single tone. The second example presents the use of inharmonic tones in
a musical context.

12.2 Instances of Additive Synthesis of Inharmonic Tones

The sound example consists of four successive inharmonic tones; each tone
lasts 10 sec. Successive tones are separated by a silence of 1 sec.
All four tones use sine wave components (partials) with frequency ratios

as follows: .56, .92, 1.19, I.71,2,2.74,3,3.76, and 4.07. (This is close to, yet
different from, the frequency ratios that are supposed to be appropriate for
bell tones, i.e., .5, I, 1.2, 1.5, and 2.) The respective amplitudes of the
components can be read in the score. This example, similar to example
#430 of my 1969 sound catalog [I], has been synthesized at CCRMA,
Stanford, with the SAMBOX synthesizer. The score for the example is
presented here; it uses the PLA input language [2], but the comments
should make it easy to read any parameter from the score (except the
envelope, described below).
In the first tone, all the frequency components decay synchronously.

This gives a very unnatural sound.
hi the second tone, the higher the frequency of a component, the faster

its decay. Since each component is generated as a separate "note," this is
done very simply by shortening the duration of the components above the
lowest one (see figure 12.1). This gives a much more natural decay. In most
natural sounds, the higher frequency components tend to decay more rap-
idly than the lower frequency ones, which can be formulated as a principle-
the higher, the shorter. Because with additive synthesis one has complete
control of the decay rates of all components individually, one can add
interest to the computer timbres by occasionally violating the principle.
In the third tone the durations of the components are as in the second,

but some of the partials are split into two components of slightly different
frequencies. For example the two lowest partials are split into components
IHz apart. This causes a beat, or periodic amplitude modulation, recurring
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Figure 12.1

Sketch of the envelopes of components used for additive synthesis of inharmonic tones.
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Table 12.1
Score for examples of additive synthesis of in harmonic tones

Require PARAMS. HDR[PLA. MUS]:
Header: "FUNC EXAMP. FUN";

Voice Add;
BEGIN

Lonly:
Begin
Mynotenum .....42:

End:
EXPONENTIAL~MODE _ TRUE;

Dur -[10, 10, 10, 10, 10,
10,10, 10, 10,

10,7,5,5,4.5.4.3.
1.5, I, .7,

10,9,7.5,6.5,5.
4.5,4. 3. 2.5. 1.5
I, .7,

10,9.7.5,6.5,5.
4.5, 4, 3, 2.5, 1.5,
I, .7J;
AmpAt .......003:

IfMynotenum < 12 then
AmpAt .....Dur 'I' .25:

Ampdc 0- (Dur -.1 - AmpAt):
beg _ beg + [2,0, 0. 0.

0.0,0.0,0,

11.0,0,0,
0,0,0, O. 0

II. 0, 0, 0, °
0,0,0, 0, 0, °
11,0.0, 0. 0, 0,
0,0,0,0, O. 0];

Pitcho 0- [224.5, 368.5,
476,684, 800.
1096. 1200.
1504, 1628,

224.5,368.5.
476, 684. 800,
1096, 1200,
1504,1628.

224, 225. 368,
369,476.680,
800,1096,1099.7.
1200, 1504, 1628,

/* Must begin all PIa input files; *(
/* Tells sambox where to get functions *(

(* Use the ADD instrument *(
/* Signals start of information for ADD */

(* Attacks and decays are exponential */

/* Durations of the frequency compon- */
/* erus; for the first tone */
/* for the second tone: the lower -t
(* the frequency, the longer the */
/* duration */
l- for the third tone */

/* for the fourth tone */

/* For notes I to 3. attack time 3 ms,
exponential decay */

/* For note 4, attack lasts a quarter -t
t- of the note duration */

/* Start of first tone */

/* Start of second tone */
/* II seconds later */
/* Start of third tone */
/* II seconds later */
/* Star! or fourth tone */
(* 11 seconds later */
/* Frequencies in Hz for the */
/* components of the first tone */

l- Frequencies for second tone */
/* (same as first) */

/* Frequencies for third tone */
/* (extra beating components) */
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Table 12.1 (continued)

224, 225, 368, 369,
476,680,800,1096,
1099.7,1200,1504,
1028];

Amp ~ [.1, .1, .1, .05, .05, .04,
.04, .03, .04,

.1, .1, .1, .05 .. 05, .04,

.04, .03, .04.

.05, .05, .05, .05, .1,

.05, .05, .04, .04, .04,

.03, .04.

.05, .05, .054, .046, .1,

.05, .05, .04, .04, .04,

.03~.04J' 2;
AmpFun __"TRAP";

t- Frequencies for fourth tone */
j* (same as third) .;

j* Relative component amplitudes *j
;- for first tone -t
;- id. far second tone */

;- id. for third lone _;

;_ id. for fourth */

/* Name of amplitude envelope:
exponential; attacks and decays ./

j. sine wave components e/
Syntho __"SINE";

End;

here every second. There is also a faster beat produced by two higher
components-the. beat rate corresponds to the difference between the
frequencies of two close components. Such beats are important to impart
life and warmth to the sound.

In the fourth tone, the frequencies and the durations are as in the third
tone, but this time the envelope (i.e., the amplitude as a function of time)
is changed to a non percussive envelope. The buildup of each component
now takes a quarter of the duration instead of 3 msec as in tones I to 3.
Hence the various components reach their peak amplitude at different
times; thus, just as white light can be separated into its colored components
by a prism, the tone components can be heard building up in succession out
of a fluid texture, instead of fusing into a single percussive tone.

12.3 Inharmonic Tones and Transformations in a Musical Context

This example is in two parts. The first part consists of inharmonic tones
synthesized according to the process exemplified by the third tone of the
simple example above: it evokes music played on gongs and bells.
The second part consists of exactly the same components-the same

frequencies and same durations-as the first part, except that the envelope
has been changed to a nonpercussive envelope, as in tone 4 in the example
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above. Hence the bell-like tones are changed into fluid textures-while
they retain the same underlying harmonic pattern. The passage from the
first part to the second part thus involves an intimate transformation that
keeps the harmonic content invariant but changes the curve that deter-
mines the time behavior of the components. In the first part the listener
tends to perceive individual objects-"bells"-whereas in the second
part, the fusion of partials into individual objects is hindered by the
asynchronous envelopes, which helps one hear out the partials in succes-
sion. This kind of transformation was used extensively in my piece "In-
harmonique" [3]. See table 12. I.
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13 The Bohlen-Pierce Scale

MaxV.Mathews and John R. Pierce

13.1 Introduction

The diatonic scale has provided a basis for most Western music since the
seventeenth century. Harmonies based on major and minor scales, chord
progressions, keys, cadences, and modulations have provided a rich and
perceptible musical language that has been easily transmitted to other
cultures.
Some other musical material appears not to be so easily perceptible or

transmittable. The whole-tone scale has had a narrower acceptance than
the diatonic scale, and so have other scales. The tone rows of 12-tone or
serial music and their inversions and retrogrades may be another example.
With the advent of digital computers, there is much greater freedom in

selecting musical systems and scales. One can be free of the constraints of
traditional musical instruments and can manipulate the overtone structure
of the sounds used. Is it possible that one might devise an easily learnable
and attractive scale, different from the diatonic scale and yet exhibiting
some of its acoustic and structural properties?
The major triad provides the harmonic basis for the diatonic scale. The

frequencies ofthejust scale can be derived from the 4: 5 : 6 frequency ratios
of the notes of the major triad.
Here we discuss a scale called the BP or Bohlen-Pierce scale. This scale is

based on chords different from the major and minor triads of the diatonic
scale, yet the chords and the scale have much of the order and acoustical

effect of the diatonic scale.

13.2 Intonation Sensitivity

How can we evaluate a new chord and assess its perceptibility as the
harmonic basis of a scale? Roberts and Mathews [3] proposed intonation
sensitivity as a useful measure. Intonation sensitivity is determined by how
the preference for a chord varies with the tuning, or mistuning, of the center
note. The study showed that the major triad, with frequency ratios 4: 5: 6,
has a clear pattern of intonation sensitivity, and that two nontraditIOnal
chords, with frequency ratios 3: 5 : 7 and 5: 7 : 9, have a very similar

intonation sensitivity.

,~j
,,
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Figure 13.1

Ratings of triads as a function of the tuning of the middle note.

As shown in figure 13.1, Roberts and Mathews found that some subjects
prefer the third mistuned by around 15 cents in the major triad (as in equal
temperament). These same subjects preferthe middle tone ofth 3 : 5 : 7 and
the 5 : 7 : 9 chords mistuned by the same amount. Further, those who prefer
just intonation in the major triad also prefer just intonation in the new
chords.

We can note from figure 13.1 that 3 : 5: 7 and 5: 7 : 9 chords are more
like diatonic major triads in the way that preference varies with tuning than
diatonic minor triads are.

It is clear from the experiments of Roberts and Mathews that the 3 : 5: 7
and 5 ; 7: 9 chords of the BP scale are chords in their intonation sensitivity.
This might be argued from the fact that, as in the diatonic major triad, the
frequencies are in the ratio of small ascending whole numbers. It is good,
however, to have experimental evidence.

13.3 Scales with 3 : 5 : 7 and 5 : 7 : 9 Chords

Four scales using 3 : 5 : 7 and 5: 7 : 9 chords were proposed by Mathews,
Roberts, and Pierce [2]. The scale then described as the Pierce 3579b scale
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Table 13.1-

Closest
Error diatonic Difference
cents ratio cents

0 0

6/5 -22.5
+3.7 5/4 +51.9
+2.6

3/2 +29.0
-6.4 5/3 -6.4

+6.4
2 -28.4

-3.7
5/2 +22.5

0 3 0

Frequency
ratio

Just
ratioStep

o
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II
12
[3

1
1.08818
1.18414
1.28856
1.40219
1.52583
1.66038
1.80681
1.96613
2.13591
2.32818
2.53348
2.75689
3

9/7
7/5

5/3
9/5

7/3

3

a
h
The rig~t two columns list some exact diatonic ratios and accidental approximations 10

t. em. 6/5 IS a minor third. 5/4 a major third 3/2 a fifth 5/3 (an octave less minor third) a
sixth 2 th ". e octave, 5/2 an octave plus a major third, and 3 an octave plus a fifth.

appears to us to be musically the most interesting. We now refer to this as
the Bohlen-Pierce, or BP, scale. We found that Bohlen [I] had proposed this
scale earlier on the basis of combination tones.
The tones used in the BP scale are selected from a chromatic BP scale in

such a way as to approximate the frequency ratios 3: 5 : 7 : 9. The tones of
this chromatic scale are separated by the 13th root of 3. Table 13.1 shows
that all frequency ratios are approximated to 6.4 cents or better.
We shall note from table 13.1 that the BP chromatic scale also ap-

proximates a number of diatonic intervals. some quite poorly. This may
have a distracting effect in listening to BP scales and music, especially for

musicians.
Figure 13.2 is a representation of the structure of the BP tempered scale.

Acircle, representing a 3-to-1 frequency ratio, is divided into 13 equal steps
that are the semi tones of the BP chromatic scale. These are designated 0,
I, ... , 12. The 9 tones of the BP scale, designated I, II, ... , IX, are selected
from among the 13 steps. The tenth tone of the scale. I', is analogouS to the
octave in the diatonic scale. We call it the tritave (for three) to distinguish
it from the traditional octave with its 2-to-1 frequency ratio.
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Figure 13.2
Representation of the structure of the Bohlen-Pierce scale.

The 2-to-1 octave corresponds to the ratio of the frequency of the first
overtone (the second harmonic) to that of the fundamental. The BP scale is
intended for use with tones with odd harmonics only. In this case the ratio
of the frequency of first overtone (the third harmonic) to the fundamental
is 3 to 1, the tritave.

We shall note also that for tones with both even and odd harmonics, the
octave is musically empty in the sense that if we add a tone an octave above
a sounding tone, we add no new frequency components; the harmonics of
the added tone are all present in the tone already sounding.
This is not so if the tones have odd harmonics only, for by adding a

tone an octave up we add even harmonics of the tone already sounding.
But if we add a tone whose fundamental frequency is 3 times (a tritave
above) the sounding tone, the tone added will add no new frequency
components.

Hence, for tones with odd harmonics only, the tritave plays the role that
the octave does for tones with both even and Dod harmonics.
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13.4 Triads

The 3: 5 : 7 chord, or major triad of the BP scale, is approximated by a
lowerinterval of 6 semitones and an upper interval of 4 semi tones. In the
minortriad of the scale the intervals are reversed, to give 4 semi tones in the
lower interval and 6 in the upper. The 5 : 7 : 9 chord appears as the first
inversion of the 3 : 5 : 7 chord.
The positions of the major and minor triads which fall inside a given key

are indicated in figure 13.2. There are 6 major traids and 6 minor traids.
Thereis neither a major nor a minor triad on tone II of the scale. All scale
tonesare in both a major triad and minor triad. Hence, any scale tone can
be harmonized by using either a major or a minor chord, in the root
position or suitably inverted.

13.5 Modulation

The tonic can be positioned at anyone of the 13 semi tones that fall in a
tritave, thus allowing 13 possible keys. Different keys share various num-
bersof notes. In particular, each key can modulate to two adjacent keys by
changing a single note.
Following the notation of figure 13.2, moving the II note up by one

semitone will cause the new tonic to rise to the TIl note of the original scale
(note 3 of the chromatic scale). We shall call this third position the domi-
nant and the corresponding modulation a movement into the dominant
key. Moving the IX tone down by one semi tone will cause the tonic to fall
to the VlII note of the original scale (semi tone 10 of the chromatic scale).
Weshall call this VlII position the subdominant and call the corresponding
modulation a change into the subdominant key. A major chord begins on
both the dominant and the subdominant.

13.6 Just Scale

By choosing an overlapping set of four major chords we can produce ajust
version of the BP scale, as shown in figure 13.3. The four chords chosen
were V, Ill, VI, and IV. Each chord contains one note of each of Its
neighbors. Although it is possible to generate the BP scale using chords
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JUST SCALE

(5/3) (7151
V IX III

I
II! VII I

I
VIIN

i
IV vnr II

Figure 13.3
Diagram to show how a just Bohlen-Pierce scale may be constructed from four
overlapping 3 : 5 :7 chords.

other than those given above, the resulting scales do not differ much from
that shown here.

13.7 Consonance Judgments

We felt it appropriate to investigate the consonance of various triads of the
BP scale. In addition to the triads that lie in one key, one can play chromatic
triads which are arbitrary combinations of the J 3 tones of the chromatic
scale. Exactly 78 triads can be formed that span no more than one tritave.
Twelve musicians and twelve untrained listeners made judgments of

consonance of these chords. Subjects judged consonance using a 7-point
scale, where 7 was designated as very consonant and J as very dissonant.
The stimuli used had odd-numbered harmonics I, 3, 5, 7, and 9. The

amplitudes were, respectively, I, -.35, -.19, .125, and -.089. The nega-
tive (180

0

phase) components were chosen to reduce the peak factor.
The principal results of the study are

a. A wide range of perceived consonance is observed between the most
consonant and the most dissonant chords. Thus, consonance is a salient
property of chords.

b. The strongest factor explaining the dissonance of a chord is the presence
of an interval of a semi tone.

c. Major and minor chords are relatively consonant compared to average
chords.
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Table 13.2
~~~~Ognsonan~l~alingsfor the 8 most C?nsonant and the 8 most dissonant chords for

roups 0 rsteners and for the major and minor triads

Most consonant Most dissonant

Musicians Untrained Musicians Untrained

Chord Mean Chord Mean Chord Mean Chord Mean

0, II, Il 5.31 0,7,10 4.97 0, 1,2 1.61 0, 1,2 2.47
0,2,5 5.25 0,2, II 4.94 0, II, 12 1.67 0, 1,3 2.64
0,5, II 5.22 0,7,13 4.89 0,12,13 1.89 0,12,13 2.75
0,6,8 5.17 0,6,13 4.83 0,9,10 1.89 0,2,3 2.81
0,2,8 5.14 0,8, II 4.81 0, 10, II 1.94 0,9,10 3.06
0,3,5 5.03 0,4,7 4.78 0,8,9 2.00 0,4,5 3.06
0,3, Il 5.11 0,7,9 4.78 0, 1,9 2.06 0,8,9 3.11
0,7, II 5.08 0,6, 10 4.75 0, I, 13 2.22 0,.11,12 3.11

0,6,10 4.39 0,6,10 4.75 (major triad)
0,4,10 4.08 0,4,10 4.67 (minor triad)

d. A "critical dissonance model" fits much of the data. (The critical
dissonance model will not be discussed here.)

Table 13.2 gives the mean consonance ratings for the 8 most consonant
and the 8 most dissonant chords for each group of listeners, and also the
ratingsfor the major and the minor triads.
The major triad does not appear among the chords judged most con-

sonant by trained musicians.
We should note that among the 8 chords rated most consonant by

musicians, in the first 5 both intervals are approximately diatonic intervals
(seetable 13.1). It seems possible that in listening to BP chords and the BP
scale,musicians are much influenced by their training with and listening to
the diatonic scale-and by their lack of training with or Listening to the
BP scale.

13.8 Similarity of Chords; Inversions

Anexperiment was carried out in which musicians and non musicians rated
the similarity of major and minor triads, both diatonic triads and BP triads.
The triads used had various roots' the root position and the first and second

inversions were included. '
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Figure 13.4
Notation for the Bohlen-Pierce scale.

For both musicians and nonmusicians the similarity of BP chords re-
flected chiefly the pitch height. Chords were rated as very similar if their
lowest tones were the same.

The ratings of the nonmusicians for diatonic triads was similar; chords
were judged as similar if they had similar pitch heights, and as very similar
if they had common lowest tones.

The ratings of musicians were different. Chords in the root position and
in the first and second inversions were rated as very similar.
The results of these similarity judgments seem clear. When listeners have

not been taught what to listen for, they abstract information mainly about
pitch height. As a result of training with a particular scale system (the
diatonic scale) they are able to recognize and take into account other
information. It seems reasonable that training with the BP scale would
make it possible for listeners to recognize and respond to its structure, just
as trained musicians recognize and respond to the structure of the diatonic
scale and diatonic chords.

13.9 Compositions in the BP Scale

While there is no "standard" notation for the BP scale, the notation shown
in ligure 13.4 has been used in the compositions of Alyson Reeves.
Various people have composed short pieces using the BP scale. These

include Alyson Reeves and Jon Appleton, some of whose pieces are in-
cluded in the accompanying compact disk. The musical interest of these
compositions must be judged by the listener.
It appears to us that it is possible to produce clear and memorable

melodies in the BP scale. Counterpoint sounds all right. Chordal passages
sound like harmony, but without any great tension or sense of resolution.
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13.10 Summary and Conclusions

We have explored a 9-tone scale that is used with tones having odd partials
only. The 3 : 5 : 7 triad on which this scale is based has an intonation
sensitivity more like that of the 4: 5 : 6 major triad of the diatonic scale
than does the diatonic minor triad.
The scale has 9 tones. In the equal-tempered version, these are 9 of 13

chromatic tones. The structure of the scale resembles that of the diatonic
scale in allowing analogs of major and minor triads on various tones of the
scale, and in shifting key repeatedly by flatting or sharping tones one at a
time.
In ratings of consonance and of chord similarity, trained musicians give

somewhat different judgments than do nonrnusicians. This suggests that
ear training with the BP scale might lead listeners to make better distinc-
tions and evaluations based on the structure of the scale and its chords.
A small number of short pieces have been composed using the scale.
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14 Residues and Summation Tones-What Do We Hear?

John R. Pierce

T~ischapter is about residue pitch and combination tones. The approach
will be to discuss various matters briefly, to present sound examples on the
compact disk. and to ask the reader to listen and to reach his own conclusions.
Rather than searching the literature myself, I have read with some care

an excellent summary on residue phenomena published by E. de Boer in
1976[I]. I recommend this summary highly.
Residue pitch has sometimes been called periodicity pitch or virtual pitch.

It was first demonstrated unequivocally by Schouten around 1940. Schou-
ten produced a train of pulses at a rate of 200 per second. By adjusting the
amplitude and phase of a synchronous 200-Hz sine wave he was able to
cancel out the fundamental component of the pulse train. You could hear
the 200-Hz component come and go, but the pitch of the stimulus was
unchanged. Later I heard this myself in his laboratory.
When we are presented with a sum of sine waves whose frequencies are

exact or approximate integer multiples of a missing fundamental fre-
quency, we sometimes hear the pitch of the sound as the pitch of the missing
fundamental. That is how we hear the correct pitch of a man with a bass
voice talking over a telephone that does not pass the fundamental fre-
quency of his speech. That is how we hear the correct musical pitch of the
very low notes of a piano. The lowest key, AO, has a fundamental frequency
of 27.5 Hz. Certainly, that does not get through most audio systems, and
its importance in listening to the piano directly is probably small or.
nonexistent.
The pitch of orchestra chimes is that of a missing "fundamental" of par-

tials whose frequencies closely approximate the second, third, fourth, and
seventh harmonics of the pitch frequency, which is not present in the sound.
Residue pitch has been studied largely in nonmusical contexts. In a

laboratory, carefully trained subjects make pitch matches of an adjustable-
frequency sinusoid to a tone composed of a number of sinusoidal compo-
nents. The components of the tone matched are often but not always
harmonically related frequencies.
Existence regions for hearing a residue pitch have been published. Figure

14.1 is based on the work of Ritsrna, published in 1962. I shaJJ not discuss
it in detail. It is for tones made up of three sinusoids. Up-and-down is
frequency spacing of the sinusoidal components, right-and-left is the center
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Figure 14.1 .
Existence region for three-component residue signals. M is the modulation depth. The line
marked "Gassier" indicates the critical bandwidth. After Ritsma (1962).

frequency of the components, and the curves bound regions in which
residue pitch was found for various ratios of the amplitudes of the cornpo-
nent sinusoids. According to such curves, almost all of the sounds I present
should have residue pitches.

Figure 14.2 shows residue pitch measurements obtained for two equally
spaced sinusoidal components as the frequency of the lowest component
was raised. At some frequencies the components were successive harmonics
of 200 Hz, and at these frequencies the pitch matches gave a frequency of
200 Hz. As the frequency was raised, the residue pitch so measured went up
a little, around 15% of the frequency change, until the next harmonic ratio
was reached. Then the pitch could have two or more values, including the
200 Hz of the frequency separation.

Figure 14.3 shows similar data for three sinusoidal components spaced
200 Hz apart.

Such results seem to imply tbat if one used a tone made up of sinusoidal
components separated by a constant frequency and played a scale with the
lower component, one would not hear a scale. Rather, the pitch heard
should skip to the missing fundamental frequency whenever the compo-
nents are harmonically related.
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14.1 Examples 75 and 76

I synthesized two such major scales. The first scale consists of two equal-
amplitude sinusoidal components spaced 220 Hz apart. The second scale
consists of three equal-amplitude sinusoidal components spaced 220 Hz
apart.
These scales are in just intonation. The lowest-frequency component

starts at 220 Hz, the A below middle C, and goes up one octave to 440 Hz,
the A above middle C. Just after each scale, I play in succession the first and
last notes of the scale.
I have shown the frequencies and something about their ratios i~figure

14.4. At the start of the scales, 220 Hz, the frequencies for the two-
component tones are fundamental and first harmonic, and for the three-
component scale the frequencies are fundamental, second harmonic, and
third harmonic. The pitch at the start must be 220 Hz.
At the end of the scale, for the two-tone scale the frequencies are the

second and third harmonics of 220 Hz-with no fundamental. Do we hear
a residue pitch of220 Hz? At the end of the octave of the three-component
scale, the frequencies present are the second, third, and fourth harmonics of
220 Hz, with no fundamental. Do we hear a residue pitch of 220 Hz?
Along the way there seem to be opportunities for other residue pitches.

For the three-component scale, at the subdorninant of the scale we have the
fourth, seventh, and tenth harmonics of 220/3 Hz. At the dominant of the
scale we have the third, fifth, and seventh harmonics of 220/2 Hz. At the
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Tones thai compare the top few partials with all partials.

sixth of the scale we have the fifth, eighth, and eleventh harmonics of
220/3 Hz.
I do not hear any of these residue pitches.
What I hear is scales of rather odd timbre going up an octave. When,

after each scale, the final tone follows the initial tone I hear a rise in pitch,
not the same pitch, as residue experiments might lead one to believe.
My conclusion is that people hear different pitches in classic residue

experiments and in a musical context.

14.2 Example 77

The next sound example is illustrated in figure 14.5. This makes use of a
tone with partials of equal amplitude, ranging in frequency from 220 Hz
(the fundamental) to 1,320 Hz (the sixth harmonic). This tone is labeled
ALL in figure 14.5. The other tones used are TOP2, which has only the top
2 harmonics of ALL, TOP3, which has the top 3 harmonics of ALL, TOP4,
which has the top 4 harmonics of ALL, and TOP5, which has the top 5
harmonics of ALL. These four TOP timbres have the same fundamental as
ALL, but the fundamental is missing. They might give rise to the same

residue pitch.
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In the recording one hears TOP2 followed by ALL, and other pairs in
succession, ending with TOPS followed by ALL.
The question is, do the successive pairs seem to have the same pitch?
My comment is that TOP2 sounds higher in pitch than ALL, and so does

TOP3. TOPS seems to have the same pitch as ALL. r can convince myself
that TOP4 may have the same pitch as ALL, but this is not a certain
conviction. Others may hear other pitches.

It seems clear to me that in the case ofTOP2 and TOP3 one does not hear
a residue pitch equal to that of ALL. Yet in all cases the tones are in a region
in which residue pitch has been found in psychacoustic experiments.

14.3 Example 78

The perception of residue pitch is sensitive to the frequency of the funda-
mental. Let us explore this by listening to the descending whole-tone scale
shown in figure 14.6. This descends from a fundamental of 880 Hz, the
second A above middle C, to a fundamental of 55 Hz, 4 octaves below the
initial tone.

In the first scale played, the successive tones alternate between ALL and
TOP2. In successive scales TOP2 is replaced by TOP3, TOP4, and TOPS,
in that order.

Do we hear in all cases a pitch that goes evenly down by successive whole
tones, a scale in which the fundamental, or missing fundamental, or a
residue with a pitch equal to that of the missing fundamental, progresses
downward in equal steps?
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Listeners' judgments of these scales vary somewhat. Except perhaps for
TOP2, all hear a descending scale as the frequency approaches the lower
end of the scale, 55 Hz. This shows that residue pitch is most prominent for
missing low-frequency fundamentals. Some listeners appear to hear a
descending scale near the top end for all but TOP2, but the scale is rather
jumpy because of timbre changes. I hear initial jumps up in pitch at the top
for all TOP timbres-or at least for all but TOPS.

It seems clear that, for the musical context of a scale, in a number of
instances we do not hear the residue pitch of the missing fundamental, even
in the regions in which residue pitches are reported in the literature.
Generally, residue pitches are heard more clearly or easily at low frequen-
cies and when there are many harmonic components. This is in qualitative
agreement with the literature.

14.4 Example 79

I now come to another matter, difference tones, or Tartini tones, tones
whose pitches are the difference in the frequencies of two sinusoids. These
are a subset of combination tones.
Some have attributed hearing a residue pitch with two-tone stimuli to

hearing a difference tone, though this would hardly account for the pitches
of pairs of tones that are not harmonically related, like those displayed in
figures 14.2 and 14.3.
This example and the following examples explore difference tones by

trying to use them to play tunes. In example 79 the two sinusoidal compo-
nents whose difference frequency plays the melody lie above and below
2,000Hz. The notes of the melody lie in the range from the A below middle
e to the A above middle C. The frequencies of these notes are represented
by the frequency difference between the two sinusoids.
I give below the first few frequencies for the pitch entry of the PLA score

for the upper tone, followed by the pitch entries of the PLA score for the
lower tone:

pitch\! +- 2000 + .S.[C, C, E, etc.],

pitch\! +- 2000 - .S.[C, C, E, etc.].

Here C is middle C, 277.18 Hz.
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Because of an unfortunate experience with nonlinearities in a sound
system, I have recorded the two sinusoidal tones on separate stereo tracks,
so that nonlinearities in amplifiers or speakers cannot produce a difference-
frequency tone in the sound field. This was suggested to me by Max V.
Mathews.

In example 79 the level used first is moderate. I did not hear the tune the
first time it was played. The presence of the two frequency components
within a critical bandwidth produces a rather rough timbre.

If the tune is known, one may "hear it" in the mind, prompted by the
rhythmic pattern.
The same material is then played at a level 20 dB higher. In this case, I

hear the tune as a difference frequency pitch that seems to be "in my ear"
rather than coming from the speakers.
In listening, it is best to turn one's head from left to right and back in

seeking to hear this difference tone and in estimating its source. As the head
is turned, the tone may appear or disappear, and may shift from ear to ear
because of the spatial variability of the sound field from the two speakers.

14.5 Example 80

This example is presented as a contrast to the difference-tone phenomena
of example 79. In example 80 the sinusoidal components are in the same
2,000-Hz region as in example 79. But the components are now played by
a waveform that consists entirely of the tenth and eleventh harmonics of a
frequency playing the tune. The frequency differences are comparable to
the frequency differences of example 79, but in this new case what one hears
at low levels is the tune played at pitches around 2,000 Hz.
The turie is then played at a level 20 dB higher. In this case, one may, in

moving his head, hear the fundamental of the two harmonics as a low
difference frequency playing the tune. The first part ofPLA score entry for
the pitch of the tune is

pitch0 +- (200(264).[C, C, E, etc.].

To me, this example emphasizes the importance of place along the
cochlea in musical pitch. In the low-level presentation, one hears a high
pitch because the tones excite the basilar membrane near a 2,000-Hz place.
At a higher level one can also hear a low pitch, presumably because a low-
frequency place is excited through nonlinearities in the ear.
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14.6 Example 81

In this example, a ditTerent tune is used, played as the difference frequency
of two sinusoidal tones in a range around 2,000 Hz. In this case, however,
the upper tone goes up and down a scale. The PLA score pitch entries for
the two tones are

pitch~ +-- 70[8/2, C, D, etc.],

pitch~ +-- 70[8/2, C, D, etc.] - [F, F, E, etc.].

The first square bracket in each pitch represents the scale. The second
square bracket in the second pitch entry represents the melody. The fre-
quency of the lower component is less than that of the higher by the pitch
frequency of the melody.
The scale motion can be heard in both the low-level and the high-level

presentations. It tends to distract one from hearing difference tones.
In the second presentation, at a level 20 dB higher, with care one can hear

the tune "in the ear," especially if one moves one's head to a favorable
position.

14.7 Final Comments

Musically,residue pitch is an important phenomenon. It accounts for our
abilityto hear the "correct" pitches oflow piano tones over ordinary sound
systems. It accounts for the pitches assigned to orchestra chimes. And
muchmore.
However, the literature on residue pitch is much concerned with marginal

cases,in which residue pitch is heard with some difficulty in pitch-matching
experiments.In an actual presentation of sounds that might have a residue
pitch,one may hear quite a different pitch, as the examples that I have given
demonstrate.
Atlow levels, difference tones do not give a distinct enough sense of pitch

to "playa tune." Indeed, at low levels and with truly linear sound equip-
ment, it is difficult, if not impossible, to hear a musical pitch other than that
of the component sinusoids, though, prompted by the rhythmic pattern,
onecan summon up the pitches from memory. . .
P· f si . . b if they lie within a criticalarrs 0 sinusoids do have a rough tim re I

bandWidth.
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At higher levels one can hear difference tones as clear musical pitches,
but the source seems, as it should, to lie in the ear rather than outside, from
the speaker.
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15 Simulating Performance on a Bowed Instrument

Chris Chafe

15.1 Introduction

The sound examples in the accompanying compact disc demonstrate
music synthesized from a physical model and controlled by simulated
~hy~ical performance gestures. This chapter presents some issues in de-
S1gnmg a control system for such a synthesizer. The system that has
been developed funs considerably slower than real time and is intended as
an environment for answering some questions about live control of an
eventual real-time system. The control methods in a playable real-time
instrument are similar to those used here, in which the computer interprets
the musical score.
The attempt to simulate performance on bowed instruments actually

stems from an interest in developing new instruments, rather than pure
simulation. A good simulation serves as a useful "benchmark" that pro-
vides a starting point for exploration of novel instruments and musical
materials for composition.
The control method is specific to synthesis from a physical model of a

bowed string. Five time-varying control signals are generated for the
model: string length, string damping and bow speed, pressure, and posi-
tion. Other instrument types could be tested using a similar approach.
Articulation rules would be adapted to the particular parameter sets of

their synthesis models.
Time-varying envelopes for the parameters are created by concatenation

of short envelope segments corresponding to perfonnance gestures. Ges-
tures themselves are not represented in actual physical terrns, so there is no
notion of the extent or rate of motion of the fingers or bow. Instead, the
system represents gestures in terms of their effect on the bowed string

parameters.
Musical scores are coded as lists of gestures. The method is a variant of

tablature notation, in which a score is described from the point of view of
hands manipulating the instrument, rather than pitches on a stave. For
example, events described in this fashion include martele attack on string 1/1
in the right hand or hammered pitch at the fifth on strinq I in the left hand.
When creating a perfonnance, the system adds details that cause gestures

to conform to the changing state of the musical phrase. The intended result
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is consistency within complex gestures that perform multiple notes as well
as some amount of expressiveness.

15.2 Synthesis Method: Physical Modeling

At the outset, it should be mentioned that though computer music synthesis
using physical models is promising, it is still largely a theoretical field.
Commonly restricted to running in software. sound generation is many
times slower than real time. Real-time systems require either new types of
synthesizer hardware (which are likely to be built from standard digital
signal-processing VLSI) or general-purpose supercomputers.

The bowed string algorithm used in this chapter runs in software. Since
the purpose here is to discuss control of the cello model, background
concerning the algorithm itself should be found by referring to the follow-
ing sources: [3, 5, 6, 9, II].

A physical model of an acoustic source can represent a vibrating system
of arbitrary complexity. A complete cellolike synthesizer is constructed by
coupling together a number of bowed string models that simulate each
string's internal reverberation and the bow's frictional driving mechanism,
and that are further coupled to the bridge, the sound box, and the air.
Weinreich [10]has termed the bowed string algorithm a method for "synthe-
sis from first principles." It is a simplified, but nonetheless accurate, de-
scription of a dynamic physical system. The algorithms representing the
four cello strings are iterated in time from some initial state, e.g., an open
string at rest. As the bow excites string motion, waves begin to circulate
that are emitted as sound at the model's output. Events in the musical score,
through the intermediary control system, caus~ changes to parameters
controlling the bow and string components.
A cellist develops skill at manipulation of five basic parameters. String

length, controlled by fingers on the player's left hand, determines the
round-trip time of the recirculating waves and the resulting pitch of the
sound. The right hand controls bow speed, pressure, and contact position,
affecting loudness and tone quality. A fifth control, string damping. con-
trols the amount of wave recirculation and varies with movement of the
fingers and bow touching the string.
In synthesis experiments with a physical model of the cello, a number of

advantages have become clear:
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(A)sa~pled waveform and (8) synthesized waveform. The plots compare sampled and
synthesizedbowed cello waveforms. The upper plot was recorded off an isolated string in
the Celteuo, a body less electric cello with sensors implanted in the bridge directly beneath
eachstrmg. Both traces exhibit sawtoothlike Helmholtz motion at the fundamental period
modulated by crumples at several times the fundamental frequency.

• Regimes of oscillation are correct in the time domain. Self-sustained
oscillators such as bowed strings are dynamical systems. The system's
attractor (equilibrium state) under normal bowing conditions is a wave-
form exhibiting Helmholtz motion, named after the acoustician who first
described the periodic mechanism of string capture and release by the bow.
Figure 15.1 compares real and synthesized bowed waveforms.
• As in the real instrument, transient behavior of the system is state-
dependent. Response to a particular articulation depends on what the
systemwas doing in the recent past. Sound example number 63 (given in the
accompanying compact disc) demonstrates multiple strikes on a physical
model of a bell. The repeated strikes sound different because of their

interaction with the vibrating system.
• The model has the same external cnntrols as the physical system. These
are the parameters a cellist develops skill at manipulating.

" (• g

1
j
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• There is an "intuitive feel" to the system's response. A cellist can recog-
nize and imitate a synthetic articulation and recommend improvements
in the control values. The complete range of cello articulations can be
synthesized.

The most important restriction concerning control of the model is that
the model's state should persist through successive articulations and
events, allowing the system to produce real-sounding transients. Tradi-
tional speech or music synthesis techniques, e.g., linear predictive cod-
ing, formant synthesis, additive synthesis, frequency modulation, or sam-
pling methods, do not easily produce real-sounding transients. In physical
models, finely detailed transients are achieved when new events interact
with the reverberation of previous events. A particular articulation, played
twice, may sound different as it interferes with a system that is already in
motion. The state of the system at any given point in time is a result of
complex interactions between external control parameters and recent sys-
tem "memory." Due to this accurate transient behavior, dynamical system
models are useful in a wide range of real-world simulations [4].
This accuracy creates, in music synthesis, recognizable instruments. A

wide range of acoustic cues contribute to the dynamic signature of an
instrument in play, especially features that are covarying. It does not
matter particularly what is being performed. For instance, the model can
produce tones or passages that are recognizably the sort produced on the
instrument by unskilled players. Refining the performance of the control
system is reminiscent of early exercises on the instrument. When something
is amiss, the best approach has been to compensate the controls as iflisten-
ing to the actual instrument. Tone quality, for example, might be improved
by specifying something like" ... use more bow pressure at that point."

15,3 Scores: Segmenting Performance

Music is performed on the cello synthesizer by a control system that
replaces the cellist. Its rules are gesture based, and imitate the effect of the
player's actions on the strings. The system also attempts to reproduce some
of the interpretive functions of the player, such as musical phrasing. Time-
varying envelopes for the synthesis parameters are calculated by rules that
correspond to basic gesture segments. Usually, a few of these are concate-
nated to form the complete envelope of a musical note.
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The system operates from musical scores coded in common notation and
en~anced with explicit markings for bowing and fingering (to choose which
string a particular note is played on). These markings are often added by
players to their parts, indicating fingering and bowing choices for perfor-
mance of a particular passage. Each succeeding pitch is associated with
either a fingering change, bow change, or both. The old forms of tablature
style SCoresfor lute are reminiscent of this approach, in that they notated
the placement of the hands on the strings. Figure 15.2 illustrates an
example coded as input for the system.
The gestures that the hands can perform vary in complexity. The sim-

plest items are those that initiate a bow stroke or finger a new pitch. More
intricate operations are possible, which result in coordinated activity across
multiple strings, such as rolled, or "broken," chords. The system breaks
each gesture into smooth sequences of short envelope segments-for ex-
ample, those resulting in string release, bow acceleration, pitch sustain, or
vibrato. The larger gestures described by the musical notation, such as a
note sequence, trill, or slur, are formed by compounds of these "atomic"
segments.
For each gesture in the score, sequences of segments are cued up in a

time-ordered list by the control system. In most cases this sequence con-
tains one or more transition segments paired with a sustain. For example,
a change of bow is comprised of a quick deacceleration, a reattack, and a

sustain segment.
The extendable duration of sustain segments distinguishes them from

transitions whose durations are fixed. Sustainable segments prolong the
string state, possibly modulating it with vibrato or tremolo. The interven-
ing transitions determine trajectories for the hands as they move between
sustainable motions. For example, left-hand transitionals include sliding,
hammering, and homing in on a new pitch.
Each segment contributes to the envelopes ofa few synthesis parameters.

The number of parameters that will be inflected together depends on the
particular segment. In a reversal of bow direction, the reattack segment
affects four parameters: bow speed, pressure, pitch, and dampin.g.
Several kinds of phrasing marks are likely to be encountered If! a score

and are referred to as phrase controls. These include dynarmc level, vlbr~to
rate, tone quality, and tempo, among others. Separate slow cba~gIng
envelopes which are internal to the system are generated from marks In the
score. Their levels represent the phrase state at any given instant.

,
, (.,
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Figure 15.2
Player system input notation. A violin passage has been transcribed as input for the violin
player system. The specific choices for fingering and bowing represent one of several
possible interpretations for performing the score. Each event in the time-ordered list is
specified by an articulation name, the string number, and an (optional) new pitch to be
sounded. Phrasing marks such as accents and dynamic changes are included.
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Phrase controls are updated by an ever-present background process.
These values are relatively stable since they change over the course of
seconds or tens of seconds. Though a given control level usually persists
I~nger than a single note, exceptions can occur, for instance, as in a messa
di ooce (a prolonged tone with a swell in dynamic level).
The control system can insert unscored segments when interpreting a

SCore.Some may belong to a particular playing style while others arise from
a need to simulate a natural level of "sloppiness." Citing some inaccuracies
common in siring playing: pitches are rarely placed directly on target by the
left hand and spurious sounds often accompany position shifts or string
crossings. Computer-perfect synthesis without a dose of nature's noises has
a lifeless quality.

15.4 Simultaneity: Multiple Articulators

Novice players are familiar with the burden of the many controls that they
must track: the bow, intonation, tempo, loudness, and timbre. In effect,
these items can be seen as components of a "polyphonic" texture, contain-
ing several independent parts, or "voices," for which the hands are the
articulators.
From the instrument's point of view, the two articulators that act on it

are sometimes coordinated and sometimes completely independent. Both
hands simultaneously contribute to the value ofa synthesis parameter. This
is clearly the case for the damping coefficient in the string, as well as for
string length and the bow parameters.
Two independent processes represent the hands in the control system.

These processes will be assigned different kinds of gestures that invoke
string excitation, and pitch or damping change. Regarding string excita-
tion, in addition to the right hand bowing the string, the left hand can
hammer down a new pitch and either can pluck. Given the possibility for
left-hand sounds, the current system allows the left-hand process to add
excitation by inflecting the bow parameters (which is departing from the
physical analogy). A hammered pitch is simulated by a sharp jerk in the

bow envelopes.
Updates to the synthesis parameters occur every 10 msec. Prior to each

update, the hand processes evaluate their contribution to the control
envelopes and their respective contributions are summed for each of the

synthesis parameters.
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Figure IS.3
Envelopes generated by the player system. The plot provides a detailed view of envelopes
for the synthesis of the first four notes of the previous score. To give an approximate idea
of scale: the vibrato excursion shown in the graph is almost a semitone. Bow speed and
pressure are shown in log units, from minimum to maximum effort divided into a scale of
127 values (as with MIDI control data). String damping is at a minimum at the very top of
the scale, where it corresponds to a free ringing string. The graph begins with a three-note
slur played in the left hand, followed by a repeated pitch in the bow. As the left-hand
finger moves to a new pitch, damping increases slightly until the new note is fully sounded.

Segments in the two hands may be changed synchronously or asyn-
chronously depending on the type of musical material. In typical perfor-
mance, this texture may switch rapidly from a one-to-one correspondence
to many-to-one or entirely independent relationships between the hands.
For example, in figure 15.3, several segments have been generated by the
system. Due to the initial three-note slur there are more segments for the
left hand than for the right.
An additional parallel-executing process evaluates the state of the phrase

controls. The hand processes evaluate their segments within this context.
The desired effect of this mechanism is that a given gesture or articulation
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will translate into different envelope shapes depending on the dynamic level
or tone quality.
Control processes, synthesis processes, gestures, and segments are ob-

jects in the system's computer program. Each has an associated set of
execution rules. At initialization time, the instrument configuration is
declared giving the number of strings and their tunings. The system then
copies the required number of each object prototype. For the sound
examples, from I to 4 strings were played by 2 hands (of course, being
a computer, additional hands can be made available for more difficult
scores).
All processes execute each tick in an order that follows a hierarchical

pattern [7]. The instrument is the father process, and hand, phrase, and
string synthesis processes are affspring. The father contains a scheduler that
Cuesthe time-ordered segments into its offspring processes. The evaluation
order (at each update) is as follows: instrument, phrase controls, and then
string-by-string-Ieft-hand control and right-hand control. The updated
value is sent to the string synthesizer process, which then outputs 10 msec
of sound.

15.5 Rule-Based Envelope Generation

Envelopes are calculated by the segments' rules rather than fetched from
lookup of envelope tables. There are two principal reasons for taking this

approach:

. Multiple synthesis parameters can be inflected in a coordinated way .

• The rules automatically adjust envelopes according to the changing

phrase state.

Recorded measurements of violin bowing gestures support the notion
that multiple envelopes are often inflected by one articulation [1,2]. Per-
formance ofa bow stroke with a certain desired loudness and tone quality
requires balancing of the three bowing parameters. Bow speed, pressure,
and contact position are interdependent in a way tha,t is b~st underst~od
graphically [8]. Plotting these quantities in separate dimenSIOns, there IS a
locus of "normal tone" in which these quantities are balanced for different
dynamic levels. Outside of this region the bowed effects of sul tasto, sui
ponticello, flautando, and even undertone (octave splitting) are found. The
desired balance of the bowing parameters is detennined by rules contalOed

, ,
I
.1
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in the bowing segments, as demonstrated in the 84th sound example. It
demonstrates variation of dynamic level and contact position while re-
peating the same articulation.
The rule-based method for envelope generation facilitates coordinating

shape and timing of the different articulations. For example, all five syn-
thesis parameters are perturbed together by ajlying spiccato bow stroke.
Bow speed, pressure, and contact position as well as pitch and damping are
affected by the abrupt attack as the bow drops on the string.
The following is an illustration of the detail that can be embedded in

segment rules: as mentioned before, the left hand excites a small amount of
string motion in hammering down on a new pitch when striking the
fingerboard hard enough. In the hammered pitch segment, a short interval
of heavier damping occurs during which the finger stops the string just
before it is fully seated on the fingerboard. This brief muting is followed by
new excitation from the hammered strike. Similarly, pulling off to a new
pitch is executed by a segment that includes a left-hand pizzicato.
The use of a "global" phrase state also provides a means for regulating

details of envelopes affecting individual strings. MUltiple-string gestures
such as bowed triple-stop chords can be regulated by rules that look up
phrase attributes. In this example, rolled chords are played across three
strings. Since the bow is limited to touching two strings at a time, chords are
played as a succession of diads. Bowing envelopes that are calculated for
the individual strings track the current dynamic level and tone quality and
behave in a mutually consistent fashion. Figure 15.4 depicts the energy
through time on each of the 4 strings as a country fiddle tune is played in
sound example 83.

Certain articulations create strong multiparameter accents. A sforzando
attack would generally affect vibrato as well as the bow. Such accents are
engineered as brief boosts to phrase controls, triggered by the accent
segment. Transient bumps imposed on envelopes for timbre, dynamic, and
vibrato are short lived and decay exponentially.

15.5.1 Bow Articulations

Segments available in the rule base of the system include representatives
from a small "taxonomy" of bowed articulations. Five features have been
taken into account in classifying them:

. Reversal of bow direction. This distinguishes de/ache from legato bow
strokes.
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Figure 15.4
S:nthesizCdstring motion. Output level has been recorded for each string in isolation in
t Csynthesi.sof sound example number &3,Wrassted with a Wildeal. Shading shows
~W~d portions, an~ open areas sho~ either ringing or sympathetic vibration caused by
wmgon other stnngs. The dynamic level of each double stop is coordinated by the

globalphrase controls.

• Initial displacement. Significant bow pressure before the bow starts to
move causes a hard attack. The initial string snap that results is sometimes
called a quasi-pizzicato. Examples are martele, rnarcato, and staccato.

• Pulsed accent. Soft attacks have no discernible displacement, but can
have some degree of accentuation after the string is in motion, as in lance,
porte, and loure bowing.
• Duration of separation. Tones separated by small amounts of silence

include martele, spiccato, and staccato.
• Off-string bowing. Dropped. lifted or ricocheted strokes are distinct
from completely on-string tones. During the decay segment, off-string
tones ring where their on-string counterparts are damped. Pique, spiccato,
jete, andjlying staccato strokes are played off-string and are distinguished

by amount of contact at attack and decay.

The 85th sound example compares several articulations whose envelopes

ate plotted in figure 15.5.

15.6 Summary

The control system has been tested in several different musical situations,
both with hand-entered scores and scores composed by algorithmic means.
In experimenting with different instruments, envelope-generating rules
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have been created that simulate guitar and koto performance. The rule base
can be expanded for a selection of musical styles, instruments, or even the
personal touch of different performers.
The rules currently in the system have been refined through repeated

synthesis trials, in the absence of measurement from actual playing. In
the future, such measurement will be possible through instruments that
can sense bowing and pitch information. An example is the system of
Askenfelt's. Under development at CCRMA are string family MIDI
controllers that will allow analysis of live performance, and that will help to
determine more precise envelope-generating rules.
Note lists, which are the most common data structure for specifying

computer music scores, would be inappropriate for synthesis from physical
models of continuous-sounding instruments like the cello. Control of the
instrument involves several parallel processes whose synchrony varies de-
pending on the musical texture. Slurs are a simple example of asynchrony
between the two hands of a cellist. Subsequent notes continue the sound
before the previous note is extinguished. In the note list style of control,
only separate and isolated notes can be sounded and slurs are approxi-
mated by keyboard style note overlap. Moreover, the state of the synthe-
sizer is reinitialized each note, eliminating the advantages of physical
modeling for synthesis of natural-sounding transients.
Recapping the issues that have been considered in the design of the cello

control system: Left-hand and right-hand gestures are merged in a way that
permits their effects to interact in the synthesis. Gesture segments can
coordinate changes in several parameters at once and track evolving phrase
conditions. The synthesizer's state is preserved allowing the physical model

to be put to full advantage.
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16 Automatic Counterpoint

WiIIi.m Schottstaedt

16.1 Introduction

For several hundred years composers have praised species counterpoint as
one of the best ways to learn to write music. In this discipline the student
learns to shape and combine simple melodies through a carefully orga-
nized sequence of baby steps. One well known exposition is "Gradus ad
Parnassum" by J. J. Fux (1725) [IJ.
A program was written following as closely as possible the exposition of

species counterpoint given by Fux. Fux's guidelines and rules were used to
solve counterpoint exercises automatically. The rules were then extended
and modified until the results of the program were an acceptable match
with Fux's examples. All five species in Fux's five modes were imple-
mented, accommodating up to six voices. The program itself with a de-
tailed commentary is available [2J.

16.2 Why Write. Counterpoint Solver?

There are several reasons to undertake this task. From a programmer's
point of view, it is fun and not particularly difficult to write such a program.
The world of species counterpoint is simple enough that the criteria for
judging solutions are reasonably clear, and the results look deceptively like
music. From a music theorist's point of view, the program can imitate an
unusually inept but earnest student whose unexpected mistakes and mis-
understandings can make it clear where the rules are inadequate. Finally,
from a composer's point of view, species counterpoint seems like a plausi-
ble place to start in the development of a smarter working environment for

composers of computer music.

16.3 The Rules

Although Fux's definitions and rules are exceptionally clear and carefully
presented, they are incomplete. For example, in his list of the ways voices
can move, Fux ignores the case in which neither voice moves. Also, in the
edition I used, Fux does not explicitly define the difference between a skip
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and a step. Omissions such as these are easy to handle. It is more difficult
to make explicit the proper way to handle trade-offs between rules and
guidelines. For example, Fux mentions that it is desirable to maintain
"variety" in the melodies. This variety seems to entail a mix of melodic
intervals coupled with the avoidance of repetitions of anyone pitch.
The overall melodic contour should be smooth, but not without some
independent character. A program cannot satisfy these constraints un-
less it can recognize good and bad situations, and make choices among
them. The first requires an explicit statement of what "smooth" means;
the second requires some explicit weighting and searching method to
decide when an acceptable solution has been found. In all but the simplest
cases, each solution runs up against at least a few of the guidelines, so
the program must be able to choose the "best" from many imperfect
solutions.
The basic rules of species counterpoint describe how melodies are

formed and combined. Fux repeatedly stresses that most of the rules are
guidelines, not absolutes. In our implementation we define the relative
importance of the rules by assigning each rule a penalty. The higher
the penalty, the worse it is to break the associated rule. The relations
among these penalties largely determine what solutions the program
finds.

Prohibitions (infinite penalty):

I. Parallel fifths are not allowed.
2. Parallel unisons are not allowed.
3. In two-part counterpoint the final chord must be a unison or an
octave; it can include the third or fifth when there are more than two
parts.

4. The next to last chord must have a leading tone.
S. Dissonances must be handled correctly (this covers a host of
rules).

6. Voices must stay within the mode of the cantus firmus.
7. Some melodic intervals are not allowed.
8. A melody must stay within the range of a twelfth.
9. Cadences must be Correct (this covers a host of rules).
10. Direct motion to an octave or fifth over three chords where the
intervening interval is not at least a fourth is not allowed.
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12. A dissonance as a passing tone must fill in a third.
13. A nota cornbiata must be resolved correctly.
14. A ligature must be resolved correctly.
15. There are certain situations where a ligature is not allowed.
16. Augmented intervals are not allowed.
17. Doubled leading tones are not allowed.
I . The leading tone must be resolved correctly.

Very bad infractions (penalty is 200):

I. Avoid direct motion to a perfect fifth.
2. Avoid direct motion to an octave.
3. Voices should not move outside certain ranges.
4. Avoid a unison on the down beat.

Bad infractions (penalty is 100):

I. Avoid unisons in two-part counterpoint.
2. Try not to repeat a note on the upbeat.
3. A melody should stay within the range of an octave.
4. Eighth notes should not skip.
5. There are various rules concerning the rhythmic values of tied

notes.
6. A six-five chord must be prepared correctly.
7. A six-five chord must be resolved correctly.
8. Avoid direct motion to a tritone.

Other rules (penalty is given in square brackets):
I. Avoid a sixth followed by motion in the same direction [34J.

2. Strive for triads [34J.
3. In fourth species, avoid passages without ligatures [2IJ.
4. Avoid direct motion to a perfect consonance in the inner voices

[21].
5. Avoid tritones near the cadence in Iydian mode [l3J.
6. Avoid a leap to the cadence [13].
7. Avoid moving from a tenth to an octave [8].
8. Avoid a skip to an octave [8].
9. Avoid a sixth preceded by motion in the same direction [8J.
10. Avoid a tritone outlined by a melody [8].
II. Avoid skips in all voices at once [8].
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12. Avoid a fifth or octave followed by motion in the same direction
[8].
13. Avoid a repeated pattern offour notes [7].
14. Avoid notes on the outer edges of the ranges [5].
15. Avoid leaps of an octave [5].
16. Avoid doubling the third [5].
17. Avoid doubling the sixth [5].
18. Try not to skip from a unison [4].
19. Avoid a repeated pattern of three notes [4].
20. A void a fifth or octave preceded by motion in the same direction
[3].
21. Avoid any skip followed by motion in the same direction [3].
22. Avoid two skips that do not fill in a triad [3]
23. Do not repeal a note on the down beat [3].
24. Avoid a repeated note on the fourth beat [3].
25. Avoid a skip followed by a skip in the opposite direction [3].
26. Avoid direct motion to a tritone in the inner voices [13].
27. Avoid doubling the fifth [3].
28. Avoid doubling the bass twice [3].
29. Avoid a repeated pattern of two notes [2].
30. Avoid perfect consonances [2].
31. Avoid leaps of a sixth [2].
32. Avoid a tritone between voices [2].
33. Avoid a skip followed by a skip [I].
34. Avoid direct motion [I].
35. Avoid compound intervals [l ].
36. Avoid any skip preceded by motion in the same direction [IJ.
37. Avoid upper neighbor notes [IJ.
38. Avoid lower neighbor notes [I].
39. Strive for variety in a melody (this covers several rules that try to
avoid a melody made up entirely of skips, constant repetition of one
pitch, constant use of the same interval, and so on) [I].
40. Avoid skips to a down beat [I].
41. Strive for contrary motion [I].
42. Try to keep the upper voices from wandering far apart [I].
43. Avoid repeated voice crossing [penalty dependent on the number
of crossings].
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These penalty values arise partly from Fux's comments about which
;~Iesare more important than others (these get a higher penalty), and partly
om expenence running the program. Obviously some of the penalties do
~ot apply to every species of counterpoint. The penalties are positive (that
IS, there are no rewards), because we want to abandon a line as soon as its
penalty gets too high. This implies that the penalty function should not be
able to decrease. Even the smaller penalties have a noticeable effect on the
o~tcome of the counterpoint search. The solver is consistently "bent" in the
direction determined by the penalties.

16.4 Searching for Solutions

There are many ways to search for acceptable solutions to a counterpoint
problem. The main constraint is compute time. If we make an exhaustive
search of every possible branch of a short (I O-note) first-species problem,
wehave 16 raised to the 10th power possible solutions (there are 16 ways to
move from the current note to the next note). Even if we could check each
branch in a nanosecond, an exhaustive search in this extremely simple case
would take 1,000 sec (about 20 minutes). Because we hope to handle
problems far more complex than this simple one and hope to do it reason-
ably quickly, we must find a smarter search method.
After we made several false starts, Bernard Mont-Reynaud suggested

that we use a best-first search. We compute the penalty associated with
each melodic interval from the current pitch, then continue recursively
using the best result first. lf'forced to abandon a branch, we back up and try
the next best interval until a complete solution is found. Unfortunately, the
first such solution may not be very good. By accepting the smallest local
penalty we risk falling into a bad overall pathway. If the program is told to
search every branch, we once again get bogged down in long computations.
To get around this, as soon as we get a solution from one branch, we drop
back to the beginning of the exercise, and try a different beginning interval.
By trying a new starting interval, we maximize the chance offinding a truly
different solution. As before, we abandon any branch when its accumu-
lated penalty is above that of the best complete solution found so far.
Even with these optimizations, fifth species remains a problem. The

number of choices increases in this species because it generally has more
notes in the counterpoint melody, and because we have several possible
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rhythmic values to assign each note. Several optimizations can be added to
reduce this problem: we search only for those solutions that are much better
than the current one, and once a solution has been found we do not spend
too much time on any other interval. Compute times for multi voice fifth
species remain high despite all this machinery.

In early versions of the program we solved one voice at a time and built
up the entire ensemble by layering. This is satisfactory for three voices
because the first voice is usually a good melody, and the second voice still
has enough degrees of freedom to find an acceptable solution. As more
voices are added the later layers become less and less acceptable. To get a
solution in which all voices are reasonably good, the entire ensemble must
be calculated together.
To illustrate how the rules help the program decide whether one melody

is better than another, we shown in figure 16.1 three acceptable counter-
points to the bottom line (the cantus firm us). The number under each note
is the penalty associated with that note. Notice that the first (top) solution
starts out with the higher penalty but ends with the lower overall penally.
In figure 16.2 we point out in detail how each note in these lines gets its
penalty.

16.5 Remaining Problems

Currently the program has no provision for starting a melody with a rest,
nor does it reward invertible counterpoint and imitation. It tends to let
voices get entangled in each other, and makes inadequate judgments about
overall melodic shapes. Certain implied vertical clashes, tritones in par-
ticular, are not noticed. Given these caveats the program does well in a
reasonably short time.

In ligures 16.3-16.8 we give examples of the program's output. It should
be kept in mind that species counterpoint exercises are not expected to be
great music. The five species are (I) note against note, (2) note against two
notes, (3) note against four notes, (4) note against note with ligatures, and
(5) note against a "free" counterpoint, that is, a melody in different
rhythmic values using any of the possibilities of the preceding species. The
numbers running beneath the counterpoint melodies show the penalty
associated with that note. The cantus firmus is the voice without any
running penalties. Each cantus finnus is taken from Fux.
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17 A Computer Music Language

WilliamSchottstaedt

Th~ computer has gained widespread acceptance as a sound synthesis
engine, an analysis tool. and a graphical score printer. In addition to these
uses, many composers are "intrigued by the possibility that computer lan-
gua~es can provide new, perhaps valuable, ways to express and explore
musical thoughts. Most of the software development effort to date, how-
ever, has gone into reinventing computer analogs to existing musical
notations. Early compositional tools (Score for example) made it relatively
easyto type in twelve-tone piano music. Other systems depend on elaborate
menus and icons for access to simple facilities such as "draw a note" and
"transpose." There have even been attempts to build translators so that
composers can put their thoughts in "natural language."
I believe that these efforts are misguided. Throughout this century

composers have griped and moaned about the inadequacy of existing music
notations. With the arrival of the computer, notation has become a night-
mare. Common music notation, for example, is intended for music based
Onsimple rhythms and twelve divisions of the octave. But many composers
want to experiment with other ways to organize pitch and with rhythmic
values that are not based on divisions of an obvious beat. In "Water
Music," for example, I use two tuning systems based on 13 and 48 tones in
the octave. In "You're So Far Away," [ divided the octave into 144 tones,
then warped the entire fabric of an ostensibly normal twelve-tone piece into
a complex overall pitch trajectory. Accurate pitch and rhythm notation is
only One aspect of the problem; consider trying to notate the timbre
manipulations or the spatial movements that are taken for granted in com-
puter synthesis. But other existing notations do no better. "Natural lan-
guage" is diffuse and ambiguous; can anyone imagine writing a complete
"natural language" specification of an actual piece of music? Graphics-
oriented approaches on the other hand can handle only the simplest
compositional needs. Even the good ones eventually degenerate into a
blizzard of lines and cute hieroglyphs.
This problem cannot be ignored, however; a composer needs an ade-

quate record of his thoughts so that he can remember and reuse them later
and communicate them to other composers. It may be satisfying to "click
on" an icon and see the screen go through violent spasms, but this action by
itselfleaves no record that can be easily edited and incorporated into other
such sequences. In addition, every detail of the music must be decided
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somewhere, either by the composer, the performers, or the software con-
trolling the sound synthesis. In hand-holding systems, these decisions are
made by the original programmer, who may have only the vaguest notion
what things are actually useful. Most serious composers want to gel at
every detail while exploring arbitrarily speculative ideas. Nothing short of
a real computer language can give that access in any reasonable form.Why
are we so often told that it is necessary to protect composers from the
terrifying arcana of computer languages? Why do composers assume
that computer languages are beyond their grasp? My experience has been
that computer languages are extremely easy to learn, and that once a
composer dispenses with all the well-intentioned but sutTocating layers of
protection, he finds the freedom and power at his disposal exciting and
stimulating.

Let us pretend that Sesame Street's Don Music has decided to tackle the
computer. Although our contract says "keep Mr. Music happy," we do not
intend to do any more programming than necessary. "But I don't need
much," he assures us, "1 just want to make a racket"! Once we set about
building the Don's music system, we notice that at some point we have to
decide what to do next. Ifwe are not satisfied with pure improvisation and
performance, we must remember what we did; a list of musical events has
to be generated so that a synthesizer or a performer can be told what to
do. With this list in hand we can go back later and edit the data to fix
musical problems.

In some systems the list of events is only implicit in the scheduling
decisions. At CCRMA the list is saved as a text file called, not surprisingly,
the note list. It contains a time-ordered sequence of notes. Each "note" is
a procedure call that passes to the procedure (normally a synthesizer patch
called an "instrument") all the data it needs to produce the right musical
event at that moment. Say we have a synthesizer patch that our friends can
be convinced to call a "violin." On each note, this violin needs to know its
onset time, duration, frequency, and amplitude. To remember this data, we
write a text file full of violin notes of the form

Violin, 10, 2, 440, .1;

Violin, II, 1,660, .1;

These two lines produce two violin notes. The first starts at time 10 sec and
lasts 2 sec. Its frequency is 440 Hz, and its amplitude is.1 (rather loud). The
second violin note starts I sec later, lasts I sec, and its frequency is 660 Hz.
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A list of such calls has several good points. First text editors are very
sophisticated these days, so even extensive editing of such lists is easy.
Second, there is no necessary limit on the number of parameters, so there
is no a priori limit on the extent to which each note can be polished and
relined. Third, note list syntax is simple, so programs can easily handle the
data in various ways. We can display the note list as a normal score, for
example, or mix it with other note lists. Fourth, the note list can contain all
thedata needed to remake the music. It is often far more straightforward to
edit the note list to fix small errors than to change the procedures that
generated that note list.
Unfortunately, the note list is often hard to read as music. Computer in-

struments have become extremely complex, sometimes needing more than
100 parameters on each call. Because synthesizers have become more power-
ful, it is not uncommon for composers to have more than 50 instruments
running at once. Compositions now routinely last more than 20 minutes (a
trend that is not universally regarded with approbation), and may call for
dozens of notes per second. The instruments are interleaved according to
note onset times, and the musical effect of each parameter depends on the
instrument (and may therefore be hidden from the reader of the note list).
It is not surprising that the note list can become a bewildering morass of
undecipherable data. A more limited system may not be able to approach
this level of complexity, but that is not something it should brag about.
There are two straightforward ways to make the note list easier to read.

First, we can use variables instead of arithmetic expressions. For example,
let us transpose our earlier notes:

Variable Transposition, Loud;

Transposition ~ 9/8;

Loud e-, .1;

Violin, 10,2, 440*Transposition, Loud;

Violin, II, I, 660.Transposition, Loud;

In large note lists the use of variables can make a major improvement in
readability and editability. The second improvement is to, use named
parameters with defaults for unstated parameters. The note list then con-
tains only the data that are different from the default expectations for that
note. Because the parameter names are included in the note list, much o.f~he
d h

.. . h t it eans Some forms of editingata as built 10 explanations as to w a u rn ..
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(reorchestration in particular) become easier if all OUf instruments sharea
common set of parameter names. For example, ifboth OUf bell instrument
and our violin have the parameters "Amplitude" and "Frequency," we
have a good chance of getting a reasonable result when we interchange
which instrument plays which note. The named parameters can occur in
any order, so we no longer have to try to remember where each parameter
belongs in the parameter list. A simple example is the following, slightly
edited excerpt from the fifth movement of "Colony":

Violin, 195.0,9,51.914*9/8, Amplitude: .020, Fmlndex: 2, Reverb:.4;

Violin, 195.0,9, 103.828*9/8, Amplitude: .020, Fmlndex: 2, Reverb:.4;

Violin, 195.0,9,207.655*9/64, Amplitude: .020, Fmlndex: 2, Reverb: .4;

It should be clear that "Fmlndex: 2" causes the note to be brighter than
usual. If all the violin parameters were present, the number "2" would be
hidden somewhere in about sixty other numbers and envelope names. Here
nearly all these parameters have taken their default values so the index
setting jumps out at the reader. Of course, we had to repeat the message for
each note. In common music notation, a mark such as "brighter" Of

"louder" can apply to hundreds of notes, but to do the same in the note list
requires some fooling around.

Even with these improvements Don Music complains that he cannot
read his note lists. After a lot of grumbling, we agree to provide arbitrary
graphical and pictorial representations of the data. A sophisticated exam-
ple of such a system is the Seed editor of the SSSP project. At CCRMA
graphical representations are provided by a subprogram called NED,
which runs under the text editor (E). One of its more useful displays shows
the note list data in the current editor window as a normal musical score.
Another provides a proportional display (frequency versus time). We have
not been able to go as far in this direction as Buxton's group because
graphics are not fully supported at CCRMA. We do not have a pointing
device, for example, so it is not easy to move around in a graph.

Don Music is still not satisfied. It is very tedious to type out and edit by
hand every parameter of every note. Even with fancier graphical facilities,
Don Music needs a way to write note lists and specify complex transforms-
tions of the data. Unfortunately for our repose, he has noticed that many
of his ideas can be expressed as computer algorithms. A crescendo, for
example, can be expressed as a simple ramp function applied to the arnpli-
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tude data. A repeating pattern can be handled with a circular list. Many
~elodlc transformations can be treated as vector operations. In fact most
Instrumentparameters follow algorithms that are extremely tiresome to
workout by hand but that are easily expressed in a computer language. Let
us develop a language for the Don and call it PLA.
Our first version ofPLA is based on Sail, an Algol language that happens

10 be in heavy use at CCRMA. The Sail part of PLA provides macros,
vanous data types. arithmetic and string operators, conditionals, loops,
subroutines, recursion, contexts (for backtracking), and so on. The Lisp
part of PLA provides an object oriented facility based on the flavor
paradigm of Symbolics Lisp. A few constructs are borrowed from Score
[7J (pitch names, rhythm names, motives, and a tempo statement). Besides
these,we add a few somewhat unusual features. The first is the notion ofa
"voice."Composers rarely think of an entire piece in terms that are strictly
orderedin time from the start. Since the musical events must be in the right
orderwhen they emerge from the loudspeaker, notions such as "melody."
"chord,"and "phrase" must be sorted in time. 1n PLA, this is done with
voices.sections, and files (note lists).
A voice can be thought of as a musical line, encapsulating the knowledge

necessaryto produce that melody without making any assumptions about
thecontext in which the melody is expressed. A PLA voice need not have
anyrelation to a voice that appears on a stave of an orchestral score. The
voicebody is simply a block of code that can, if it wants, instruct that a note
ormusical event be placed in the note list. The scheduler handles the mixing
of voices to ensure that everything is ordered properly for the synthe~izer.
Becausea voice is a process (with local state and a notion of local time),
fancy event decisions can be deferred until "run time," thereby enabling the
composer to express, at least in a rudimentary manner, the kinds of
interactions that happen between perfonners in chamber con~erts. The
samecapability makes it possible to write authomatic counterpomt solvers

andautomatic serial music generators.
Another somewhat unusual feature of PLA is the envelope. An envelope

is a list of coordinate pairs giving a set of "'breakpoints" connected by line
se . . A h . t rpolates if necessary togments. GIven an x-axts value, PL t en 10 e, ,
f d h .. I h e been used to control
10 t e corresponding j-axis value. Enve opes av .. . I t the tempo of an entire
everythingfrom the amplitude ofa par ttcu ar note 0 .

P
· I I d h compOSIng programs
Ieee. n fact several composers have deve ope uge
b d

• filt s of otherwise random
ase almost exclusively on envelopes as I er
selections.
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Some examples might make this disucssion less nebulous. We present
first a very simple piece of PLA code that calls for a voice and an envelope.
The comments in the code may help the computer-naive reader figureout
what is going on.

Pars Name, Onset, Dur, Freq, Amp;
! these are the instrument parameters;
! "Name" is the instrument name;
! "Onset" is note's starting time in seconds;
! "Dur" is the note's duration;
! "Freq" is its frequency in Hertz;
! "Amp" is its amplitude;

Seg AmpRamp.1 0.210;

Voice Simp;

! make an envelope named "Amp Ramp";
! the odd order (y, x) is a holdover from the
distant past;

Begin
! set up a voice named "Simp";

MyEnd ~ 10.0;
! "Begin" marks the start of the voice block;

Onset +-- Onset + Dur e .9;

! "MyEnd" is when the voice stops;
! there are many ways to decide a voice is done;
! we could have said "Simp(O: 10)" for
example;

Dur ~ Rhythm: q, h, q, q;

! each note overlaps the last one slightly;
! the first Onset time will be 0 because Dur
starts out 0 (it hasn't been set yet);

!q = quarter note, h = half note;
! there are many ways to express an arbitrary
list;
! this one is borrowed from Score;

Freq .......[c, d, e, f, g, a, b, c e Z];

I another form of a list - c ~ 261.62 Hz;
! this statement produces a rising c-major
scale;
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! the list of expressions in "[ l" has an internal;
! pointer to the current element which returns'
! to the beginning after the last element: ',
'An Alberti bass becomes [c, e, g, eJ/2 for
example;

Amp - AmpRamp[OnsetJ;
! "Amp" depends on the value of the envelope;
! at the time the note starts;

If Our >= 2 Then Amp _ Amp s Z;
! we want long notes to be louder;

End;
! "End" closes the voice block;

The voice "Simp" creates notes until it decides it is done. On each note
thevoice block is evaluated and the resulting values for the voice parame-
tersare sent to the note list. I think this code presents the actual musical
intentions more clearly than the equivalent paragraph of "natural lan-
guage,"and with more specificity than graphical systems can attain. In this
particularcase, common music notation is better than PLA code, but in
more complex cases common music notation suffers the same problems
that afflict other pictorial representations. I think that the PLA code is easy
to read, write, and edit. The syntax of the PLA code is not very important;
the Lisp-based PLA has basically the same good and bad features that the
Algol-based PLA has. The important factor is the access to a real language,

not its appearance on the screen.
The note list produced by the example given above is

, .
. Instrument. onset. dur, freq, amp;
SIMP, .000, 1.000, 261.620, .100;
SIMP, .900, 2.000, 293.660, .218;
SIMP, 2.700, 1.000,329.630, .127;
SIMP, 3.600, 1.000,349.230, .136;
SIMP, 4.500,1.000,391.990, .145;
SIMP, 5.400, 2.000, 440.000, .308;
SIMP, 7.200, 1.000, 493.890, .172;
SIMP, 8.100, 1.000, 523.240, .181;
SIMP, 9.000, 1.000, 261.620, .190;
SIMP, 9.900, 2.000, 293.660, .398;
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Assume we are happy with this note list. Next we want to take eight
copies of it, staggered by 4 sec, each a ninth of an octave (4/3 semitones)
higher than the last, with the individual notes slightly staggered in onset
time, and with a little fleck of sound added to each note thai happens to be
higher than 600 Hz. In PLA a note list (called a "file" here) isjust a kind of
voice:

Pars Name, Onset, Our, Freq, Amp;
Integer I;
For I ~ I Step 1 Until 8 Do
File Scale.Pla; ! use our scale 8 times;
Begin
Real Transposition, NewStartTime;
LOnly: ! this block is evaluated only upon

voice initialization;
Begin ! "LOnly" is a borrowing from

Mus 10;
Transposition ~ 2j(i/9); !each repetition is 2/3 of a tone

higher;
NewStartTime e-, (i - 1).4; ! repetitions start at 4 second

intervals;
End;

Onset e-, Onset + Ran/IO + NewStartTime; ! stagger onsets a little;
Freq ~ Freq * Transposition;
If Freq > 600
Then
Voice Fleck;
Begin
Real Start Time;
LOnly:
Begin
MyNoteNum e-, I;

StartTime +- Onset;

End;
Onset +- StartTime;
Our +- .10;

!add a little note to each high note;

'Each Fleck voice produces only
one note;

! Fleck starts at the same time as
the high note;
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Freq ~ 500 + Ran. 500;
Amp ~ .01;
End;

End;

This example is still extremely simple compared to the sorts of things
composers actually want to do. [ hope it helps demonstrate that there is
reallyno way to determine in advance every compositional procedure that
every composer is going to want. Only a system that is completely open-
endedis even a satisfactory beginning.
But Don Music is still unhappy. "Oh, ['11never get it," he cries. "Why

can't Ijust play my piano?" To please him, we build the necessary sensors
andwrite the necessary software to capture whatever notes Don Music
plays.From this data, we can provide an editable note list approximating
his performance. The Don soon discovers, however, that he, like most
composers,does not particularly want his fingers thinking for him. Devices
like piano keyboards make very definite assumptions about the kind of
musicwe want to produce. But, M r. Music points out, there is another way
to use "real-time" interactions. We can write compositional algorithms,
thenpoke at them while they are running. Our basic input device is the
typewriter keyboard. Although the keyboard is noisy, it is superior to a
pianokeyboard because it is more compact, has more states, and can be
usedto input arbitrary commands. It is also superior to a device like the
electronicviolin because the composer does not have to deal with a virtuoso
performer, and does not have to learn yet another difficult set of muscular
motions just to talk to his instrument. It is not superior in some respects to
a rack of knobs and dials, except that the latter are hard to reprogram
quickly.
Th . if th tions of his instru-e composer now wntes PLA code to speer y e ac

. k b d input PLA thenments, and to tell the synthesizer how to react to ey oar .
dri h .. . I·· tasPLAcode. Thenvest e synthesizer directly, treatmg all rea nme mpu
composer'sactions consist of programmatic instructions such as

StartViolin "start up aother violin"
Amp~ .1 "set the global amplitude to .1"
Simp:Att ~ .01 "set Simp's attack time to .01"
W h . . moderately complex
e ave had as many as thirty PLA VOIces runrung f h

CO . . . I n many aspects ate
mposltionaIalgorithms with interactive contra sOd ). . . d t rnpo an so on .

ImprOVisation(reverberation, FM index, pitch rno e, e ,
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To my surprise, neither the real-time input of data nor the real-time
interaction with composing algorithms has generated much interest among
other composers. Don Music ends up editing note lists and writing PLA
code; OUf fancy sensors lie forgotten in some corner gathering dust. Per-
haps the importance of real-time interaction has been overrated. Certainly
composition is not normally a real-time process; r doubt that Don Music
even thinks in real time. Composers need reasonably rapid turnaround, but
very few of them are interested in a new way to make a one-man band.
At CCRMA, composers normally use the note list as their principal

music representation. PLA code produces the first approximation to a
phrase or section, and gives the composer numerous ways to tryout fancy
changes to existing data. Many composers have worked with PLA without
unacceptable suffering. r hope that the compositional tools of the future do
not restrict composers to anything less than the full power of a real
language.
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18Real-Time Scbeduling and Computer Accompaniment

Roger Dannenberg

18.1 Introduction

Some of the most interesting applications of computers in music involve
:eal-time computer music systems. The term "real time" refers to systems
Inwhich behavior is dependent upon time. As a simple example. a program
that controls a music synthesizer to perform a piece of music is a real-time
program. This sort of program is perhaps the least interesting form of real-
time computer music system because it ignores the possibility of live real-
time interaction between human performers and computer music systems.
More sophisticated approaches can be classified into at least three catego-
ries: computer music instruments, computer accompaniment systems, and
interactive composition systems. Although all of these categories are in-
spired by traditional terminology, it should be emphasized that the special
properties of the computer force a rethinking of the meaning of terms like
"instrument" and "composition.' This reorganization of meaning is one of
the attractions of computer music.
A computer music instrument is, by analogy to acoustic instruments, a

device that produces sound in response to human gesture and control.
Most electronic keyboard instruments are now computer controlled; thus
they provide examples of traditionally oriented real-time computer music
systems. A more innovative instrument can be seen in the sequential drum
of Max Mathews [II]. This instrument can play stored sequences of notes
when triggered by striking a specially instrumented drum. The position and
force on the drum can control different aspects of each note.
A computer accompaniment system is based on the model of traditional

accompaniment in which a score is initially provided for both the solo and
the accompaniment. The job of the accompanist is to synchronize with the
soloist. One of the sound examples is a recording of a trumpet solo accom-

panied by computer [4].
While accompaniment systems are given musical materials in the form of

a precomposed score, interactive composition systems use the computer
actually to generate musical materials in response to input from live
musicians. Other appropriate terms for this type of system include im-
provisation and composed improvisation [6]. A short version of Jimmy
Durante Boulevard [5]. a work of composed improvisation, is included as

~
I

fj,-
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Figure 18.1
A musical timing diagram of a potential execution of the echo program. Keydown events
are indicated by arrows.

another sound example (given on the accompanying compact disk). In this
piece, a keyboard, Ilute, and trumpet are interfaced to a computer, which
also controls several music synthesizers. A number of tasks run simul-
taneously, analyzing input from the flute and keyboard, recording material
from the trumpet, computing musical material to be performed, and con-
trolling the synthesizers.
All of these real-time systems depend upon schedulers as a means of

coordinating and ordering the execution of many small tasks over the
course of time. To illustrate the role of the scheduler more specifically, the
following example presents a moderately difficult real-time programming
task and solves it in an elegant manner.

18.1.1 An Example

The problem is to playa sequence of notes with diminishing loudness to
simulate an echo. An echo sequence must be triggered whenever a key is
pressed on a keyboard, and sequences may overlap in time. Suppose, for
example, that a G and a B are pressed at times indicated by arrows in figure
18.1. The resulting sequences of events are seen to interleave in time. A
scheduler is essential for the realization of programs with several indepen-
dent but simultaneous real-time tasks such as this.
A program that realizes this behavior is given below. It is written in

a stylized version of C that should be understandable to anyone familiar
with a modern programming language like C, Pascal, or Ada. To avoid
clutter, the nesting of program statements will be indicated by indentation
rather than by explicit symbols. Algol (and Pascal) assignment (: ~) and
equality (=) symbols will be used in place of the symbols used in C
(= for assignment, = = for equality). The meaning should always be
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c1~arfrom. cont~xt. Keywords will be printed in boldface, program identifiers
will be pnnted 10 italics, and CONSTANT VALUES will be printed in SMALL

CAPITALS.

echo(ptich, loudness)
loudness: = loudness- 5
if loudness > 0
notet pitch, loudness)
cause(oELAY, echo, pitch, loudness)

keydolVn(pitch)
notei pitch, INITIALLOUDNESS)

cause(OELA Y, echo, pitch, fNITIALLOUDNESS)

This program is executed in an environment that continuously looks
for input from a keyboard. When a key is pushed, keydown is called with the
pitch of the key. The keydown routine schedules the echo routine to run
after a short delay by calling ccuse.
The cause routine is critical to the behavior of the program. Its first

argument is a delay and its second argument is the name of a routine. The
cause routine schedules a call to the specified routine after the given delay.
Any other parameters to cause are saved and passed to the specified routine
when it is called. Thus, the echo routine will be called DELA y time units after
keydown. The echo routine begins by decrementing its loudness parameter.
If the parameter is still greater than zero, echo plays the given note (by
calling note) and uses cause to schedule another call to echo. This will
decrease the loudness further, play another note and schedule yet another
call. This process repeats until the loudness goes to zero or below, at which
time echo does nothing. Since echo does not schedule anything else at this
point, the sequence of notes comes to an end.
Since each call to echo runs for a very short time (typically less than I

ms), there is plenty of processing time to deal with other actions that are
scheduled to occur in between the notes of an echo sequence. In particular,
many overlapping echo sequences can be active at once. Each sequence uses
the same echo routine but is characterized by a distinct pitch parameter.
(With this version of echo, pressing a key a second time during a sequence
will start a second sequence with the same pitch, which may be undesirable.)
This example illustrates a few important concepts. Virtually all timing in

conventional real-time programs is achieved by explicit calls to service
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routines like cause. It is usually assumed tbat programs execute very fast
except for these calls, which usually have the effect of delaying execution.
During the time execution is delayed, there is normally enough time to
perform many other actions. By taking advantage of this idle time, other
tasks can be processed. The scheduler (in this case cause) plays an impor-
tant role in the management of time-dependent tasks because it is respon-
sible for running tasks in the right sequence and at the right time.
The cause routine used in the echo program has two nice properties. It

not only serves to schedule events, but it also saves parameters and passes
them to the events when they are performed. Since saving and passing
parameters is largely a straightforward matter of bookkeeping, only the
scheduling aspects of cause will be considered further.
The cause construct is due to Douglas Collinge, who designed the

language Moxie (7]. Upon learning about Moxie, this author promptly
stole the central idea and the name to create Moxc, a version of Moxie
based on the C programming language.' Moxc was used to implement
Jimmy Durante Boulevard and runs on several personal computers.
In the remainder of this chapter, various implementations of real-time

schedulers an; presented. Then implementations that perform scheduling
with respect to a variable-speed time reference are examined. This provides
a natural way to implement musical effects such as tempo change and
rubato. Finally, a more sophisticated scheduler is presented that incorpo-
rates musical knowledge to enhance its ability to adjust tempo dynamically
to obtain musical results.

18.2 Real-Time Schedulers

The echo program illustrates the need to schedule events for performance
at a specific time in the future. This section considers a sequence of
scheduler implementations, each one containing an improvement over the
previous one. The final implementation will exhibit excellent real-time
behavior.

It is convenient to define some primitive operations that will be used by
each scheduler. The gettime() operation reads the current real time; for
example,

r:= gellime( )

assigns the current time to t. The setalarm(t) operation causes the opera-
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tion alarm() to be invoked at time t. If I is less than the current time then
alarm() is invoked immediately. If an alarm is pending due to a previous
seta/arm, then invoking seta/arm again will cancel the effect of the previous
seta/arm. 1n other words, at most one alarm can be pending. This corre-
sponds to typical real-time systems that have a hardware counter (the
reading of which is modeled by getrime) and a hardware timer (the setting
of which is modeled by setalarm). When the timer times out, a hardware
interrupt is generated (modeled by invoking alarm).
Using these primitives, the goal is to implement a scheduler with the

operation scheduletid, time), where id is an event identifier and time is the
time of the event. The schedule operation causes the operation event(id) to
occur at time if time is in the future. Otherwise, the operation takes place
immediately.
The schedule and setalarm operations are similar in that they each cause

another operation (event and alarm, respectively) to take place in the
future. However, schedule is more powerful because it "remembers" multi-
ple requests. Since multiple requests can be outstanding, schedule associ-
ates an identifier with each request. One use of schedule is to implement the
cause routine used in the echo program. In this case, idwould be the address
ofa block of memory containing a routine entry point and parameters. The
eve1l1operation would run the indicated routine with the saved parameters.
Another typical use of schedule is to reactivate sleeping processes. In this
case, id would be the address of the process descriptor that is to be
reactivated. Thus, schedule is a general building block that can be used in a

number of ways.
Two important observations to keep in mind are that (I) the scheduler

must keep track of an arbitrary number of pending schedule requests, and
that (2) the requests do not necessarily arrive in the same order in which
they must be satisfied. Thus, a scheduler must have some way to remem-
ber a set of pending requests and a method for sorting requests into time

order.
In the implementations that follow, the same notational conventions

seen in the echo program example will be used. Because .the C lang~age
notation for structures is rather cumbersome, the following conventIOns
will be followed. A structure with elements A, B, ... , C is created by calling
new(A, B, ... , C). The fields FIELDI, FIELD2, ... , FIELDN ofa structure s are

denoted by S.FIELDI, S.FIELD2, ... , S.FIELDN.
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18.2.1 Implementation 1

A straightforward implementation of the scheduler wakes up and runs at
every increment of time and looks at the pending requests to see if one
should be satisfied. The data structure consists of requests, a list of pairs of
ids and limes, which is initially empty. The variable I is used to compute the
next time at which alarm should be invoked. The scheduler is initialized by
setting t and invoking setalarm (seta/arm will immediately generate an
interrupt that calls alarm):

initializet )
set requests to EMPTY

1:= getlime( )
setalarmtty

The schedule operation adds an id and time to the requests list:

scheduletid, lime)
insert new(id, time) into requests

The alarm operation searches through the list of requests looking for any
whose time has come. It then increments t and calls seta/arm so that alarm
will be invoked every unit of time.

alarm( )
for each r in requests
if r.T!ME <= getlime()
remove r from requests
evenl(r.m)

1:= I + I
selalarm(t)

Note: Since schedule and alarm operate on the same variables, it is essential
that alarm not be invoked by an interrupt during the execution of schedule.
In order to simplify this presentation, it is assumed throughout that the
executions of schedule and a/arm are always mutually exclusive.
The schedule operation has the nice property that it takes a fixed amount

oftime, assuming requests is implemented as a linked list [1]. However, this
scheduler suffers from two problems. First, the alarm operation must look
at every pending request every time it is invoked. As the number of requests
goes up, so does the computational cost of alarm. Second, alarm is invoked
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Figure 18.2
Insertinga new element into a linked list.

evenwhen there are no requests to be satisfied. This might be tolerable if the
timeneeded to execute alarm were small, but that is not the case here. The
next implementation uses a priority queue to reduce the cost of a/arm
operations.

18.2.2 IMplementation 2

A . . .pnoruy queue ISa data structure that contains a set of items, each of
which has a priority. In this case, items will be requests ([id, time] struc-
tures), and the priority of an item will be determined by its time component.
Priorityqueues have an insert operation, which adds an item to the queue,
an, in~pecloperation, which returns the [id, time] structure with the highest
pnonty (earliest time), and a remove operation that removes the item with
thehighest priority. Since priorities are static (that is, the priority cannot
change after the insert operation), an efficient implementation is to repre-
sent the queue as a linked list, sorted by increasing time values. Each list
element is a structure with three fields: ID, TIME, and NEXT, where the NEXT
field is a link to the next list element. As explained above, new(id, time, next)
willallocate and initialize a new linked list node. To insert a new idand time
in the list, the new function is called to allocate a structure to hold the id and
time and remember (in the NEXT field) a reference to the remainder of the
f t F' . . Ii tst. igure 18.2 illustrates the operation of inserting a new Item into a IS ,

an operation that will be used throughout this chapter. The operation

shown is

a> new(id, t, q)

and the value of q before the assignment is indicated by a dotted line. NULL

representsa pointer to the empty list.
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For the scheduler, the queue is initially a list with one node whose time
component is infinity (this simplifies other parts of the implementation).

newqueue( )
return new(O, infinity, NULL)

An implementation of insert is

insertiqueue, id, time)
if time < queue. TIME

return newtid, time, queue)
pointer:= queue
while I >= pointer. NEXT. TIME

pointer :« pointer.uext
pointer. NEXT := newiid, time, pointer.NExT)
return queue

To complete the priority queue implementation, inspect and remove
operations must be provided. In the implementation below, inspect returns
data from the front of the queue, and remove returns a reference to the rest
of the queue. Notice also that the problems of storage reclamation are
ignored to simplify this presentation:

inspect(queue)
return new(queue.ID, queue. TIME)

remove(queue)
return queue. NEXT

A new scheduler can be implemented using a priority queue. This time,
requests is initialized as a priority queue:

initialize( )
requests:= newqueue( )
1:= gellime()
selalarm(t)

The schedule routine is as follows:
schedule(id, lime)
requests:= insert(requests, id, time)

Now, since the request with the earliest time is at the front of the queue,
alarm only needs to look at the front of the list of requests.
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alarm( )
r:= inspect (requests)
while gel/inle() >= r.TIME

event(r.lo)
requests:= remove(requests)
r:= inspectirequestsy

1:= I + I
setalann(t)

This implementation solves the first problem of Implementation I,
namely, the alarm operation now takes time proportional to the number of
requests ready to be satisfied plus a small fixed overhead. This is quite
good, since satisfying the requests by calling eoent is likely to dominate the
total computation cost. This implementation still suffers from the fact that
a small fixed cost is incurred every time unit because alarm is invoked
whether or not there are pending requests.
Even though this scheduler is a great improvement over Implementation

I, a new problem has been introduced. Recall that in Implementation I, the
schedule operation took a fixed amount of time. In the new implementa-
tion, the schedule operation takes time proportional to the number of
pending requests in the worst case. This is because the insert operation may
have to scan the entire queue in order to find the right place to insert a new
item. Thus, alarm is now efficient at the cost of making schedule rather
inefficient. Nevertheless, most real schedulers are essentially identical to

Implementation 2.

18.2.3 Implementation 3

One way to improve the previous scheduler is to use a faster implementa-
tion of priority queues. Since faster implementations are not common
knowledge. at least not as common as they should be. a short digression
on fast priority queues is in order to present one algorithm for priority

queues.
A data structure called a heap provides a fast way to implement a priority

queue [3]. The time required to insert and remove elements is proportional
to the logarithm of the number of elements in the queue. A heap is a
complete (or full) binary tree in which each node stores a value that is less
than or equal to the values of its children. Heaps are typically stored in an
array where the first element (at index I) is the root. The children of a node
at index; are at array locations 2i and 2i + 1. Figure 18.3 illustrates a heap

and its array representation.
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Figure 18.3
A heap data structure uses an array to represent a binary tree.

To treat the heap as a priority queue, insert and remove operations are
needed. Let H[I] through H[N] be a heap. Initially, N = 0 and the heap is
empty. To insert an element into the heap, the element is added to the end
of the heap and is "bubbled up" by iteratively exchanging the element with
its parent until the heap property is satisfied. To remove an element from
the heap, the first element of the array is taken. To restore the heap
property, the last element ofthe heap is moved to the beginning ofthe array
(the top of the tree) and "bubbled down" as follows: the element is swapped
with the smallest of its children until all of the element's children are greater
than or equal to the element. The routines follow:

initialize( )
N:=O

inser/(/ime)
N:=N+ I
H[N]:= time
i:=N
while i > I
parent :»: jloor(i/2)
if H[paren/] <= time
return

swap(H[i], H[parentJ)
i:= parent

remove( )
H[I]:= H[N]
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N:=N-I
i:= I
child:= hi
while child <= N
if child + I <= N
if H[child + I] < H[child]

child:= child + I
child is now the index of the least child
if H[i] <= H[child]
return

swap(H[i], H[child])
i:= child
child:= 2. i

inspect( )
return H[I]

In these routines, only the times are stored in the heap. For use in
a scheduler, an event must be associated with each time. This is a
straightforward extension to make once the algorithms are understood.
Notice that the size of array H sets an upper limit to the number of events

that can be stored on the heap. A priority queue based on 2·3 trees [I]
offers similar high performance without an intrinsic upper bound on the

queue size.
Be redefining newqueue, insert, inspect, and remove, the scheduler can

be improved without changing either schedule or alarm! Since this is a
straightforward substitution, no further implementation details are

presen ted here.
Using a heap for the priority queue changes the cost of both the schedule

and the alarm operations. The schedule operation costs are reduced from
something proportional to n to something proportional to log n. This
improvement is quite significant when n is large. The alarm operation,
which formerly cost a fixed amount per satisfied request, now costs some-
tbing proportional to logn per satisfied request. This is a small price to pay
considering the savings made in the schedule operation.

18.2.4 Implementation 4

More improvements are possible. Implementation 4 incorporates an opti-
mization that avoids the alarm operation unless necessary. The trick is to
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use seta/arm to invoke a/arm only at the proper time. Both schedule and
alarm must be changed, and seta/arm is not called when the system is
initialized:

initialize( )
requests :« newqueue( )

schedule(id, time)
requests :» inserttrequests, id, time)
r:= inspect(requesls)
setalarm(r.TlME)

alarm( )
r:= inspect(requesls)
while qettimei ) >= r.TIME
event(r.lD)
requests :». remooetrequens;
r:= inspect(requests)

setalarm(r.TlME)

Notice that both schedule and alarm end by calling setalarm(r.TlME),
where r.TIME is the time of the earliest pending request, as determined by
inspect.? Thus, alarm will always be invoked when the next pending request
is ready, but never earlier.

Implementation 4 saves a fixed cost at every time increment for which no
request is ready. If the unit of time is very short, this can be a significant
savings. Many real implementations use this technique to optimize Imple-
mentation 2. In most computer music applications. however. a time resolu-
tion of several milliseconds is adequate. 3 Therefore, the overhead of invok-
ing the alarm operation at every unit of time could amount to less than 1%
of the computing resources in a carefully written scheduler.
In a real-time computer music system, frequent operations that consume

only a small amount of processing time are not as problematic as less
frequent operations that involve significant computation. Following this
line of reasoning, Implementation 4 has not led to a substantial improve-
ment: an unimportant aspect of the scheduler has been optimized while
significant overheads remain in the form of the priority queue operations
invoked by schedule and alarm. Implementations 5 and 6 will incorporate
a strategy that largely removes this problem.
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table 1

NULL

NULL
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table 2
NULL
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Figure 18.4
table I and tabl 2 ith I· . f .+2N _ 1. e s, WI IStS 0 events scheduled for times between basetime and basetime

18.2.5 Implementation 5

Implementation 5 is quite similar to Implementation 3, but a different
method is used to avoid the overhead of the priority queue. The idea is to
use the fact that at a time resolution of several milliseconds, a separate list
of requests can be maintained for each unit of time for several seconds into
the future. Since there is a separate list for each unit of time (see figure 18.4),
schedUlingan event amounts to inserting the event idin the proper list. This
always takes a small constant amount of time. Furthermore, performing
events is very fast. At each unit of time it is only necessary to advance to the
next list and perform all of the events in the Jist. Thus, there is a small
constant amount of time necessary per event and per time unit to perform
events. This is much better than the performance of the previous scheduler
when there are many events waiting in the queue.
The scheduler presented in this section will provide constant time sched-

uling and constant time event dispatching, but it will only allow scheduling
a finite amount into the future. This limitation will be removed in the next

section.
For reasons that will become clear later, two tables (arrays) oflists called

table] and table2 are used, and each will store N lists, named table 1[0] ...
tablel[N _ 1] and table2[0] ... table2[N - 1]. The operation swap(tableI,
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table2) exchanges the contents of table I and tablel" When the scheduler is
started, each table is filled with empty lists, basetime is initialized to the
current time, and settime is used to invoke alarm:

initialize( )
for i:= 0 to N - I

lablel[i]:= NULL

table2[i]:~ NULL

base time := gellime( )
1:= basetime
setalarm( basetimev

Now, tablel[i] (for any i between 0 and N - I) will be a list of requests
scheduled for time basetime + i, and table2[i] will hold requests scheduled
for time basetime + N + i. In figure 18.4, tablel and table2 are shown. The
scheduled time for several events is indicated in parentheses to the right of
the events. Each table entry stores a possibly empty list of structures with
two fields, id and next. Note that the time of an event is implied by the
choice of table entry, so there is no need to store the time in the lists.
At time basetime + N, all requests in table] will have been satisfied, so

tablel can be reused for future events. This is accomplished by swapping
tablel and table2 and adding N to base time. Figure 18.5 illustrates the
correspondence between table entries and time before and after a swap
operation. Notice how table I is renamed and relocated in time to become
the new table2.

The implementation of alarm is simple. First, if the end of table1 is
reached, swap tables. Then get the list of pending requests corresponding to
the current time and call event for each id in the list. Finally, clear the
current table entry to allow it to be reused when the tables are swapped.

alarm( )
if t = baselime + N

swap(lablel,lable2)
basetime:= 1

requests :» tablel[t - baselime]
whUe requests <> NULL

event (requests. ID)
requests:= requests. NEXT
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Figure 18.5
Data structures for Scheduler Implementalion 5.

table 2

tablelt) - baselime]:= NULL

1:= I + I
setalarmiir

The schedule operation locates the right list and inserts the id:

scheduleiid, lime)
if time < basetime + N

toblelitime - basetimei >
newiid, tablelitime - base/ime])

else if lime < basetime + (2. N)
tablelitime - (basetime + N)] :=

newiid, lable2[/ime - (baselime + N)])
else errar( )

Note that just before the swap operation, all lists in table l are empty as a
consequence of alarm. This makes table} ready to be reused as the new

lab/e2.
Both alarm and schedule now take a constant amount of time per request.

The only problem with this scheduler is that it does not allow us to schedule

,
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Figure 18.6

Flow of event request data from scheduling time to performance time.

events for further than N time units into the future. (The maximum time at
which an event can be scheduled is basetime + 2N - I, and the current
time can be as great as base time + N - I; the difference is N.) Notice that
if a request is scheduled further ahead of time than this, there will be no
table entry to receive it. However, if requests are always made with times
less than N time units into the future, schedule will always work, and its
real-time characteristics are almost ideal (the only possible reservation
being the overhead incurred by invoking alarm when there are no requests
to be met). The last implementation will extend this one to allow requests
to be made at arbitrary times in the future.

18.2.6 Implementation 6

The key idea of this implementation is to use the previous implementation
to handle all near-term requests and to add a fallback strategy for long-
term requests. Notice that the scheduler has at least N units of time to deal
with any far-term request, so it is possible to delegate most of the work to
a background process that runs when there is no other work to do. Since
practical real-time systems have a large amount of idle time, this strategy
is quite reasonable: time-critical (near-term) scheduling operations will
execute in constant time, and non-time-critical (long-term) scheduling
operations will take more processing time, but will take advantage of
otherwise idle processing time.

The algorithm works as follows: any request that cannot be immediately
entered into a table is put on a simple linked list called pending. Note that
this takes only a fixed amount of time. In the background, a process uses
idle processor time to remove items from the pending list and insert them
into a priority queue. It also takes items from the queue and inserts them
into tables as this becomes possible. The flow of data for events scheduled
after basetime + 2N is illustrated in figure 18.6. The double arrows repre-
sent transfers that take place in the background.
The timing constraints on the background process are simplest to under-

stand if the requirements are made a little stronger than absolutely neces-
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sary. At the moment just after basetime is incremented, table2 is empty
and represents lists of events that are to take place in the interval from
basetime + N to basetime + 2N - I. The pending list may contain requests
for this interval, but no more requests for the interval will be added to
pending because any new request for that interval will be inserted directly
into the table. Thus, when base time is incremented, there are N time units in
which to insert the pending list into the priority queue and then to transfer
to table2 everything in the queue with a time earlier than basetime + 2N.
Since new requests with times of basetime + 2N or greater might be
scheduled while this background task is running, it is convenient to use
two lists, pending/ and pendlng2. Requests will be added to pending/ and
removed from pending2. A swap operation will exchange them when base-
time is incremented.
Figure 18.7 illustrates timing relationships. During the time interval

labeled I, events are moved from pending2 to the priority queue and then
to table2. Meanwhile, any event scheduled for time interval 2 is placed
on pending/. At basetime + N, a swap occurs, exchanging pending/ and
pendlng2, tablet and table2, and adding N to basetime so that the whole
sequence repeats. The resulting scheduler is given below:

i
jj
::

alarm()
if t = basetime + N
swapttable l , table2)
swapipendinq /, pending2)
basetime:= I

requests:= table/[t - basetime]
while requests <> NULL

eveniirequestsso )
requests »: requests. NEXT

table/[t - basetime]:= NULL

t:= t + I
setalarm(t)

scheduleijd, time)
if time < basetime + N
tablelitime - basetlme]
newiid, table/[time - basetime])

else if time < basetime + (2. N)
table2[tlme - (basetime + N)] :=
new(id, table2[tlme - (basetlme + N)]}
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• table 1

base time + N

else
pending]:= new(id, time,pendingl)

background(starttime)
mybase:= starttime
while TRUE

mybase:= mybase + N
while mybase > basetime
do nothing

while pending2 <> NULL

inser I( queue. pending2 .lD, pending2. TIME)

table 2

basetime + N

Figure 18.7
Data structures for Scheduler Implementation 6.
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pending2:= pending2.NEXT
q:= inspecttqueuey
while q.TIME < mybase + (2. N)
scheduleiqio, q.TIME)
queue:= remove(queue)
q:= inspecttqueuey

if mybase <> basetime
errore )

The important variables are

tableI events scheduled for basetime <= t < basetime + N

lable2 events scheduled for basetime + N <= I < basetime + 2N

pending2 temporarily holds events scheduled during baselime-
N <= t < basetime for times greater than base time + N

pendingI temporarily holds events scheduled during basetime <= I
< basetime + N for times greater than basetfme + 2N

Initialization is as for the previous scheduler, with a few additions:

initialize( )
fori:=OtoN-1
tablelli]:= NULL

table2Ii]:= NULL

baselime:= gellime()
t:= basetime
setalarm(baselime)

pending I := NULL

pending2 := NULL

queue:= newqueuei )
start backqroundibasetime)

The background process is started and is passed the initial value of
basetime as a parameter. The background process uses this value to deter-
mine when to perform a cycle of its outer loop that moves requests ~rom
pending2 to queue, and then from queue to tableZ. After thes~ o~eratI~ns,
background checks to make sure it has completed its task within N time

units. If it has, mybase will still equal base lime.

"
.'

I
I
r
I
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For computer music applications, this scheduler is superior to those
considered earlier. The schedule and a/arm operations take a constant
amount of time to execute in all cases. When events are scheduled far in the
future, there is an additional computational expense proportional to logn
per event, but this expense is delegated to a background process. During
each regular interval of N time units (where N is an arbitrary number), the
background process must enqueue all requests pending from the previous
interval and dequeue all requests pending for the next interval. This interval
can be made large if desired in order to minimize the effect of "bursts" of
scheduling requests.

Notice that if all events are scheduled for times greater than basetime +
2N, then this scheduler will do slightly more work than Scheduler Imple-
mentation 4. The extra work arises from moving each event on and ofTof
both a pending list and a table. In addition, the alarm routine must be called
every unit of time. However, even in the worst case this scheduler still has
a significant advantage because events can be scheduled and dispatched in
constant time. This is very important in music where events often come in
bursts-for example, at the beginning of a chord with many notes. The
high performance during bursts of scheduling or dispatching activity more
than makes up for the extra work performed by the background process.
The memory space required by the scheduler is proportional to N + M,

where N is the time interval size and M is the number of pending requests.
There is no way to get around M in any scheduler, and the memory space
due to tables of size N = 1,000 might typically be 8,000 bytes, one-sixteenth
of a single IM-bit memory chip. At a time resolution of I ms, this would
give an interval time of one second.

Experienced programmers may recognize that a circular buffer could be
used in place of the double-buffering scheme of two tables used here. The
double-buffering scheme is used here because it makes it easier to under-
stand the requirements that must be met by the background process.
(After this chapter was completed, a paper was independernly published

by Varghese and Lauck [12J that develops algorithms similar to those in
this section. Rather than use a background process to schedule future
events, all events are immediately entered into a table at the event time
mod N. The alarm routine must examine entries in the table and invoke
only event requests whose time matches the current time. This is simpler
than Implementation 6 but slightly more expensive.)
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Scheduler Implementation 6 was designed because other existing sched-
uleralgorithms did not deliver the performance desired for real-time com-
puter music systems. The present design overcomes significant problems
associatedwith other schedulers.

18.3 Scheduling with Virtual Time

Ineach of the schedulers discussed in the previous section, times are refer-
enced to a single clock that is presumed to correspond to real (physical)
time. In computer music programs, it is often convenient to have a time
referenceor references that do not correspond to real time. Consider the
conductor's baton, which (among many other functions) measures time in
beats.
. Because tempo may vary, time as measured in beats may not have a fixed
hnear relation to real time. By analogy, one can imagine a software sched-
uler that uses a nonlinear or variable speed time reference.
This concept can be extended to incorporate several simultaneous but

independent time references, analogous to having several conductors con-
ducting at different tempi. A further extension is the composition (in the
mathematical sense) or nesting of time references (9]. As an intuitive
introduction to this concept, imagine taking a recording of a rubato
passageof music and varying the playback speed. The resulting tempo will
be a composite of two functions, or time maps, that map from one time
reference to another: the playback speed and the original tempo. In this
section, various ways to implement virtual-time schedulers will be consid-
ered, starting with a simple extension to the last scheduler in the previous
section.

Jl

,.

18.3.1 A Single-Reference, Virtual-Time Scheduler

The simplest virtual-time scheduler contains a single time reference that
Canbe made to advance at any positive speed with respect to rea~ time. For
now, it is assumed that the speed of virtual time relative to real time can be
changed within the program by calling setspeed(s), where s is the new speed
of the virtual time. The speed variation can be implemented in either

hardware Or software. .
U
. ammable real-time
sually, real-time computer systems have a progr

cl kIf fast (often 1-10
DC that generates an interrupt every N eye es 0 a very
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MHz) system clock. In terms of the schedulers of section 18.2, an interr
corresponds to calling a/arm(). For example, if the system clock peno
I us and the nominal time unit used by the scheduler is I rns, then Nwc
be 1 msj I IJ.s= 1,000. If N is changed to 900, the interrupt period wil
0.9 ms. Thus, virtual time (the time reference used by the scheduler) wo
go faster.

In cases where a hardware solution is not possible, software can be us
The software solution described here will not produce truly periodic in
vats like the ones generated in hardware. Instead, the approach willp
duce the correct average period in the long fun. The actual advance~
virtual time (or calls to alarm) will occur on transitions of the real-ti
clock, which limits the time resolution of the system. This is typically nc
problem since the real-time clock interval is small. A schematic of
software solution follows:

Initially:
d:= 0.0

On hardware interrupt:
d:= d s: s
while d >= 1.0
d:= d - 1.0
a/arm( )

Both d and s are floating point numbers. Note that if s, the speed of virtu
time, is exactly I, then alarm is called on every interrupt. The speed can I
arbitrary; for example, if s = 0.71, then a/arm will be called 71 times out,
every 100 interrupts, and the calls will be spaced fairly uniformly. I
general, during an interval of I units of real time alarm is called approx
mately sf times. Thus, the ratio of virtual to realtime approaches exactl
SLit = s, as desired. Also notice that if S is greater than 1.0, alarm will at lea~
sometimes be called more than once in response to a single interrupt. Tlu
is necessary to get an average alarm rate greater than the interrupt rate.
Rather than use floating point numbers as indicated above, fixed poin

numbers or integers are often used for greater efficiency. The same pro
gram can be written with only integer operations. In the version below, thl
s~eed S is set to an integer scaled to 1,000 times the desired speed of virtua
ttme. For example, if the desired speed is one-half, s would be 500, an'
a/arm() would be called on every other hardware interrupt. (The choice 01
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onethousand is arbitrary. Larger numbers allow greater accuracy in the
representationof fractions but require larger integers.) Here is the code:

Initially:
d:= 0
ONE:= 1000

ed
ler-
ro-
:of
me
Ita
the

Onhardware interrupt:
d:= d + s
whiled > ONE

d:= d - ONE

alarm( )

18.3.2 Multiple Reference Schedulers

Problemsarise if it is necessary to schedule according to several time
references.A simple, but potentially expensive, approach is to operate a
separatescheduler for each time reference. The interrupt routine presented
aboveis rewritten as follows:

Initially:
d,:= 0.0 for each i

Onhardware interrupt:
foreach i
di:= di + Sj

whiled, >= 1.0
d,:= d, - 1.0
alarm,( )

( ) f r each scheduler. TimeIn thisapproach, there is a separate speed s, ~ h i practical
forscheduler i advances when alarm, is called. This approac IS propor-
onlywhen the number of schedulers is small because the cost IS
tionalto the number of schedulers.

18.3.3 An Efficient Compromise ,
h virtual clock at every uru t

Itseemswasteful to compute the advance of eac f a vi tual clock can
of I' the speed 0 a VI'rea time, but this is necessary because . hi problem can
ch restrIcted, t ISangeat any moment. If changes to S are.. quire complete
Ia I ' t iction IS to re'ge y be eliminated One possible res rt ible to compute
knOWledgeof how s will change in the future, It is then pOSSI

al

")f
n
l-

'y
,t
is
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the real time to which any virtual time will correspond. If the desired re,
time can be computed when an event is scheduled, there is no need fo
special virtual-time schedulers.
Unfortunately, for most interactive real-time programs it is too restric

tive to require future knowledge of the behavior of s. For example, S migh
be controlled by a slider in real time. Another possible restriction is to allov
s to change only with some small advance notice. This would allow a

conversion of each virtual time to a real time shortly before the real time
occurs.

This idea can be applied to Scheduler Implementation 6 from the previous
section. Recall that in scheduler 6, a background process pulls events from
a queue and enters them into table2 while events in table] are activated in
sequence. For this new scheduler, there will be a separate queue for each
virtual-time reference, and the background process will pull events from
each queue, translating virtual times into real times and inserting events
into table2. Once an event is entered into a table, its real time cannot be
changed, which is another way of saying s must be known in advance. The
worst-case advance notice (or latency, depending on one's point of view)is
twice the table size.

The implementation of this scheduler begins with routines for converting
virtual time to real time. The calculation assumes that virtual time moves
forward at a rate s from the last time at which s was changed:

virttoreal(vtime, i)

return realref; + (vtime - virtre];) * Si

The parameter i indicates which virtual-time reference is to be used. For
each reference, s; is the speed, realref. is the time at which s; was last
changed, and virtre]; is the virtual time at which Si was changed. Figure 18.8
illustrates this graphically. To change s, the following routine is called:
setspeed(speed, i)

time:= gettime()
virtreft.:= virtref; + (time - realre];)/sj
rea/re];:= time
Si:= speed

The setspeed routine computes the current virtual time based on previous
values of virtreft., reatre];, s., and the current real time. Then, virtre/;,
reatre];, and s; are updated.
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virt-to-reet ivtime I-------------
rea/ref

REAL ----
TIME I

I
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I
I virtret
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I
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I
rvtime

VIRTUAL TIME

Figure 18.8
Th'e virtual, to real-time calculation.

A new routine, vschedule, can now be written.

vschedllle(id,vtime, i)
~ime:== virttoreal(vtime, i)
If lime <= gellime()
evem(id)

else if time < basetime + N
lablel[lime - baselime]:=
newtid, tableIitime - baset imei}

else if lime < base lime + (2. N)
lable2[lme - (basettme + N)]:=
new(id, lab/e2[/ime - (basetime + N)])

else pending]:= newiid, otime, i, pending})

Thisroutine is similar to schedule except it takes an extra parameter (i)
thatspecifieswhich virtual-time reference to use. If the event is expected to
happen during the times represented by iable I or lab/e2, then the event is
scheduled for a particular real time. Otherwise, the event is put on the
pending queue to be handled by the background process, which is now
preSented:

backgrallnd(slarIIime)
mybase:= starnirne
wbile TRUE

.,
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mybase :». mybase + N
while mybase > basetime
do nothing

while pending2 <> NULL

i:~pendinq Z.t;
insert (queue., pending2.ro, pending2. VTIME)

pendinqs ,» pending2.NExT
for each i
q:= inspecttoueue.y
time:= virttorea/(q. VTlME, i)
while time < mybase + 2 * N
schedule(q.lD, time)
queue.:»: remooeiqueues
q:= inspecttqueue.y
time :». virttoreal(q. VTlME, q.l)

if mybase <> basetime
error( )

This code is based on that of Scheduler Implementation 6. Notice that the
pending queue now specifies which time reference, and therefore which
priority queue in which to insert the event. Notice also that now there can
be more than one priority queue, so the background process must examine
each one.
What has been accomplished with this new algorithm? In the beginning

of this section, it was found that computation costs were proportional to
the number of virtual-time references. This was true because each virtual
time was updated at every unit of real time in order to schedule events
properly. The new scheduler saves work by converting all virtual times to
real times. There is still a computation cost proportional to the number of
virtual-time references, but now this happens on each iteration of the
background process rather than every unit of real time. Thus the new
scheduler is much more efficient.
The disadvantage of this approach is that there is some latency between

the time s changes and the time at which this affects the real time of an
event. Barry Vercoe has described programs with this property, presenting
them as a model of human physiology [13]. The latency due to fixing
performance times slightly in advance of real time is analogous to human
reaction time.
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Toget an idea of the magnitude of the latency, a reasonable implementa-
tionmight use real time units of 5 ms and tables of length 16. This would
givea worst case latency of 5 x 16 x 2 = 160 ms or 0.16 s. Note that
Ihisnumber reflects the worst-case delay before a new s takes effect; if s
changesby some percentage p, then the maximum timing error will be
roughly (pjIOO) x 0.16 s. Also note that these numbers are arbitrary and
thereseems to be a wide range of reasonable choices. The main trade-off
isthatas the table gets smaller, latency goes down, but so does the amount
of time available in the background process to handle a burst of events.
Overall,this approach is interesting, but not very satisfying, It is fairly
complex,yet an implementation is likely to suffer from too much latency or
situationswhere the background process fails to make its deadline.

18.3.4 Vet Another Scheduler

Another implementation is worth considering. In this scheduler, there will
be no latency except that due to the processor falling behind when there are
manyevents to schedule or activate. This scheduler will not be as efficient
astheprevious one.
The idea is based on Implementation 4 in the previous section. Recall

that Implementation 4 uses a priority queue for events and that It uses
setalarm so that the scheduler does not work until it is time to activate,the

., . . . for each virtual-tImenextevent. Now rmagme having one prionty queue .
, . djvid I larrn The alarm WIllrelerenceand allowing each one to set an m IVI ua a, ,

be . . t (Speed changes WIllbesetWiththe anticipated real time of the next even.
dealt with later.) h
I . ivid I h dware timer for eacn practice, there may not be an indivi ua ar I
. bl that schedulers solve.Virtualtime reference but this is exactly the pro em d I
Th . ' . I' cheduler to sche u eeVirtual-timeschedulers will use a single rea -urne s ,
themselves, and the real-time scheduler will use the hardware timer as
always.

. h d I that implements the
Assume that there is an ImplementatIon 6 sc e u er h . di ted. . I m(i) at t e 10 tea

operatIOnschedule(i time) that results 10 a caJl to va ar h II
" . 6 is to replace t e ca
lime.The only change necessary to ImplementatIOn
to event with a call to ualarm.
The virtual-time scheduler is presented below:

uschedule(id, vtime, i)
r:==:. inspecttrequests.v
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requests.:» inserttrequests., id, vlime)
if vtime < r,VTIME

schedule(i, viruorealtutime, I))

The object is to make sure that valarm will be called at the real time
corresponding to the next item in the requests queue. If the virtual time ?f
the new request (vtime) is less than the earliest time of any other event In
requests (r.vtime), then schedule is called with the real time corresponding to
utime, the new earliest virtual time. The implementation of ualarm detects
and ignores any extra requests:

valarm(i)
r:= inspecttrequests.v
vtime:= r.VTIME

while viruorealtr.v nwe; i) <= gettime()
event(r.ID )
requests:= removetrequestsy
r:= inspecttrequests.v

if vtime <> r.VTIME

schedule(i, virltoreal(r.vTIME, I))

Extra requests are detected by the while loop. lfit is not yet time to perform
the next event in the queue, nothing happens. If one or more events in the
queue are performed, then otime will no longer equal r.vtime and oalarm
finishes by scheduling the anticipated real time of the next event in the
queue. To complete the implementation, here is setspeed:

setspeed(speed, i)
Sj:= speed
r:= inspect(requestsi)

schedule(i, virttoreal(r.vTlME, i))

This scheduler is interesting because it always schedules va/arm for the next
known event time for each virtual-time reference. Since the real-time
scheduler is so efficient, there is little overhead in scheduling extra ualarm
events. Notice that it is never a problem to schedule an extra va/arm because
oalarrn checks to see that it is time for an event before performing it. On the
other hand it is important always to have at least one va/arm scheduled for
the real time of the next event, so each call to setspeedalso schedules va/arm
for the new predicted time of the next event.
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A

figure 18.9
A hierarchy of virtual-time schedulers.

I hin 1 IS scheduler, a call to vschedu/e and a subsequent va/arm has a cost
proportional to the log of the number of events in the request queue. There
IS also an added cost of calling schedule, but this cost is essentially fixed
except for potential background processing. Finally, each call to setspeed
adds the cost of calling schedule. .

18.3.5 Composition of Time Maps

After exploring real-time schedulers and virtual-time schedulers, there is
stil~one area left to consider. A logical extension to the scheduler is one in
whicha virtual-time scheduler uses another virtual time as a reference. This
allowsarbitrary nesting of virtual-time references.
The implementation of such a system uses a tree of schedulers where the

root is a real-time scheduler and other nodes are virtual-time schedulers.
Figure 18.9 illustrates a tree of virtual-time references. References E and 0
Use Cas a time reference, and Band C use A (real time) as a reference. Each
scheduleruses its parent to schedule an alarm when it is time for the next
event to be activated. Thus, the parent scheduler determines the reference
timefor its children. It can be seen that the previous scheduler is a two-level

treewith this structure.
Ina multilevel tree, the cost of performing an event is the sum of the cost

at each level. For example, in figure 18.9, the performance of an event
scheduled with scheduler E begins with an event scheduled with A, the real-
timescheduler. This first event invokes the va/arm routine of scheduler C,
whichin turn runs the »alarm routine of scheduler E. The va/arm routine of
E finally performs the scheduled event. The idea of scheduling alarms that
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turn out to be useless because of a subsequent speed change is still applica-
ble in a multilevel tree of schedulers.
To reduce the overhead of dispatching events that are many levels deep,

it is possible to collapse any tree to two levels. For example, in figure 18.9,
D and E would be moved to the level of Band C. To do this, it is necessary
to modify setspeed to update all affected time references. For example,
changing the speed of C must indirectly affect 0 and E. Finally, the
virttoreal function must be modified to compute the correct composition of
time maps. This approach makes dispatching faster at the expense of a
more expensive setspeed operation.
Another extension of virtual-time schedulers is to consider using a

continuously varying speed. For example, a smooth acceleration might be
effected by changing the speed linearly instead of in steps. To incorporate
this capability, the only change necessary is in the function virttoreal. The
real time of a future event at virtual time J-f will be the integral of the speed
function s(v) from the current virtual time v.: to J-f. If s(v) can be restricted
to a polynomial, then the oirttoreal function will consist of evaluating the
integral of s, also a polynomial [9].

18_3.6 Related Work

The idea of nested virtual-time schedulers is not new, and implementations
have been described by Jaffe and by Anderson and Kuivila. Jaffe's article
[9] considers a non-real-time system oriented toward computer-aided com-
position. The system by Anderson and Kuivila [2] is a real-time implemen-
tation in which the delay of the next event must be specified as each event
is scheduled. Executable processes can be used to specify speed changes,
resulting in a very flexible means for specifying time maps.
The work described here makes two contributions to existing methods.

First the real-time scheduling algorithm is a significant improvement over
the use of heaps or other "fast" methods. Second, all of the virtual-time
scheduling algorithms described in this chapter allow events to be scheduled
in arbitrary order, and it is unnecessary to know the time of the next event,
or whether the next scheduled event will be before or after the present one.
In fairness to the previous work, it is often the case that one knows when

the next event will be scheduled, or at least one can often know the order
of events. This leads to greater efficiency in the referenced works, insuring
that there are no extra calls to utime,
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18.4 Computer Accompaniment

Allof the schedulers presented so far deal only with time and events and
could be used for, say, controlling machinery as well as music. In this
section, a scheduler that assumes a musical context is examined. This
ass~mP.tionenables the scheduler to incorporate musical knowledge, re-
sulting In a very sophisticated (but not very general) scheduler.
Computer Accompaniment? is a task similar to that of a human accom-

panist,who listens to another performer, reads music, and performs an-
otherpart of the music in a synchronized fashion. Computer accompani-
ment does not involve any improvisation or composition. Instead, the
computeris given a score containing a description of the music to be played
by each performer. In this model, the soloist considers only his or her (or
. I)ItS. part of the score and determines the tempo of the performance. The
(computer) accompanist dynamically adjusts its timing to match that of the
soloist.
Computer accompaniment has been accomplished by a computer system

that can be divided roughly into two parts: the "analytical" part that uses
a fastalgorithm to perform pattern matching on a symbolic representation
of the score and the solo, and the "musical" part that attempts to produce
a sensible performance in the face of continual adjustments in tempo.
Figure 18.10 separates these parts further into a number of separate tasks

that are described below.

18.4.1 Analytical Tasks

The "analytical" part has the job of following the soloist in the score. This
partconsists of two concurrent tasks. The first task, called the listener, is a
preprocessor of input from the soloist. Listening in this context m.eans
converting sound into a symbolic form to be used by the next task. A sIng.le
melodic line from, say, a trumpet or flute is processed in real time to ~btaIn
time-varying pitch information, which is then quantized to obtain the
discrete pitches of a musical scale. Alternatively, a music keyboard .whose
pitchoutput is inherently symbolic can be used. In either case, the listener
t k . . f hI· t's performance to the
as sends a schematic reprcsentancu 0 t e so DIS .
next task. The delay between the onset of a note and its detecnon by the
listener must be small to achieve responsive accompamment.
This second task called the matcher, compares the actual pe:fo~ance to

th ' .. The objectIve of the
e expected performance as indicated 10 the score.
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Performance of
Solo

Score

Accompaniment

Figure 18.10
Block diagram of a computer accompaniment system.

comparison is to find a correspondence between the performance and the
score, thereby relating real time to the timing indications in the score. In
accompaniment, the goal is to construct a time map in real time in order to
make the virtual times of score events take place at the real times of the
performance events. Since either the soloist or the listener task may make
mistakes (the listener task makes mistakes because pitch and attack detec-
tion, especially in a noisy acoustic environment, is inherently error prone),
the matcher must be tolerant of missing notes, extra notes, or notes whose
pitches are wrong. Furthermore, the timing of notes will vary from one
performance to the next. To deal with this kind of "fuzzy" match, a real-
time adaptation of dynamic programming is used. The output of the
matcher is a sequence of reports that occur whenever the matcher is fairly
certain that a note performed by the soloist corresponds to a particular
note in the score. A matcher for monophonic inputs is described in [8] and
two matchers for polyphonic inputs are described in [4].

18.4.2 Musical Tasks

The "musical" part contains a third task, called the accompanist, which
controls the timing of the accompaniment. Note that most of the accom-
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pa~iment is determined by the score, and timing is the only dimension that
vanes from one performance to the next. (Other parameters, such as
loudness,could be varied as welL) Typically the accompanist will output
commands that mean something like "the violin should now begin playing
C-sharp,"and a synthesizer handles the actual sound generation. The main
problem in the accompaniment task is to adjust the timing of the accom-
panistin a musical fashion.
One approach to providing timing would be to use a virtual-time refer-

enceto schedule accompaniment events. Calls to setspeed could be used
to keep the accompaniment in synchronization with the performance.
Although this scheme would work reasonably well, it would be unable to
handlejumps to new positions in the score in a musical way. A better
approach is to write a scheduler that incorporates musical knowledge. The
scheduler gets the clock speed and offset relative to real time from the
matcher task. Adjustments must be made carefully if they are to sound
musical,and a rule-based approach is used to program the accompanist.
For example, one rule says that if the virtual clock is behind the soloist by
a moderate amount, it is better to catch up by playing very fast than by
skippingpart of the accompaniment. Note that this is not as simple as the
virtual-timeschedulers seen in the previous section. In order to enhance the
qualityof the accompaniment, the accompanist can repeat parts of .the
scoreif virtual time jumps backward, skip parts of the score if virtual ume
jumpsforward by large amounts, and generally alter timing according to
the context of the score. The accompanist can be called a know/edge-based
scheduler because it schedules events based on knowledge of musical
interpretationas well as the passage of time.

18.4.3 Implementation

Theimplementation of the accompanist relies on an underlying real-time
schedulerof the sort described in the first section. The overall struct~re of
the . . . . . t Iculates the real lime at
accompanist IS fairly sirnple: the accompams ca

whoh h .' d event is scheduled to
IC t e next accompamment will occur, an an . .

r . II th accompanist will
cacuvate the accompanist at that time. Norma y, e .
th .' hed the accompanist
en suspend itself and when the proper ume IS reae ,'11 b . ent event and the

WI e reactivated. It then performs the next accompamm '
cycleis repeated.Th . . es from the matcher.

e accompanist is also reactivated when input arrrv . .R II I . t I ys a note 10 the score,
eca that the matcher reports when the so OIS P a
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therefore, the current real time is known to correspond to the virtual time
of the matched note in the score. The accompanist can now recalculate the
speed of virtual time, the current virtual time, and the real time of the next
accompaniment event. An event is scheduled to reactivate the accompanist
at that time.
If the performance time of the matched note is not close to the expected

time for that note, the accompanist must take a corrective action. A rule
that matches the current situation will determine the action; for example, if
the virtual time skips far ahead, the accompanist will stop any notes
currently sounding and skip to a new location in the score.
Left to its own, the accompanist always has a single reactivation event

scheduled while it is asleep. However, the matcher may intervene with some
information that changes that accompanist's notion of when it must next
do something. Rather than changing the time of the previously scheduled
wakeup event, it schedules a new one. This is analogous to setting another
alarm clock after deciding to wake up at a different time. Since the
accompanist knows when it should wake up, it can ignore alanns that go
off at other times.

18.4.4 Thinking Ahead

One consequence of the accompanist implementation is that the analytical
score following tasks are only weakly coupled to the musical accompani-
ment tasks. This is as it should be, since an accompaniment performance
should make a certain musical sense even without the solo it is meant to
support. The partial independence allows the accompanist to continue its
performance even in the absence of input from the soloist. This is essential
for situations where the accompaniment has many notes against a sus-
tained note or rest in the solo part.
Because of this partial independence, it is not true that the accornpani-

ment system must lag behind the soloist. To avoid this potential problem,
the latency of the system is determined experimentally and subtracted from
the scheduled real time of every accompaniment event. Therefore, the
accompaniment anticipates every event by an amount equal and oppo-
site to the latency in the system, just as a tuba player must anticipate in
order to compensate for the latency of his instrument. If the soloist and
accompanist are to play two notes simultaneously, it is only after the
soloist's note is processed that the accompanist can know whether its
timing was correct. If'not, the discrepancy is used to update the virtual-time
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referenceso that the next note will be timed more correctly. The resem-
blanceto human performance is striking.

18.4.5 Related Work

Computeraccompaniment systems have been developed independently by
Dannenberg [4, 8J, Vercoe [I 3, 14], and by Lifton [I OJ. The paper by Bloch
andDannenberg [4J discusses matchers for monophonic and polyphonic
performance in detail. The paper by Vercoe and Puckette [14] describes the
Ideaof learning performance timing through rehearsal, and Lifton's paper
[10]describes a system for the accompaniment of vocal music.

18.5 Conclusions

Computermusic instruments, accompaniment systems, and interactive
Compositionsystems are opening new doors for performers and compos-
ers.Schedulers are critical components in these systems, and this chapter
haspresenteda collection of schedulers for computer music applications.
Scheduler Implementation 6 is a particularly efficient real-time scheduler
withaconstant cost per scheduled event plus some background processing
forevents scheduled far into the future. Several virtual-time schedulers
werealso described. Finally the concept of a knowledge-based scheduler
wasexplored in the context of computer accompaniment systems.
Asreal-timemusic systems increase in complexity, the idea of knowledge-

basedschedulers may very well evolve into the notion of expert p~rfor-
mancesystems, that is, computer programs that model the behaVior ~f
humanperformers. Composers who use these systems will enjoy the flexi-
bilityof computer-generated sounds, without giving up all of the advan-
tagesof having human performers play their works. Composers who wnte
theirOwnexpert performance systems will be able to explore and develop
new t d . d thei own personal rnusicalsan ards of performance practice tune to err
goals.
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Notes

l. Moxc is available as part of the eMU MIDI Toolkit from the Center for Art and
Technology, Carnegie-Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA 15213.

2. The requests queue is initialized with a request whose time is infinity, so inspect will always
return a value. It is assumed that setalarm(injinity) is defined to disable the alarm indefinitely.

3. Sound travels on the order ora foot per millisec~nd.

4. In an actual implementation, tablet and rable2 would be blocks of memory accessed
through pointer variables. The swap operation merely exchanges the contents of the pointer
variables. Thus swap is very fast.

5. Computer Accompaniment is the subject of a pending patent.
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19 The Conductor Program and Mechanical Baton

19.1 Principles of Operation of the Conductor Program

Max Y. Mathews

Theconductorprogram is intended to be used for the performance of music
on a digital synthesizer attached to a small computer. Normally synthe-
stzersare played with keyboards. With the conductor program, a keyboard
rsno: used. Instead, the performer conducts with a mechanical baton called
aDaten. The SCOfe of the music is in the memory of the computer. The
~rogram can be viewed either as a sophisticated sequencer or as an inteI-
ligent musical instrument.
Theprogram simulates a number of the functions of an orchestra follow-

ingthe baton ofa conductor. The performer sets the tempo by beating time
ontheDaton. He can change the tempo from beat to beat and the computer
willfollow his tempi closely. The performer can also control other interpre-
lable qualilies of the music such as the loudness and the balance of the
variousvoices. Control is exercised by where he hits the Daten or how he
movesa joystick that is also available to him.
TheSCore in the computer memory contains the pitches and durations of

thenotes to be played. Consequently the performer does not have to select
the pitch of any note by a physical gesture. Elimination of pitch selection
eliminatesone of the traditional tasks of the performer, thus making part
of his job easier. In much music, the performer has no interpretive choice
about pitch in the sense that if he changes a pitch from that written by the
composer, it is considered to be a performer error. Since the performer has
~orealchoice about pitch and since pitch selection can be a very demand-
Ing task, it seemed ideal to give this task to the computer. By contrast,
durationand loudness are subject to much more performer interpretatIOn,
andthese tasks are left under his direct control in the conductor program.

19.2 Hardware

A dia . d t program operates is
gramof the equipment on which the con uc or

shownon figure 19.1. The central device is a small computer of the IBM PC
type, specifically an AT & T 6300 that uses an Intel 8086 processor.
Ho t IBM clones. The not
wever,the program can easily be adapted to mas kcom I . a millisecond cloc ,
P etely standard feature required by the program IS
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Figure 19.1
Diagram of conductor program hardware.

which we have obtained by changing the speed of one of the existing
computer clocks. The program can probably be converted to other popular
personal computers such as are made by the Apple Company. However,
the IBM clones are particularly convenient since they have a backplane
with slots into which special cards can be inserted.
Two such special cards are used by the conductor program. Signals from

the various sensors, the Daton, the joystick, and the knobs are AID
(analog to digital) converted and put into the computer memory space by
a data translation card. Signals to the synthesizer are sent via a MIDI cable,
and a MIDI card, the Roland 401, generates these signals. Although tbe
MIDI card can be used either to send or receive signals from the synthe-
sizer, in this program it is only used to transmit to the synthesizer.
The synthesizer currently used is a Yamaha 816, but as almost all current

synthesizers can be controlled with MIDI, almost any can be used without
change in the program.

The data translation card is a 2801 B (Data Translation Company). It can
be used in a number of modes, but the program connects it to one of the
DMA (direct memory access) input channels of the computer. The 16
analog inputs going to the card are sampled sequentially at a 16-kHz rate
and each sample is stored in a location in the computer memory space.
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Thuseach analog input is sampled once per millisecond. The AID con-
verterhas an accuracy of 12 bits. Once started, the data input process
proceedswithout further action by the computer central processor. The
conductorprogram can use the current value of any input simply by
readingan appropriate memory location.
TheDaten, a current version of the Sequential Drum [II], consists ofa

ligh:rigid plate about 14 inches square and an inch thick. In order to be
both light and rigid, it is made as a laminate with fiberglass-reinforced
plasticon upper and lower surfaces and a core of honeycomb paper
material. This type of construction is often used in airplanes.
Theplate is supported at its four corners by four strain gauges. Each time

the plateis struck, four electric pulses are generated by the gauges. Circui-
try10 analyze the peak value of these pulses computes both where and how
hardthe plate was hit. For example, the strength of a hit is the sum of the
fourpulses. The y position of the stroke is the sum of the pulses at corners
2and 3 (see figure 19.1) divided by the sum of allfour.
Theaccuracy of the Daton is about 5% of the full range in any dimen-

sion. This accuracy is sufficient for most conducting purposes. The time
constantsof the plate are such that it takes about 5 msec to make a reading
andperhaps 15 rnsec more to stabilize before a subsequent stroke occurs.
Theplate should be hit with a relatively soft drumstick in order to work
properly.
TheDaten only sends information to the computer at the instant that it

IS struck.Such "percussive" information is appropriate for controllmg
lim r . . b es for exam-e and ior controlling the parameters of percussrvc tim r - .
Pie r h ... H it is not sufficient to

,lOr t e loudness of a pianolike timbre. owever, I I .
com I . .. f the loudness or VIbratoro continuoUS factors such as the vartattort 0 .
inav: I· I· hi e aJ·oystick, which

VIO In Ike tone within a single note. For t IS purpos , .
can d . has been built. The. sen Contmuous information to the computer, .
jO . k i . potentIOmeterS toysuc IS a Simplemechanical linkage that connects two .
the i . . re proportIOnal
eJOystIckso that the voltages from the potentIOmeterS a . hI h . . of the slick as
o I ex and y positions of the stick. The human engmeenngbe . . h J g so as to move an
en given Some consideration. It is about 10 rnc es on .' f ham . The Friction ate
cum that is appropriate for human arm motIOn. h it i

ttl' . b ings so t at I IS
OtIonIS carefully controlled by adjustable Teflon earr . itie . k ·11 tay m posi IOn

. asy tomove the stick but in addition so that the sue WI s
Ifjtis released. '
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Finally, a set of knobs sends 10 signals to the computer. These are used
to set parameters in the computer program and to control individually the
loudness in the synthesizer channels.

19.3 Software Design

The software is developed from a control philosophy proposed by Miller
Puckette [6] and was partly written by D. L. Barr [12]. The program called
RTLET (for real-time letters) is based on passing messages, or letters,
between processes. RTLET consists of two logically distinct sections: the
letter delivery section and the control processes. The letter delivery system
passes the letters to the control processes, which perform some service. The
routine that controls passing of letters is the post office. The actual delivery
of the letters is performed by the postman. Control processes are logically
distinct from the post office because letter delivery is a simple message-
passing system and is application independent. The post office could work
well with a variety of real-time control applications.
The operation of the post office may be seen in figure 19.2. A letter is

delivered to the post office by some control process. An initial letter,
delivered by the initialization routine, starts the process. The posted letter
is placed in the letter bin and sorted in order by the delivery time stamped
on the letter. The postman reads the destination and delivery time of the
top letter in the bin. When real-time equals delivery time it sends the letter
to the control process, and transfers control to the control process. The
control process runs to completion and returns control to the postman. The
postman reads the delivery time of next letter in the bin and waits for that
delivery time. Delivery times are specified in beats, an arbitrary unit whose
time may be adjusted to vary the tempo of the musical piece. One of the
timers in the computer is used as a real-time clock. An interrupt handler
keeps a variable, t_time, equal to the current time value in milliseconds.
Various tempo algorithms are used to relate t.uime and beats. Control
processes may send letters to other control processes or to themselves to
cycle the delivery process continuously.

Control processes are written specifically to play music. A control
process reads the notes from an intermediate score. The intermediate
score is compiled from an alphanumeric score that can be prepared on any
word processor. The score gives the pitches and durations in beats of each
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Diagramof RTLET program.

notet bo e played d· ..sttokes. an ,m addition, the times in beats between all Daton

Theintennedi ..by info . ate score consists of a list of operation codes, each followed
rmatlOn ap .codesare Ii . propnate to that particular code. The main operation

Writtenb isted in table 19.1. The compiler for the intermediate score was

B v o. L. Barr [12J.
efore starting t I . . . .score[] h. 0 pay, the mtermedlate score IS loaded into an array,

accom lishec ISread and parsed by the control process. Playing a note is
P IS ed as sh . fi . . . dby co own m igure 19.3. A pointer into score [] ISmamlame
ntrol proc CPIype of . ess I. CPI reads the operation code, and, based on the
operatIOn th .Ihatth .' e control process performs the operatIOn. In the case
e operatIOn d. . h dfromth co e ISPLA YN, five pieces ofinforrnallon are t en rea

sland deSCorearray. The first is the MIDI channel to play on. The MIDI
ar allow .timeTh s up to 16 devices to be addressed on the bus at any gIven
. esecond.t. . f h dThis. I em needed ISwhether or not the note ISpart 0 a c or .
lSusedt b .shouldh 0 . ypass the timing aspects of RTLET when eertam notes

SCore appen SImultaneously. The control process keeps reading from the
array and playing the notes until all notes of a chord are played. The
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Table 19.1
RTLET operation codes

Mnemonic Meaning

PLAY OPERATIONS
PLAYN:

WAIT OPERATIONS:
WAITR:

MIDI DEVICE CONTROL:
TIMBRE:

REAL TIME CONTROL:
BAT:

TEST OPERATIONS:
COMPA:
COMPR:

BRANCHING INSTRUCTIONS:
JMP:
START:
SUB:

REGISTER CONTROL:
SETR:
INCR:
DECR:

TERMINATION CONTROL:
TERM:
TERMA:

Playa note with beat timing

Wait for x beats

Change timbre immediate

Baton stroke

Compare register and value
Compare two registers

Unconditional branch
Start parsing at location (fork)
Jump to sequence at location

Set register to a value
Increment a register
Decrement a register

Sequence termination
Master termination

third item is the duration of the note, specified in terms of a legato factor.
This factor allows a certain amount of control over whether a note is played
staccato or legato. This variable can have three values: one corresponds to
staccato, in which the note is played for 50 msec; another coresponds to
normal, in which the note is on until the start of the next note, and the final
is for legato, in which the note is on 50 msec past the start of the next
note. The manner of note playing can also be written out in the score by
separating the note into a shorter note followed by a rest. The fourth piece
of information is the key number of the note to be played, which deter-
mines the frequency. The MIDI standard allows for 128 possible pitch
values with middle C as value 60. The final item is the delay, in beats, before
the next note starts.
The final thing that CPI does before returning to the postman is to

send a letter to itself with a delivery time equal to the current beat plus
the delay. This assures that the process will continue. When a termina·
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tion opcod .terminat e IS encountered, the final letter is not sent, and post office
es.

Otheropcodeter Fa . s are used to control the execution and flow of the interpre-
. r instance I .START ' mu titrack sequencing may be done in RTLET using the

CPI. Theo~ode. The START opcode forces two letters to be sent from
interpretthl~S~letter is the letter that is required to make CPl continue to
secondlore array for the track containing the STAR T opcode. The

ette- starts CP I' . .' fthussta . again, but at a different locatIOn In the score lie,

M .'lmg a second track.
ulturack ..Kreutz S sequencmg IS essential in R TLET. Consider the excerpt ofthe
er onata i f .2 qua In igure 19.5. The beginning of the sixth measure contaInS
rter notes 2 d .,imult ' otted quarter notes, and a half note, all starling
aneousty RTL . IInutes' . ET cannot play these as a chord in one track, SInce a
III a chord . .infigu must both begin and end together. The solutIOn, as given
re196' . V5There' ., IS to spill the piano part into three tracks, V3, V4, and .
IS no \' .umt to the number of tracks in RTLET.
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19.4 Control Processes as Concurrent, Reentrant, Pure Procedure!

Although control processes can be written in a variety of ways, it is often
useful to write them as pure procedures. The opcode interpreter procedure
CPl that we have described is such a procedure. The score [ 1 array that is
read by CP 1, and tha t contains a description of the music to be played, can
be looked upon as a program that is interpreted by CPI. Each time CPI is
activated by the postman, another opcode in score [J is interpreted and
executed.
Only one copy of CP I exists, even though from the user's standpoint as

many "copies" of' Cl"! as desired may be "simultaneously" playing notes.
At any given moment in real time, the pseudo copies of CPI can be
executing opcodes at the same or different places in score []. Commands
exist for starting new copies and for terminating copies. Opcodes also exist
for both absolute and conditional jumps of the CPt execution to other
locations in score [ ].
In order to be useful, pure procedures must be able to store local

variables somewhere while they are not being used. In languages such as C,
local variables are pushed onto a single stack. Such storage requires that
the procedures be called and return in a hierarchical order and does not
work with the RTLET control processes, which can be called in very
arbitrary orders by the postman according to the delivery times on letters.
The solution to the storage problem used in RTLET is to pass local

variables to a procedure via the letter that activates the procedure. The
principal use of a local variable in CPl is to store the location in score [J
of the next opcode to be interpreted. Obviously, other local variables can be
handled in the same way. For example, if one wanted to set up a loop in
score [] and to execute a block of opcodes n times, the counter for the loop
could be set up as a local variable.
Another application of local variables is in passing channel-dependent

information along. For instance, if a user wants to play 2 tracks simulta-
neously at different intensities, the simplest way to handle this is to set the
intensities of each track and pass this information as part ofthe letter. Each
channel is set differently, so each is propagated at a different value.
Although we have not attempted to do so, we believe the letter principal

would be a good way to handle local variables in a general purpose real-
time compiler.
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19.5Servicing of Real- Time Devices

lnadditionto sending letters to control processes, the postman services any
real·timedevicesthat are being used. A t present these consist of the Daton,
the . k. qoysuc , the knobs, the computer keyboard, and the synthesizer. Ser-
~cmgisdone by a wait loop in postm ( ). The wait loop also looks at the
",Ihsecondclock ( time) and updates the current beat as appropriate.
All waiting in RTLET is done in the postm () wait loop, and all other
proceduresreturn to this loop as rapidly as possible. New real-time devices
maybe added to the program by rewriting the loop and thus can be
guarantee<!equal priority in service .
. Theinput devices all put signals into a 16-variable array via the DMA
lnput;eachmillisecond new samples are read into the array" The wait loop
exa' .mmesthis array and acts accordingly. For example, for the Daten,
wh,nthe total force signal exceeds a threshold, the program watches the
otherDaton signals, waits until they have reached their peak values,
computesx and y, and sets a nag indicating that the Daton has been hit.
Signalsfrom the joystick are usually transmitted to the mod wheel and
[OotpedalControls of the synthesizer. The wait loop watches the joystick
Signalsand sends appropriate MIDI signals to the synthesizer only when
IheJoystickhas been moved .
. POstm() also reads Ltime when a drum stroke occurs and computes the
Impliedtempo, btim as the time difference between the current stroke and
tb ' . " the score
epreviousstroke divided by the number of beats written mto
betw . d is the number
eenthe strokes. Actually btirn is the Inverse tempo an I

of 'II"nu ISecondsper beatInadd' .' .' t 01 must be treated,
mon to tempo some special cases In time con r ] (fTh' . . ore [ ror

'''pected beat for the next Daton stroke is wntten m sc h the
-pi dd~on~tere,as V6 in figure 19.6) and the notes playe ep h D ton
compt. ' b r or after tea

u erarnvesatthe next expected Daton beat erore hits
hasbee h' fi t the program a

n It. If the computer arrives at the beat ITS, . h next
'xecut' . b ~ e playmg t e

Ion and waits until the Daton has been hit e or puter
nOl,If h t r halls, the com
, ' t e Daton stroke occurs before the compu e . I r 1I0ws the
Jumpsi . h t 'mmedlate Y ,0
D mmed,ately to the note in the score t a I

atonst k" I d
T
. ro e; mtervenmg notes are not P aye -" "0 the score,
hISal . . d kippmg notes I, gOnthm, which involves stoppmg an s puter 10

ISnotth d It causes the com
~II e only way that tempo can be regulate . nductors who
o Owth . r d by most coeconductor very closely, and IS preJerre
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Figure 19.4
Comparison of RTLET score and normal musical notation score.

tried the program. However, it also demands that the conductor beat very
evenly in sections in which he wishes to maintain a constant tempo. One can
design other algorithms that smooth the tempo variations produced by the
Daton.

19.6 A Simple Example of a Conductor Program Score

The use of the conductor program is best understood by discussing a simple
example. Figure 19.4 shows a short score written in the appropriate form to
be put into the conductor program. The score is entirely alphanumeric and
can be written with any word processor. The equivalent score in normal
musical notation is also shown.
The first two lines of the score set the key signature to two sharps and set

some other initial parameters in the program that we shall not discuss.
The next two lines of the score tell the computer that there will be two

voices in the score, the first being the Daton and the second being an
instrumental voice. For example, the line "v2 06 hO t3" says that the second
voice will be played in the 6th octave on synthesizer channel 0 with timbre
number 3.

The fifth and sixth lines of the Score specify the Daton strokes and the
notes to be played. The Daton has a line in the Score like any other voice in
which a slash, "I." indicates where Daten strokes are to be made. In line 6,
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thepitchesof the notes are written simply as the letter names of the notes
AB... Gab ... g over a two-octave range. where capital letters are used for
lheloweroctave.The actual octave in which the notes are played is also
de 'temunedby the octave constant 06, which can be changed at any time,
Theletterr indicates a rc l.

Durationsin the score are written as dots. In this case, the value of a dot
'arbitrarilychosen to be an eight note, Thus the first note is written d ' '
andisaquarternote, The notes DFad cause a chord to be played because
thereareno dots between the letters,
Datonstrokes,indicated in the fifth line, are also separated with dots to

locale theirposition in the score. A stroke can serve several musical
purposes. It can start a note or start a group of notes or start a chord or
~arta rest that is equivalent to stopping a note, Computationally, each
atonstrokeafter the first stroke sets the tempo that will be used until the
nextstroke, The tempo computation is shown in figure 19.4 and has
alreadybeendiscussed, The tempo can be changed at each stroke; thus the
COndUCtorcan accelerate or retard the music. The times of the strokes a~e
measur d k 'h computer. This

e to an accuracy of I msec by a cloc 10 t e
3CCU .racyISmore than sufficient for human gestures.
WeshII ' b ke The first stroke, a now diSCUSSplaying the score stroke y stro ' ,

lSanu be ' ,) d together with
P at, which produces no sound (It plays a rest, an ,

thesec d d d third strokes play
On Stroke,sets the initial tempo. The seeon an '1 h

thefir 1 " d h ate lasts unn t e
s two d s 111 the score; these are legato an eac n h If f

nextnt d hi h lasts only a 0
o 0 estarts. The next stroke starts a staccato , w IC hi h
Il'qua f ith a fermata, w IC

. ner-noteduration. The next stroke starts an WI k
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the group of notes at the specified tempo. It may be musically useful in
many cases to have only one note in the group so that the stroke is a trigger
for this individual note. But this is only a special case of the general Daton
function of tempo setting and triggering a group of notes.

19.7 The KreutzerSonata-a More Realistic Example

Figures 19.5 and 19.6, respectively, show the traditional and the alpha-
numeric score for a short section from the beginning of Belhaven's
Kreutzer Sonata. Six tracks VI-V6 are defined by lines 3-8 in this score.
All of these tracks will be interpreted by CPI "simultaneously" and in
parallel. Tracks I and 2 are the violin part, tracks 3-5 the piano part, and
track 6 the Daton.
Track 6 is of particular significance because it is the Daton track. Only

Daton strokes are present here. In the first block of tracks 1-6, only the
Daren stroke is executed. The other tracks all have rests. This is equivalent
to the conductor's upbeat. The time between the first and second Daton
strokes is used by RTLET to set the initial tempo of the piece. The first
group of four dots (up to the next Daton stroke) is played at this tempo. At
the next Daton stroke, the program recalculates the tempo.
The first played notes are in the second block of tracks 1-6. The first

track is the only one playing here. It starts with a chord, " AEc -a," which
has a quarter-note duration (four dots). The chord is legato and will
continue until the next Daton stroke starts the next chord.
At the end of the first measure, we have an example ofa slightly staccato f

chord. The Score is

I .. bd ... r.
2 r ..

3 r ...

4 r ...

5 r ...

6 ./ I

The chord "bd" terminates to a rest before the Daton stroke is written. A
more staccato chord could be written by moving the rest to the left.
Another function of the Daten can be to cut offa fermata with a separate

stroke. This is used in measure 4, where the final "c" plus the chord "AE"
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areallowedto co ti I desin mue as ong as esired by the performer according to the
SCore:

I d.... c .. r ..

2 AE .... r
] r ....

4 r ....
j

6 ! '" / .. / ..

19.8 Methods of Putting Scores into the Conductor Program

Ifthecond .uctor program becomes popular, then there will be a need to put
much music into a form that can be conducted. The alphanumeric score
shownin figure 19.6 can be prepared with any word processor. Although
lhlS1san . I' .entire y practical way of working, faster and more accurate
procedurescan probably be developed.
Asa masters thesis at M IT Ruth Shyu [I OJdeveloped a simple program

for preparing Scores in which the notes are displayed in a simplified
commonpractice music notation drawn by the computer on its terminal.
Thedisplay provides a fast accurate way to proofread the music. The
programwas designed to minimize the number of keystrokes required to
put in the music.
Leland Smith [9J has developed an excellent program for high-quality

mUSiC printing in which the music is written into the computer on a
standard ASCI keyboard using a special language that he has invented.
Partsof his program could be adapted to prepare scores for the conductor
program. Smith's program also displays a good-quality common practice
musicnotation on the computer terminal, and these displays are helpful for
proofreading.
Another possibility is to "play in" the score on a MIDI keyboard. The

MIDI interface on the computer can be used either for input or output so
that no additional hardware would be needed to implement this option.
The procedure would be to play in either some or all the voices of a score
a~dthen to edit the computer record to add conducting marks, to correct
tnlStakes,and to quantize the note durations properly. With MIDI, the
Pitchesare automatically quantized by the keyboard, but durations are
Continuous variables. Hence, they would have to be fitted into some
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set vel 50 tempo 200
pia k3# ISO

vl 07 hO t9
v2 07 hl t9
v3 06 h2 to
v4 04 h3 to
v5 04 h4 to
v6 04 h5 to

1 r .
2 r .
3 r .
4 r .
5 r .
6 [, .

1 AEc" a df .... bd ...r ,
2 .
3 .
4 ...........•
5 ..
6/. / [, ...

1 Ca r. BFd ...r. BGd ... r.
2 r .
3 r ..
4 r .......•....
5 r ..
6/ / / ....

1 r ..
2 r ..
3 ace" a $Fad$r .... Dad ...r.
404 Aa Dd .... $F$f...r.
5 ..
6/. / / ....

M. V. Mathews

Gb .... Ee ...... DG.r.

/ .... / ...... / ..

d c ..r ......
AE ...... r ..

/ .... / ../ ......

ab ... r . Ge G.r.
05 d!E r.b .. e..d.r.

e r. e r.
/ / / ..
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Figure 19.6
Alphanumericn t .o anon for Kreutzer Sonata.

1 r .
2 r .
3a r.Dd r.Dd ... r.
4Ic b. a.r.a .. b ..Se.r.
5Ir r. Lr.
6/ .. / ;. ...

1.... ILr. !SGDbSr2 ... r.
T ....••.•••••

HaIC .... BSG. r4 .
506 Dd$G r .

r ..
6/./ [, ...

1 'a r. BF#d' a...r.
2 r .
3e #d .. r .
405 br'a
5 r. " .~:: ..r .

6/ .... / .... / ....
Z
end

SCSGSe r .
Sr. e .. r .
.... SGe r. ae ... r.
05 .... See ... r. See ... r.

j. ... ;.. j..

Eb' a g .

. BOG ... r. BSCG ....
. ... 03 e r. e ....
............
[, .. j .... ;. ...

appropriate fpracticI set 0 standard note lengths. Although making a useful and
appeaa system to "play in" a score is undoubtedly more diflicult than it

rs to b .researh i e, It can probably be done. It is an interesting question for
c In prog .A r-: ramming and human engineering.
nnal pas ibiliPrinted . 51 I tty would be a music scanner that would read normal

bell'
e

musre and automatically convert it to machine readable form. We
ve this' .havedi ISa very difficult task and may be the last of the methods we
IScussedt b .o e usefully achieved.

19.9 Uses of the Conductor Program

JUSt as foranusedb yother new musical medium, the conductor program can be
Ycontemporary composers to perform new compositions [1,2,7, 8J
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especially written for this program. However, in addition to its use in new
music, the program may have important uses in playing traditional music.
Two possibilities that seem promising and that may be economically
important are accompaniment and active listening.
Accompaniment of soloists, which is often done with a piano, is both

difficult and uninspiring for the accompanist. Very good reading and
ensemble abilities are required from the pianist. He seldom gets a big share
of the glory for a good performance. Consequently, it is both difficult and
expensive to obtain accompanists. An alternative is to put the accompani-
ment into the conductor program and to conduct the accompaniment with
the Daten. Much less reading skill is required by the accompanist, and he
can focus his aitention on ensemble. Also, certain soloists, such as singers
who have their hands free, can accompany themselves. We have done
demonstrations with a soprano [4] showing that this is indeed a promising
method.
Active listening is a way of experiencing music that is made possible by

the conducting program. Instead of listening to recorded music, the music
appreciator would purchase a computer score and conduct his own inter-
pretation of the piece. In addition to allowing an individual style of
interpretation, the listener could take the piece apart to focus on individual
voices or sections of the music in ways that are not possible with normal
recordings and thus quickly gain a deeper understanding of the music. We
believe this may become a very popular way of appreciating music.
Active listening could also lead to an entire new music industry-that of

preparing scores for the conductor program.

19.10 Demonstration

A video tap~ of performances using the conductor program is available as
an adjunct to this book.
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20 Zivatar: A Performance System

J;nosNegyesy and Lee Ray

Zivatarisa piece for real-time performance by two musicians, one of whom
playson an electronic violin controller and the other of whom manipulates
variouselectronic sound sources and processors, including a multichannel
mixingboard. A computer plays a crucial role in mediating the interaction
oftheviolinist and the electronic sound sources. Zivatar is a collaborative
andinteractive work that varies from performance to performance but that
nonetheless remains recognizably the same. A video tape ora performance
ofZivatar is available as an adjunct to this book.
The violinist uses two different modes to produce sounds from the

performancesystem. In the first, the acoustic mode, the sounds produced
bytheexcitation of the strings and other parts of the violin by such means
~sbowing,plucking, and scraping are picked up by piezoelectric elements
Insetinto the bridge of the violin. The signals from each pickup are then
conveyedindependently to the preamplifier where they are high pass fil-
teredto remove low-frequency noise. From this point the signals follow
twoparallel paths. On one, the violin signals go to the mixing board for
furtherprocessing by the synthesist. Since the signals are independent, they
canbe treated individually. For example, the four strings can be panned
ac~ossoutput channels, creating a spatialization of the violin sound. Each
stnngcanalso be sent in varying amounts to different outboard processors,
suchas delays reverberators and filters. The outputs of these units can
i~turn be bro~ght back to the mixing board and treated as independent

signalsthat may be further processed.
In the second mode, the controller mode, the individual signals from

each.of the four strings arc sent independently to a note detector .. Th.ls
speclal.purpose hardware analyzes the variations in voltage over tlm~ to
eachsignal and produces estimates of the time-varying loudness and pitch
ofthe sounds from the violin [3]. These estimates are then sentla a 68000-
basedcomputer system. The computer is running a program i~firmware
that performs a statistical analysis of the loudness and pitch esllmates and
attempt t I' . . . f h data The results ares 0 e immate norsmess and error rom t ese .
Codedinto a stream of MIDI key commands. (Each string generates a
MIDIstream on a different MIDI channel so that the independence of the
stringscan b . . . . .' h ustic mode) These com-e maintained Just as It IS 10 t e aco .
~and streams carry the time-varying amplitude of the sounds as a su~ces-
~Ionof begin times and end times for notes with an associated slO.gle
Int . . . h f the stnng
ensnyor "velocity" level. Similarly, the time-vary mg pttc 0
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signal is carried as a single equal-tempered "key number." The MfDI
stream describing the violin performance is then combined with other
MIDI data from a MIDI control unit that has various programmable
sliders, pedals, and switches. This composite MIDI stream is then directed
to various synthesizers and a sampler to give the violinist timing and pitch
control of events programmed on those devices.

Zivatar uses the identity function for note translation-s-a single note
played on the violin produces a single MIDI keystroke. (See [I] for a
discussion of other possibilities.) However, the aural significance and
musical usefulness of the various MIDI keystroke commands depends on
the configuration of the synthesizers and sampler. For example, when
playing the violin and holding the MIDI "sustain pedal" down, sounds
coming from the synthesizers will have their pitch and loudness specified by
the notes played on the violin but will last as long as pedal is held down. In
this case the violin and pedal function together to produce a situation
similar to the use of a sustain pedal on a piano-notes are begun by the
action of the hammer striking the string but do not cease ringing until
damped by the release of the pedal. (More will be said about the various
roles of the synthesizers and sampler in the program notes below.) The
outputs from the MIDI-controlled units are then sent to the mixing board
for further processing by the synthesist as discussed above.

20.1 Zivatar: Performance System Equipment

The equipment used in the Zivatar performance system on the accompany-
ing video tape is shown in figure 20.1 and described here. The electronic
violin was designed and fabricated by San Diego sculptor Michael Monfort
based on an instrument by Max Mathews [2]. The preamplifier, hardware
pitch detector, and computer were designed, fabricated, and programmed
at the Computer Audio Research Laboratory (CARL) of the Center for
Music Experiment (CME) at the University of California at Sao Diego
(UCSD) by Gareth Loy, Andy Voelkel, Rusty Wright, and Tom Erbe. The
mixer is a Soundcraft Series 200B. Four channels of compression are
provided by 2 stereo Syrnetrix 522s. The synthesizers are the 8-module
Yamaha TX816 FM rack. The sampler is the Sequential Circuits Prophet
2002. The delay and echo units are the Yamaha SPX90. The reverb is the
Roland SRV-2000.
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Figure 20.1
Zivatar performance system: solid line, audio: hatched line, MIDI; dotted line, pitch or
loudness estimate.

Musicians-composers and performers alike-can have a musical inten-
tion best realized with electronic resources. Their training typically pre-
pares them for dealing with either very specific details of execution or
rather abstract and schematic overall views. A host of engineering details,
whether they have to do with the fabrication of violins and pianos or
integrated circuits, are the speciality of others. Yet just as violins and
pianos can be designed for playability, so electronic circuitry can be shaped
to the purpose of the musician. General-purpose computers can transform
information about the behavior of the musician into commands for synthe-

20.2 Zivatar: A Brief Discussion

SPX 90

SRV 2000
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sizers, samplers, and other powerful machinery. Computer-assisted per-
formance allows musicians to use their musical training and intelligence to
control the unique sonic resources that can be created only with electronics.

In Zivatar, the performance system allows for musical control of a
diverse array of materials, including arbitrarily tuned sine waves, noise
bursts, a violin, bells, footsteps, groans, and whispers. Sounds can be
filtered, echoed, delayed, reverberated, and have altered dynamic shapes.
The preparation of samples, the programming of synthesizer elements, and
the setup of processing units must all be accomplished prior to the time of
performance in order to allow an expressive interpretation of the music in
real time.

Appendix: A Program Note on Zivatar,,

to
~
"Ii

".C)

":<

A video tape of a performance of the piece "Zivatar" is available as an
adjunct to this book.
Zivatar consists of several different sections, each of which features a

particular mode of sound production and phrase shaping. The piece is
arrayed in a modified sonata form with some compression of sections.
Approximate timings for the beginnings of some of the events mentioned
below are given in minutes and seconds in parentheses.

Zivatar begins with a barrage of complex synthesizer sounds that pro-
duce no definite single sensation of pitch or rhythm (0'00"). The violinist
triggers these sounds rather as a conductor might cue instrumentalists who
have rehearsed to produce certain phrases. Here the character and pulsatile
rhythms of the synthesizer noise are determined by the randomly varying
low-frequency oscillator that is controlling the frequencies of modulators
of carriers with fixed frequencies. The synthesizer used is the Yamaha
TX816. The durations of individual instances of the sounds are controlled
by the violinist either by the length of a given bowing or by using the MIDI
sustain pedal. The Yamaha DX-? is used to add "sustain pedal on/off"
commands. The loudness and speed of echoes as well as the ratio of direct
to reverberated sound are controlled by the synthesist to give the impres-
sion of a constantly changing aural perspective throughout the piece.
The second section features the acoustic output of the violin. The novel

bowing technique produces low-amplitude noise bursts that are then ar-
rayed in speech like patterns (1'20"). The noises are filtered using Yamaha
SPX90 processors performing "chorusing" or time-varying delays and
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amplitude modulations. Delays on the order of 2-50 msec are used to
introduce formants into the violin sounds, reinforcing their speechlike
character. This section overlaps with the following section, which uses
sounds generated by the synthesizers. The MIDI note detectors used to
trigger the synthesizers perform most satisfactorily when presented with a
note of definite pitch, loudness, and duration. In an effort to satisfy these
conflicting musical and technological demands the acoustic signals from
the violin are processed by Symetrix 522 compressor/limiters. These units,
a combination of envelope detectors and voltage-controlled amplifiers,
superimpose a paradoxical dynamic on the violin signals by allowing quiet
sounds to be greatly amplified while loud sounds are considerably attenu-
ated. The violinist's actual dynamic is thus decoupled from the listener's
impression of loudness, and the contribution of vigorously bowed notes to
the acoustic sections is reduced while nevertheless giving the MIDI note
detector reliable information.
The next section uses the synthesizer "operators" of the TX816 config-

ured as summed sine waves (3'10"). Their envelopes have different slow
onsets and decays. In addition, the sensitivity of each sine wave to MIDI
key velocity varies from a value of .02" to "7." The greater the value, the
more vigorously the string must be bowed in order to give an operator a
substantial output. In this way the violinist can use the intensity of attack
to control the number of the synthesized tones. Only one of the six sine
waves has the same pitch as the MIDI key command. The other five are all
transposed by intervals that do not fall in the equal-tempered scale. The
duration of the tones is given either by the duration of the string excitation
or by the use of the sustain pedal. Quasi-vocal and instrumental sounds
fuse and emerge from the massed sine waves only to disappear again. The
relative balances and filtering similar to that done in the acoustic section
before are adjusted by the synthesist. As in the previous synthesizer section,
the violinist's role becomes more like a conductor's than an instrumental-
ist's since notes, once begun, may take several seconds to be loud enough
to be heard. His concern is for the accumulation of elements of a contin-
uoug texture rather than the statement of elements with certain pitch/time

values.
A sampled sound is then introduced over the continui.ng sine wa.ve

clusters (5'10"). In preparation for the piece, the violinist whispered a brief
sentence which was then recorded via analog-to-digital converters into the
CARL software synthesis system at the Center for Music Experiment of the
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University of California at San Diego. The recorded sentence was then
combined with many delayed and pitch-shifted copies of itself in order to
create the sound of a crowd of whispering voices, a sound, once again, with
little definite pitch or rhythmic profile. The prepared sound was transferred
to the sampling unit used in performance, the Sequential Circuits Prophet
2002. The sample, once triggered by a violin note, persists until its end and
then stops. The "key number" gives a transposition level for the sample
that, for this sound, shifts the noises up or down in spectrum. No looping
or other processing of the sound is done with the sampler. However, the
duration of the sample can be shortened by depressing the sustain pedal
while bowing. In this case the sample would begin at its beginning and only
sound for as long as the string excitation continued.
While the violinist uses the sampled sound the sine wave clusters are faded

out and replaced by a new group of synthesized sounds (6'20") that have
two elements-s-an initial noise burst followed by a cluster of near-unison
sine waves, which undergo a small programmed change in frequency over
the course of their sounding. As before, the operators are set to be sensitive
to the MIDI key velocity, and so the relative contribution of the various
operators to the overall sound is controlled by the violinist.
In addition, the spectrum of the noise burst varies from broad band for

high velocities to a narrower bandpass region around the frequency of the
fingered violin note for low velocities.
A restatement of the speech like acoustic section folJows. Once again the

sine wave clusters are introduced underneath the violin sounds and then
combined with a vocal sample. This sample is a new one, a pitch-shifted
version of voiced speech to which a backward copy of the first sentence has
been added. The same procedure as outlined above was used to prepare this
sample.
The clusters are replaced by another group of synthesizer sounds, bursts

of short, bliplike sine waves (II '30"). Again, only one of the six sinusoids
has the same pitch as the fingered note on the violin. However, the other
five are this time transposed to pitches that fall in the equal-tempered scale.
The onsets of the sinusoids are delayed with respect to the string excitation
and to each other by setting the first segment of their envelopes to a level of
"0" and then to some rate between "99" and "0" with the higher values
introducing less delay. Once again operator velocity sensitivity varies so
that a greater or lesser number of sine wave elements can be included by the
violinist. Rather than a single «note" being sounded for every fingered
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note, a phraselike melodic element results. The violinist's performance
gives the begin time and transposition level for the phrase, the approximate
number of notes in the phrase, and the phrase duration.
A blast of white noise covers the violinist's efforts for a few seconds and

signals the coda (I 1'55"). Here a variety of samples-bells, voiced speech,
and footsteps-are interwoven with the echoing bursts. A single note from
the acoustic violin is caught in an indefinitely regenerating reverb program
running on a Roland SRV-2000 signal processor (16'27"). A final flurry of
synthesized, sampled, and processed acoustic sounds ends the performance.
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21 Composing with Computers-a Survey of Some Composi-
tional Formalisms and Music Programming Languages

Gareth Loy

Before God and as an honest man I tell you that your son is the greatest composer
known to me either in person or by flame. He has taste and, whar is more, the most
profound knowledge of composition.
-Joseph Haydn to Leopold Mozart

Is this just a clockworks offabulous design, or does it actually tell time?
-Virgil Thompson (The Art of Judging Music)

There is currently a wave of revolutionary dimensions in the realm of music
composition stemming from the confluence of two forces: on the one hand,
the widespread availability of digital computers for musicians and com-
posers, and on the other, their availability at this time, when serious
composers no longer rely so heavily on convention, but create their own
artistic justifications from first principles.
Though composers have always used formal devices in composition,

recent musical trends and the availability of computers have made it a
practical concern for composers and musicians to develop formal tech-
niques and descriptive and procedural notations in order to express musi-
cal ideas in ways mutually understandable to computers and musicians.
The application of formal techniques to music is a good place to begin to
understand the often conflicting requirements music and computers place
upon each other.
The problem of representing music with computers is deep and multi-

faceted. As an art form, music has high-level expressive requirements that
are extremely difficuJt to formalize. But computers require formal expres-
sion for all problems they address. Besides this, the sheer volume of
computation required to realize music of any subtlety with computers puts
musical computing in league with such problems as vision research and
particle physics.
The article begins with an overview of some of the formal methods used

historically in composition, and a quasi-historical discussion of how com-
posers and music theorists have thought about and used formal methods
such as algorithms to write-and help write-music. This leads to a

Copyright © 1988 Gareth Loy.
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discussion of music composition programs and programming languages
for music, with many examples.

21.1 Introduction

Music, like all other products of human culture, owes its existence to
number and process, both of which are free creations of the human mind.
Of all the arts, music is considered to be open to the purest expression of
order and proportion, unencumbered as it is by material media. The oft-
noted affinity between music and mathematics is therefore no mystery.
Indeed, in earlier times, music was considered to be a branch of mathe-
matics. Cassiodorus (ca. 485-ca. 575) labeled these as the divisions of
mathematics: arithmetic, music, geometry, and astronomy [Cassiodorus
1950a]. What brought these four disciplines together for him as mathe-
matics was that they all dealt in what he termed "abstract quantity": "By
abstract quantity we mean that quantity which we treat in a purely specu-
lative way, separating it intellectually from its material and from its other
accidents, such as evenness, oddness, and the like .... Arithmetic is the
discipline of absolute numerable quantity. Music is the discipline which
treats of numbers in their relation to those things which are found in
sound" [Cassiodorus 1950a].
Music was used as a vehicle for ritual and magic in prehistoric times, was

considered to be a branch of science by the ancient world, and was a vehicle
of emotional expression in the Romantic era of the nineteenth century.
Berlioz and others regarded music as the direct communication of internal
states of being [Barzun I969a]. There have also been those who view music
primarily as a mystical enterprise, and point to its magical properties in
shamanistic chant, and its spiritual properties in mantram [Hamel 1976a].
Carl Orffspeaks of an "elemental music," which is prerational; the primor-
dial soup out of which all music comes. It is the raw expression of human
energies and states of being [Orff I967a]. Balance between these seemingly
conflicting perspectives is difficult: "Unlike a close, non-referential mathe-
matical system, music is said to communicate emotional and aesthetic
meanings as well as purely intellectual ones. This puzzling combination of
abstractness with concrete emotional experience can, if understood cor-
rectly, perhaps yield useful insights into more general problems ofmeaning
and communication, especially those involving aesthetic experience"
[Meyer 1956a].
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Philosopher Susanne Langer maintains that music is a symbolic system,
where the denotata constitute a "morphology of feeling." She has said
"music conveys general forms of feelings, related to specific ones as alge-
braic expressions are related to arithmetic [expressions]" [Langer 1948a].
Music, she is saying, is a kind of algebra for the expression of emotional
archetypes. Music thus seems to share the goals of mathematics in the
pursuit of a coherent expression of ordering principles.
Clearly a discussion limited to the formal aspects of music can never do

justice to the whole of music. However, the charge here is to discuss those
aspects that are tractable with computers. And because computers require
formal expression for all subjects they are to understand, formalization of
music is our first topic. However, we should not lose sight of the content so
formalized.

21.2 Compositional Formalisms

The term compositional formalism here is taken to mean any systematic
ordering, or way of organizing, creating, or analyzing compositional sys-
tems (or processes or designs). Other terms, such as procedure, method,
game, and algorithm, are all formalisms in this way of thinking. Of these,
algorithm is the most carefully defined because of its place in mathematics.
Examples of algorithmic methods include travel directions and the rules of
algebra. Just as an algebraic equation specifies relationsips between sym-
bolic objects, an algorithm specifies actions on symbolic objects.
Most things one does repeatedly with a purpose can be considered

algorithmic, though there are some important qualifications, as we shall
see. The creation-and sometimes even the appreciation-of formalisms
generally takes an exertion of mental effort because one must be hold-
ing the goal of the method and the requisite actions in mind, while simul-
taneously observing and recording what one is doing to achieve the goal.
Because of the mental effort required, formalisms are generally only
created where the expenditure of effort seems warranted. The analysis
of formalisms can therefore reveal important values of an individual or
culture. We shall see that the formal methods of a musical style are often

deeply salient and revealing.
Because of its precise definition, we shalt begin with a short exposition

about algorithms, though we shall subsequently see that most formal
procedures used in music are not strictly algorithmic. Still, algorithm has
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received the most careful definition, and other formal techniques can be
described with related concepts. Later we shall examine some novel com-
puter programs and languages developed to solve problems in the expres-
sian of music and musical formalisms. The purpose of the survey of
compositional formalisms is to motivate the discussion that follows on
programs and languages.

21.2.1 Algorithm Defined

For a short history of algorithms, I refer the reader to [Knuth 1973a].The
earlier term algorism was used to describe the rules of calculating with
Arabic numerals. The term algorithm is derivative, but more general. An
algorithm may describe a set of rules or give a sequence of operations for
accomplishing some task, or solving some problem. The folJowing are the
criteria for determining an algorithm.

Finiteness-An algorithm must terminate after a finite (and reasonable)
number of steps.

Definiteness-There must be agreement as to the precise meaning of each
of the steps to be taken.

Input-An algorithm may receive information upon which it is to operate.

Ouput-An algorithm must have at least one result, which is produced by
applying the algorithm to its inputs.

Effectiveness-Even if a step passes the criterion of definiteness, it still may
or may not be effective. Each step must yield a result in a finite (and
reasonable!) period of time. The inputs must be tractable; the action of each
step must not depend upon unknowns.

Is a cookbook recipe an algorithm? We can see that while it meets most
criteria, it may lack definiteness by allowing such language as "salt to
taste." On the other hand, travel directions ought to pass all the tests, or
else they are not useful. and so qualify as truly algorithmic.

Knuth gives additional criteria that we use to measure algorithms,
Among these are the "aesthetic qualities" of simplicity, elegance, parsi-
mony, and tractability (ease of adaptation to, e.g., a computer). We should
also care how efficently an algorithm accomplishes our task, and how well
it represents our understanding of the problem. Whereas the first five
criteria define what an algorithm is, Knuth says, these aesthetic criteria
determine its "goodness,"
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Before considering musical techniques for their algorithmic qualities, it
would be good to consider a clear-cut example from mathematics. We shall
start with Euclid's algorithm for finding the greatest common divisor of
two integers, that is, the largest number that divides both integers evenly,
without remainder [Vinogradov I954a, Knuth 1973a]. This comes in handy,
for instance, in reducing fractions to their lowest form. For example, the
greatest common divisor of9 and 12 is 3. Wejust "know" that, but how do
we know it, and how could we represent this knowledge so someone else
could know it too? Also, what if we were faced with finding the greatest
common divisor of 91 and 416, which we most probably do not know?
Euclid developed the following algorithm for positive integers to solve this
problem.

I. Given two numbers, m and n, find their remainder, r, after division. I

2. If the remainder is 0, then we are done, and n is the answer.

3. Otherwise, set m to n, and n to t, and start over.

In the case of 9 and 12, we have the following steps:

step I: In = 9, n= 12, r = 9,

step 2: m= 12, 11 = 9, r = 3,

step 3: m=9, 11 = 3, r = O.

That is, we set m = 9, and 11 = 12, and take the remainder of m and n, which
is r = 9. As it is not 0, we set In = 12 (i.e., we set it to the value of n) and
we set 11 = 9 (i.e., the value of r), and go back to step I. We continue this
process until r = 0, whereupon n is the answer: 3. In the case of91 and 416,

we have the following:

m = 91, 11 = 416, r ~ 91

11I=416, 11 = 91, r ~ 52

m=91, II = 52, r = 39

III = 52, n = 39, r= 13

III = 39, 11 = 13, r=O

So the greatest common divisor is 13.
This method qualifies as an algorithm on all counts. It isfinire because

it will always eventually yield a remainder of O. This is because successive
values of r move monotonically toward O. It is definite (for positive
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integers) because the meaning of division and remaindering for positive
integers is unambiguous. (But we must be careful; if we extend the range
by only one number to include 0, it no longer passes the effectiveness test
because division by 0 is not permitted.) It has inputs, m and n, and an output
(the answer). It is effective because the quantities it works on-positive
integers-present no ambiguities in calculations.

It meets Knuth's "aesthetic" criteria as well. It is simple (three steps),
elegant (goes straight to the point), and parsimonious (does not require
extraneous operations). It is also easily adaptable to a computer. Here is
a subroutine, written in the C programming language, that implements
Euclid's algorithm [Kernighan 1978a]. Symbols in bold are C-Ianguage
reserved words, while italic is used for user-defined variable and subroutine
names.

(

Euclid(m, n) {
int r = m % n;
while (r != 0) {

m =n;
11 = r;
r = m%n;

}
return n;

Subroutine Euclid receives two arguments, m and n. It declares r to be an
int, C's keyword for "integer," and assigns it the value of m % n. The "%"
operator computes the remainder of m and n. The subroutine then enters
a while loop, which will terminate only when r ~ O. In this programming
language, the" =" operator assigns the value of the expression on the right
to the variable on the left, while the "'=" operator tests whether the values
on the right and left are different. When r finally equals 0, the loop is
terminated, and the result is in n, the value of which is returned as the
answer.
As we have seen, the creation-and even the appreciation-s-of algo-

rithms generally takes an exertion of mental effort because one must be
holding the goal of the method and the requisite actions in mind, while
simultaneously observing and recording what one is doing to achieve the
goal. One is, so to speak, recursively thinking about what one is thinking
about. The analysis of algorithms can be shown to demonstrate not merely
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clever means to ends, but, more important, it can reveal the value systems
-the true aims-of individuals and cultures: because what is formalized
into algorithms is always the essence of what is felt to be so central to an
enterprise as to warrant such expenditure of effort. For instance, we shall
see that the formal elements ofa musical style are often its most salient and
revealing aspects.

21.2.2 Guido's Method

We take the ancestor of the compositional algorithm for our first musical
example. This method was first presented in I026-nearly one thousand
years ago-by the learned Benedictine and famous musical theoretician
Guido D' Arezzo. Though so old, we shall find much to ponder in its
implications. One of the chapters of his treatise for singers, entitled Micro-
loqus, laid out a practical scheme for the production of a musical line from
any text whatsoever [D'Arezzo 1955a]. The essence of the method consists
in constructing a table of correspondences between the vowels of the text
and the notes of the scale.
First he lays out the pitches of the double-octave, which was the standard

compass of vocal music of his time,

r ABC D E F Gab c d e f g a,

which correspond to the modern pitch letters C-D-E-F-G-A-B ... covering
the range G below middle-C to A above the treble c1eff. Against this he
places three iterations of the canonical vowel sequence, a-e-i-o-u, as follows:

fABCDEFGabcdefga

a e o u a e o u a e i 0 u a.

Guido now selects a Latin text and, extracting the vowels from each word,
sets about looking up corresponding pitch values from his table. We note
that this method supplies three choices for each vowel (four choices for the
letter a). This keeps the method from having but one unique solution for each
text. Following this procedure, he composes a song for the entire text. 2 Even
though given a schematic for the melody by the tables, composers still must
exercise their creative and intuitive faculties to yield a suitably musical line
by applying other standard musical rules relating to the aesthetics of
melodic formation. Guido suggests that by selecting only the best excerpts
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from several attempts, this method can yield a composition perfectly
adapted to the text, and also one that meets the requirements of good
compositional practice.

Is Guido's method an algorithm? Certainly the heart of the method-the
construction of the table and the lookup operation-is clearly algorithmic.
But Guido's admonition that we must make final selections according to
other rules not explicitly stated (the aesthetic rules of melody formation)
makes that part of the method seem more like the injunction in a recipe:

.. and salt to taste." So it runs afoul of the definiteness criterion.
This serves to point out a truism about composers and compositions of

all eras and styles: given a method or a rule, what is usually deemed
compositionally interesting is to follow it as far as to establish a sense of
inertia, or expectancy, and then to veer offin some way that is unexpected,
but still somehow related to what has gone before. Like a melody subjected
to variations, all formal ordering methods are usually held by composers to
be as plastic as the material they order. The criterion of definiteness in the
definition of algorithm leaves little room for arbitrary aesthetic tempering;
therefore, few compositional ordering practices are strictly algorithmic.
Such terms as procedure and method share all but the definiteness rule. It
seems preferable, then, to refer to Guido's method rather than Guido's
algorithm.

So we have examined Guido's method in its relation to algorithm. But is
it art? (Or more properly, does it produce art?) In a nineteenth-century
edition of Guido's Microloqus, the editor, Michael Hermesdorff, criticised
Guido's method as artistically suspect-a mere form of dalliance-not
suitable for such a major figure as Guido. To protect Guido, the editor
explained it away as a practical help provided for the incompetent beginner
as a way to get results quickly. However, musicological opinion now has it
that Guido's method must be taken more seriously [Kirchmeyer I963a].
This is a common complaint about formal structure of all kinds in music

that has not been directed only at Guido. Viewed from this perspective,
such techniques take all the work out of composing. Once a system has been
established, the argument goes, the only decisive thing has already been
done and "composing" reduces to merely making adjustments-much as a
cook will season a dish to taste. Kirchmeyer points out, however, that this
is not so much a criticism as a statement of truth about all formal methods,
"You can never get more out of an automaton than has already been put
into it" [Kirchmeyer 1963a].
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. What has become of composing where formal practices are used is
sl.mplythe relocation of the compositional decision-making process to a
higher position. It means the incorporation of higher-level musical ele-
ments, such as algorithms, into the fabric of the compositional process.
Some low-level elements of the compositional decision-making process
may be taken over by an automatic process, but the composer must still
both choose the process and accept the results.
Formal techniques are used as tools in composing in two ways: to

achievean underlying unity and direction in a work, and to determine an
independent agent of choice for certain details. In the most abstract sense,
algorithmic techniques are merely tools of conceptual explanation that
composers use to express their methods of operation. It is the framing in a
conscious, explicit way of a generative relationship between elements of a
composition. For instance, Guido's method consciously expressed his
underlying belief that the purpose of music was to exalt and clarify the
biblical text that it set. His method constrained the music to the words,
therebyexpressing his philosophy of music in a conscious manner. Here we
see an example of the analysis of algorithmic techniques revealing the
aesthetic agenda of a composer.

21.2.3 Other Antique Formal Practices

There are many other compositional formalisms that have the flavor-if
perhaps not always the rigor-of algorithm.
The technique of isorhythm is a case in point. 1t emerged as a characteris-

tic rhythmic organizing technique in the motets of the thirteenth-century
composer Philipp de Vitry. His motet tenors were often laid out with a
serially repeating rhythmic pattern. The pattern could vary according to
certain rules after the lapse of a certain number of repetitions. The tenor's
rhythmic line moved very slowly against the faster notes of the upper lines.
The slow-moving tenor thus provided a structural template that determined
the metrical foundation of a composition.
Another method for establishing a formal anchor for a composition is

the canon, wherein a composer generates one or more additional voices by
delayed imitation of a melodic line. The technique seemingly first appeared
in the music of the Netherlands composers ca. 1450, though there has been
little work, until recently, on the automatic generation of canons. Canons
aredifficult to compose because one must simultaneously obey the canonic
imitation rule while satisfying the rules of how voices may combine harmo-
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nically (voice leading). Composers do this intuitively, and fairly quickly,
but algorithmic solutions for canons of any length require fast computers
and lots of time [Dewdney 1987a]. For instance, the Netherlands composer
Johannes Ockeghem wrote a famous mass, the Missa prolationum, every
movement of which is constructed as a double mensuration canon making
use of various intervals and various combinations of key signatures (Grout
1980aJ.
The English round is a method for the harmonization of a melody by

performers. Here we must differentiate between compositional and per-

formance methods. There is no simple method for composing a round, but
the method of performing a round is simple and nearly algorithmic. It is
typically a short, unaccompanied vocal canon at the unison or octave. It
has definiteness (the rules are simplicity itself: delay so many entries by so
many measures and start singing), input (the song), output (the singing),
and effectiveness (when suitable choice of melodies is made). It lacks only
a termination rule to qualify as algorithmic, though of course one is always
provided by the performers, ultimately.
In the fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries, one often encounters so-

called canonic riddles embedded within compositions that require the
working out of a puzzle in order to perform the work. Again, a distinction
must be made: the creation of the puzzle was undoubtedly not methodical,
but-once one sees the answer-the solution is. The movement Agnus Dei
III of Guillaume Dufay's Missa L'Homme arme contains tbe inscription
Cancer et plenus et redeal medius ("Let the crab proceed full and return
half"). Davison and Apel deduce that this "indicates that the cantus firmus
is to be sung twice, first in full note values, then in halved values and in
retrograde motion (this being indicated by the word 'return'). Since, how-
ever, the crab's normal motion is backwards. the 'proceeding' section
actually is retrograde, and the 'returning' section, therefore, in normal
motion" [Davison I964a].

21.2.4 Musical Acrostics

The term sooqeuo eavato (literally, "carved out subject") refers to a Ren-
naissance method, related to Guido's, of deriving a musical phrase by
taking a significant word or words, extracting the vowels, and obtaining a
melody formed by the Guidonian solmization syllables [Kirchmeyer 1963a,
Apel 1961a]. A related example is the theme built by J. S. Bach from his own
name. In German, in the times of J. S. Bach, the B signified our pitch Bb,
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whileH signified our B-Ilatural. The resulting theme, Bb-A-C-B, was used
by Bach in the last work of his life, the Art of the Fugue, in the last,
unfinished, fugue. (Planned as a quadruple fugue, it is curious to note that
hishealth gave out just as he introduced the B-A-C-H theme, and he died
shortly after.) Many other composers have used this theme as well-for
instance,the slow movement of Beethoven's string quartet, opus 59 # 2 (in
the bass) [Scholes 1964a]. Later users include R. Schumann (Sechs Fuqen
iiber Bach), F. Liszt (Fantasy and Fugue 011 B.A.C.H.), Reger, Piston,
Honegger, Berg, and many others [Apel 1961a, Mies 1925a].
RobertSchumann's delight in musical acrostics is evidenced in his piano

compositions, such as his Abegg Variutlons (which spells A-Bb-E-G-G).
HisCarnival is based on permutations of the letters in the name of the town
ofAsch (A-S-C-H) near which his fiancee lived. This cao be permuted to
S-C-H-u-m-A-n, which yields Eb-C-B-A in modern notation [Long-
year 1969aJ.These techniques are mostly just embellishments to composi-
tions that did not depend upon the technique in any substantial way.
Things of this kind lend themselves more readily to explanation and
memorythan many more important-but less verbalizable-things about
theseworks. It is very unlikely that anyone listening to these works would
deducethese as ordering principles, but, being so informed, we must admire
the works all the more for the artfulness of the compositions despite the
formaltechnical problems being solved at the same time.

21.2.5 Combinatorics

A pervasive compositional method employed by the Viennese composers
Arnold Schoenberg, Alban Berg, and Anton Webern was the use of consis-
tent note patterns that contain all twelve pitches. In the methodology
initiallyset out by Schoenberg, an instance of such a pattern of] 2 notes is
calleda row, or set, or series. No note appears more than once within the
set. It may be subjected to four linear geometrical transformations: inver-
sion, retrograde, retrograde-inversion, and rectus (also called prime, or the
identity function). The four resulting transfonnations can also be trans-
posed to any degree of the chromatic scale. The result is a structure of 48
rows derived from the original, called a set-complex, which formed the
source material for pitch organization in a work. The purpose of these
transformations is to generate variants that are related to the original
intervallicstructure of the prime row, to be used as material that can act as

variants in developing compositions.
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When applying these rows in the process of composing, an unambiguous
ordering of the set-forms (the individual rows of the set-complex) is as-
sumed; but the actual compositional procedures employed will vary from
composer to composer and work to work quite freely, depending on the
stylistic goals of the composer, and the nature of the set-complex.3 Once
begun, all the pitch classes in a particular set-form usually must be used
before another set-form is chosen from the set-complex. Also, it was
generally the case that a pitch class from a set-form would not be repeated
out of turn. But an exception was made by Schoenberg and Berg to allow
for pitch repetition~for instance, to allow for ostinati. But once a note was
left, it was generally not revisited until its turn came again. Webern, it
seems, utterly eschewed such redundancy.
The purpose of this method becomes clear if we realize that Schoenberg

and his school were setting up an engine for the logical extension of trends
in tonal organization that were culminating in the final and total oblitera-
tion of tonal expectation and key-centeredness in European art music. The
rows chosen-and their compositional treatment-were such as to defeat
our tendency to hear tonal centeredness of any kind. What was substituted
for tonality was the inner organization of the row sequence and the selec-
tion of set-forms. We see here again the philosophical-aesthetic posture of
a composer (or school) revealed in an underlying formal method. "Perhaps
the most important influence of Schoenberg's method is not the 12-note
idea in itself, but along with it the individual concepts of permutation,
inversional symmetry and complementation, invariance under transfor-
mation, aggregate construction, closed systems, properties of adjacency as
compositional determinants, transformations of musical surfaces through
predefined operations, and so on" [Perle 198Ia].

21.2.6 WiirfelspiellDice Music)

It is revealing that composers of such durable stature as W. A. Mozart,
J. Haydn, and C. P. E. Bach, living as they were in the Age of Enlighten-
ment, would be found dabbling in compositional techniques based on
chance [potter 197Ia].

Because musical aesthetics of the classical era were so strict, it was
possible to construct a simple music-making game for composing minuets
and other incidental works. The method consisted of iteratively applying
the outcom~ ofthro~ing dice, or spinning a spinner, to choosing which of
several possible musical motives would be selected from tables of musical
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figures.A well-formed piece of music in the classical style would result.
"Thissort of musical game was in the air in the second part of the 18th cen-
tury1.thoughclearly regarded as entertainment only. This is, e.g., expressed
by Kirnberger-whom we should also regard as the father of musical litera-
tureafthis sort-in the preface to his composition of this kind (1757). Every
gameis after all a mirror of the ideas of the times: the rationalistic epoch
considersthe possibility of mechanical composition" [Gerigk 1936a].
BothGuido's lookup method and Kirnberger's chance method can be

broken down usefully into two phases: the first where the options are
enumerated,the second where the choices are made. I will refer to these as
thegenerator phase and the selector phase. In Guido's case, the generator
phaseis the process of transformation from a vowel to a set of possible
pitches.In Kirnberger's case, it is the determination of the set of possible
nextmeasures.The selector phase for Guido is the heuristic evaluation of
themost suitable choice-based on rules of melody formation-during
whichOne of the possibilities is selected. Kirnberger's selector phase,
however,is accomplished by assigning choice to the outcome of an un-
regardable (i.e., chance) operation.
It wascommon in that day even for composers of considerable stature to

turnto compilations of musical progressions and cadences for solutions to
musicalproblems. The technique, called ars inveniendi, was quite wide-
Spreadfrom the late Baroque through Classical times. MUSIcologists and
c~mposersalike would make compilations of motives to serve either as a
Stimulusfor the composer's imagination, or as the actual music for the
unimaginative.Though a composer might work by stringing these motives
together like a chain of beads there was still the act of choice that kept it
authentic.But the introduction of "mere" chance to determine the choice
seemsto relieve the composer of the last vestage of responsibility. O~e.may
reasonablyask whether one is not utterly giving up the composItIonal
processto a blind automation? As if purposefully to raise hackles, a work
entitledA Tabular System Whereby Any Person without the Least Knowl-
edge of Musick May Compose Ten Thousand Different Minuets in the Most
Pleasing and Correct Manner was published by Peter Welcker m London in

1775,and seems to follow Kirnberger's lead [K6echel 1935a].
Some scholars are reluctant to admit that Mozart's Musikalische Wur-

felspiel is authentic. (It was found written on an autograph manuscript of
anotherof his works.) It is difficult to define what authentic means m .such
acase.One can argue that the piece is in his hand, which clearly establishes
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authorship. But it is difficult to see the hand of the master behind a facade
that includes chance, just as it is difficult to make out a face behind frosted
glass.
Wiirfe/spiel emerged from the era which saw the advent of the proba-

bility calculus of Pascal. In this era, ways were being found to penetrate the
enigma of chance, to rationalize it, without, however, being able to reduce
it to its essence. Perhaps we must guard against reading too much into such
a trifle as Wurfelspiel; nonetheless, it is true that in chance can be found the
Universe's most elemental decision-maker. If one wants to automate a
decision-making process, it must be based on chance, Wiirfetspiel being a
case in point.

Another observation on chance will perhaps stretch credibility even
further, but we can find from this game a bridge to the work of John Cage.
Pure chance is ultimately irrational, by which I mean there can be no closed
system of explanation that includes it, save for the Universe itself. Because
of this, observing pure chance has been looked upon by some as a way of
perceiving the direct influence of the Cosmos upon us, so unpredictable
outcomes have sometimes been thought of as having prophetic value. This
perhaps explains why chance is the root of oracular methods such as the
Tarot and the Chinese I Ching. The tap root of these oracles is the belief
that the chance methods on which they are based are synchronous with the
same universal decision-processes that control all things, and hence also
fate. Of course, to interpret an oracle in a predictive way requires a
successful theory of decoding the supposed message derived from the
underlying chance operation. As the histories of the Greek supplicants
at Delphi can attest, this is generally very difficult to do and usually re-
quires a leap of faith somewhere! However, if one does not use an oracle
in an interpretive way, one can consider that the chance operations one
incorporates-for instance, in the act of composition-amount to an echo
of the Voice of the Universe speaking through the music. This mystical
notion, I maintain, is at the root of Cage's approach [Cage 1961a]. As
evidence for the reasonableness of this, Giorgio de Santillana, in his land-
mark work, Hamlet's Mill, discusses several games from very ancient times,
in which the choice of piece to be moved in chess, for instance, was
determined by a throw of the dice [Santillana 1969a]. Variously called "The
Game of the Gods" and "Celestial War," they are documented in texts
dating from the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries in India and China. The
origins of such games are hard to trace, but probably very ancient. A simple
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substitution of musical tables for a gaming table produces Kirnberger's
musical equivalent, and simultaneously reveals an important antecedent to
Cage's philosophy of music.

21.2.7 Principled Composition

Joseph Schillinger was a mathematician of the first half of the twentieth
century. His work introduced many of the major themes taken up by the
fieldof computer music in the years after his death. In his magnum opus,
TheMathematical Basis of the Arts, he lobbied hard for a more practical
theory of aesthetic creation than had hitherto been available [Schillinger
1948a].Much as Langer might, Shillinger states that "a scientific theory of
the arts must deal with the relationship that develops between works of art
as they exist in their physical forms and emotional responses as they exist
in their psycho-physiological forms." So far so good, but then he goes on
to say,"As long as an art-form manifests itself through a physical medium,
and is perceived through an organ of sensation, memory and associative
orientation, it is a measureable quantity." Alas for the progress of the
cognitivesciences, this is not tenable. The quantification of human experi-
encedoes not come so easily as he wishes. He then concludes, "Analysis
of esthetic form requires mathematical techniques, and the synthesis of
forms ... requires the technique of engineering" (his italics throughout).
Weare to understand by this that his goal is the development of a general
theory of the compositional process that would be generative as well as
analytical;that would aid the composer as much as the musicologist.
He chastises all previous art theory as useless: "It is time to admit that

esthetic theories have failed in the analysis as well as the synthesis of art.
These have been unsuccessful both in interpreting the nature of art and
inevolving a reliable method of composition." Previous theory, he main-
tains, had for its generative component mere "imitation of appearances
(mimicry)," whereas he proposes a method of "creation from principles":
"Theories a posteriori are very characteristic forms of art theories in
general.Offering nothing in the analysis of the creative processes of art,
suchtheories expose their futility in the contention that a genius is above
theories,and that his creativity is free and does not conform to any laws or
principles. This is the mythological period of esthetics. There is less and
less room for mystery and divinity so far as the manipulation o~mat.e~131
elementsis concerned." So Schillinger is not just interested in ratlOnalizmg
and codifying the techniques of artistry, but would like to incorporate
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creativity itself in his theory. The idea of a theory of musical creativity was
also developed later in the work of Lejaren Hiller, Leonard Issacson,
Robert Baker, and others, as discussed below. Just as Pascal was able to
penetrate chaos with probability theory, but was still unable to rationalize
pure chance, Schillinger was bound to fail, as the human creative process
seems to have a similarly inscrutable kernel.

But behind this Promethean goal, what obviously motivates his work is
the desire to put practical methods into the hands of artists that will give
them a mathematician's vision of the nature and extent of their artistic
domain. This is his positive contribution. It is this energy that led to the
production of his two-volume tome (no other word describes it so well),
The Schillinger System of Musical Composition [Schillinger 1978a]. Some of
his ideas seem banal (some incomprehensible), but others do indeed-as I
can attest-give the nonmathematician new vistas of the compositional
process.

Schillinger's desire to apply his theories in practice is one of the most
compelling aspects of his work. The idea of composing automata was not
new, but Schillinger was more than a maker of musical clockworks. One
of his composing machines was called the Rhythmicon. Built by Leon
Therernin, it "is confined to the composition and automatic performance
of rhythmic patterns in the acoustical scale of intonation" [Schillinger
1948a]. He planned for the development of "instruments for the automatic
composition of music" including rhythm, melody, harmony, harrnoniza-
tion, and counterpoint; combinations of the above for the realization of
pieces "with variable tone qualities"; instruments for the automatic varia-
tion of existing music; the above coupled with sound production for the
purpose of performance during the process of composition or variation;
and semiautomatic instruments for composing music. His name for such
instruments was "Musarnaton." He looked toward their use by anyone,
not requiring special training, "suitable for schools, clubs, public amuse-
ment places, and homes."

Schillinger expressed his musical formalisms in an abstract mathematics-
like notation, accompanied by often cryptic "explanations" that usually
further served to mystify the reader. Deducing operations from his numer-
ous examples proved the best means of understanding his methods. This
reader has nevertheless felt compelled by the breadth and scope.of his vision,
if a little disappointed at the direct usefulness of his ideas. One still finds his
theories, especially about rhythm, discussed occasionally, as for instance in
[Jaxitron 1985a].
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21.2.8 Stochos

Asiswell-known, the categorical break in European music from functional
harmonicpractice (so-called "common practice" music) came with the
advent of the Viennese school of the twentieth century. Given that part of
thedesiderata of twelve-tone music was the avoidance of tonal effect,
Schoenbergand his school used simple deterministic methods that resulted
ina uniformdistribution of pitches, at least in the basic material-the set-
forms-from which compositions were realized.
In the early 1950s, lannis Xenakis (among others) noted that another

wayto achieve such pitch distributions-indeed, any shape distribution-
wouldbe to use probabilistic, instead of serial, methods. In fact, it was the
ultimateextension of the serial method to a completely causal determinism
that led him to make the connection [Xenakis 1971 a].
Xenakis notes that Olivier Messiaen sought to generalize and systema-

tizethe serial pitch-ordering technique of Schoenberg to all parameters of
music (though he was working with modal pitch structures, not twelve-tone
rows).Composers of the post-World War II era adapted his ideas to serial
practices,and postwar serialism was born. However, when the complexity
of this totally controlled, deterministic technique was realized in composi-
tions, a curious thing was observed: there was little to distinguish these
compositions from utter randomness. In 1954 Xenakis criticised serialism
thus: "Linear polyphony destroys itself by its very complexity; what one
hearsis in reality nothing but a mass of notes in various registers. The
enormouscomplexity prevents the audience from following the intertwin-
ingofthe lines and has as its macroscopic effect an irrational and fortuitous
dispersionof sounds over the whole extent of the sonic spectrum. There is
consequentlya contradiction between the polyphonic linear system and the
heardresult,which is surface or mass." So much for the diagnosis, now for
the cure. He continues: "This contradiction inherent in [serial] polyphony
willdisappear [and] what will count will be the statistical mean of isolated
statesandof transformations of sonic components at a given,moment. The
macroscopic effect can then be controlled by the mean of the movements of
elementswhich we select. The result is the introduction of the notion of
probability,which implies, in this particular case, combinatory calculus:
~ere in a few words, is the possible escape route from the 'linear category
Inmusical thought" [Xenakis 1955a]. .
He thought this in keeping with the emergent world-view in phySICSof

thequantum mechanics. "It is a matter here of a philosophic and aesthetic
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concept ruled by the laws of probability and by the mathematical functions
that [annulate that theory, of a coherent concept in a new region of
coherence" (Xenakis 197Ia]. (Xenakis' attempt to align musical aesthetics
with a natural theory is not a new enterprise, of course, .but dates back at
least to the early Rennaissance music theorist Zarlino, who championed
the view that music was an imitation of nature.)

Some of Xenakis' examples in Formalized Music seem to be limited to
ordering methods of music for traditional musical instruments. Elsewhere
in this work he addresses a deeper level of sound organization where he
asserts, "All sound is an in tegra tion of grains, of elementary sonic particles,
of sonic quanta." This compositional metaphor is derived from seminal
work done by D. Gabor in 1947 regarding an isomorphism between the
Fourier analysis model of hearing and a quantum analysis of his own
design [Gabor 1947a].4 Gabor's original mathematical analysis has been
extended and confirmed [Bastiaans 1980a, Roads 1985a].

For Xenakis, "All sound is conceived as an assemblage ofa large number
of elementary grains adequately disposed in time." He proceeds from this
to define a screen as a two-dimensional instant oftime, having frequency on
one axis and amplitude on the other. One composes by filling different
regions of successive screens with varying densities of grains of sound.
This choice of compositional metaphor led Xenakis directly from proba-

bility theory as the basis of describing the granular nature of his sound
objects to lexical and Markovian techniques for describing their behavior
in time. This led in turn to the use of symbolic logic for the description and
manipulation of compositional objects. Like Schillinger, Xenakis devel-
oped a notation derived from mathematics to describe these operations.
While there are numerous examples in his book, they seem fragmentary,
designed to be hints rather than guides.

What is most interesting, from the perspective of this chapter, is that we
find in Xenakis' Formalized Music a desire to develop a language for
manipulation of musical elements derived from the disciplines of mathe-
matics, logic, and particle physics. Given this burden of theory, it is not
surprising that he turned to computers to help him realize some of his
works. He enthused, "With the aid of electronic computers the composer
becomes a sort of pilot: he presses the buttons, introduces coordinates, and
supervises the controls of a cosmic vessel sailing in the space of sound,
across sonic constellations and galaxies that he could formerly glimpse only
as a distant dream" [Xenakis 197Ia]. Xenakis speaks for many of us-as
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someonewho sees in computer-assisted music the possibility of being lifted
fromthe mundane level of the note-by-note compositional process.

21.2.9 Experimental Music

Lejaren Hiller is generally regarded as the first to compose music success-
fully with computers. He, with the help of Leonard Isaacson and Robert
Baker,used the IIliac computer at the University of Illinois to compose a
composition entitled llIiac Suite in 1957 [Hiller 1959aJ. Like Xenakis,
chance techniques playa large role in his work, though for quite different
purposes.He and Isaacson wrote, "The process of musical composition can
be characterized as involving a series of choices of musical elements from
anessentially limitless variety of musical raw materials. Therefore, because
the act of composing can be thought of as the extraction of order out of a
chaotic multitude of available possibilities, it can be studied at least semi-
quantitatively by applying certain mathematical operations deriving from
probability theory and certain general principles of analysis incorporated
in a new theory of communication called information theory. It becomes
possible,as a consequence, to apply computers to the study of those aspects
of the process of composition which can be formalized in these terms"
[Hiller 1959a].

It is clear from this that, unlike Xenakis, Hiller and Isaacson desired to
simulate the composing process itself with computers, rather than use
computers as an aid to cornposjtiort.P They noted, however, that "the
composer is traditionally thought of as guided in his choices not only by
certain technical rules but also by his 'aural sensibility,' while the computer
would be dependent entirely upon a rationalization and codification of
this 'aural sensibility.'''
To test this hypothesis, they conducted four experiments, which were

incorporated into Hiller's composition, Illiac Suite. They used the so-called
Monte Carlo method, which requires the generation oflarge quantities of
random numbers that are then subjected to statistical controls. From this
process, samples-in the form of machine-coded musical examples-are
extracted that conform to the supplied selection rules. The outline of
the method resembles Wurfelspiel. It has a generation phase (a random
number generator) followed by a selection phase. But rather than merely
requiring a simple table lookup, Hiller's selection phase must test the
validity of candidate random numbers against the supplied rule set.
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The range of possible solutions is not limited to some precomposed
examples.

Hiller and Isaacson transformed rules of various compositional styles-e-
ranging from rudimentary species counterpoint to free atonality-into a
set of numeric determinants that could be incorporated in programs fun-
ning on the Illiac computer at the University of Illinois. The process of
composition consisted in sequentially applying each random number gen-
erated to the appropriate sets of rules. Ifthe number chosen violated a rule,
another number was selected from the random series until all rules were
satisfied, and the successful number was appended to the end of the sample
being generated. For instance, Experiments One and Two were based on
the rules of species counterpoint that were formalized by J. J. Fux in 1725
in his work Gradus ad Parnassum, and are used in derivative forms in music
pedagogy even to this day [Fux 1943a]. This required the codification of the
rules specified by Fux, including melody formation, harmonic rules, and
combined rules (such as detecting parallel and direct harmonic motion).

What is noticed by the careful observer of this work is not so much the
music produced by the program but rather the hand of the human behind
it, like the Wizard of Oz behind the emerald screen. The actual music
produced in the [Iliac Suite "sounds pleasant, but it wanders, and so does
the listener's attention" [Pierce 1983a].
At bottom, the implementation of Hiller's model of composition is the

process of rule-satisfaction driven by a random sequence generator. Note
the difference between this model of composition and that characterized by
Kirchmeyer: the human composer's task has only begun with the satisfac-
tion of the rules of composition; what remains is to satisfy one's artistic
aims. What distinguishes Hiller's work as experimental is that tbe goal of
the work was to observe composing automata, not to try editorially to
improve upon the output of the programs he created. We could say that
what artistic aims he had were embedded in the design of the experiments.
In subsequent compositions, Hiller did not characterize the work as experi-
mental in this narrow sense.

21.2.10 Deterministic Compositional Automata

A criticism that can be laid against the use of random selection as it appears
both in Xenakis' and Hiller's music is that "both these approaches are
highly limiting to a composer with clear stylistic objectives" [Ames 1982aJ.
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In the case of Xenakis, one controls means and variances in probability
distributions to shape a work; for Hiller, one controls rule sets that are
applied to random sequences. In both cases, the composer has little control
over the fine detail.
In the I960s, Max Mathews and his colleagues made some simple

experiments with deterministic compositional algorithms in ways that
provide an antidote to the methods of Hiller and Xenakis. Also, he wished
to investigate the usefulness of algorithms not traditionally associated with
musical practice.
Mathews and J. E. Miller investigated pitch quantization as a composi-

tional strategy [Mathews 1965a]. In one experiment, they generated a
counterpoint between two voices by the following method: choose a pitch
for Voice I, then choose a pitch for Voice 2 such that the interval formed is
quantized to the nearest 3rd, 4th, 5th, or 6th from Voice I. Then choose the
next pitch for Voice I such that it satisfies the same criteria, and con-
tinue. This can of course be generalized to any number of voices, and
rules of pitch selection can be modified arbitrarily. Note that this is still a
rules-driven-by-noise procedure that can be characterized as a first-order
Markov process.
This abstract pitch-generation method was then subjected to further

constraints as to allowable pitches. Different examples were generated,
ranging from non tonal to diatonic, using absolute frequency (no quantiza-
tion), quantization into an equal tempered scale, and quantization into a
standard diatonic major scale.
Mathews and L. Rosier experimented with a functional representation

of musical parameters as part of research which eventually led to the
development of the GROOVE system [Mathews 1968a, Hiller 1970a,
Mathews I970ar This is essentially the same graphical representation of
music used by Schillinger in his System of Musical Composition. Mathews
and Rolser first represented the pitch and rhythmic lines of two folk
melodies as functions of time. Then they computed a running interpolation
between the two sets of control functions in such a way as to produce
hybrid melodies. In one example, based on the tunes The British Grenadiers
and Johnny Comes Marching Horne, the hybrid began with Grenadiers, and
ended with Johnny, and in between consisted of a gradual transition from
the control functions of the one to the other.
Mathews and RosIer felt "algorithmic composition is the beginning of a

revolution in the musical use of computers." They anticipated the day
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"when computers become fast enough, and cheap enough, for improvisa-
tion." They concluded, "Finally, Ihe compositional algorithms can be used
to supplement technical knowledge, thus allowing music to be composed
by people without formal training. If the day comes when each house has
its own computer terminal, these techniques may make music as a means of
self-expression accessible to everyone" [Mathews 1968a].
Even though the techniques of Mathews and Rosier are completely

deterministic, the result is sequences that are unplanned in fine detail by the
composer. This is true of all deterministic techniques, including the pre-
compositional methods typified by the serialists. (One does not know-
when developing materials and parameters in the precompositional phase-
what will be the artifacts of their combinations, even where the rules of such
combinations are to be strictly deterministic, until one actually combines
them.) This lack of control over fine detail is essentially the same complaint
laid against stochastic processes at the beginning of this section. Both these
techniques tend to reduce a composer's control. Of course, this can be good
or bad, depending upon the goals of the composer. Where a composer has
a strong stylistic objective, these techniques can lead away from-rather
than toward-good solutions. On the other hand, a major feature of these
techniques is that they provide stimulation to the composer's imagination,
suggesting avenues not previously considered.

21.2.11 Travesty

Travesty is another example of a deterministic compositional algorithm
[Lansky 1986a]. The composer takes an existing work of music, extracts
arbitrary phrases from it, and relinks them together according to some set
of rules.
One example of this is reported by Peter Langston. He supplies a table of

riffs, each chosen simply to sound "good" against a chordal background
(and in no particular order). The next riff is chosen by randomly selecting
three possibilities and then using the one whose first note is closest to one
scale step away from the last note of the prior riff. The riffs are modified
when played, based on position within the solo; they are more likely to elide
a note or omit it altogether in the middle of the solo, and to be more
"energetic" at the beginning and end. "The idea here is to simulate [some-
what cynically) the process that a high school guitar player goes through
when improvising. The search for the next riff is only allowed to consider
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a small number of possibilities; the one that is easiest to play is used"
[Langston 1986a].
Roger Reynolds has studied the restructuring of performed musical

excerpts as a compositional device. While this is properly an editing
operation, he finds it useful to redefine editing in this context: instead of
the usual editorial function of compression and refinement, his aim is the
"proliferation and recasting of materials" such that "the result is longer
than the original, and will take on a structure that is, in itself, purposeful"
[Reynolds I986a]. He describes one of his methods, called SPIRLZ, this
way.

Begin with a sound file,6 preferably one that is rather heterogeneous and has a
distinctive formal profile. Clarity and diversity in the subject matter of the original
file improves the clarity with which the effects of the SPIRLZ procedure can be
experienced. Assuming that the beginning and ending of the input file are taken as
temporal boundary conditions (alternatively, internal limits can be chosen), select
a midpoint from which to begin a process of segment extraction. Set an initial
duration for these extracted segments, the "window" through which a sonic snap-
shot is taken. Subsequently, move forward and backward in the file according to a
standard offset which functions alternatively as an increment or decrement. In
alternation, then, the output will receive segments of the subject file taken from
successively later and earlier positions. The duration of individual segments is
constant and a pass terminates when the current window overreaches either the
begin or end point. [Reynolds 1986a]

While the method continues through another phase, this is sufficient
to give the idea. The effects of this procedure can be heard, for in-
stance, in Reynold's composition Vertigo, a 4-channel computer music

piece.

21.2.12 Merging the Roles of Composer and Computer

The work of Hiller and Issacson is remembered as an early use of a
computer for composition of music, but it is more important for having
inaugurated the study of the compositional process with computers. They
felt that, whatever musical appeal the Illiac Suite had, their experimental
technique was of greater importance: they applied no retroactive valuation
Orediting of the results obtained from running their computer model save
the choice of one complete output of the program over another. While this
served their scientific purposes, it was no surprise that generating music by
driving simple rule sets with noise proved musically weak.
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Two avenues opened up at this point. One could attempt to develop
more musically convincing formalisms and continue to produce music
entirely from automata. On the other hand, one could incorporate an
element of human discretion by developing-rather than avoiding-the
interaction between program and composer. Either of these avenues could
help improve the musicality of automata, or extend the formalizing power
of the composer, or both.
Most subsequent development has focused on the latter approach. For

instance, in Stochastic Quartet (1963) James Tenney assumed control over
tempo, tessitura, and dynamics and their ranges; the computer chose the
pitches by chance (with but one rule concerning intervals-the avoidance
of octaves) [Tenney 1969a].
Further work on human interaction with music-composing automata

has been taken up by Gotfried M. Koenig, among others. His programs,
Project I and Project II, are in some ways experiments in how to share the
compositional process between man and machine [Koenig I970a, Koenig
1970b, Koenig 1979a). Project I takes very skeletal input from the com-
poser and, using a combination of serial and stochastic procedures, pro-
duces a musical score in alphanumeric format that is connotative in the
sense that it is purposefully incomplete. While it specifies event order, pitch,
dynamics, and attack points, it omits such things as note durations, orches-
tration, and assignment of attack points to instruments. This gives con-
siderable latitude to the composer to superimpose additional selection
criteria on top of the program output to yield a particular aesthetic goal.
Project II, on the other hand, requires detailed specifications of the opera-
tions the program is to perform. The program produces alphanumeric
output that is denotative to the extent that a musical score can be directly
transcribed from it.

21.2.13 Composing by Programming

There remains unaddressed in Koenig's work (except, of course, for him-
self) the desire of composers to experiment directly by writing their own
composing programs. The central value of computers to composers is that
they facilitate tbe experimental application and dynamic evaluation of
compositional rules. Prior to their advent, it was more difficult for com-
posers to experiment with composition from arbitrary principles.

It is only a question of facilitation, however, and it is not the case that
even this is universally desired. Consider Conlon Nancarrow's work with
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temporal dissonance as the central organizing principle for his set of
Studies for player piano. They were composed and realized literally by
hand, a monument to Nancarrow's tenacity. His work clearly would have
been facilitated by computers, and many who have been drawn to his work
have wondered what the impact of a computer attached to his pianos would
have been.
Besides those composers already mentioned, Charles Ames, David Cope,

Joel Chadabe, Clarence Barlow, Larry Polansky, and David Rosenboom,
to mention a few, take considerable advantage of the experimental ap-
proach to composition opened up by computers [Ames 1982a, Ames
1982b, Cope 1987a, Chadabe 1978a, Chadabe 1984a, Clarlow 1980a,
Rosenboom 1985a]. The most common goal here is to establish domains of
musical parameters over which can be superimposed automatic control
structures, the execution of which results in the generation of the structure
of a composition. There is a tremendous amount of work taking place now
in this area, which must be drastically reduced here to the following

examples.
Charles Ames reports on the technique of comparative search to realize

Pro/DeDI, his composition for solo piano [Ames 1982a]. He felt confronted
with the dilemma mentioned at the end of the section on deterministic
techniques, namely, the limiting effect of deterministic and random tech-
niques alike on a composer who wishes to retain control over fine stylistic
detail. His solution is "a protocol of algorithmic tests, that is, [a] collection
of tests where each test has been ranked according to one's preferences."
The protocol is then consulted to direct a search that looks for optimal
solutions, backtracking where necessary to remain within constraints im-
posed by the tests. This approach, developed originally for automatic
chess-playing programs, was used by Ames throughout the production

phase of this composition.
If a comparative search is enumerated over all possible choices of a

musical parameter, the results will be a ranked set of optimal solutions.
Such enumeration and testing can be expensive because the search must be
exhaustive. Hiller and Isaacson noted that as rules were added, the com-
putation time of a piece typically went up, and the probability of finding a
solution went down. Faced with the same problem with comparative
search, Ames then turned to constrained search for the realization of his
composition Gradient [Ames 1983a]. A constrained search accepts the first
complete solution encountered while rejecting any flawed solution imme-
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diately upon discovering a fault. One will get an acceptable, though not
necessarily optimal, solution this way. Ames has published a considerable
amount of material on automatic composition, including a valuable survey
[Ames 1987a].
In the issue of Die Feedback Papers devoted to his composition Co-

gluotobiisi~lelmesi, Clarence Barlow reveals a penetrating research into
computer-assisted composition [Clarlow I980a]. He says of the work, "The
most important general concept underlying this composition is the orga-
nisation of texture, defined in this context as being a result of the confor-
mity between various parallel musical streams (in each of which no two
events-notes or chords-ever overlap in time) of differing and varying
consistency. Conformity here implies the degree of material similarity (of
keys and/or metre) between streams, consistency the interaction of eight
parameters: harmonic and metric cohesion (ranging down to atonality and
ametricisrn), melodic and rhythmic smoothness (ranging down to poin-
tillism and syncopation), chordal and tactile density (the quantity of
pitches per chord, of chords per unit time), as well as dynamics (loudness)
and articulation (connectedness)." He sets himself the task of establishing
uniform, computable continua for the above-mentioned musical parame-
ters, for which this piece is but one traversal.
His approach to the element of tonality, for instance, is singular. He goes

from an intuitive rationale for a scheme that characterizes harmonic ten-
sion (i.e., how strongly an interval requires resolution) to a mathematical
expression of what he calls tonal "intensity" in such a way that it also
predicts harmonic tension of an interval and its polarity in any scale that
can be stated or approximated with rational numbers.
The usual explanation is that the consonant intervals are all ratios of

small integers, such as the octave (1 : 2) and fifth (2 : 3), because they align
with the base of the overtone series. Intervals of larger-numbered ratios
supposedly become progressively more dissonant. But this would predict a
smooth curve from consonance to dissonance that does not occur; nor does
it explain the tonal ambivalence of certain intervals such as the fourth. In
practice the fourth appears both as a consonance and a dissonance. And
there are intervals with higher-order ratios that are considered more con-
sonant. The fourth has been considered as a consonance when it appears as
the inversion of the fifth between upper voices, but as a dissonance when it
is exposed between the bottom two voices of a contrapuntal line [Fux
1943aJ. The interval of a fourth is also peculiar in that, unlike most other
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intervals,the upper tone seems weighted more heavily than the lower one.
Barlowdemonstrates the limitations of previous attempts to account for
thesephenomena, and then proposes a solution based on the observation
ofwhat he calls the "indigestibility" of the numbers that go into an interval.
The intuitive framework is that the less numerically "digestible" numbers
are, themore inharmonic will an interval be perceived which is made fror..
them. The equation Barlow developed is reminiscent of Euler's function
¢(n), which gives the relative primeness ofa number-that is, the measure
of how indivisible a number is by numbers smaller than itself. Barlow's
numerical indigestion function has the further advantage of predicting
which note in the interval will be weighted heavier. The reader is referred to

[Barlow 1987a] for details.
Barlow utilized this formula compositionally by setting up tonal fields

governed by a succession of tonics. He could use it to guide his note
selection process to choose pitches that would either reinforce a particular
tonic or migrate away from it. Note, however, that the underlying method
is still the rules-driven-by-noise approach of Hiller. The result ends up
sounding similar to the Stravinskian practice of tonicization by insistence,
rather than the usual functional harmonic tonicization.
Though out of print, the issue of Die Feedback Papers where these ideas

are developed is recommended as a glimpse of the extent to which some
composers go with computational practices. Many other novelties are put
forth, such as an interesting formula for rhythmic "indispensability,"
which predicts the desirability for an attack point on a particular beat in

order to sustain a chosen meter.

21.2.14 Summary

We have seen that musical formalisms as well as algorithmic and methodic
practices have long been part of the creation of music. Such practices have
been used in two principal ways, as providing an underlying framework for
a composition (such as isorhythm) and as an alternative source of comp os i-

tional decisions (such as Wurjelspiel).
The rigorous application of musical fonnalisms based on a priori theories

of composition seem only to have developed in this century through the
work of such composers as Schoenberg and Hindemith, and such theorists
as Schillinger. Efforts at formalization of music theory by Schenker,
Schoenberg, Schillinger, Tenney [Tenney 1986a], and Lerdahl and Jacken-
doff[LerdahI1983a], among others, also should be noted. Music typogra-
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phers [Smith 1973a, Byrd I984a] and music instructors [Gross 1981aJhave
also found formal systems to be a natural ally.

Interest in formal methods is growing as computer systems become
increasingly available to composers, because of the power of such systems
to model formal operations. To realize this capacity, however, requires the
development of programming languages with which to express musical
ideas. The second half of this survey takes up this subject,

21.3 Introduction to the Survey

[The Engine's} operating mechanism might aCI upon other things besides number,
were objects found whose mUlualfundamental relations could be expressed by those of
the abstract science of operations .... Supposing, for instance, that the fundamental
relations of pitched sound in the signs of harmony and of musical composition were
susceptible of such expression and adaptations, the engine might compose elaborate
and scientific pieces a/music of any degree of complexity or extent.
-Ada Lovelace

The communication of instructions to a computer often is modeled as
making utterances to the computer out of a limited vocabulary of tokens
(machine instructions) that are understood both by the computer and the
programmer. The words in the vocabulary only make sense in certain
grammatical patterns. Because of these, and other, similarities to proper-
ties of natural languages, the term programming language has arisen to
describe this communication. The problem of using computers musically
is first of all to define appropriate musical programming languages. The
building blocks for all such languages are the vocabularies and grammars
that computers can recognize.

The sources of input to computers are broader on the surface than the
previous paragraph suggests. Computer-music interfaces have been ana-
lyzed into five categories: composition and synthesis languages, graphics
score editing tools, real-time performance systems, digital audio processing
tools, and computer-aided instruction systems [Pennycook 1985aJ. There
are other models for communicating with computers that are beginning to
appear that provide alternatives to the linguistic metaphor. However, the
root of all of these sources of input eventually translates into a stream of
atomic instructions, so that the model of this process as linguistic still seems
to be fundamental.
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Because one is so strictly constrained by the linguistic limitations of
computers, programming languages are a very cramped medium for the
representation of any rich symbolic system, be it in an artistic or scientific
~diom.Music obviously contains a considerable wealth of knowledge that
IS not expressible in any language. On the other hand, there is a metalevel
of music representation that people use to talk about music. This aspect of
musical communication consists of the more-or-Iess formalized rules of
music, i.e., those aspects of music available to our consciousness, as op-
posed to those aspects we can only experience subjectively.
Computers can certainly be given the task of organizing these formal

aspects of musical representation. Computers can also be used as a research
tool to explore alternative formalizations of music. This has the beneficial
effect of opening our eyes to new musical possibilities. However, there is a
danger in becoming habituated to the restriction of one's musical vision to
what can easily be represented this way. John Rahn speaks of a "Meta-
phorical Fallacy," which is "the fallacy of carrying over to whatever is
being modeled inappropriate features of the structure being used as a
model" [Rahn 1980a]. Model building is characterization; it necessarily
avoids completeness in order to work at all.

21.3.1 Differentiating Languages, Programs, and Systems

Strictly differentiating among computer languages, computer programs,
and computer systems is hard, but an intuitive understanding is sufficient
anyway. A program is a self-contained schedule of computer instructions
that accomplishes some goal of the user, and that usually depends on the
services of a computer system for utility functions (such as information
entry and display). A system (sometimes called operating system) is gener-
ally regarded as a program or collection of programs that, taken together,
provide some (it is hoped) coherent rationale to the user for associating
instructions to the computer with desired results.
Take, for instance, so-called turn-key systems, those that run a fixed

program when switched on (like video games or elevators). Though they
have computers in them, the users of these machines do not program them;
they operate them. Using a word processor or music editor is still consid-
ered operating a computer, not programming it. Instead, some program-
mer somewhere has created a preexisting program that the operator uses

as a translator of his or her input.
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,

But there is a hitch in this explanation: programming languages also are
implemented as preexisting programs (called compilers) that act as trans-
lators of user's input. So what distinguishes the operator from the pro-
grammer here? One way to differentiate the problem is to notice that while
an operator provides input and control information, a programmer pro-
vides the map between input and output that defines the meaning of the
inputs and controls in terms of the problem being addressed. An analytic
way of saying this is, "The meaning of each program in the resulting
program space could be deduced and related systematically to the structure
of the language" [Loy 1985a].
A programming language is usually implemented by a compiler (that is,

a computer program) that takes statements from the user written in the
language the compiler implements. The compiler translates them into
machine instructions that have an equivalent semantic meaning when
executed by the computer. If the resulting machine instructions are exe-
cuted on the spot, we say the language is interpreted. If they are saved in
a form that can be executed later, we say the language is compiled. So
programming languages provide ways to extend the repertoire of a com-
puter's behaviors by creating yet more programs-including, perhaps,
more programming languages, and even operating systems. For instance,
the UNIX operating system is written (almost) entirely in the C program-
ming language (save for a few lines of assembly language), and one of the
programs available under the UNIX operating system is the C compiler.
Using the compiler, one can write other programs (for instance, musical
applications), or one can rewrite UNIX or create a new computer language,
or even new operating systems.

21.3.2 Common Practice Notation

Is so-called common practice music notation (CPN) a programming lan-
guage? No-it is not because one can not relate the "program" encoded in
a piece of music to the structure of any language. Music theory treats the
task of analyzing CPN output back into some archetypal form, but this is
not the same as "decompiling" CPN back into some prototypical language,
because the "language" does not exist. There is no concrete meaning or
signification carried by music itself-apart from any external knowledge
we may have of a composer's intent (as in so-called program music), lyrics,
etc.
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CPN isdesigned 10 serve the needs and processing abilities of performing
musicrans. Musicians are under considerable realtime constraints in per-
formancewith regard to what they can visually digest about the music they
are to play. What CPN does to allow this is to telescope many levels of
descriptiontogether, resulting in a system that packs a tremendous quan-
tityof information into a relatively small number of symbols. But as a
result, CPN is formally incoherent.
. Music, taken as a straight pressure waveform, has a very large acoustical
information content-or data rate-per unit of time. In order to cover
effectively the entire range of human hearing, current systems sample a
waveform on the order of 50,000 times per second to a precision of one part
in 65,536, or 216, for each channel. The data in any extended musical work
are thus on the scale of that needed to encode a multivolume encyclopedia.
Reducing the level of data down to what humans can manage requires
considerable abstraction. This is most evident in ePN, where pitch and
rhythmare quantized out of the continuous musical stream into discrete
notes. Few of the observable dimensions of music are encoded by ePN,
and they are by no means always the most important ones. Pitch, time,
dynamics,and articulation are coded directly. Of these, only pitch and time
aregiven anything resembling a formal expression. Timbre is not notated
systematically but is a by-product of specifying which instruments play, as
wellas what, when, and how they play. The rest of the musical dimensions
are transmitted by coded icons that have evolved over hundreds of years of
performancepractice. When these fail to convey the necessary instructions
for proper interpretation, ePN resorts to exhortations in a natural lan-

guage, traditionally Italian.
The trick that ePN accomplishes is to allow the information not carried

in the SCoreto be recovered through the application of the ePN score to a
set of interpretive rules. Musicians are trained to apply the rules in order to
reconstitute the music from the ePN score. Some of the rules are manifest,
but the majority of them can be verbalized only with great difficulty. The
extent of this unwritten body of lore is made painfully evident by attempts

to formalize it.

21.3.3 Iconic versus Symbolic Representation in Music

There are two classes of representation that seemingly must coexist in any
robust music programming language: symbolic and iconic. By symbolic,
I mean that the tokens of the language that stand for particular sonic
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events bear no overt resemblance to the sonic event. Rather, a table (
correspondences-a symbol table-must be maintained that relates rm
sical symbols to sonic events. This is in contrast to iconic, by which Imeal
that the tokens do resemble the sound being represented. The closer th,
resemblance, the greater the fidelity. 7 CPN is a mixture of symbolic an:
iconic elements. Pitch coding is iconic because height on the musical star
line corresponds to height of pitch. Other iconic elements are the indica-
tions for dynamics, crescendo, and diminuendo. Such elements as time
signature, cleffs, accidentals, bar lines, etc., are symbolic. Besides CPN,
there are a tremendous number of alternative notations, traditional and
modern, that have arisen [Cage 1969a].

Both symbolic and iconic elements seem necessary in music notational
systems and languages. Most music programming languages attempt to
accommodate both, though the two representations are in some ways
incompatible. Languages that are predominately symbolic lend themselves
to an asynchronous event-oriented structure, whereas iconic languages
tend toward synchronous, function-oriented structures. Function-oriented
representation is ultimately necessary in order to represent sound as air
pressure-wave functions. So iconic representation tends to predominate in
these languages. Event-oriented representation is usually most useful when
dealing with the abstract form of sounds, such as are represented by CPN.
So symbolic representation usually predominates in these languages.

To summarize, synthesis languages deal with the translation of symbolic
and/or iconic representations of musical sound into one of three things: (I)
a symbolic Score such as CPN, (2) an iconic Score such as a pressure-wave
function, or (3) a stream of machine instructions that, when processed,
yields either (I) or (2). Languages usually mix symbolic and iconic repre-
sentations of music.

21.3.4 Types of Music Languages, Programs, and Systems

Three strategies have been commonly employed in developing composi-
tional uses of computers. A composer experienced at programming might
experiment by writing a composition program in an existing general-
purpose programming language [Koenig 1970a, Koenig 1970b, Xenakis
1971a, Clar/ow I980a]. The languages chosen vary widely, and include also
generative grammars [Holtzman 1981a, Green 1980a, Roads 1985b]. An-
other strategy is to develop libraries of utility subroutines that imple-
ment common operations on musical data structures. Then composition
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programscan be written in some standard programming language that
makescalls on the library subroutines [Hiller 1966a]. If the language can be
interpreted, a fairly responsive interactive compositional system can result
[Nelson I977a].
· Whileneither of these approaches can be said to involve the practitioner
In the development of programming languages, these methods have been
used quite frequently by composers to embody particular compositional
systems[Hiller 1966a, Koenig 1970a, Koenig 1970bJ.
A thirdapproach is to write a programming language as the embodiment

of a musical paradigm through which a wide range of compositional
strategiescan be realized. Programming languages for music typically
go beyond standard general-purpose languages in implementing special
musicaldata types and operations, methods for representing the flow of
time, and methods to represent the forms of recursion and parallelism

commonly found in music.
We must discriminate between four categories within this latter ap-

proach. There are

Most actual languages are a mixture of more than one category; how-
ever, they usually emphasize one or the other aspect. Examples of pure
descriptive languages used to capture existing music in manuscript form
for music printing or musicological analysis include DARMS [Erickson
1975a], MUSTRAN [Wenker 1972a], and EUTERPE [Smoliar 197Ia].
Somemusic data input languages provide simple compositional processing
facilities, such as SCORE [Smith 1976a], SCOT [Gold 1980aJ, and YAMIL
[Fry 1980a]. Examples of editing systems are Bill Buxton's SCED score
editor [Buxton 1980a] and Shawn Decker's ELED score editor [Decker
1985a].Languages for specifying compositional algorithms, such as PLA,
usually also come with descriptive musical data structures, but emphaSize

compositional processing [Schottstaedt 1983a].

· languages used for music data input,
· languages for editing music-using textual, graphic, and/or sonic

representations,
· languages for specification of compositional algorithms, and

~ generative languages-used to compute musical scores from a program

mput.
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Generative languages, such as Hiller's MUSrCOMP, Koenig's Projec
and Project II, and Daniel Scheidt's MC language [Scheidt I985aJ, gene
ally include music data structures and sometimes also ways of specifyir
compositional algorithms, though to write such algorithms one must t
able to program in the base language.
The range of available models to represent music data is quite broad, an

includes mathematical models such as stochastic and combinatorial tech
niques (Hiller, Xenakis, Koenig), linguistic models such as grammar
(Holtzman and Roads), algorithmic models such as are found in typica
high-level structured programming languages, process models such a:
those found in object-oriented programming and parallel processing, anc
other models derived from artificial intelligence (AT) [Roads I985c].

21.3.5 Caveat on the Scope of the Survey

In the survey that follows, the sequence of the examples is not strictly
cataloged by the categories at the end of the previous section, but is laid
out in a way that will hopefully foster the appreciation of the different
strategies and goals addressed. This survey is mostly limited to languages
and systems that

generate waveforms (section 21.4.1),

control synthesizers (sections 21.4.2 and 21.4.3),

facilitate writing compositional formalisms (sections 21.4.2 and 21.4.3),
and

• automatically generate musical compositions (sections 21.4.3 and 21.4.4).

Even in these areas, the goal is to suggest lines of inquiry rather than to be
grimly thorough. Only secondarily do I address music data entry languages
such as DARMS, MUSTRAN, SCOT, and YAMIL [Fry 1980aJ. Music
editing languages are left out almost entirely, and I have given short shrift
to some important developments in musicology and computer-aided music
instruction. Some otherwise appropriate systems and languages have been
left out, such as the MIDIM/VOSIM system at the Institute for Sonology,
Utrecht [Kaegi 1986a, Kuipers 1986a], and the work on representing struc-
ture in music with Petri Nets done by Goffredo Haus at the Laboratorio
Informatica Musicale in Milan. Some very interesting, and relevant, work
on grammars as representations of music is not included here [Holtzman
1981a, Roads 1978a]. Also ignored are the numerous commercial MIDI-
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basedsystems," some of which have impressive attributes for music nota-
tion, editing, and even compositional algorithms. Some of this work has
beendiscussed in [yavelow 1986a, Yavelow 1985a].

Another area I have mostly ignored is the use of existing general-purpose
languages-without major extensions for special musical operations-to
musical problems. Notable among this work is that of David Wessel to
produce a MIDI system using LeLisp [Boynton 1986a], Jan Vandenheede's
experiments with Prolog [Vandenheede 1986a], and Hyperscore, Stephen
Pope's current research with Smalltalk. A very interesting series of guest
articles, collectively entitled "Machine Tongues," has appeared over the
years in Computer Music Journal that explore developments in general-
purpose computer languages and language theory as they apply to music.
References for this set of articles is in the bibliography. Other work is being
done on graphic programming languages for music [Desain 1986a].

While I have covered certain composer's work with computers in the
section on compositional algorithms, there is much more, as evidenced by
its section in the bibliography.

Finally, there are a number of interesting systems that have become
known to me too late or about which I have little information. These
include FORMULA [Anderson 1986a], MUSICIAN [Ban 1986a], and
Miller Puckette's MAX system [Puckette 1986a]. Much of the work in this
area is reported in Computer Music Journal, [nterface, Perspectives of New
Music, and the Proceedings of the International Computer Music Con-
ference. Interested readers are directed to these publications.

21.4 Waveform Compilers

The term waveform compiler or acoustical compiler is applied to a program
that produces air pressure-wave functions as their direct output. Most also
have data types and operations that support iconic representation of

sampled functions of time [Mathews 1961a].
While the rationale for this -epresentauo» strategy was given above,

there are also historical factors that show the importance of this approach.
The basic ordering principles of digital music synthesis can be seen ~s
extensions into the digital domain of ideas derived from analog electrOnIc
music. The early analog devices were in turn derived from the modular test
equipment found in early radio stations and recording studios such as
amplifiers, modulators, filters, and oscillators. When first developed, the
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most important feature of electronic musical instruments was felt to be
their ability to allow musicians to dig into the acoustical microstructure of
sound. This allowed the musical dimension of timbre, which was previously
constrained by the physical limitations of traditional musical instruments,
to grow into a major dimension of musical interest and concern. This was
largely a result of the interest of composers of the time in the novel musical
perspective revealed by this technology [Bussoni 1962a, Cage 1961a, Risset
1969a, Xenakis 1971a]. In some cases, timbre overtook all other musical
parameters, as in Schaeffer's musique concrete [Schaeffer 1952aJ. The switch
to digital techniques was a natural result of the limitations of analog
techniques: lack of precision and repeatability, and limited macro- and
microlevel control. However, some of the most successful waveform com-
piJers maintain the analog modular paradigm. Given the importance of
timbre, most waveform compilers define a musical note as the specification
of an acoustical event. That is, a note consists of a collection of acoustic
parameters that are applied to a synthesis procedure of some sort such that
an acoustical waveform is generated that is determined by the combination
of parameters and synthesis technique.
By going directly from the level of note-as-acoustic-specification to the

acoustical waveform, a very precise means of controlling the exact pro-
perties of the waveform is provided. This is both. an advantage and a
liability. It is an advantage insofar as it allows composers freedom of
expression at the timbral level far in excess of what was available before.
With waveform compilers it is possible to define and realize sounds that are
physically impossible for any vibrating object but a loudspeaker to produce.

It is a liability insofar as the composer who wishes to work this way now
must take on the additional burden of specifying the microstructure of
sound, which was formerly the domain of the performing musician. This
turns out to be a very serious problem, as it seems that the information
added to the music by instrumental performers is crucial for the quality of
aliveness of musical sounds. We shall take up this problem again below.

21.4.1 Music N

The first programming languages for musical sound synthesis and signal
processing were the suite of programs written by Max Mathews at AT&T
Bell Laboratories in the late 1950s and 1960s named Music [through Music
V [Mathews 1961a, Mathews 1963a]. This early work spawned numerous
descendants, and recent designs still emulate important features of two of
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theselanguages. Music IV and Music V. We sha 11use the term Music N to
referto this extended family of programs [Mathews 1969a]. These pro-
gramswerederived to a certain extent from earlier work in analog circuit
modelingin which continuous electrical signals are represented as discrete
functionsof time, and are passed using a data flow metaphor between
streamoperators that emulate the effects of electrical components, such as
capacitors and resistors [David 1958a].
Toadapt this strategy to music meant simply to consider the signals as

audiowaveforms. Thus, the audio signals are represented as a sequence of
audiosamples. Signal generators such as oscillators and random number
generators create these streams of audio data while signal modifiers such as
filters,amplifiers, and modulators process these streams, in Music N
systems.The universal term for all signal generators and modifiers is unit-
generator. Networks of these unit-generators can be dynamically patched
together;each resulting network is called an instrument, by analogy to
regularmusical instruments. The action of the instrument is defined by the
connectivitygraph of the unit-generators as well as by acoustical parame-
tersthat control the actions of the unit-generators (parameters such as
frequencyand amplitude for oscillators, for instance). The acoustical
parametersare supplied in a score to be described below.

In operation, Music N is a program running in a computing environment
that inclUdes, besides a central processing unit (CPU), a fast-access mass-
storagemedium such as a large magnetic disk, and a set of DACs-digital
10analog converters (and possibly ADCs-analog to digital converters).
Whenrun,Music N expects two things. First come instructions abo~t how
to configure networks of unit-generators into instruments. Each Instru-
mentis given a name and a time at which it is to come into existence. Next
comesthemusical score, consisting of a set of note statements. A note.state-
memconveys three essential elements: (1) the begin time and duration of
Ihenote, (2) the name of the instrument that is to play the note, and (3) the
acousticalparameters that will control the operations of the unit-generat.ors.
M . . ti tes them at the right

USIC N creates instrument templates, {nstan ra .
times,and binds the acoustical parameters to the unit_generators. It also
m .' arbitrary number ofcrgesthe outputs of the various mstruments into an
fi I ) Thi tpu t is stored on thena outputs (usually mono, stereo, or quad. IS ou ..
m .. h DACs This IS because
ass-storagedevice rather than sent directly to t e .
m h t compute the final
ost general.purpose CPUs are not fast enoug a
w' . .. II ible for most suchaveJOrmIn real time. However, It IS usua Y POSSI
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computers to send the precomputed audio data from a disk to the DACsir
real time. In practice, music of any subtlety usually requires many time!
real time to compute the final waveforms. Thousands of calculations
usually go into each output sample, and anywhere from 20k to SOksamples
are required per second for reasonable-quality audio. 9 If the compute-time
to real-time ratio is less than I, the program is funning at or faster than real
time, and the output could theoretically go directly to the DACs. But in
practice, compute ratios on the order of 200 to I are not uncommon.
At a ratio of 60 to I, it takes an hour to compute a minute of sound. So

efficiency was a major concern in the design of Music N sound synthesis
programs. At the same time, it was necessary to find a design whose
expressive capabilities could combine simplicity, uniformity, and power.
The solution to these problems consisted of a three-fold approach:

I. Synthesis algorithms are specified as combinations of unit-generators,
with flexible means of configuring them into data-now subprograms called
instruments.

2. The activation of instruments is controlled by note statements that bind
the instrument, the action times, and the acoustical parameters together. A
score is a collection of note statements and instrument definitions.

3. Efficiency concerns are addressed by localizing the computational load
into the unit-generators, and by emphasizing the use of lookup tables and
simple transforms, especially for such things as generating waveforms and
applying amplitude or frequency envelopes to them.

Operation of Music N consisted of three passes. In pass I, acoustical
parameters are converted from mnemonic codes into appropriate machine
representations. For instance. a composer might have given "A4" as a
pitch; the actual machine value to use depends on the sampling rate and
other details ofthe implementation. Pass 2 sorts all statements into strictly
increasing time order. if it was not already so. Pass 3 does the actual
synthesis.

21.4.2 Variants of Music N

Music I through Music Hl were experimental versions written in assembly
language. Music rv and Music V were written in the then-novel high-level
programming language FORTRAN. (Unit-generators were still hand-
coded for efficiency.) Because of the portability of FORTRAN, Music IV
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andMusic V became the models of subsequent development. I shall com-
pareand contrast them in preparation for discussing how their differences
affectedsubsequent designs.
MusicIV lacked reentrant instruments, a feature added in Music V. A

codemodule is said to be reentrant if multiple instances of it can be active
at the same time. This can be achieved if the module is a pure procedure that
is,if themodule consists only of program instructions and constants, using
separate areas of memory for storage of (possibly multiple copies of)
variabledata that are to be unique to each instance of the module. The chief
benefitof reentrancy comes when generating sounds to be heard simul-
taneously,such as chords. In Music IV, one would need as many separately
defined instruments as there were notes in the densest chord in a piece, even
iftheyall were to produce the same sound. Music V allowed a score to refer
simply to an instrument as a template, which was then automatically
Instantiatedas many times as necessary to produce the chord.
Music IV computed samples by parsing the instruments into an execu-

tion tree that was traversed once for each sample. Music V instruments
wereparsed into a block-at-a-time execution tree. Music IV's method was
moreflexible in terms of program flow, in that the execution tree could be
modified for each pass through the tree, allowing synthesis operations to
changefor each sample, if necessary. But it was less efficient, since oper-
andsfor unit-generators were usually used only once per pass, resulting in
muchwasted access to main memory to fetch and store them. Music V
corrected this inefficiency by computing a block of samples for each unit-
generator on each pass. This allowed the computer repeatedly to use the
operands already loaded into high-speed accumulators, or cache memory,
before having to fetch the operands for the next unit-generator.
Among the Music IV variants developed in the late 1960s and early 1970s

wereMusic IVB and Music IVBF, written by Hubert Howe and Godfrey
Winham [Howe 1975a]. Music V variants included Music 360 and Music II
for the IBM 360 and the PDP II computers, respectively, written by Barry
Vercoe, Roger Hale, and Carl Howe of the Electronic Music Studio at
MIT [Vercoe 1979a]. There have been two recent implementations of the
Music V model: cmusic, written by F. R. Moore at UCSD (UmverSlty of
California at San Diego), so named because it is written entirely In the C
~rogramming language, and Csound, 10 written by Barry. Vercoe at MIT,
likewisewritten in C [Moore 1982a, Vercoe 1986a]. While each of these
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implementations added numerous useful features, they all adhere to the
original model in the three ways described at the end of the previous
section. Vercoe's Music J I, for instance, introduced control flow state-
ments in instruments similar to FORTRAN if and goto statements. This
allowed instruments to make decisions about their behavior apart from the
instructions given by the score, as performers do. Also as a computational
efficiency, he introduced a separate, slower sampling rate for control
signals, since such signals typically do not have the bandwidth require-
ments of audio waveforms.
The most radical version of Music TV is MUS I0, developed originally at

Stanford by David Poole, to run on a DEC PDP-IO computer [Tovar
1976a, McNabb 1981a]. MUSIO implemented a substantial ALGOL-style
programming language and also provided unit-generators. Instruments
could be written from a combination of high-level programming language
statements as well as unit-generator calls. This facility allowed composers
to create very complex instruments in a high-level language, and also
increased the intelligence an instrument could display toward information
it received from note statements and from its environment, including other
executing instruments. MUS10 was implemented with the same concern
for efficiency: it compiled an instrument definition into PDP-I 0 machine
instructions, which were then run to generate the samples. The most
compute-bound algorithms were put into the unit generators in hand-
coded assembly language.
Another feature of MUS I0 was its introduction of I_only code, which is

part of an instrument definition, but is run only before the first sample of
each note. Lonly code can perform functions such as those in Pass I of
Music V, or more interestingly, it can be used to "interpret" its note
statement to allow for slurs and glissandi across note statements, or coupl-
ing broader structural elements in the score.

It is worth pointing out that the starting point of MUS) 0 was an existing
Algol parser, modified for music synthesis. We shall see several examples of
this later where the language designer simply took an existing language
compiler and modified it to suit musical requirements. This is a very simple
but effective way to start a language design.

21.4.3 Critique of Music N

The principal advantage of the Music N paradigm is the flexible and yet
efficient method of synthesis specification via stored functions and unit-
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generators,Another advantage is the homogeneous, non hierarchical event
specificationvia note statements, Where no hierarchy superimposes itself,
themusician is free to superimpose structure on the stream of sound as
desired,within the constraints of the note concept itself. This lack of struc-
tureis very attractive to composers attempting to forge new approaches to
composition. We shall also see that it can be a liability. Music N synthesis
languagesstill impose the constraint of the note as acoustical spec~fication
model,even though event specifications are unconstrained. We shall con-
sider languages where this paradigm is unwanted.
The most killing limitation of Music N languages is that they do not run

inreal time, II It is stifling to compose without being able to hear near-term
results.Some counter this complaint by arguing that composers of sym-
phonies,for example, are often forced to wait weeks or months to hear their
works played, but this is naive. The difference is that orchestration of
traditional instruments is so well-known as to offer few surprises to the
experienced arranger; it is quite a different matter to be in charge of the
sample-by-sample calculation of an acoustical waveform. In this case, all
issues of how the music sounds-its musical interpretation-must be
resolved by the composer in addition to all strictly compositional issues.
The effect of not having real-time feedback is like trying to play an
instrument by touch only, and having to complete the performance before
being able to hear a single note. In addition, it often means waiung
overnight before the playback can begin! If the lag time b~comes ,too severe,
keepinga compositional train of thought going becomes Impossible, unless
th .. . Thi ans there is a theoretl-
ecomposmg process IS largely automatic. ISme .
I
. . ., . d . h veform compilers for

ca size and complexity limit for mustc rna e Wit wa , '
co

. . d ., . the composer This m and
mposiuons where the burden of eCISlOns IS on .
f
. .' I Igorithms are of such

o Itself suggests one reason why compoSltlOna a .. .·d me momentum agamst
Interest to composers in this medium: to prav! e so
the sluggishness of such systems. . I
But that is not the only liability of waveform synthesis. Havtuf no r~a-

, ,,' . 1 erformance practice,
lime feedback is tantamount to elirnmatmf mUSlca P . 'Thi . ki t avoid the charactenstlc
IScan be an advantage where onc IS see ing 0lfthis is not the goal, however,

touchthat human gestures inevitably produce. . I'. , h i t non-real-time synt 'te-
It IS a difficult problem to reinject a human tOUC 111 0. . h cal-time waveform com-
SIS. Unless this is done music created Wit non-r . I'1 '. .. d meniscent of mechamca
Piers can suffer from a wooden dlsJ0tnte ness re h h. . d . k lodeons Those w 0 ave
musical automata such as player pianos an me e .
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.otten around this have done so either by careful choice of material, by
brute force, or by treating the problem as a research project. Roger Rey-
nolds' use of his SPIRALZ algorithm is an instance of careful choice of
material. 12

The brute-force technique is to extract elements ofreeorded performance
such as attack time and velocity and use them directly as the time and
amplitude controls of a synthesized composition. A part of the SCORE
system allowed a composer to tap out a rhythm on a key; the resulting
timing information could then become the basis of timing of a phrase of a
score [Smith 1976a]. A more formal approach is to try to deduce the rules
of some appropriate style of performance practice, and code these rules
into a program that can make automatic adjustments in a score prior to its
realization [Sundberg 1986a, Sundberg 1983a, Clynes 1984aJ. While this
latter field is blossoming into a research domain all its own, as far as
practicing musicians and composers are concerned, it is more relevant
simply to incorporate some level of real-time synthesis in a system, at least
enough to allow the capture and analysis of gestural information.

Another liability of waveform compilers, discussed previously as an
advantage, is the homogeneous, nonhierarchical specification of note state-
ments. Music N is most successful where

• all the relevant control information about a note is available when it
is started (since score parameters are passed only when the note is in-
stantiated), and
distinct notes can be treated as independent entities.

More frequently however, musical notes tend to have a life of their own,
especially with instruments like the violin where bowing and vibrato often
change subtly throughout a phrase. The relationships between notes are
many, and are of great musical significance. It is possible to model these
relationships with Music N by using global variables to share information
between instruments. But this technique burdens the composer with un-
necessary bookkeeping detail, and becomes conceptually untractable for
scores of any complexity. We shall return to this problem.

21.4.4 Music Data Entry System for Waveform Synthesis

The information content of a Music N note list is mostly acoustical
parameters given as arithmetic ex.pressions or constants, which can be a
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rrustrationto composers who are more used to thinking in musical terms.
laMusicI and Mu ic V a composer could add subroutines to accomplish
pan,culartask of parameter conversion in Passes I and 2, but this required
a knowledgeof programming. and the necessity to run a FORTRAN
compilerand link-editor each time the routines must be changed. SCORE
'as originally developed as an improvement of Pass I and Pass 2 [Smith
1916aJ.
Thebasicidea of'S ORE is to make character-based mnemonics out of
Slandardeommon practice notation (CPN) tcrminology so that a musician
candeal with familiar rhythmic and pitch structures, rather than seconds
andHertz. Pitches are specified in the usual textual way, where A4 is taken
as 440 Hz, the A in the 4th piano octave. Rhythms are specified as the
~ . 4'ommatorof a fraction where the numerator is a whole note. Thus, IS

aquarter note, 8 an eighth note, 12 a triplet (because there are 12 triplets in
awholenote). Dots after sueh numbers have the usual CPN sense that they
augmentby 1/2 the duration of the rhythm, so "4." equals three 8th-notes.
Rhythmsfor distinct notes are grouped between slashes, so for instance, the

sequence

416/-8./28./16/1 .. /
isequi I' . d t a 16th' a dotted
. va ent to the musical sequence of a quarter tie 0 '. .
eighthrest (the '_' indicates a silent duration); a half tied to a dotted eighth,
asiXleenth;and a doubly-dotted whole note Dynamics are notated .in their
ePN nomenclature also, ... pp, p, mp, mf, f, If, ... , which are assigned n

doubhngofamplitude for each symbol. Simple numenc and hteral data ca

alsobe represented.In SeQ . es of these symbols.
RE, music is specified by makmg sequenc di I(He h f m analog to igrta

re we see again the carryover of metap ors ro .synth . d ing deVice of analog
eSIS:the sequencer was a primitive event or ensy th . d ce exists between a

n esizers.j 1n the simple case a tight correspon en I .part' I ' field of the resu tlng
ICU ar sequence and one particular parameter . dMusi N f pitches might en up
SIC note list. Thus elements from a sequence 0 . fasth .' fi Id5(notatedpS)ofaseto
e sequential numeric values in parameter ie . . I dn t rer field IS supu ate

.0 e statements. This binding of sequence to pararn
e

m the syntax of SCO RE. For instance,

eghn/p2 rhy/8/12 rep 3/4./8/2;s . d by SCORE for the
peclfiesthat field p2 of the note statements generate
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instrument eghn will have the sequence of rhythms given. (The notation 12
rep 3 specifies three triplet eighths.)
A way to identify motives is given that resembles a macro facility.

Motives are the sequence elements between parentheses, and are identified
by a letter preceding the left parenthesis. The named motive is expanded
where the identifier is preceded with the "@" character. Thus,

p2 rhYI a(8/16/8/8) 1 @a;

produces

p2 rhyl 8/16/8/8 1 8/16/8/8;
Facilities for retrograde, inversion, and transposition of motives were
provided.
Collections of such sequences are grouped together to form instruments.

These are analogous to Music N instruments, in that the named collection
of sequences is collated into a sequence or note statements (a score) that are
destined for a Music N instrument of the same name. So, the first sequence
might be pitches, which might together constitute the melody; the next
sequence might be the rhythms, one for each pitch; then dynamics; and last
sequences for parameters dealing with the details of the synthesis technique
used by the instrument that will receive the score. Where any sequence
is shorter than the others in an instrument, the interpreter simply wraps
around to the beginning of the shorter sequence, continuously.

SCORE handles polyphony by collating multiple sequences from si-
multaneously evaluated instruments in correct time order. Tempo can be
specified for all instruments together, and/or for each instrument inde-
pendently. Accelerando, ritardando, and rubato effects can be given for all
instruments and/or each instrument separately.
Additional features of SCORE include ways to specify that linear inter-

polation through time is to be used to fill in values between given end
points, rather than having to specify each point in a sequence. One can
also have random selection within a range for a sequence element. The
ranges of random selection can also be linearly interpolated through time.
And of course the escape hatch of providing a way of linking in user-
provided FORTRAN subroutines was theoretically available, though with
the same caveats as given above for Music N.
Along with DARMS and MUSTRAN, SCORE was an early attempt at

computer representation of ePN for music synthesis, music printing, and
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musicological research [Erickson 1975a, Wenker 1972a, Smoliar 1971a,
Smith 1973a]. Smith attempted to make a SCORE-like notation for his
music printing program, MS, which dates from the same time, but it
became evident quickly that the useful information for synthesis was
sufficiently different from that required to typeset a score that the notations
had to diverge in nontrivial ways.
SCORE is not so much an exercise in programming language design so

much as an attempt to develop a shorthand for entering CPN scores from
a computer terminal. Another view is to call it a specialized macro pro-
cessor for Music N. This is especially evident in its motivic identification
feature. Even though it has some operators that can be applied to motives,
and can do such things as random selection and linear interpolation, its
scope is painfully limited in comparison to more recent systems. PLA and
Player (described below), both borrow considerably from SCORE's
character-based music data notation.
A different approach to a similar problem was taken by Alan Ashton in

his 1970 PhD thesis, which describes a "linear music code" used by Ashton
to control an electronic organ [Ashton 1970a]. Ashton's original idea was
taken up by Charles Ames, who developed from it a score-transcription
utility called ASHTON written between 1977 and 1985 [Ames 1985a].
Ames criticizes SCORE for requiring that musical parameters be unnatu-
rally broken out into parallel sequences. This scatters the information for
a single event across all the sequences for an instrument. To delete (or
insert) one note from the middle of a score, for instance, requires that one
delete (insert) an element from (into) the correct place in all parallel
sequences of parameters for this instrument-an error-prone task. If it is
done incorrectly, the sequences get out of phase in ways that are often
difficult to identify. With ASHTON the information for related composi-
tional structures is localized where it can be more easily manipulated as a
unit by the composer.
Ames implemented many extensions to Ashton's original work, leaving

behind the model of an organ control language. Extensions include nested
instrument descriptions-called chaires-where instruments defined with-
in common blocks share common attributes. A score is broken into static
and time-bound sections. In the static section one defines instruments,
establishes scales, and groups instruments into choires. In the time-bound
section one can (among many other things) define sections, bars, and note
events and supply durations, pitches, and group events with slurs or ties.
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From published examples, ASHTON scores seem like they are probably
more compact and readable than would be the SCORE equivalents, and
also seem more manipulable. The liability of both ASHTON and SCORE
is that they are not extensible: they limit the user to built-in operations on
quasi-CPN music representations. One can quickly imagine desired musi-
cal representations and operations that one cannot perform with such
nonextensible systems. Indeed, the user may not define compositional
algorithms with either system. On the other hand, they both facilitate the
transcription of CPN-type musical information that a general-purpose
programming language will not do. An alternative approach considered in
the next sections is to provide a set of musical primitives within the context
of a general programming language.

21.4.5 EUTERPE

Stephen Smoliar's 1971 PhD thesis concerned a parallel processing model
of musical structures [Smoliar 1971a]. He made a direct association be-
tween formal representations for music and computer programs by noting
the apparent similarity between musical phrase structure and the flow of
control in a computer program. He built a music programming language
on the model of a generalized assembly language. Scores look for all the
world like assembly language programs for a computer that would produce
music from its native machine instructions. In fact, EUTERPE was simply
an extension of the PDP-6 assembly language compiler at the MIT Artifi-
cial Intelligence Laboratory, and most of the machine instructions of the
PDP-6 were available in EUTERPE. One could write programs that could
thread through six coroutines simultaneously, thereby implementing a
basic form of parallelism. Full EUTERPE programs could execute in real
time, and drive a resident DAC system for sound conversion of up to six
voices.

21.4.6 PILE and SSP

When musicians began the exploration of timbre space with digital tech-
nology, the major new area of exploration was the control of the micro-
structure of sound. Two major lines of investigation were initiated, the
differentiation of which depended upon the concept of the musical note.
The branch initiated by Mathews with Music N preserved the concept of
musical note as acoustical specification. The task of composition was split
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between developing sonic microstructure and developing scores. Specify-
ing sample-level microstructure depended upon knowledge of scientific
disciplines such as signal processing, acoustics, and psychoacoustics. As a
result, signal processing techniques came to influence the macrostructural
compositional process as well. Because they preserved the note concept,
Music N languages were conducive to realizing notated music, and study-
ing performance practice.
Another major direction-which inherited the ideas of European

serialism-abandoned the musical note and treated the sound-stream
as an utterly homogenous, undifferentiated medium, which was subject to
a single, uniform compositional discipline on both the sample level and
the macrostructural level. One consequence of this was that conventional
scores-and related ideas such as polyphony-became difficult to repre-
sent. This also had the effect of discarding most of the artifacts of human
performance. Both of these can be seen as liabilities or advantages, depend-
ing upon one's persuasion.
PILE is an example of a music programming language driven by the

latter concerns [Berg 1979aJ. In PILE, no acoustical model is supposed. The
usual parameters of synthesis are not implicit, but are constructed by
writing programs in PILE. In a sense, PILE is equivalent to a programming
language for implementing unit-generators, although it is generally not
used for this. PI LE is usually used for direct application of algorithmic
operations on the waveform not based on any acoustical model. This
allows for the imposition of compositional procedures-c-which were for-
merly restricted to the note level and higher-to be applied to the micro-
structure of sound: composing directly for the audio stream. PILE programs
can run in realtime. They look very much like a macro assembly language
with symbolic variables, assignment statements, arithmetic operations,
now control, and I/O statements. This very simple program in PILE,

TOP RANDOM;
CONVERT

SEND:-
CHANNEL: I;

BRANCH
TO: TOP;

generates uniform random numbers and sends them to DAC channel I.
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SSP is another approach to the direct computation of the sound-stream
[Berg 1980a]. PILE has no acoustical presumptions whatsoever. SSP allows
only two: instantaneous amplitude and time. Again, the regimen consists of
a generation/evaluation process (which we have seen in many previous
contexts) whereby amplitude and time parameters are generated and then
subjected to selection rules. The process is analogous to using Koenig's
Project Two to control the microstructure of sound. This leads one "to
describe the composition as one single sound, the perception of which is
represented as a function of amplitude distribution in time" [Berg 1980a].

21.4.7 CHANT

When Xavier Rodet and his associates desired to develop a model of vocal
synthesis, they faced the dilemmas of identifying an appropriate synthe-
sis technique and an appropriate production model. Their solution was
unique on both accounts. With respect to the production model, they ob-
served the limitations pointed out above about the Music N model that
"patch languages that exist are weak in their ability to specify the elaborate
control levels that resemble interpretation by an instrumentalist, for exam-
ple, expressiveness, context-dependent decisions, timbre quality, intonation,
stress and nuances," all of which were elements that would be central to the
implementation of the naturalistic vocal model they sought [Rodet 1984a].
To overcome this they adopted a hierarchical synthesis-by-rule methodology.

The synthesis technique itself posed problems. The mode of vocal pro-
duction in humans and animals is indeed the process of filtering glottal
impulse functions or aspirative noise. Linear predictive coding (LPC),
phase vocoder, and related analysis/synthesis techniques based on filtering
are computationally expensive, difficult to control, difficult for composers
to understand, and require large data-bases for storage of analysis data.
Their solution was a synthesis technique termed FOF (French: Forme
d'Onde Formantique), which simulates the behavior of two-pole filters
(resonators) being fed an impulse train.'?

By using FOF generators in parallel one can easily describe arbitrary
time-varying spectra in ways that are at once simpler and more stable than
the equivalent resonator sections, especially for time-varying spectra. In
addition, the model can easily be generalized beyond the original vocal
model to a wide range of other sounds.
The method of controlling the collection of FOF generators is through

a large set of global parameters that can be changed by the concurrent
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execution of cooperating subroutines that implement the synthesis rules
corresponding to the vocal model under development. Besides the pararne-
ters mentioned above, CHANT allows the control of fundamental fre-
quency, random variations of the fundamental, vibrato, random variations
of vibrato, formant spectrum, general spectral shape, sound intensity,
spectral evolution, and miscellaneous other controls.
All the parameters begin with default values, which, when executed,

produce a normalized vocal synthesis. Libraries of previously developed
routines that implement various rule sets are available for composers; as
well, there are facilities to create new rule sets and to modify and extend
existing ones. By this means, Rodet speaks of the accumulation of knowl-
edge models of different productions. Knowledge models for such things as
a bel canto voice and Tibetan chant have been developed. Extremely
convincing examples of bel canto have been demonstrated.
It became clear to the CHANT group at IRCAM that, as the cooperat-

ing rule sets grew and became more complicated, that it was turning more
and more into an AI problem to represent the control now. The FORMES
language, based on LISP, was developed for this purpose, and will be
described later.
This synthesis technique ordinarily produces direct waveform output,

but the CHANT program has been modified to produce synthesizer con-
trol instructions in order to run on various realtime synthesizers, such as
the Systems Concepts Synthesizer at CCRMA, Stanford, the 4X synthe-
sizer at IReAM, Paris, and recently an implementation on the TMS-320 10
has been demonstrated [Rodet 1987a].

21.5 Programming Languages for Specifying Compositional
Algorithms

There really is no appropriate single title that accurately characterizes the
languagesin this section. Perhaps "Programming Languages for Synthesis
Control" would have been better, but the ability to specify compositional
algorithms seemed more pertinent. The confusion serves to ~ring up a
point, that when dealing with sample-level and control-level signals, one
turnsnaturally to algorithmic techniques as a way of insulating oneself
from the tedium of specifying detail at this level. This is tobe expected from
thestandpoint of pure practicality, as well as tradition, smce these aspects
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are usually autonomous from the composer, and some are involuntary
aspects even from the performing musician.

21.5.1 GROOVE

Max Mathews and F. Richard Moore developed a system for real-time
control of analog synthesizers called GROOVE at AT&T Bell Telephone
Laboratories in the late 1960s and early 1970s [Mathews I970a]. GROOVE
used a digital computer to control analog synthesizer modules, which is
called "hybrid" synthesis. GROOVE ran on a Honeywell DDP-224 com-
puter with a bank of twelve 8-bit and two 12-bit DACs, controlling a set of
synthesizer modules. In addition, it contained a variety of graphical and
tactile control systems. Music was described as a set of time-ordered
control functions that could be generated either from performance gesture-
capture devices, such as keyboards and knobs, or by algorithm. Several
modes of operation were possible.
The standard method was to read functions of time from a disk and from

various user inputs such as knobs, switches, and keyboards, in real-time at
some relatively slow sampling rate (slow, that is, by audio requirements),
and to have the DDP-224 perform calculations on these input functions in
interactive realtime according to some user-supplied program. Some 100
functions could be read in at a rate of up to about 200 Hz. The resulting
values were then written out to the DACs. The DACs would in turn control
the analog synthesizer.
A variable-frequency oscillator was hooked up to the interrupt line ofthe

DDP-224, so that on each interrupt, one sample from each input source
(one sample from each ofa maximum of 100 functions from the disk, plus
user inputs) was read. Then a set of transforms was applied to scale the
samples, an iteration of the user-supplied program was passed over the
samples, and the function values were applied to the outputs. The modified
functions could be simultaneously written back to disk as a record of the
changes. Also, a real-time display was available that showed three contig-
uous groups of functions: those currently being referenced were in the
center of the display (with a Cursor over the current sample set); the right of
the display showed the function values that would become the current
functions, and the left showed those that had just been finished.
The user program was in two parts; a set of expressions could be specified

that would apply arithmetic and assignment statements to the input sam-
ples. This would result in values of functions being scaled and offset,
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combined into expressions, and possibly mapped to other functions that
would become the final output. If this was not enough, a user could supply
a program that would be run next that could further modify the input or
output samples. In the extreme case, the user program could ignore all
inputs and synthesize all outputs if necessary.
As with many Music N languages, GROOVE skirted the problems of

music representation by viewing music from the perspective of the system's
implementation. Musie was described as a set of time-ordered control
functions that represented everything from acoustic parameters to the
performer's gestures to high-level compositional control. There was no
attempt within the GROOVE paradigm to abstract the functions into
higher musical terms such as notes, though an enterprising user could
accomplish this by analyzing the control functions. This in fact was often
done, and provided a credible approach to translating from iconic to
symbolic representation. This functional model provided the advantage of
an unflavored environment in which to experiment, which was surely its
primary goal. It could be used in real-time contexts, thereby allowing
inquiry into performance practice. Its main limitation was the compara-
tively poor sound quality from the analog synthesizer, and the limited
control Over it, due to restrictions of the analog synthesis components.

21.5.2 PLAY

PLAY, like GROOVE, was another early real-time control language de-
veloped for hybrid synthesis. It was later reimplemented for the digital
synthesizer built by New England Digital Co. (NEDCO). [Chadabe 1978aJ.
Since the architecture of the NEDCO synthesizer is fixed, the main focus of
the language is not in expressing synthesis models, but in building patches
and assigning parameters to synthesizer registers. The control model of
PLAY, like GROOVE, is very reminiscent of the sequencer of an analog
synthesizer. Like Music N, it implements a data-flow language where
operators read, manipulate, and output streams of data. Also like Music
N, the data-flow metaphor is extended to allow the generation of data
with respect to time. Again like Music N and GROOVE, the language is
interpreted, not compiled, and facilities exist so that a program can be
changed even while it is running.
Music N and GROOVE view functions as uniformly sampled. That is,

the sample period is fixed at some rate, and each action of the Music N or
GROOVE program is conditionally executed on each clock tick. PLAY
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generalizes this by introducing triggers. by which modules (i.e., the "unit-
generators" ofPLA y) can start each other, possibly at submultiples of the
sampling frequency. Modules may be triggered directly from the system
clock or from each other in ways that can produce regularly or irregularly
spaced events.

The language has three principal data types: functions, triggers, and
ordinary integers. Algebraic expressions of triggers and integers can be
formed. Functions are defined as either step functions or piecewise linear
functions by supplying values to a function interpreter. The interpreter can
be invoked during program execution to alter the values of any function
on-the-fly. Once defined, the functions can be applied to modules that act
to bind the successive values of the functions to moments of time defined by
the interaction of modules with triggers. There are several varieties of
module: one produces only triggers; another produces botb triggers and
values from its associated function; another produces triggers and values
from an ADC (or other input device) or random values; still others are
designed as sources of system triggers and DAC output.

The language was designed to operate on small machines, which means
it does not have many extra features. For instance, for the version ofPLA Y
documented in [Cbadabe 1978a], function data must be entered from a
terminal; alternate function representations are not available; no means
of recording program ]/0 is available, nor is there any means of mixing
previous performances with live ones. Nothing in the language itself would
preclude tbese things, and in fact easy solutions spring readily to mind. The
main difficulty with PLAY is that it lacks any ready means of encapsula-
tion of code modules into subprograms, making the generation of larger
programs difficult and subject to error. Tbis too could be solved, for
instance, with the addition of a macro preprocessor.

21.5.3 MUS BOX

The Systems Concepts Digital Synthesizer (SCDS), built by Peter Samson
for CCRMA in 1977, implemented a large complement of signal generating
and processing elements all executing in parallel, and capable of running in
real time. There are 256 digital oscillators, 128 signal modifiers (filters,
reverb, amplitude scalers, etc.), a scratch-pad memory for communicating
values between processing elements, and a large memory for reverberation
and table storage.
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One of the challenges in developing a compiler for this machine was how
best to provide a convenient transform from the parallelism in the hard-
ware architecture to the serial ordering of vo~Neumann style computers
(ordinary computers) typically used to control them. Another challenge
was to develop a language that would provide backward compatibility with
existing software synthesis (MUS 10), so a compiler was written by this
author that simulated MUSIO but generated SCDS commands instead of
waveforms [Loy 1981a]. The compiler, called MUSBOX, was written in the
SAIL language, and utilized SAIL's parallel processing simulation facili-
ties not just to model the parallelism in the synthesizer, but also the
parallelism in musical and compositional structures [Reiser 1976a]. The
structure of MUSBOX consisted of a command interpreter, a collection of
user-supplied subroutines that acted in a role reminiscent of the Music N
instrument, and a library of routines that could generate commands to
patch synthesizer modules and bind values to synthesizer registers.
The MUSBOX command interpreter read the score, processed note

statements, and evaluated any arithmetic, assignment, or boolean expres-
sions. When note statements were encountered, an instance of a corre-
spondingly named user-supplied instrument was created, and passed the
values of the parameter fields of the note statement. Like Music N, each
instrument could be instantiated any number of times. Unlike Music N, an
instrument was not made up of data-flow operators, but instead consisted
of regular SAIL language statements and subroutine calls. The instru-
ment's main task was to call synthesizer command generating routines that
emit time-tagged synthesizer instructions.
The command interpreter and the user-supplied "instrument" sub-

routines operated in a process scheduling discipline. In ordinary program-
ming languages, when a subroutine is called, the rest of the program is
inactive until the subroutine returns or calls another subroutine in turn.
However, when subroutines execute a process discipline, each subroutine
-whether it be the command interpreter or any instance of an instrument
created by the command interpreter-is best thought of as an autonomous
program executing "simultaneously" with all others. These autonomous,
concurrently executing subroutines are called processes. The process dis-
cipline is really a fiction: only one thread of code can execute at a time on
a single CPU; but, when the CPU goes to run a different subroutine, it saves
the contents of its registers and program counter in such a way that at any
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time it can resume the subroutine where it left offinstead of having to enter
it at the beginning again.

In the process paradigm, subroutines are taken as code templates, and
any number of processes can be instantiated from any subroutine. To
clarify this, note that a subroutine is just the combination of all of its data
variables and the machine instructions to be applied to them. If multiple
copies of the data variables can be kept separately from the instructions, we
call them instances. If, further, each data variable set has room to store a
copy of the machine's program counter and registers, then we have a way
of stopping the execution of an instance with the possibility of resuming it
later at the exact point where it left off. In this case, we call the instances
processes.

This process paradigm allows-among other things-the simulation of
the flow of time. A special routine called WaiLUntil(lime), when called by
any process, causes it to suspend execution until the value given in time is
reached, whereupon the execution of the process would pick up where it left
off.

In operation, the command interpreter process reads note statements
and instantiates one such instrument process for each note statement read.
The instantiated instrument processes are not started up immediately,
however, but merely caused to come into existence, and put on a list of
processes waiting to be executed (or resumed if they were previously
suspended). The processes on the queue are always sorted in the order of
their begin times, so newly instantiated instrument processes always go at
the head of the queue.
The command interpreter continues reading note statements and instan-

tiating instruments as long as the begin time of each note statement equals
the current time. When finally a note statement is scanned that indicates a
later begin time, the command processor executes a Wait_Until(time),
where the value of time is the begin time ofthe note statement just scanned.
This causes the command process itself to be suspended, and placed on the
queue of processes waiting to run,just like all the other processes it has just
instantiated. Since the command processor has requested to run at some
time in the future, its request is placed after all of the processes it just
instantiated.
Now it is time to run the next process. The first process waiting on the

queue is removed (it would be the first instantiated instrument process
created by the command interpreter before it suspended itself), the value of
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a global variable that stores the current time is updated to the begin time of
this new process, and the process is then executed.
The action of each instrument process is first to deduce from the parame-

ters of its note statement what it is to do. It would then accomplish its
action by calling library subroutines to issue the appropriate synthesizer
commands, for instance, to turn on an oscillator. Having done so, it must
wait until it is time to turn the oscillator off, which is given by the sum of
the begin and duration parameters. It does this by executing Wail-Until
tbeqin.uime + duration). In doing so, it is suspended, and put in the queue
after all other processes that want to run sooner than it. Eventually, when
that time arrives, our instrument is resumed, and issues more synthesizer
instructions to turn off the oscillator. Having no further purpose, it then
exits.
Eventually, the time at which the command process requested to be

resumed will arrive. When reawakened, the command process will instan-
tiate the note statement that caused it to be suspended, and continue to read
note statements until it again encounters a begin time greater than the
current time, and the process just described repeats. When the score is
exhausted, the command process executes Wait_Until(m), which guaran-
tees that the command process will not be run again until all other processes
currently waiting to be executed have run their full course. So when the
command process is next resumed, it knows it can go about cleaning up and
quitting with impunity.
This process discipline also proved useful compositionally. For instance,

suppose we wish to specify the placement of sounds in loudspeaker space
along a certain trajectory. With the process discipline, one process is
assigned the task of computing the current direction on the path and
broadcasting this information to interested processes. The trajectory pro-
cess simply computes the first vector, then suspends itself until the direction
changes. When resumed it computes the next vector, then suspends itself
again, and so on. All interested processes can read the broadcasted infor-
mation and follow (or deviate from) the trajectory. This localizes the infor-
mation about the path to be followed in a single expert process by creating
a simple hierarchy of cooperating processes.
Another obvious application of the same sort of approach would be to

designate one process as a conductor, the rest as instrumentalists, and have
the conductor broadcast tempo and dynamics. One could also imagine
simulating the cross currents of an orchestra section's response to a con-
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ductor, as happens in real orchestras. So the notion of processes as autono-
mous entities, communicating and synchronizing with other entities toward
a common goal, works well as a model of the musical task. Musical
knowledge can be represented both within and among instruments. Knowl-
edge within instruments consists of the rules that implement their own
characteristic behavior. Knowledge among instruments is characterized by
the shape of the network, and what is communicated across it. The cause
and interrogate features of SAIL were used to implement this method of
interprocess communication, known as message passing.

21.5.4 FMX and Cleo

FMX is a patch language developed by Curtis Abbott for Andy Moorer's
Audio Signal Processor (ASP) at Lucasfilm Limited [Abbott 1982a, Loy
1985a]. Developed for film sound, this machine emphasizes general signal
processing more than synthesis, though it can do quite a lot of both.
Like the Systems Concepts Digital Synthesizer, the central problem of

writing software for the ASP is modeling its hardware organization so that
it is both intellectually and computationally efficient. The ASP implements
a highly parallel architecture that is controlled through horizontal micro-
coding. That is, the various parallel computing resc:::mrcesare controlled
through bit fields in very wide machine instruction words. One creates
machine instructions for the ASP in much the same spirit-but on very
different terms-as one creates unit generators in Music N. Microcode
word sequences are stored in a writable control store-a special memory
that the hardware reads from which serves to define the vocabulary of
instructions the machine can perform. Code to be loaded can be time
tagged in hardware, facilitating dynamic, real-time changes of both pa-
rameters and programs.
The machine is claimed to be easy to microcode, but in practical circum-

stances excessive detailed knowledge is required. FMX provides several
essential services, all characterized as facilitating instrument design. The
main thing to accomplish is to avail the user of the comprehensive com put-
ing resources of the ASP, which FMX does in its facilities for unit-
generator definition. The main task comes when one wishes to combine
unit-generators in an instrument. FMX handles the allocation and optimi-
zation of ASP computational resources by a method of stratifying the
required operations across the available processing resources so as to
maximize the utilization of the machine. The third major thing FMX
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accomplishes is the patching-or plugging together-of unit-generators to
other data sources and sinks. The effect of plugging two data streams
together is to make them into equivalent functions. GROOVE and PLAY
do essentially the same thing, but in FMX, all signal sources and sinks are
uniformly described, which obliterates the distinction between control
functions, triggers, and sound samples. One is left merely with functions of
time tbat are handled at different sampling rates.
Curtis Abbott also provided a high-level score language for the ASP,

called Cleo. At first glance, Cleo resembles a version of the C language with
some attention paid to cleaning up the syntax of variable declarations. ln
fact it is considerably more, incorporating features ofFMX and a schedul-
ing model based on Abbott's 4CED language, to be described next.

2\.5.5 4CED

4CED is an earlier language of Curtis Abbott, developed for the 4C, an
experimental synthesizer developed by Pepino di Giunio at IRCAM in
Paris in the mid-1970s [Abbott 198Ia]. The 4C implements a mixed collec-
tion of unit-generators ranging from oscillators and envelope generators
down to discrete arithmetic-logic units and fast multipliers, all of which are
connected via a scratch-pad memory. The 4C appears to its host computer
much as an ordinary computer peripheral. A range of the address space of
the host is mapped to the settable registers of the 4C. The host sets variables
in the4C in response to interrupts from the 4C. Envelopes, for instance, are
implemented in the 4C as a starting value, an increment, and a final value.
When the final value is reached, the 4C triggers an interrupt to the host,
which responds by reinitializing these registers with the next slope from the
function. The result is the generation in hardware of piecewise linear
functions of time.
Given this architecture, the task of the controlling computer can be

viewed as the host intervening in the actions of the synthesizer. This
suggested a process discipline called intervention scheduling as the model for
both synthesizer control and music representation. In this model, separate
processes are called schedule instances, and are thought of by the program-
mer as running only at instantaneous, uninterruptible moments, called
interventions. Each intervention is triggered by an event, which can be the
arrival ofa hardware interrupt from the 4C (such as an envelope timeout or
other programmed delay), or real-time performance inputs (such as a
button being pushed), or triggers simulated in software by other schedules.
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Scores are implemented as schedules, which either run as sequences or
trigger each other directly by generating software events, in a way reminis-
cent of PLAY. Envelopes are likewise implemented simply as schedules.
Intervention scheduling is contrasted with priority scheduling. In the

latter, events are graded by the importance of having an instantaneous
response, with lower-priority events being deferred until the CPU is not
occupied by higher-priority events. Response latency is a probablistic
function of interrupt level. For the highest-priority interrupts the latency is
the (constant) hardware interrupt response time of the host computer-
effectively instantaneous,I4 For lower priorities, latency ranges from a
minimum of near-instantaneous (no other higher-level events are pending)
to a typical worst-case value equal to the sum of service response intervals
of higher events to a maximum of never, if the system is flooded with
higher-priority events. Priority scheduling is not a very good model for
real-time because of the ambiguity of these delays. Another problem with
priority-coded schemes is that they require relatively complicated methods
of sharing mutual resources between the various prioritized contexts that
must be handled with interlock mechanisms such as semaphores, monitors,
and message passing.
Intervention scheduling deals with both of these concerns by flattening

the priority scheme to only two levels: background (no intervention) and
foreground. Within the foreground, the service time associated with each
intervention is considered to be infinitesimal, so that there is never more
than one event being serviced at a time. This eliminates the need for
interlocks and "guarantees" a flat response function for all events. Of
course, the service time of interventions is not really zero, so small delays
creep into program flow that is supposed to be controlled by time. A
program has to be referenced to an external clock or it will eventually start
running sl,ow.
]0 4CED, a small expression language is available to define interven-

tions, allowing evaluation of arithmetic expressions, assignment to local
and global variables, and assignment to scratch-pad registers in the 4C.
Data are available in the form of constants, references to array elements,
and an operator that reads a potentiometer or other user performance
device: Two kinds of arrays are available, one that functions as a normal
(one-dimensional) lookup table and one implicitly referenced by the pro-
gram counter, providing data for the "current event." This latter feature
is again reminiscent of GROOVE and PLAY. Other operators include
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control now (a form of if-then-else, and a goto), as well as a mechanism to
trigger other schedule instances.

Besides the score sublanguage just described, there is also a patch sub-
language. Even though the 4C implements fixed unit-generators, one can
combine collections of low-level unit-generators into higher ones hierar-
chically. This is handled by an extended macro system that handles mem-
ory and unit-generator resource allocation and interconnection through
scratch-pad memory. Parallelism in the hardware is likewise represented in
the patch sublanguage, and translates into concurrent operations in the
synthesizer. The outermost layer of variables in an instrument definition is
globally exported, and can be addressed symbolically in the code that
handles interventions.

21.5.6 Event-Driven versus Periodic Abstractions

4CED is the first example of a real-time language we have encountered
where program execution is not strictly periodic and chronological.
GROOVE and PLAY and all languages with a strict functional model of
music implement real-time by polling at fixed intervals. They assign the
function of controlling the passage of time to a clock. When the clock
interrupts the processor, input devices are polled, and outputs are calcu-
lated. I/O devices "speak only when spoken to" by the polling program. No
event other than the clock can cause an asynchronous response by the
processor. If a button is pushed halfway between two clock ticks, response
will be deferred to the next clock tick, and the time tag it receives will be
rounded up to the higher tick.
4CED, on the other hand, allows multiple asynchronous events. Time is

handled as the transition from one state to the next. The semantics of some
of these states, such as envelope generation, cause the flow of time.
Of course, a sampled function of time can be viewed as just a set of

synchronously chained events, and an event can be seen as a sample,
so these data abstractions can be resolved into each other, though usually
with some loss of efficiency, depending on the type of information being
recorded.
In practice, event-oriented models usually incorporate a level of abstrac-

tion of the modeled phenomenon that is missing in functional models.
Remember that a musical note is an event representation of the continuous
pressure-wave of the note as performed. The gestures of the musician to
realize the note are best represented as un abstracted functions of time: bow
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or lip pressure, fingering, etc. Such performance information must then be
abstracted to yield musical notes as isolated events.

21.5.7 Handling Musical Information Density Fluctuations

The information density curve of most musical scores has large temporal
fluctuations that take the form of sharp spikes associated with the onset of
musical simultaneities, such as at downbeats. The ratio of the maxima to
the mean of these functions is quite large. For instance, compare the
information frequency in the downbeat of an orchestral tutti to that played
senza ripieni. This control problem is handled by massive parallelism in a
symphony orchestra, but must usually be dealt with by a small number of
serial processors in a computer system, raising the problem of how best to
record and represent this information.

Functional and event-oriented systems solve the problem of efficiently
representing these functions in complementary ways. In the functional
model, an arbitrary limit on bandwidth is applied, and the resulting capture
ability is controlled by the Nyquist theorem. Thus, the functional strategy
is to stipulate a fixed order and fixed rate of observation of all inputs. The
rate is determined by trading off the input signal bandwidths against the
sustainable computation rate of the hardware. The sustainable computa-
tion rate is then divided up between examining inputs and computing and
storing outputs. The positive side of functional systems like GROOVE
and PLAY is that input from all sources is guaranteed for each sample;
the negative side is that information above the Nyquist rate is aliased
down, or, if properly lowpass filtered, it is thrown out. Also, all signals-
even those that do not change-must be continuously recorded at each
sample interval, which introduces a lot of redundancy in the record of the
performance.

In the event model of input capture, there is no notion of sample rate: the
rate at which sampling occurs is a function of the frequency of events. It is
as though the event model implements a variable-sample-rate functional
model where the rate is controlled by the density of information in the input
signals. There is a de facto upper limit on bandwidth, however, which
coincides with the minimum period of interrupt service time.
Sampling is induced asynchronously by the recognition of events, the

rate of which fluctuates. This is good because, instead of the rate being
defined a priori as in the functional approach, the rate "floats" as a
function of the actual density of information we want to record. Thus, the
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event strategy implements no fixed order or rate of observation of all
inputs. This is good, because it means we are only sampling inputs when we
need to, which reduces the volume of recorded information, and simul-
taneously provides a layer of abstraction on the input data. However, if we
look for a moment at an event system as a variable-sample-rate functional
system, we see its bad side.
There is a knowable time function associated with any deterministic

calculation, including, for instance, the process of recording input data.
Consideration of this time is made in the functional approach in determin-
ing the sampling rate. Event systems cannot take this into account, how-
ever. There is no way of limiting the number of significant events during
peaks of information density, and consequently no way of limiting the
frequency of interrupts tbe responding system must be able to handle."
Thus, where the frequency of events approaches the maximum frequency
of interrupt response latency (i.e., the "maximum sampling rate" of our
variable-sample-rate perspective), the responding system must spend pro-
gressively more time handling interrupts and has less time for other tasks,
such as analysis and response to events. When interrupt frequency is equal
to the peak interrupt service time, the recording system is flooded, and can
only record and cannot respond. When interrupt frequency exceeds this
rate, even the recording process breaks down, and we drop out of real time.
In particular, events are either lost or they are given an incorrect "too late"
time stamp when they are finally processed, depending on how the system
handles this case.
So we have this trade-off: functional systems guarantee capture regard-

less of input bandwidth fluctuations but alias (or discard) information
whose frequency is above the Nyquist rate and produce inefficient repre-
sentations of the recorded performance when the information density is
much less than the sample rate. Event systems eliminate the redundancy of
functional representations, but are susceptible to flooding in a way that
could jeopardize real-time response.
The bottom line is this: no matter what abstraction is chosen, care must

be taken that response time does not increase (degrade) under load beyond
perceptible psychoacoustic and musical limits. While it is important that
the time response of a musical system to any input signal be «quick," it is
more important that the response time be consistent than that it be fixed.
But the worst case is where response time is a function of how many other
events are simultaneous with it. In systems that process this information
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serially (all current systems), this is a real problem. A recent paper by
[Kuivila I986a] considers this problem in detail.
Of the systems reviewed in the survey section below, the functional

model seems to be preferred for such low-level tasks as waveform synthesis,
recording of performance gestures, and waveform-level synthesizer con-
trol, because this abstraction differentiates information quantitatively, not
qualitatively. That is, it does not discriminate on the basis of kinds of
information, only on frequencies of information. With event-based systems
all you ever capture is what you go looking for; functional systems capture
everything that occurs with a frequency less than the Nyquist rate. The
second reason-which is really only a corollary of the first-is that func-
tional systems are more resistant to real-time degradation. The event model
is generally preferred for high-level music processing, such as representing
scores or editing such things as CPN.

21.5.8 SSSP

William Buxton and his Structured Sound Synthesis Project (SSSP) at the
University of Toronto has focused considerable attention and thought on
the design of a composer's aid for a synthesizer they developed [Buxton
1979a, Buxton 1978a]. For Buxton, this meant first providing a general-
purpose computing environment, and enriching it. with special-purpose
tools for musical composition. SSSP was a computer system, not just a
single language. The data structures and methods of invocation were
tightly integrated as far as possible with each other and the underlying
general-purpose system. Like CHANT, defaults were provided everywhere
both to aid the naive and to allow a composer to focus first on what was
thought important. Tasks solved by the system bore out a musical taxon-
omy familiar to musicians. SSSP seemed to strike a happy balance between
providing automatic structures to composers and providing a general
computational workspace that was not overly biased by strict theoretical
underpinnings.
Graphics played an important role in the SSSP system, and Buxton was

among the first in this line of research to realize the potential of the mouse-
driven bit-mapped graphics user interface first developed at Xerox PARC
by Alan Kay and now known to millions through the Apple Macintosh.
This interface practically made obsolete the standard teletype terminal for
user I/O in the SSSP system and was a major factor in its simplicity,
generality, and responsiveness, compared to computer keyboard-driven
systems.
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The mouse-driven graphics made the system easy to learn; additionally,
the system was designed to hand over control gracefully as the user rna-
tured. A then-novel hierarchical music data structure was implemented to
represent scores internally, and a variety of user interfaces were built on this
to represent scores to the user in complimentary ways.

21.5.9 Moxie

Moxie sets out to solve many of the same problems that 4CED and PLAY
addressed, but is interesting for the simplicity of its approach, the com-
parative ease of programming it, and its consequent portability to other
systems [Collinge 1984a, Collinge I980a].
Moxie was developed by Doug Collinge at the University ofYictoria, in

Victoria, Canada, in the late 1970s and early 1980s. Itwas targeted first for
the NEDCO synthesizer, the same one as PLA Y. The native programming
language of the NEDCO host computer is XPL. Moxie simply consists of
a combination ofa macro package and a library of routines that implement
the Moxie scheduling apparatus. Moxie programs are written in XPL,
moderately extended by the macro package. The NEDCO consists of a
synthesizer coupled across a bus to a host computer that communicates
with the synthesizer in an event-oriented manner similar to that of the 4C
system. There are foreground and background processes that run along the
lines of the intervention scheduling model of Abbott. A symbol table
relates events from I/O devices and the synthesizer to action components of
the foreground process. These action components correspond in function
to 4CED schedules. One advantage of Moxie over 4CED is that it is em-
bedded within a general-purpose programming language whereas 4CED
was written from scratch. This meant Moxie was easier to create and easier
to maintain and to port to other computer systems.
Moxie's simplicity derives in part from having only a single means for

programs to schedule delayed execution. The cause subroutine could be
expressed in pseudo-C as follows:

cause(time, routine, org1, arg2, ara c.:'>, argN)

Calling this routine will cause the deferred execution of the routine whose
address appears as the second argument at a time specified by the first
argument. The remaining arguments to cause are saved in an internal table
and passed to the routine when it is finally invoked. A routine can thus
cause any other routine to execute at any time (including immediately);
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equally, it can reschedule itself. Cause is essentially a noninterlocked time-
tagged message passing discipline.
In some ways, the syntax of cause is problematical, because few lan-

guages provide dynamic variation of the number of actual arguments to a
subroutine; one must usually fix the number of arguments to some amount.
The original implementation specified that there could be four arguments
that would be passed via cause to the routine. Of course one can use the
arguments as pointers to datagrams or messages, so long as what is pointed
to is guaranteed to be there still when the caused routine is executed.
Two new versions of Moxie have been written in widely portable lan-

guages. Moxie has been reimplemented in interpreted form by Doug
Collinge in the FORTH programming language. A compiled form in the C
programming language, called Moxc, has been implemented by Roger
Dannenberg at Carnegie-Mellon University (Dannenberg 1986a; cf. also
Dannenberg's chapter in this book].

21.5.10 HMSL

Developed by Larry Polansky and David Rosenboom at the Center for
Contemporary Music at Mills College in Oakland;. HMSL stands for
"Hierarchical Music Specification Language" [Rosenboom 1985aJ. It is
designated by its authors as a real-time environment for formal perceptual
and compositional experimentation. The theoretical and musical under-
pinnings come from a music theory developed originally by James Tenney
[fenney 1986aJ, and later extended with Polansky [fenney 1980a]. Tenney's
pioneering theory, developed from some ideas of gestalt psychology, is a
listener-centered music theory that attempts to describe and predict the
aggregates in which listeners hear music in time. Traditional music theory
had mostly focused on analyzing a score without reference to temporal
aspects of perception. The heart of the theory is a hierarchical taxonomy of
musically salient perceptual units. HMSL "depends on the assumption that
many of the perceptual processes that distinguish musical entities on one
level ... are archetypically the same as those which group larger units ... "
[Rosenboom 1985a].
A set of values and their ordering is termed a morphology, or shape. One

can establish hierarchies of such morphologies such that a shape may be a
determinant of a set of underlying shapes. HMSL deals in the design of
morphologies, their ordering in hierarchies. and the rules governing their
transformation into other morphologies, With the idea of morphological
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transformation comes the notion of a morphological metric, an indication
of the perceptual distance between any two morphologies. This in turn
gives rise to the idea of compositional manipulation of these metrics such
that each morphology can be represented as a point in a metric space of
some kind. Then correlations between morphologies can then be viewed as
distances in this space. A composer can then work in terms of plotting
trajectories across this space. HMSL is implemented in three functional
units: CREATE, PERFORM, and EXECUTE. CREATE deals with the
establishment of basic compositional elements, primarily through the use
of mouse-based graphics. PERFORM is an optional scheduling step that
establishes the "stimulus-response" behavior of the system, that is, the
connection between events and actions. EXECUTE, as the name implies,
makes it all happen. The system is implemented and running, and numer-
ous compositions have been realized with it.

21.5.11 Arctic

Arctic is an experimental language through which Roger Dannenberg is
exploring the applicability of John Backus's funtional programming model
to real-time control problems, such as music [Dannenberg 1984a, Backus
1978a]. Arctic is a declarative rather than a procedural language, meaning
that the programmer of Arctic writes in a kind of algebra of functions, and
Arctic turns this into an executing program.
In Arctic, one declares that functions of time have certain relations,

rather than stipulating a procedure that produces such relations.
Flow of time is made explicit in the language of Arctic, as it is in Music

N, where adjustments due to sampling rate are buried in the implementa-
tion. In event-oriented languages such as 4CED, Moxie, and MUS BOX,
time is represented as successive transitions of state; in function-oriented
languages such as GROOVE and PLA Y, time is represented as a sequential
sampling interval. In both event and functional abstractions, the actual
flow of time is dependent on a clock that is external to the language.
In Arctic, declarations and procedure calls are replaced by prototypes

and instances. A prototype is a declaration of either a computed function or
a stream of input or output data. Instances are created from prototypes by
applying them over particular time intervals. The time assignments (or the
conditions leading to such assignments) are stated explicitly in expressions
of the language. Besides operators to assign and scale instances in time,
there are operations such as addition, multiplication, division, and assign-
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ment and logical operations that can be applied to functions. However,
these operations apply to entire functions, not, as in GROOVE, to the
current sample from each function. Variables exist, but they do not store
state information; they are merely used as pointers to instances that are
external to a particular program module.
The trouble with Arctic is that it is close enough to a regular program-

ming language in its syntax that one becomes lulled into thinking it ought
to act like one, but the semantics are quite unusual, as all operations relate
to manipulating functions. Dannenberg has been experimenting with a
non-real-time interpreted prototype version of this language. This allows
the assumption that all inputs and outputs are fixed when a program is
begun. A separate facility is provided for graphic construction of proto-
types that are modeled as piecewise linear time functions.
He expects that the program can be made to operate in real-time by time-

division multiplexing a processor among concurrent instances. or by using
small-grained multiprocessing architectures to the same effect. One sus-
pects that the underlying implementation of Arctic may resemble GROOVE
and Music IV to some extent, since there will then be the necessity of
discretizing the time functions and providing an execution tree for succes-
sive moments of time, which is basically what GROOVE and Music IV do.

21.5.12 PLA

PLA is arguably the most thoroughly implemented programming language
for music in existence [Schottstaedt 1983a]. PLA is described in another
chapter by Schottstaedt, so r shall merely comment upon it here. It started
out as a language interpreter written in SAIL, a baroque dialect of Algol
[Reiser 1976a]. PLA gradually came to incorporate not only the entire
SAIL language, but formidable extensions to SAIL as well, all within an
interpreted system. Important language models for PLA included SCORE,
MUSBOX, SAIL, LISP, Zetalisp, and Smalltalk. From SCORE came
PLA's music data notation; MUSBOX provided a model for note-list
parsing and a model of the parallel processing run-time capabilities of
SAIL; LISP provided a good model for processing the lists of SCORE-type
music data, including eval operations; and Small talk and Zetalisp provided
models for object-oriented message passing programming. Schottstaedt
says that the message passing aspect got added not so he couJd remain au
courant with language design so much as because he thought it would be a
good way to manage complexity.
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The management of complexity is an extremely important issue in
machine representations of music. CPN derives its conciseness by connot-
ing much, denoting little. It gives some objective information, but mostly
provides inferences to musicians that key off of their considerable knowl-
edge of the context of the music being represented. Imagine composers
having to write scores such that, in addition to telling the performers what
to play, they had to tell them in explicit detail with what feeling they should
play. Though so-called expert systems research is a hot topic in AI, even the
current state of the art does not yet provide a means of automatically
discovering and representing this kind of informal, covert knowledge.
Every musical rule must be explicitly stated somewhere by a programmer,
and it is not enough just to represent the objective dimensions of music
(such as pitch, rhythm, and loudness).
But even the objective dimensions of music are very taxing of the

representational abilities of even the most robust languages surveyed here.
This is nowhere more evident than how synthesis parameters are handled
in note statements. For instance, SCORE mostly turns one kind of list
(sequential parameter data) into another kind of list (sequential note
statements). ASHTON improved on SCORE's representational efficiency,
but is still mostly an unprogrammable data-entry system. MUS 10 miti-
gated the amount of parameter data that must be passed from score to
instruments by providing so-called Lonly code blocks that allowed an
instrument to interpret the arguments it receives from a note statement,
somewhat the way a musician does. MUSBOX extended this by allowing
instruments to be written within a multiprocessing discipline, allowing
considerable musicianly knowledge to be embedded within the body of the
instruments that interpret the score. PLA carried this a step further with
the introduction of object-oriented programming techniques.
At the core, the ideas underlying message passing and object-oriented

programming are simple: a subroutine not only receives data as arguments,
but also gets an indication as to what subset of its code it is to execute. This
argument is called the message, and the code executed inside the subroutine
as a consequence of its receipt is called the method. A subroutine respond-
ing in this way we call an object. Also, instead of using global variables to
store information that is needed in various parts ofa program, one encap-
sulates these variables and all actions that manipulate them into an object,
the address of which is global. This serves three purposes: (I) it provides an
interlock to keep the variables from being inadvertently or incorrectly
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modified by other routines; (2) it localizes into one place all the operations
on the data and hides implementation details within the object; (3) to efTect
a change, one need only send a concise symbolic message indicating what
needs to be done without worrying about how it will actually be accom-
plished. Hierarchies of objects of increasing sophistication can then be
built up to solve complex problems.

It is easy to see how this strategy extends the concept of modular
programming an extra step, aod tends to break down and hide complexity.
Of course, programs of arbitrary complexity can be written in any reason-
able language. But for linear growth in program complexity there is usually
a nonlinear growth in the difficulty of modifying a program. So as a
program grows, it tends to reach a limit determined by the language, not
the problem. Programming disciplines, like message passing, help to solve
this by factoring complexity into a hierarchical collection of cooperating
objects. However, it is only a discipline; undisciplined programmers can
still wreak havoc.
The other major contribution of PLA is in the development of alterna-

tive representations of scores. Language primitives and libraries of useful
subroutines are supplied from which one can create arbitrary representa-
tions of scores. Schottstaedt has provided a note-list editor, a program
editor, a function-of-time editor, and a pseudo-Cf'N editor.

21.5.13 Player

Player was written by this author in 1983 as a platform for music language
research. Its heritage is MUS BOX, SCORE, PLA, and Music N [Loy
1986a]. There were a number of goals to be accomplished in its design .

• Portability: The implementation language of Player is the C program-
ming language, a modern, high-level language [Kernighan I978a]. A major
goal of the C language was to achieve machine independence as a part of
the language design. As a result, wherever there is a C compiler for a
machine, Player can run on it too. This bypasses the problem faced, e.g., by
PLA that it is implemented in a non portable language, and cannot easily
migrate to more modern (less expensive and more powerful) computers as
they become available .

. Familiarity: Player is a strict superset of the C language, so programmers
familiar with C can learn to program quickly in Player.
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• Tight integration with UNIX: The UNIX operating system is almost
entirely written in C, and is widely available. Tt is an excellent program
development environment, and programs written in Player can cooperate
with the large base of other programs for musical applications available for
UNIX [Moore 1985a].

• Real-time: As a timesharing operating system, UNIX is unsuitable for
real-time applications. In order to run in real time, Player programs must
be able to run stand alone on dedicated microprocessors. Player has
libraries of runtime routines that allow it to operate without benefit of
UNIX support.

• Fast execution: Speed of execution helps guarantee timely response to
input events, and allows complex operations to be performed in realtime.
C's portability is not at the expense of its speed. It compiles directly into
native machine instructions, and so, therefore, do Player programs.

• Music representation: Player borrows from several other languages, no-
tably PLA and SCORE, for its music data types, though it regularizes and
extends them somewhat. Tools are provided for programmers to define
arbitrary music representations, and to provide easy conversion between
them.

o Player implements a pseudo process discipline similar to MUSBOX. As
there is no support in the C language for so-called "lightweight" processes,
this had to be added. Doing so without requiring access to the computer's
subroutine stack frame has maintained Player's portability, but makes its
process discipline somewhat resemble Moxie's .

• Time flow: Player implements Curtis Abbott's intervention scheduling
method of process synchronization. Processes can synchronize their execu-
tion based on external events, actions of other processes, or the lapse of a
time interval.

Player has music data types and libraries of supporting routines for
graphic and textual representation of common practice notation. The
language itself is by no means limited to this, but provides basic CPN data
types as a basis from which to develop others. The specification shown
below outlines a hierarchical music data structure very close to CPN, which
can be cast in terms of either a page of music graphics or a textual
representation. This chart is in BNF (Backus-Nauer form), which defines
items on the left of a colon as one or more things on the right. This dialect
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of BNF is from a compiler-cimpiler language called Yacc [Johnson
1975a]. A compiler-compiler is a language for implementing computer
languages. The Portable C Compiler was written in Yacc, for instance
[Johnson 1978a, Johnson 1975a].

A piece is defined as systems, which in turn are defined as one or more
system. A system in turn is defined as a collection of slaves, and slaves are
defined as one or more stofflines. The symbol ":" separates the thing being
defined from its definition, the" I" symbol means "or," and H;" terminates
the definition. The way to define things as "one or more of" something in
Yacc is to define the something in terms of some other thing, or itself
followed by some other thing. For instance, slaves: staffline I slaves staffline
says that staves can be either a staffline or staves followed by a staff/hie. So
staves is a way of accumulating sequential staffiines.

For clarity, I have included only the most general parts of the specifica-
tion. The symbols that are not defined here, i.e., that do not appear at all in
the left hand column, are given in CAPITALS.

piece
systems
system
staves
staffline
staff
voice..list
directive
statement
assignment
proc-call
value.i.list
voicer items
voice.ritem

note.Jist
note
notec.items
note.Jtem
notc.ielcments

: systems
: system I systems system;
: staves;
: staffline I staves staffline ;
: staff I directive;
: voice.Jist voice..iterns ;
: SYM BOL I voice.Jist ;
: statement;
: ARITHMETIC I assignment I procc.call ;
: SYMBOL = value..Jist ;
: SYMBOL (ARGS);
: VALUE I value-list, VALUE;
: voice.Litem I voice..items voicc..item ;
: note-list I MEASURE I BEGIN_SLUR
I END_SLUR I BEGIN_MOTIVE I END_MOTIVE;
: note I note.Tist note;
: note..items ,
: note.Jtem I notc Ttems notecitem ,
: /* empty */1 note-elements;
: notecelement I note-elements NOTE_ELEMENT;
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!hi.s .form establishes the connection between an entire piece and the
l~dlvlduaI1l0Ie_elements of which it is composed. This particular form is
biased toward textual representation.
The kinds of note-elements built in to Player include Notes, Rhythms,

Exprs (arithmetic expressions), and Strings. Facilities are provided to
create arbitrary note.selements, such as rnicrotonal scales. The format of
note.selements is likewise defined in BNF. For instance, the textual nota-
tion for chromatic pitch:

pitch

pitchc.class
acc..list
accidental
octave
reLoctave
plus-list
minus .Jist
directive
key_signa ture

: pi tch.iclass
I pitch.iclass ace-list
I pitch.iclass ace.Jist octave
I pitch.iclass octave
I directive;

:alblcldlelflglr;
: acc..Jist accidental I accidental;
: n I f Is;
: NUMBER I rel i octave ;
: plusc.list I minus-list;
: + I plusc.list + ;
: ~ I minusc.list - ;
: keyc.signature I timex.signature I metronomec.mark ;
: K NUMBER s I K NUMBER f ,

Examples of pitches include 04 (A440), cs7 (C sharp in the seventh piano
octave), eJJ(E double-flat),jn (F natural), and b - - (B two octaves below
last pitch). Key signatures can be given: K3s is the key of A-major/F-sharp-
minor. Notes affected by signature can be overridden by accidentals, which
hold until the end of a bar-line. Rhythmic values are slightly generalized
from SCORE. The relationship between a number, N, and a duration in
seconds is 41N. Thus, the rhythmic value of a quarternote is represented by
the number 4, which equals one second duration at MM = 60. Appended
dots increase a duration recursively by 1/2 of its previous value for each dot
appended. There is a fractional format where one can replace the numer-
ator of 41N with XI N, which allows any compound rhythm. For example,
a quarter tied to a sixteenth is five sixteenths tied, expressed as 5j16.
Rhythmic values can be formed into expressions: 4. + 15/16 + 12.
The Player language system consists of a Player program recognizer,

written in Yacc, and a package of run-time routines that implement the
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music data structures and the scheduling paradigm. The Player program
recognizer reads Player source programs and translates Player constructs
into equivalent C language statements. The resulting C program is com-
piled normally and linked with the run-time library routines. The result is
an executable program.
In the following code example, we have a Player (which is Player's

equivalent of PLA's Voice declaration and MUSBOX's Instrument dec-
laration) that does a melodic/rhythmic interpolation between two motives.
In this case, the two motives being interpolated are a three-note phrase and
its retrograde. Over the course of24 seconds, the rhythmic phrase (164. 8)
will gradually become {8 4. 16}, and the pitch sequence {c3 ef3 c4} will
become {c4 ef3 c3}. This example is given in the spirit of Max Mathews'
experiments in melodic transformation discussed in the section on com-
positional algorithms.

# define interp (f,p,q) ((f).(q) + (1.0 - (f)).(p))
# define rhy "164. 8"
# define mel "c3 ef4 c4"
Player retrophrase (0, 24)(

int now = Norm.Hme (Self);
P4 = interp (now, Rhythms (rhy), Rhythms (Retrograde (rhy)));
PS = interp (now, Pitches (mel), Pitches (Retrograde (mel)));
WaiLuntil (P2 = Ahs-time (Self) + P4);

The macro interp implements linear interpolation. This is like a pan-pot
wherefis he "knob" and p and q are the inputs. The output is their sum
weighted from p to q asftraverses the interval [0,1).

Player retrophrase is instantiated from time 0 for 24 sec duration.
The melodic retrograde will take place once over its lifetime. The state-
ment Normc.tirne (Self) is a Player system routine that returns a value
that goes from 0 to I as Player retrophrase progresses from 0 to 24 sec.
(Normctime provides time evaluation equivalent in function to the implicit
unit-interval duration parameter of Arctic.) (The argument Self means
compute the value for the current Player. It is possible to get the value
for any other Player by the appropriate substitution for Self.) The value
from Norm.i.time is assigned to now, and is used as the "knob" on the
melodic pan-pot. P4 is assigned successive rhythmic durations while P5
receives pitches. The macro interp receives as arguments the value now, an
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element from the cyclic list of rhythms being evaluated by the Rhythms
~outl~e, and the retrograde of this same cyclic list. The interpolated rhythm
IS assigned to P4. The same method is applied to the cyclic lists of pitches
being evaluated by the Pitches routine, and its retrograde. The interpolated
pitch is assigned to PS.
Finally, the time to rerun this Player is determined. Absc.rime returns the

current value of absolute time (either simulated time or realtime depending
on whether this is being run under timesharing or on a dedicated micro-
processor.) P2 is assigned the value of the current absolute time plus the
duration of the note just interpolated in P4. The result is passed as an
argument to the routine Wait.iuntil, which will cause the-next execution of
this Player to "wait until" the computed future time.
Another facility provides for a Player to wait on a condition or event,

instead of the lapse of a time interval. Wait~for is a routine that takes as its
argument the address of a subroutine that will return a nonzero value if the
condition of interest has occurred. The address of the subroutine is given to
the Player scheduler, which polls it at specifiable intervals. If the sub-
routine returns true, each Player that invoked it with Wait_for is scheduled
to run immediately. A Player may call both Wait-until and Wait-for to
make a deadline such that the Player gets called if the event does not occur
within a certain period. All of Player's tokens for music representation are
lexically different, allowing them to be mixed into the same cyclic list.
Player came out of the same milieu as PLA, and did some explicit

borrowing from PLA, MUSBOX, and SCORE. In comparing it to these
antecedents, PLA is interpreted, and written in SAIL, a non portable
language, and is primarily useful as a way of generating, editing, and rep-
resenting scores in a timesharing context. Player is compiled, and written
in C, an efficient, portable language. This makes Player useful in realtime
microcomputer systems for the control of musical performance and inter-
active composition. Because it is a strict superset of C, it does not imple-
ment a true process discipline. So it has less room to manouver than do
PLA and Formes in process modeling. On the other hand, sticking with C
means it is easy to port to any processor with a C compiler. Real-time
versions exist for various dedicated microprocessors with and without
floating point support. Player was taken by R. Rowe and O. Koechlin as
the basis of their 4XY language for controlling the 4X synthesizer at
IRCAM [Favreau 1986a], and by Rick Bidlack at UCSD for his CIRCE
system.
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One limitation of both Player and PLA is that-to a certain extent-
they are trying to do with SAIL and C what ought to be done with
languages more properly capable of handling the complexity of the mate-
rial with which they must deal. In particular, neither applies a model for
organizing and controlling the operation of large sets of communicating
parallel processes. While this provides great flexibility, it also requires a
composer to take on this nontrivial responsibility. The next language,
Formes, provides a more structured approach to this problem.

21.5.14 Formes

As discussed at the end of the section on CHANT, the synthesis-by-rule
approach to modeling the singing voice eventually led to the situation
where the synthesis technique was well developed, but the task of elaborat-
ing the rules for its control was becoming increasingly more difficult. This
was for the reasons discussed in the section on PLA, that most general-
purpose programming languages asymptotically approach a saturation
level of complexity where the difficulty of further changes in a program
precludes their continued elaboration. When this situation was faced by the
CHANT group, it was realized that they must address the complexity
problem at its roots [Rodet 1984b, Cointe 1983a]. Because of these origins,
Formes is an example of a system that is not a top-down design, a pattern
that is familiar in many other applications of artificial intelligence.
Formes has the advantage over PLA of being written in a language that

directly implements message passing and inheritance, VLISP [Chailloux
1978a]. The main goal of the language is the isolation and production of
models of musical knowledge. The emphasis is on models that are relevant
to CHANT synthesis, which means the main task is the generation of time
functions.
The framework provided by Formes consists of a time-ordered, genea-

logical hierarchy of program objects. The objects are connected to the tree
through parents, siblings, and children. Higher layers of the tree corre-
spond to more abstract rules of synthesis. For instance, at the bottom
might be objects that determine synthesis parameters, such as fundamental
pitch, and placement and bandwidth of formants, glissando, and voicing.
Above them might come objects relating to fine-grained modeling of
performance, such as vibrato and articulation. Above this might come
objects that control vocal style, etc. Levels above this might relate to
compositional rules, etc.
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On each tick of a software clock, the tree of objects is evaluated. Tbe
Formes scheduler may modify this tree based on criteria of timing, hier-
archy, and certain precedence rules relating to the production of ligatures
between notes of a score. Each tree traversal results in one set of synthesis
parameters being passed to the CHANT program.
The following example of a program written in Formes, derived from

[Cointe 1985aJ, illustrates a compositional technique of Jean-Baptiste
Barriere in his composition Cbreode, written in 1983 at IRCAM in Paris. In
this example, Barriere defined a Formes process to realize a damped
sinusoidal function, which would control most of the important parame-
ters of the piece. The function would be offset to the nominal value of the
parameter being controlled, and would then lend its characteristic fluctua-
tion to that parameter.
The chosen function of time is

sin(27rwx - ¢». (I - x)", XE[O, 1],

where tfi is phase, OJ is the number of periods, and ex is the damping factor.
The result is a damped sinusoid. The equivalent definition in VLISP is

(dmd trajectoire (x <X ¢> w)
'(mul
(power (subtract I., (eval x)), «)
(sin (subtract (multiply (multiply Zzr, (eval xl), w), ¢»)))

Barriere wished to use the four geometrical transformations of this
damped sinusoid: prime, retrograde, inverse, and retrograde inverse. The
first step is to define a process that will yield the transformations:

(dp rouge
first-time:
eacb-time:

«setq quantum 0.1))
«setq fl (jrajectoire (if (fmy sens) '(1-tnorm) '(tnorm))
(fmy n) (fmy phase) (fmy np))))

env: (duration 10 sens t n 4. phase nl2 np 7.»

dp stands for "define process." rouge has three components. The label first-
t· d MUSIO' I only code' i.e. it is done once the firstime correspon s to S - '.'

time the process is called. Its action is to set the time bet,ween calls to rou~e
to 0 I 'des a list of local variables and the" default values 10

, sec. en" provt ." ". LISP' n ,'s the. . . t hich means true tn 'pairs. The duration IS 10 sec; sens IS , W . bl. I . not inverted. The varia e sensdamping factor; and phase IS tt 2, meanmg
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determines whether the damped sinusoid is traversed forward or backward
(retrograde). If sens is I (as it is initialized to be), the function is traversed
backward.
Because quantum is set to 0.1, each-time is called at D.l-sec intervals. Its

action is to set global variable fl to the return value of a call to trajectoire.
Doing so fulfills the purpose of this process. The method of obtaining the
value of local environment variables is to apply the operator fmy, so the
expression (fmy phase) evaluates in this example to n/2.
There is an implicit variable in Formes processes called tnorm that

behaves identically to Player's Norm itime routine, in providing a value in
the interval [0, I) that corresponds to the current moment in the life of the
process. The first argument to trajectoire evaluates to '(l-tnorm) if sens is t,
which it is by default. This yields the retrograde form. If sens is nil (LISP for
"not true"), then the first argument to trajectoire is '(Inorm), yielding the
prime form. The rest of the arguments to trajectoire are n, the damping
factor, phase, and np, the number of periods.
We activate rouge with the statement

(rouge 'play),

which produces the retrograde damped sinusoid and deposits it in fl. We
can now make three new instantiations of rouge to yield the remaining
transformations with the statements below. Each new instance of rouge
inherets the state of the previous one. Thus, the first produces the prime
form, the second the inverse, and the third the retrograde inverse.

(send 'rouge 'new 'verte 'env: '(sens nil))
(send 'verse 'new 'jaune 'env: '(phase -n/2))
(send 'jaune 'new 'orange 'env: '(sens I))

rouge receives a message that instructs it to instantiate a new processes
with the name verte. In this new process, the sens variable is changed
to nil (all other variables are inherited unchanged in the new process),
which produces the function in prime form. A similar message is applied to
oerte, with its environment variable phase set to -nI2, which creates the
processjaune, which produces the inversion (since it inherits sense = nil).
Last, jaune is instructed to create orange, which produces the retrograde
inversion.
We see that every process in Formes has a generative potential, one from

which can be derived other genetically related formes. It is in this sense that
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modelsof musical knowledge can be stated and then subjected to struc-
tured elaboration to a higher purpose.
Ofcourse, one can characterize any program-in fact, any algorithm-
asa model of some kind of knowledge. But if the knowledge is not avail-
ableoutside the context of its program, it cannot be built upon. The goal
of Formes is to provide a system that is not just resistant to complexity
saturation,but-as we have seen-is capable of absorbing new knowledge
and relating it to models developed previously. The CHANT group wants
libraries of successful models to be available as starting points for further
exploration.
This requires a higher-level discipline than just object-oriented program-

mingcan solve. The authors of Formes have expressed this discipline as a
numberof rules for programmers.

, Generality-models must be dependent as little as possible upon such
thingsas programming language and synthesis technique.
· Universality-models should be conveyed using universal concepts.

• Compatibility-models must be easy to integrate with each other.

• Hierarchy-complex rules should be developed from simpler ones.

• Derivability-models must be able to inherit attributes from each other.

· Ease-the bottom line and consequence of the above criteria is that the

resultingsystem must be easy to use.

At this point, Formes itself seems to fall down on the generality criterion,
at least as far as its forms of output, since it is so far totally devoted to
CHANT synthesis. It has succeeded quite well on the criterion ofhierarchy.
Ordinarily,when using systems like Music N with a composition language
like PLA, there is a weak link in the expressivity of the rules of musical
performance, because the tendency is to push all synthesis-related issues
intoMusic N and all composition-related issues into PLA, leaving perfor-
mance interpretation as an orphan in the middle. The CHANT-Formes
axismakes possible a smooth continuum from the most basic issues of syn-
thesis, through the regions of performance practice, and on to the higher
realmsof compositional algorithms. This also means that Formes is not a
synthesis-independent programming discipline, but assumes that the out-
put is for CHANT. One could use it with some other synthesis technique
that can be similarly driven by time functions, but it would be beyond its
SCopeto use it to drive event-oriented systems.



21.6 Automatic Composition Generating Systems

Systems in this section can be divided into three groups. A generative
system can be an automaton-s-e. program that provides a built-in model of
the compositional process that is sufficiently detailed that it can produce
compositions with little or no guidance from the user. Or it may be a
toolkit-a set of operations embedded within a programming language
with no supplied generative algorithm, but with tbe expectation that one is
to be provided by the composer/programmer. Or, it may be an amanuensis
-3 programming language that provides a generative algorithm along
with means of modifying or replacing the built-in techniques.

Koenig's Project r and Project II obviously belong in this section, but
their brief discussion earlier in this chapter will have to suffice.

21.6.1 MUSICOMP

The granddaddy of all programming systems for automatic music genera-
tion is MUSTCOMP, written in the late 1950s and early 1960s by Robert
Baker and Lejaren Hiller [Hiller I966a, Hiller 1970a]. (Another system by
the same name, which appears to have had nothing to do with Baker's
work, was developed by the National Research Council of Canada in the
early 1970s [Tanner 1972a].) Hiller used this system to produce several
compositions which followed along the lines established by his IlIiac Suite
[Hiller I964a].

MUSrCOMP consisted of a collection of !Iliac machine-language (and
perhaps FORTRAN) subroutines. Again, we see the familiar generator/
modifier/selector approach at work that we saw in the discussion of Hiller
and Isaacson's work in the section on compositional algorithms.
Generation was provided by a core of stochastic procedures for devel-

oping melodic and rhythmic figures, such as uniform random selection,
weighted selection, and Markov-chain techniques. Modification techniques
included facilities for serial manipulations, such as the four geometric
transforms and certain kinds of permutations. Selection rules included
some derived from his work of encoding common-practice melodic/
harmonic usages. Musical material was stratified into hierarchies of
phrases, sections, and works.
This system was a toolkit, in that a composer working with this system

was expected to supply a program that would thread the subroutines
together in an appropriate way for the composition being programmed.
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Any additional capabilities of the resulting program had to be supplied by
the composer/programmer. The author's expectations were that as the
system was used, additional routines would be accumulated, and if well
integrated, would allow the system to grow. Their work has continued
along the same lines, though one gathers that the initial framework of
MUSICOMP has been left behind [Hiller 1970a].

21.6.2 POD

POD, like SSSP, represents a unique approach to structuring composition
thai is useful for this discussion. The POD system is a suite of programs
developed by Barry Truax at Simon Fraser University in Vancouver,
Canada. It is derived from his work at the Institute for Sonology in Utrecht
in the early 1970s [Truax I977aJ. Truax uses standard signal processing
models for sound material, such as FM synthesis [Chowning 1973a] and
granular synthesis. A collection of more-or-less standard synthesis tech-
niques are embedded within a parameterized random selection composi-
tional system. An ostensible aim of the system is to provide a model of
the compositional process much like Koenig's. Recalling the continuum I
proposed, which placed automatic composition on one side and manual
composition on the other, Truax's system covers a broader area of the
continuum than either Projects I or II. POD has the ability to shift the
burden of compositional selection dynamically from Ihe machine to the
user within a certain range, based on the capacity of the composer progres-
sively to assert command through increasing skill and knowledge.
The focus of the compositional process is the specification offunctions of

time that act as moving random selection ranges and density functions for
such parameters as pitch, timbre, vertical density, amplitude, and spatial
location. The specific data for each event within these "tendency masks"
are determined by a Poisson random distribution function. All parameters
come with initial defaults, so that a composer can begin to get aural
feedback on questions of compositional structure very quickly. Contrast
this to Music N, where the compositional process must be built up from
basic operations on signals, a tedious and error-prone procedure. On the
plus side, the user is liberated from laborious precompositional strate-
gising, and is free to concentrate on structural design. Truax justifies his
method as follows: "The POD system incorporates strong, specialized
strategies for both synthesis and composition, hence its limitations and its

369
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potential. These strategies are in recognition of the fact that most composer-
users do not possess the detailed numerical knowledge required to use a
generalized system effectively, and yet they are capable of quickly judging
the well-fonnedness of acoustic results, and learning control strategies to
modify results when the feedback time is sufficiently short. The strong,
specialized program, then, allows the composer to work within a system
already structured at every level in a manner conducive to his activity,
instead of requiring such a structure to be imposed by every user on a basic,
generalized facility" [Truax 1977a].

Strong, specialized programs do allow users to get started quickly, but
usually become stumbling blocks quickly too. Ultimately the aesthetic!
philosophical underpinnings of any specialized approach will channel-
and therefore limit-one's compositional choices unless the system pro-
vides a graceful transition to a more general environment. Granting this,
Truax still maintains that "the use of specialized approaches (where
needed) does not preclude use of more general purpose models for tasks
where they are appropriate, whereas the converse does not seem to me to be
true" [Truax 1987a].

More recently, Truax has described a system for the DMX-IOOO pro-
grammable digital synthesizer [Truax 1985a]. It provides general utilities
for score and sound object specification and editing. The facilities of the
earlier POD system are available as specialized composition programs
whose output can be subsequently manipulated by general utilities [Truax
1985a].

21.6.3 Flavors Band

Christopher Fry has developed two systems for the automatic generation
of improvisatory-style music. Written at the MIT Experimental Music
Studio, his first system is very reminiscent of Koenig's and Truax's work,
but with the difference that the base language is LISP, and the style of the
output is cast in terms of jazz [Fry 1980b].
His later work, Flavors Band, was a toolkit that presented the user with

the means of constructing networks of interacting compositional structur-
ing elements called phrase processors. These are LfSP routines that act
within a processlike discipline and can be linked together. A piece (or a
category of composition) is described by its network and by the data
supplied for is operation. The bottoms of such tree-structured networks are
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usually note generators; above them are phrase modifiers, and phrase
processors at higher levels affect the flow of execution of lower elements.
Again, we see the generate/modify/select method. The fundamental

gene.ratoris the notes processor, which, like its Music N counterpart,
specifies begin time, duration, and pitch. There is a way to attach various
diatonic and chromatic scales and modes to note generators to constrain
theiroutput. It generates one event per note produced.
Some of the phrase modifiers are coerce-into-scale, transpose, harmonize,

and context-mapper. Some of the flow control processors are concat, re-
peat, coerce-time, gate, invert, filter, and merge. One can create arbitrary
phrase processors that resemble the modules of an analog synthesizer. One
can also program any desired phrase processor in LISP.
Working libraries can be constructed of previously made compositional

choices that can be consulted to guide later choices. This is an important
feature because it makes it possible to generate compositions with homo-
morphic identity.

21.6.4 Me

In his 1985 MS thesis, Daniel Scheidt presented prototype elements of
a generative system for music composition [Scheidt 1985a]. His abstract
describes the work as "The design and implementation of a software pack-
age capable of generating original music compositions. The system's com-
positional model is based on feedback-driven parallel processes which
cooperatively interact toward the creation of coherent musical structures.
The feedback mechanism is based on an analysis/synthesis paradigm in
which domain-specific algorithms are applied to distinct musical com-
ponents. The system allows the user/composer to supply initial musical
information which is used by the generative processes as the basis of a
composition. The compositional model provided can be extended through
the addition of new analysis/synthesis routines and processes in order to
meet the goals of a wide range of compositional approaches." Scheidt
states that the long-range goal of this work is the development of a
composer's apprentice (or amanuensis, in terms of the definition given
above), that is, a program that is capable of learning musical skills through
observing and analyzing the behavior of musicians and composers. It is not
clear that this is a system that learns, because-for one thing-new rules of
analysis and synthesis are not abstracted by the process. It does adapt, but
only on the basis of precoded rules. But Scheidt has succeeded in imple-
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menting an interesting analysis/synthesis paradigm, putting
produced music into the compositional loop as a model.

human-

21.6.5 Musamaton Revisited

As synthesizers and personal computers become more affordable, and their
interconnection with MIDI has become possible, a market has opened up
for software to control this new resource. Software developers initially
focused on supplying backward-looking tools that were typically built upon
such stock metaphors as the multitrack tape recorder into which one could
record performances and then play them back. Ideas reminiscent of the old
analog sequencer were also in evidence. Shortly. facilities for editing MIDI
data became available, and "voice librarians"-programs that facilitate
adjusting acoustical parameters controlling synthesis-e-began to appear.
It was only later that vendors and their public began to realize the

algorithmic compositional possibilities inherent in this combination of
hardware. Commercial software began to appear that combined the
performance capabilities of systems like GROOVE with compositional
algorithms like Flavors Band and MC to produce working, affordable
versions of performance/composition processing systems reminiscent of
Joseph Schillinger's prophetic idea of the Musamaton.
Laurie Spiegel's Music Mouse is an early example of this genre. Her pro-

gram provides a fixed palette of prototypical rhythmic structures, scales,
and modes, which the operator can combine and traverse linearly, using a
track-ball or mouse pointing device. When played polyphonically, the
result is vaguely reminiscent oifauxbourdon. The pointing device controls
the location of points of intersection of the x and y axis, which are used to
control pitch and tempo, respectively. This can be compared to the com-
positional algorithms described in [Mathews 1965a], where prototypical
continuous functions of time are quantized in pitch and discretized in time
by a class of other functions controlling scale and rhythm in order to
achieve a class of related melodies. Spiegel was an active member of
Mathews's GROOVE project in the early 1970s, so this should not be
surprising.

Other examples of this genre are M by Joel Chadabe and Jam Factory,
written by David Zicarelli, [Zicarelli 1986a]. Jam Factory somewhat resem-
bles Me, as it implements a performance analysis/synthesis loop, but Jam
Factory's paradigm is based on Markov-chain techniques. A player's per-
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formance is captured and analyzed into first-order through fourth-order
Markov transition tables. The Markov order number is a measure of how
many preceding notes of the captured performance are considered in de-
ducing the probability of the next note. It is unlike MC in that it does not
implement a programming language interface; thus it is mostly a com-
posing automation.

2\.7 Availability

It is remarkable how few of the languages and systems documented above
are generally available. Some of the early work is obsolete because the
computer systems employed no longer exist. This is the fate ofMUSICOMP
and GROOVE. Competition from other languages has done in some of
them: the Music IV and Music V programs have been largely supplanted by
their variants, such as cmusic. Because of the availability of the Systems
Concepts synthesizer, perhaps M US I°was not considered worth the effort
to port from the SAIL DEC PDP-10, where it was written, to the subse-
quent Foonly computer now used by CCRMA. Languages such as PLAY
have presumably evolved beyond their original specifications and no long-
er exist in their documented forms. Many languages become dead tongues
when their implementors move on to other places or projects and cease
supporting them. This has been the fate of MUSBOX. In some cases,
special languages or equipment form the basis of a system, which makes
them generally unavailable. FMX is useless unless you have an ASP-like-
wise 4XY, unless you have a 4X. This is also the trouble with PLA, since it
is written in SAIL, which is itself a wonderful, though terminally ill,
language being kept alive by the Herculean efforts of Bill Schottstaedt. In
other cases, the synthesizers the languages were writt;n for have become
obsolete, which is the fate of GROOVE, PLA Y, 4CED, and Buxton'sSSSP
software. (But see [Free 1986a] for a discussion of their attempts to revive
Buxton's work for more modern architectures.)

Of the languages in existence at the publication time of this article, Moxie
and Moxc are generally available, as is Player, HMSL, and FORMULA
(written in FORTH). FORMES, with versions written in VLISP and
LeLisp, is easily ported, and versions of CHANT exist in FORTRAN,
SAIL, C, and also for various array processors, synthesizers, and DSP
boards. Other systems that are available in theory include Truax's POD
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systems, Smith's SCORE (written in FORTRAN F4), ASHTON (likewise
in FORTRAN), Moore's cmusic, and Vercoe's Csound.

21.8 The Myth of the Composer's Amanuensis

From the foregoing examples. it is evident that we are on the edge of a
historically important new domain of music-making. stimulated by the
economics and availability of home computers and synthesizers. This
subject warrants careful attention because of its potential significance to
music. The projected scope and importance of this new technology on
music can be gauged by recalling the impact of the previous technological
revolution of comparable magnitude: the introduction of recording.
Recording technology had a profound and sustained impact on the

economy of music, and upon musical aesthetics. In almost all areas, record-
ing has come to dominate the music-making process to such an extent that
making records (and more recently, music videos) has become the principal
creative outlet of most musicians. But once made, a recording is the same
forever. If even "perfect" performances wear thin after too many literal
repetitions, lesser performances quickly become utterly unbearable. In
classical recording, only those capable of rendering flawless performances
are commercially successful, regardless of their artistic depth. In popular
music, the Top-40 format evolved to mitigate the deadening effect ofliteral
repetition. Because the recording now stands between the artist and the
listener, record makers-recording engineers and marketing executives-
have become the arbiters of taste, and this responsibility has been lifted
from the hands of both the musicians and the listening public, who are now
coached on what to produce and what to expect, respectively. Live perfor-
mance is now often merely a spectacle staged to promote record sales [Atali
1985a].
A tantalizing analysis of the future is to imagine that the computerj

synthesizer explosion currently in progress will reverse this, putting poten-
tially sophisticated and easy-to-use compositional tools in the hands of
everyone who wants them. My theory is that the lure of reproduction-of
hearing Glenn Gould play the Goldberg Variations for the five hundredth
time-will wain as a cultural magnet when we discover how much fun
making music can be when an intelligent instrument appears capable of
meeting us halfway. r believe it was in a similar spirit that Max Mathews
said, "The intelligent instruments that already exist promise a new age of
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communication in which the attention of musicians can be on their inner
messages. Musicians need not worry as to whether the instrument will be
powerful enough to represent the message. They need not worry whether
they will be virtuosic enough to play the music. These concerns can be left
to the instrument itself [Roads 1985a].
It is very easy to have strong positive or negative feelings about such a

development. For instance, what becomes of virtuosity in such a case-or
even musicianship? As one composer groused, "The next concern that can
be left to these instruments is the synthesis of the very 'inner messages'
themselves, and then we can all let our computers listen to this music while
we go out for a drink" [Anonymous 1986a].
Mathews' words were evidently written in very much the same spirit as

those of Kirnberger in elucidating his musical dice game. "Kirnberger's
Ever-Ready Minuet and Polonaise Composer, is a symptom of 'galant'
trivialization and popularization: the trivialization of music's ancient and
honorable relation to number, and the popularization of the art of com-
position for the sake of a rising generation of middle-class amateurs-two
developments that unmistakably spelled the beginning ofa new age" [Helm
1966a]. As the example of Wurfelspiel shows, this is not the first time that
a radical shift to a broader aesthetic base has taken place. Can it be that
Wurfelspiel was the Jam Factory of its day; that all that has changed is that
the automatons that implement it are microelectronic, rather than
mechanical?
The answer is (with any luck) no. The avenues to music-making have

been broadened by computer technology, not shortened. In fact, the
avenues have been lengthened by virtue of the new domains of knowledge
that are essential to the effective artistic control of this technology.
"What we really want, so we are told, is a musical data-entry system

where composers need know nothing of the machine. But composers are
expected to learn the rudiments of other instruments; why should the
computer be different?" [Schottstaedt 1983a]. With new knowledge comes
new ranges of choice. The thoughtful act of music composition is just as
hard as it ever was. but this should not be daunting. Here is the good news:
"No matter what your level of musical sophistication, you can write a
program to mimic the way you intend to treat given material. Effectively
then, you can ask the computer what your music would be like if you did
such and such. There has never been so powerful an instructor or decision-
making tool for helping you determine which methods have promise and
which do not" [Jaxitron 1985a].

375
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The domain of compositional control has certainly been extended by
computer technology down into the microstructure of sound and up into
the macrostructure of musical composition. However, I believe this survey
demonstrates that no one has yet figured out how to harness this new
expressive power effectively. We observe instead that-research is preoccu-
pied with identifying and refining suitable computable fomalisms for mu-
sic. The easy-to-formalize parts of the problem are at least being addressed,
but there is no particular standardization emerging on how to do even such
basic things as machine representation of common practice music. Even if
these problems are solved, the ultimate task, that of defining what we want
to hear-Mathews' innermessages-will still be up to us, and is decidedly
nonformalistic.
There is no doubt that this technology is already facilitating composing

and music-making. A personal computer with synthesizer and printer is
now quite standard for personal music studios. This means that, in theory,
many of the research topics described in this chapter are now within the
reach of anyone with moderate resources. However, it seems rare to find
either manufacturers with the willingness or musicians with the curiosity to
develop systems of a general enough nature actually to pursue the inherent
musical promise. Evidence of this is the popular MIDI specification, which
implements an extremely normative conception of music [Loy 1985b]. The
need for informed practitioners has never been greater.
Just as the fantasy of a thinking automaton has led the field of AI to

some striking results-but not the production of a thinking automaton-
so the fantasy of the composer's amanuensis has produced some important
knowledge about music, but has not-and probably will not-yield a
viable simplification of the art of composition. Quite the opposite! The fact
that computers can only deal with formal systems is a blessing and a curse.
The curse is that formalization of music is very difficult; attempts to do so
often yield very nonnative conceptions of music. The blessing is that this
approach to music can be the liberation from intellectual constraints of all
kinds, and can serve to awaken the voice of the Muse slumbering in the
midst of all this technology.
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Notes

1. Since we are restricted to positive integers for both inputs and outputs we must use integer
division, which yields a whole-number remainder. E.g., 12 divided by 9 is I with a remainder
of J; 9 divided by 12 is 0 with a remainder of 9.

2
2
For a .l-vowel text there are 3 possible one-note "melodies," for a two-vowel text there are

3 melodies of two notes, and for an N-vowel text there are 3N melodies. Thus, the number of
possible melodies grows explosively for longer texts. He takes pain to suggest to anyone who
should feel his system to be too constraining that they expand it by adding another line of
vowels under the notes with a different starting point, effectively doubling the number of
choices!

3. For instance, there is a general avoidance of major and minor triads, use of leading tones,
octave repetition of a pitch, and intervalic repetition; in general, all the trappings of tonal
expectation are to be avoided.

4. Gabor's quantum of information can be thought of as a sample amplitude of a channel
signal ofa phase vocoder, whether the channel be broad or narrow [Dolson 1987a]. A high
resolution in time implies a low resolution in frequency, and a high resolution in frequency
implies a low resolution in time. Ideally, in a properly implemented phase vocoder the sum of
the sampling rates necessary for all channels is equal to the sampling rate necessary for the
signal before it is divided among frequency channels, or after the channels have been
combined to recreate the signal. Ideally, a signal of bandwidth B can be represented by 28
samples per second, whether it is taken as a whole (high time resolution) or properly divided
into a few or many frequency bands (greater frequency resolution). In his original paper,
Gabor cites experimental data of Burk, Kotowski, and Lichte, published in 1935, and of
Shower and Biddulph, published in 1931, which he interprets as indicating that the accuracy
of the joint time and frequency resolution of the ear corresponds to about one sample,
regardless of channel width [pierce 1987aJ.
S. While this is true for the llIiac Suite, it is not necessarily true of Hiller's later collaborations.

6. That is to say, a digital recording.

7. Fidelity is only meaningful in iconic representations.

8. MIDI stands for the Musical Instrument Digital Interface, which is a standard means of
communicating perfonnance parameters among commercial synthesizers.

9. The Nyquist theorem states that one must sample at.a minimum of t~ice the rate of the
highest frequency one desires to capture or reproduce. Since human hearing ranges up to 20
kHz, this implies a rate of better than 40 kHz. In practice, rates both less and more than that
are sometimes used with the expected consequences of enhanced or reduced frequency
response. Lower rates are often used for doing test runs of scores to get the bugs out because
fewer samples per second must be computed.
10. Vercoe's Csound program is not to be confused with a sound file system for UNIX,
likewise called csound, which this author wrote in 1982 [Loy 1982a].

11. A real-time system is one that computes sound samples at-e-or faster tha?-the aU.dio
sampling rate at which they are played back. That is, the compute ratio, the rauo of the lime
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it takes to compute versus the time it takes to play back, is less than J. Music N languages
generally do not run in real time, but store their waveforms on a disk, for later playback in real
time.

12. If anything, one would expect thai chopping up musical material without regard 10 its
underlying metrical structure would produce a very disjointed effect. All the more astonishing
then is the fact that, in his hands, it produces very convincing and coherent musical lines.
Besides his skill, wecan note that the material he cuts up is prerecorded, and therefore contains
characteristic human musical gestures, which serves to rebind the musical fragments. Thus, he
bypasses the problem by imbedding the human touch in the material
J 3. The FOF technique is simply the multiplication of a decaying exponential function by a
sinusoid as described by

s(k) = Ge-~ksin(w<k + f/J),

where w< is the center pulsation, and Cl: controls the -6dB bandwidth of the skirts of the
formant peak. It produces a power spectrum that is very close to a two-pole resonator.

14. The interrupt response time is how long it takes the processor to switch its context to
service the interrupt, it is not to be confused with the service response time, which is the lime
it takes to execute the service code and restore the interrupted context. A typical microproces-
sor will have an interrupt response time in the range ofa few microseconds; of course, service
response lime depends upon the complexity of the response.

15. One can use interrupt prioritizing schemes only as a way to decide the order in which the
events must be serviced, bUI not, e.g., to filter out interrupts.
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Appendix: Description of the Sound Examples on the
Accompanying Compact Disk

This appendix gives short descriptions of the 88 sound examples that
Illustrate the topics discussed in the chapters of this book. For most
chapters. the first examples are technical demonstrations and the last
example is a short excerpt from a piece of music that makes use of the
technology being described.
In order to facilitate location and playing of a particular example, each

has been put on a separate track on the compact disk. In this appendix,
each example is numbered (I through 88) by its track number on the disk.

Chapter 2 (Lansky)

I. Transformations of speed, pitch, and formant frequencies of a short
utterance:

a. An original recording of a female speaker saying "For some time
after I went to bed, I could not sleep." This is taken from a piece of
mine called As it Grew Dark, and is based on a text from Charlotte
Bronte's Jane Eyre. The reader is Hannah MacKay.
b. A straight resynthesis of the speech with no pitch, time, or timbral
alterations. This was done at a 28k sampling rate with 32-pole filters.
The frame rate is 112 frames per second. It is not difficult to notice that
some critical components of the timbre have been lost, but it is worth
noticing that the synthesis does an excellent job of reconstructing the
basic human qualities of the speech.
c. The speech is slowed down and the pitch is raised. The frame rate of
unvoiced segments is, however, held at 112 frames per second. The
formants are unaltered, so the effect is as if the same speaker were

speaking with a higher voice.
d. The speech is transposed down in pitch and played at its original
speed. The formants are unaltered, but notice the peculiar effect on the
resultant timbre from the lower frequency in the excitation function.
There is a kind of high pass effect due to the fact that there is so little
energy being applied to the fundamental.
e. The speech is transposed down in pitch, played at its original speed,
and now the formants are shifted down proportionately. This now
sounds like a different speaker, while example (d) sounded like the
same speaker with a sore throat. Here there is more energy being
applied in the region of the fundamental, and it sounds like a healthier,

although probably larger, individual.
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f. The speech is transposed up, speeded up, and the formants are also
shifted up proportionately. The results are as expected.
g. The synthesis is at the original speed with no tim bra Ialteration, but
the pitch contours are turned upside down, effectively changing the
inflected meaning of the speech, albeit in mysterious ways.
h. An arbitrary manipulation of the pitch contours. Different
segments are transposed and altered in different ways. Equally
mysterious.
i. A flat pitch contour, not based on the pitch of the original, is
applied. Note the machinelike quality of the result.
j. The timbre and pitch are shifted down linearly over the duration of
the segment as if the original speaker were changing size and gender as
she/he spoke.

2. Transformations of a short utterance as used in a musical example:

a. A segment of the poem Wasting, by Richard Kostelanetz, read by
the poet. "On my 25th birthday I was 81 inches high, and weighed 333
pounds."
b. A resynthesis of this segment from a setting of the entire poem that
J did with two of my students, Brad Garton and Andrew Milburn.
Here formant shifting and time alteration are used to make the voice
of the speaker reflect the physical facts of his self-description. A
generous dose of reverberation is added to heighten the effect.
c. Another segment of this composition in which an electric guitar is
used as the excitation function, rather than a pulselike signal, to
personify the musical predilections of the subject's late teen years. The
guitarist is Steven Mackey. This is a powerful extension of LPC. The
composer Tracy Peterson has made extensive use of this technique.

3. A segment of movement 1 of my Six Fantasies on a Poem by Thomas
Campion: Here the speech is slowed down somewhat and combined in
three transpositions to project an intensified version of the pitch contours
of the speech. The idea was to confuse the image of an individual speaking
to get the listener to notice the pitch contours of the speech to a greater
extent. (The entire composition is available on Composer's Recordings Inc.
SO-456.)

4. A segment of movement 4 of the Fantasies: The desired effect is the
synthesis of a chorallike texture. The pitches are not based on those of the
original. In order to overcome the machinelike quality that is often a result
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oflhismethod of synthesis because it is not based on a manipulation of the
originalpitch contours, I made extensive use of flanging and choir-tone

synthesis.
5. A segment of movement 5 of the Fantasies: Percussive sounds are made
byrecycling unvoiced segments through banks of comb·fiIters. Most of the
signalheard here is the 'ch' sound from the word "cheek'd."
6. Excerpt from movement 2 of my composition Folk Images: The piece in
thissegment is one of a set of five folk song settings, using violin synthesis.
Here the tune is actually created by shifting the formants of an over-
specifiedanalysis ofa high violin note. Since most of the original signal was
much lower in pitch, and J did not decrease the number of poles for this
segment, the poles here fell on the harmonics of the note rather than on its
formants. The tune in this case is therefore actually created by using a single
inputpitch and shifting its formants/harmonics according to modifications
of amplitude and frequency contours taken from another segment of the

analysis.
7. A segment of my composition Idle Chatter: Randomlike distributions of
small speech fragments overlay a choral sound created by a high- density
recycling of similar small segments. The various flavors of percussive
sounds are created by placing different kinds of lowpass filters and enve-
lopes on a wide variety of synthesized fragments, while also shifting the
formantsof many of them. The entire composition is available on aWergo

compact disk, number 2010-50.

Chapter 3 (Dodge)
8. Recording of the poem for the fourth song, "The days are ahead," as
readby the composer and recorded onto analog tape. The text is

The days are ahead.
1,926,346to 1,926,345.
Later the nights will catch up.

9. Repeated syntheses of the opening of the poem at different speeds.

10. "The days are ahead" synthesized with an edited pitch contour. Here
the words, edited from the same analysis of the original recording as that
used for Sound Example 2, are set with a melody composed of a new

musical pitch for every syllable of the text.
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II. Interpolation applied to fundamental frequency of speech. Here, after
specifying the beginning and ending frames of the segment to be altered,
a program is invoked to interpolate between the frequencies of the initial
and final frames. The sound of this alteration heard extensively in the
middle of the fourth song where glissandoing voices counting the numbers
in the text follow each other up and down. This example displays three
different glissandi, each with a different timing and interval span. The
first glissando sounds twice and the second and third glissandi three times
each.

12. Several syntheses played together to create a chorus of a desired
density.

13. The entire speech song "The days are ahead." It consists ofa variety of
textures from a single synthetic voice to choruses of up to six synthetic
voices. (All the vocal sounds are synthetic, even those that sound simply
spoken.) The segments for the song were computed separately and recorded
onto analog tape. The composition was assembled by splicing together the
analog tape. As indicated above, all the mixing was done in digital form on
the computer disk.

Chapter 4 (Bennett and Rodet)

14. The concluding phrase of the madrigal "Moro lasso" by Carlo
Gesualdo from the Libro sesto dei madrigali ... (161 I) sung by five different
voices.

15. A short vocalise sung successively by bass, tenor, countertenor, alto,
and soprano voices.

16. A short group of examples beginning with the raw synthesis and
adding successively attack and decay, vibrato and fluctuation of the funda-
mental frequency.

17. Three short examples to show the relation between perceived loudness,
spectral tilt, and vibrato.

18. Two short examples to show the effect of legato phrasing.

19. An excerpi from the Queen of the Night's aria "Der Holle Rache kocht
in meinem Herzen" from The Magic Flute by W. A. Mozart.

20. An excerpt from Winter (1980) by G. Bennett illustrating the use of
CHANT for nonvocal sounds.
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!:A \~A \~A I~A \~A \~A l

IJ In! \J \J \J Inl Al At At At At At At
Flgure At
Twowaysto locate syllable boundaries: (top) wrong segmentation and (bottom) correct

segmemanon.

Chapter5 (Sundberg)

21. LA: a, fa, fa, fa, etc., sung in a triad pattern pitches. In (2Ia) the pitch
is changed during the end of the previous vowel. In (2 Ib) the pitch changes
afterthe end of the previous vowel (during /If), which is better.
22. Vowel qualities and consonant durations: A short melody sung with
thesound l a. In (22a) the vowels are all the long /a:1 and the consonants /1/
havethe same durations. In (22b) the stressed notes are sung with the long
vowel/a:1and the unstressed vowels with the short vowel [z]; these vowels
havedifferent formant frequencies. In (22c) the vowels are as in (22b); in
add' .ition, the consonant jf has a greater duration after a short vowel and a

lesserduration after a long vowel.
23. Syllable boundaries: In the previous examples the time needed was
taken from the note duration of the following vowel, as in (23a) here,
Illustrated at the top of figure A I. In (23b), illustrated at the bottom of
figureAI, which sounds better the duration of the /1/ is taken from the note
d . 'uratton of the preceding vowel.
24. Crescendos: In (24a) the melody is sung without crescendos or dimin-
uendos. In (24b) the intensity is increased according to chord rules previ-
ously enunciated, so that intensity increases as harmonically charged
chords are approached and decreases as less harmonically charged chords
are approached. This sounds too neutral. In (24e) the crescendos and
diminuendosare increased 500/0. This sounds better, but not good enough.
As in (24d), the spectrum should change during a crescendo, the higher

overtones gaining more than the lower overtones as the sound level is
increased. Finally, in (24e) , vibrato is used to fuse or concentrate the
overtones. The amplitude of the vibrato increases with intensity.
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Emphasis of sixth partial by the second and third formants.

25. Coloratura: Tn the coloratura passage of (25a) an exercise is sung
without special coloratura rules. This is inadequate. Tn (25b) the funda-
mental frequency is one semi tone flat at the beginning of each note and one
semi tone sharp at the middle of each note, as shown in figure 5.5. This
sounds better, but the singer is flat at the peaks of the coloratura sequence.
In (25c) the fundamental frequency is made almost two semi tones sharp at
the middle of the peaks of the coloratura passage. This sounds quite
acceptable, although somewhat energetic.

26. Formants as nags: In (26a) the formants of two singers are used; the
formants of the different singer is used in one vowel, and this is noticeable.
Tn (26b) all the formants were taken from one singer's voice and the effect
is better. In (26c) the vowel /0:/ in mana seems "off track" or aggressive. In
(26d) the formant frequencies have been changed in order to avoid this.

27. Let the formants sing: In sound example (27a) the second and third
formants are very close in frequency, as shown in figure A2 so that they
emphasize the sixth partial. As the tone persists we hear this partial as an
insistent pitch. In (27b) different formant frequencies are emphasized and
playa tune.
Consider the frequencies of the harmonics of a "tonic tone," a second

tone a fifth down from the tonic, and a third tone a fifth up from the tonic.
Among the harmonics of these three tones are all of the pitch frequencies of
the diatonic scale. Tn (27c) Jingle Bells is played by emphasizing harmonics
chosen from three such tones.

28. Synthesis example: In (28a) the Lachrymosa theme from Verdi's Messa
do Requiem has been synthesized using appropriate rules discussed in this
paper. In (28b) the same synthesis is accompanied by a piano.
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29. Another synthesis example: Six vowels sung by 8 choral singers w~re
analyzed with regard to the formant frequencies. Using these formant
frequency values, all these 6 x 8 = 48 vowels were synthesized on the
MUSSE synthesizer and one period from each was stored in a CASIO
digital sampler synthesizer. A small fundamental frequency discrepancy,
ranging from 16 cents for the bass part to 4 cents in the soprano part, was
introduced between the two voices in each part. In order to generate the
particular chorus effect, the fundamental frequency of each individual
voice was individually randomized. Thereby, the random function built
into the sampler was used, although it is far from being realistic.
In sound example 29 this choral sound has been used for the chorus part

in the first movement from Claudio Monteverdi's Maria Vesper from 1610.
The first line is sung by MUSSE as tenor soloist, and in the subsequent
music the choir is sung by the ensemble of eight MUSSE choral singers
performing as a choir on the CASIO sampler synthesizer according to the
recipe mentioned. The orchestra was synthesized by two additional syn-
thesizers. All three synthesizers were synchronized and controlled from a
Macintosh microcomputer in accordance with our performance rules.

Chapter 6 (Chowning)

30. A short example of synthesized female vocal tones in a musical context.

31. These five examples show the importance of small amounts of pitch
fluctuation through the course of a tone:

a. a tone with no pitch change;
b. a tone with random vibrato;
c. a tone with periodic vibrato;
d. a tone with random and periodic vibrato;
e. a tone with random and periodic vibrato and with portamento

during the attack.
32. The importance of the exponents for the overall amplitude A in equa-
tion (3) is shown in the following examples:

a. five tones having overall amplitudes of 1.0, 0.5, 0.25, 0.125, 0.062,

where the exponents are not applied;
b. the same five tones with the exponents showing decreasing vocal

effort;
c. repeat of (b);
d. as in (a) above with the addition of a constant amount. of
reverberation-the changing ratio of the energy of the tone having
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Amplitude envelopes for three formants: solid line, A I; dot-dash line, A2; dotted line, A3.

a constant spectrum relative to the energy of its reverberation strongly
suggests an increase in distance.

33. Naturalness ofa tone is improved when the attack and decay envelopes
applied to the formants are such that the higher the formant, the slower its
initial rate of amplitude increase during the attack and the faster the rate of
decrease during the decay.

a. All three formants rise and fall according to the single envelope, AI
from figure A3.
b. Each formant has its own envelope A I, A2, and A3, respectively,
providing a more natural attack and release.

34. A natural-sounding crescendo depends as well upon independent
envelopes for the three formants.

a. A note of 6 sec duration having a crescendo of a2 = ~.67sec from
equation (4), but where the amplitude envelope of all three formants is
A I as shown in figure A3.
b. Applying the three independent envelopes to the three formants
produces a more natural feeling of increasing vocal effort.

35. The importance of periodic and random vibrato in the perception of
vocal tones is demonstrated by presenting first the fundamental alone, then
by adding the harmonics, and finally by adding first a random and then a
periodic vibrato. It is striking that the tone only "fuses" and becomes a
unitary percept with the addition of the vibrato.

a. a tone at C4;
b. a tone at C4· 5/4;
C. a tone at C4· 3/2;
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d. the sum of the above three examples (a + b + c) where each has an
independent vibrato pattern.

36. A group of sinusoids having belllike envelopes at the attack are con-
tinuously transformed into voices where each of the sinusoids gradually
becomes a fundamental to a set of harmonics while at the same time vibrato
is added.
37. A male vocal tone can be synthesized with a small modification to the
algorithm. The modulating signal is itselffrequency modulated in order to
produce an increase in the number of frequency components in the modu-
lated carriers. An example is presented ofa "basso profondissimo" that has
extremely low formants.
38. A section of "Phone" (1982) by the author that demonstrates the
compositional use of continuous timbral transformations and synthesized
voices.

Chapter 7 (Kendall, Martens, and Decker)

These examples were prepared for presentation over loudspeakers in a
small room with little reverberant sound, such as an average living room.
The loudspeakers ideally should be placed near to ear level with a separa-
tion of 900 relative to the listener. The reproduction will provide the best
results when there are no sound-reflecting surfaces near the speakers or
listener that will return early reflections to the listener from the reproduc-

tion environment.
39. Circular saw: The circular saw is heard before and after computer
processing with spatial reverberation. The saw was recorded in an anechoic
chamber with a single microphone; neither the saw nor the microphone was
moved during the recording process. The recording was then transferred to
the computer and processed to add spatial motion and room ambience. The
first sound presents the original mono recording; the sound image should
be centered between the speakers. The second sound demonstrates the saw
moving rapidly in a large room toward the listener's head.
40. Footsteps: These footsteps were originally recorded by placing a
microphone close to the feet of someone walking in place. Neither the
microphone nor the person changed position. This recording was pro-
cessed to simulate the motion of footsteps climbing up a tall stairwell. The
listener is diagonally oriented to the stairs: the footsteps begin away on one
side, move up and toward the listener, and then turn the corner up away
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toward the top of the stairs. The two versions of this example demonstrate
the simulation of different environments. In the first version the walls have
been covered with drapes and little reverberant sound is heard. In the
second version, the walls are uncovered and made of painted concrete, one
of the "worst-sounding" acoustic reflecting surfaces imaginable. The rever-
beration in the second case sounds like the stairwell of a high-rise apartment.

41. Scene with Sarah swinging: The musical excerpt was composed by
Mickey Hart of the Grateful Dead for a segment of the "Twilight Zone"
television series. In this particular scene, a young girl named Sarah is
observed swinging on a small swingset by the story's main character, a
father whose daughter is critically ill. The father suspects that Sarah is not
an ordinary child; in fact, she is the spirit of a child who died many years
before. As the scene progresses, the father wavers back and forth in his
suspicions about Sarah.
While the original version of the music captured much of the underlying

mood of the scene, we attempted to add an additional dimension to the
music by linking the distance of music from the listener to the father's
wavering uncertainty. We also attempted to capture his sense of doubt by
having the music move in and out of darkness. The darkness was created by
simulating unusually high air absorption, so that distance sounds were
unnaturally dark. We also attempted to capture some of the "unearthly"
quality of the situation by moving the sound in a path that caused extreme
Doppler shifting of wall reflections,

42. Composition in progress by Shawn Decker: This except from the
beginning of "Northern Migrations" by Shawn Decker demonstrates one
creative use of spatial reverberation. This particular section contrasts
sound paths that are clearly circular with paths that undulate.

Chapter 8 (Moore)

All sound examples that accompany this presentation were generated on a
VAX-II /780 computer system in the Computer Audio Research Labora-
tory (CARL) at UCSD's Center for Music Experiment (CME) using the
space unit generator contained in the author's cmusic sound synthesis and
processing program [6, 8]. The cmusic space unit generator is based on the
spatialization model described in this article. In this particular implemen-
tation of the model only direct and first-order reflections from the four
walls of a rectangular room are used to form an early echo response for
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each loudspeaker channel, along with dense reverberation building up only
after about 80 msec.
43. Distance versus loudness: The first set of sound examples briefly
demonstrates the inverse square, inverse cube, and inverse fourth power
"laws" (relationships). Loudness plays an important role in the subjective
interpretation of distance to an auditory event. Each example consists of
four sounds at successively smaller intensities. Tn the first set, the intensity
diminishes at each step by a factor of 6 dB, corresponding to successive
doublings of distance according to the inverse square law of intensity for
direct sounds. In the second set offour sounds, the intensity diminishes by
a factor of9 dB per step, corresponding to successive doublings of distance
according to an "inverse cube law." Tn the third set, a factor of 12 dB per
step (corresponding to an "inverse fourth power law") is heard for com-
parison. At average listening levels and especially for unfamiliar sounds,
the "inverse cube law" (based on halvings of subjective loudness) often
yields the strongest impression of successive doublings (equal ratios or
intervals) of distance. The inverse square law seems to result in successively
smaller intervals of distance, while the "inverse fourth power law" seems to
take larger and larger steps into the distance. The examples consist of

a. four sounds, - 6 dB per step (inverse square law),
b. four sounds, - 9 dB per step (vinvcrse cube law"),
c. four sounds, - 12 dB per step ("inverse fourth power law").

44. Azimuth control: The second set of sound examples demonstrates
control of azimuth (angle on the horizontal plane). These are four basic
cases involving movements among discrete positions versus continuous
motions, and movements along straight-line paths versus movements
along paths that remain at a constant distance from the listener (arcs). In
the first example we hear seven sounds at a sequence of positions moving
from left to right along a straight-line path. In the second example we again
hear seven sounds at a sequence of position moving from left to right along
a curved path that remains a constant distance from the listener (who is
assumed to be in the center of the listening space). In the third example the
sound moves continuously from its starting point on the left to its final
position to the right along a straight-line path. The fourth example demon-
strates continuous motion along a curved path that remains a constant
distance from a listener in the center of the listening space. Notice that, in
accordance with the model, as the sound moves nearer the "hole in the
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wall" represented by the loudspeakers, it becomes slightly louder than
when it is either to the extreme left or right or in the center (straight-ahead)
position. The examples consist of

a. seven discrete positions, constant y (linear path),
b. seven discrete positions, constant distance (arc),
c. continuous path, constant y (linear path),
d. continuous path, constant distance (arc).

45. Distance control: Each of these four sound examples illustrates pro-
gression along a straight line that runs from near left to far right. The first
example consists of the same sound at seven positions starting near the
listener and moving away with amplitudes computed according to the
inverse square law. The second example moves from far to near using the
inverse square law. The third and fourth examples are the same as the first
two except that the inverse cube relation is used to compute amplitudes.
The examples consist of

a. seven discrete positions, near-far (inverse square),
b. seven discrete positions, far-near (inverse square),
c. seven discrete positions, near-far (inverse cube),
d. seven discrete positions, far-near (inverse cube).

46. Azimuth and distance control: We-may combine controls for azimuth
and distance in order to make sounds move along arbitrary paths on the
horizontal plane. The first two sound examples illustrate a sound moving
along a simple elliptical path in front of the listener, starting to the right and
moving with accelerating-then-decelerating speed clockwise around the
ellipse, eventually coming to rest in the starting position. The elliptical
path is centered 5 meters in front of the listener and is 8 meters wide and
6 meters high (as viewed from above). first the inverse square, then the
inverse cube distance relations are heard. Notice the Doppler shift intro-
duced by the doc.delay procedure when the sound moves quickly. The
second pair of examples is similar except that the path surrounds the
listener, starting to the right, then moving clockwise behind. The ellipse in
these two examples is 8 meters wide and t 6 meters high as viewed from
above. The examples consist of

a. continuous ellipse front (inverse square),
b. continuous ellipse front (inverse cube),
c. continuous ellipse (inverse square),
d. continuous ellipse (inverse cube).
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47. A musical example: Sound paths such as those illustrated in the pre-
vious examples provide a powerful tool for musical expression, as illus-
trated by the final example, which is an excerpt of a composition enti-
tled "The Vanity of Words" by UCSD composer Roger Reynolds. In this
composition-which is based entirely on digitally processed spoken and
sung text-sounds are made to move along multiple simultaneous paths,
the shape of which provides a dramatic element in the music. All sound-
path distances in this example were computed according to the inverse cube

relationship.

Chapter 9 (Dolson)

48. Time expansion of speech: The first example presents a traditional use
of time scaling as it might be encountered in the speech-processing com-
munity. A telephone-answering-machine message is heard, first as it was
originally recorded, and then time expanded via the phase vocoder by a
factor of two. Since speech is by no means a simple harmonic signal, this
example provides a good indication of the fidelity of the phase vocoder
under the demanding conditions imposed by real sounds.
49. Time expansion of music: Nevertheless, it may be noted that speech is
monophonic, and also that we may have higher standards for evaluating
the fidelity of purely musical sounds. The second example indicates that the
phase vocoder can be equally successful in time expanding a polyphonic
musical example-in this case, a brief violin passage. Again, the original
recording is heard first, followed by a factor-of-two time expansion.

50. An extreme time expansion: At first, it might seem that a facility such
as this would be most useful for adjusting the fine timing of recorded
musical excerpts. In a compositional context, however, a more compelling
usage turns out to be the generation of new and timbrally rich sonic
material from recorded natural sounds. This is vividly presented here. A
brief flute sforzando is followed by a time expansion of thirty-two times.
The new sound is clearly derived from a flute, yet the connection is unlike

any that we are familiar with.
51. Another extreme time expansion: Another application of extreme time
expansion is presented. The first part is a digitization of a brief solo flute
excerpt from the piece "Transfigured Wind" by UCSD composer Roger
Reynolds. In the actual piece, the soloist plays this passage live, after which
a radically time-expanded version (derived from a prerecorded perfor-
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mance) is echoed on the accompanying tape. The second part of the
example is the extreme time expansion (by a factor of thirty) of the
beginning of the phrase. The effect here can be likened to that of an
"acoustic microscope" in that rapid microvariations in the sound are
expanded in time to the point where they are perceived as audible macro-
variations in the pitch. loudness, and timbre.

52. An extreme pitch transposition: In this example, a familiar flute pas-
sage is presented, first as it was actually recorded, and then transposed
down a factor of four (i.e., two full octaves). The transposition results in a
timbre that is evocative of a woodwind instrument, yet not of any identifi-
able one.
53. Transposing speech: An additional consideration in performing trans-
positions is whether to transpose pitch alone or both pitch and spectral
envelope. The method outlined above yields the latter result by default,
because all harmonics are transposed directly. Hence, an octave transposi-
tion will shift not only the pitch but also any broad peaks or resonances
in the spectrum by a factor of two. In the case of speech, these resonances
(known as "formants") are particularly prominent and perceptually cru-
cial. This is presented here by an upward pitch transposition by a factor of
three, first in the default mode, and then with a built-in correction to
preserve the original spectral envelope shape. While both results have the
same pitch, the latter is clearly the more intelligible.

54. Time-varying time scaling and pitch transposition: All the examples to
this point have been based on the assumption that the time-expansion or
pitch-transposition factor is a constant. However, this is by no means the
only possibility. Example 54 presents the two steps required for applying a
time-varying pitch transposition (i.e., a "glissando") to a speech signal.
First, a time-varying time expansion is applied in conjunction with a time-
varying spectral warping that shifts the formants to progressively lower
and lower frequencies. This warping manifests itself as a changing lntelligi-
bility throughout the first part of the example. The second part of the
example is the desired glissando, created simply by playing back the first
part of the example at a progressively higher and higher sampling rate. (In
practice, we do not have access to variable sample rate DjA converters, so
a time-varying sample-rate conversion is performed instead.)

55. Radical alternations of individual harmonics: Last, as a final example
of the transformational power of the phase vocoder, we consider the
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independent alteration of individual harmonics. Example 55 consists of a
brief recorded flute passage, followed by a fairly radical restructuring of
this passage obtained by time shifting and pitch shifting different individ-
ual harmonics by different amounts. This effect is to be contrasted with
those in the preceding examples in which all harmonics were modified in
the same way. The modification of individual harmonics clearly presents
virtually unlimited musical possibilities, but the painstaking effort required
in specifying the individual variations is currently more than most compo-
sers can reasonably undertake.
56. Sounds as resonators: Whenever we speak into a resonator (e.g.,
shouting into an open piano), we are essentially shaping the spectrum of
our speech according to the spectrum of the resonator. To be more precise,
we are filtering our speech according to the characteristic sound that the
resonator itself would produce if excited by a single acoustical impulse. In
practice, we can simulate this state of affairs by taking any two musical
sounds and using a short-time Fourier analysis-synthesis technique to
weight dynamically the spectrum of one sound by that of the other.
Example 56 presents this effect. A recorded speech excerpt is spectrally
shaped by a brief toy-piano sound to produce a result somewhat akin to
talking into the piano. (In the example, a few words of the original speech
are followed by the toy-piano sound and then by the combination of the
two.) This example was created by UCSD composer Lee Ray, working
with a recording of a lecture by John Cage. A more complete presentation
of the "sounds as resonators" concept is contained in [3].

Chapter 10 (Wawrzynek)

The sounds you hear on the recording were all generated in real-time using
VLSTsound-synthesis chips containing UPEs. The hardware comprises a
MIDI keyboard, a computer workstation, and a board containing inter-
face electronics and the VLSI sound-synthesis chips. A keyboard is used to
control the sounds: When a key is pressed or some other control informa-
tion is sent from the keyboard, the computer converts the information into
coefficients that are then sent to the chips. Outputs from the keyboard may
be stored by the computer and modified for later playback.
5? Fanciful marimba: Although duplicating the sounds of acoustic musi-
cal instruments is not our ultimate goal, it is our starting point. Simulation
of existing musical instruments provides a means to validate the flexibility
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and controllability of our sound-synthesis technique. Also, we can generate
many new sounds as simple extrapolations of the models of physical
instruments. This sound is that of a fanciful marimba. We have developed
control parameters for a marimba model that not only cover the range of
a standard four octave marimba, but also scale over the entire range of a
seven-octave piano keyboard .

...--
58. Primitive sounds: This sample demonstrates the two classes of sounds
that we have modeled: struck and blown. We have chosen simple objects
that make these sounds-bars, strings, and pipes-and have duplicated
their sounds. The first example is a synthesis of a struck aluminum bar.
The bar was struck with moderate force, in its center, with a hard rubber
mallet. Our analysis of the physical bar indicated many strong normal
modes of oscillation. We included only the 10 most prominent modes in the
simulation.

Solving the wave equation for an ideal string clamped at its ends yields
normal modes, the frequencies of which are integer multiples of the funda-
mentaL The parameters of the resonators for the next sound are based on
this idea. The resulting sound is that of a plucked, tightly strung string,
without a resonating chamber.
We generated the last sound in this sample using our dynamic model for

blown instruments. The object is a brass pipe measuring approximately 0.5
inches in diameter and 6 inches in length. The pipe is sounded by covering
one end and blowing across the other.

59. Musical inflection on the marimba: Dynamics. phrasing, articulation,
and timbral expression are crucial to interesting musical performances.
Our synthesis models include controls for a variety of attacks and timbres.
Tn particular, coefficients in the attack section of our struck-instrument
model permit the simulation of the effect ofa variety of mallets and striking
forces. In real marimbas, and in other struck instruments, a more forceful
strike generates not only a louder but also a brighter sound-any realistic
simulation must include this effect. In the first example, an excerpt from
Gershwin's Porgy and Bess is played on our marimba with no accent in-
formation. In the second example, the same excerpt is repeated, but tbis
time with the velocity information from the keyboard controlling coeffi-
cients in the attack section of the model. This example demonstrates how
the control adds musical inflection. The third example repeats the same
excerpt with the coefficients in the attack section of the model modified to
simulate the effect of a softer mallet, such as a yarn-wrapped mallet.
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60. Articulation on the recorder: In wind instruments, as in struck instru-
ments, articulation is important. In wind instruments, the playing force
controls not only the volume of the sound but also its brightness. This
sample demonstrates the blown-instrument model played with a variety of
blowing forces and articulations. In our model, the blowing force is con-
trolled by the velocity of a keypress. A slowly pressed key generates a soft
pure tone; a quickly pressed key corresponds to a larger blowing force, and
hence to a louder, harsher sound.
61. Excerpt from Bach's Brandenburg Concerto, on flute: This sample
further demonstrates the level of musical inflection possible with our
blown-instrument model. Also, we have made a variation in the parameters
of the mouthpiece section. This variation models the effect of the player
changing embouchure, thus achieving a richer tone, that contains a greater
proportion of even-numbered harmonics.
62. Overblowing the flute: Overblowing in flutes and other blown instru-
ments (or soda bottles) is the process of exciting stable oscillations of a
normal mode other than the fundamental one. This effect may be desired,
as in playing the high register on the flute, or may simply be the result of
improper technique. Overblowing results from increasing the blowing
force or modifying the embouchure. At times, a flute will overblow for a
short instant at the beginning of a note, then will jump to the fundamental
mode. Our electronic simulation of a flutelike instrument demonstrates
overblowing that is a direct consequence of the relation of this model to a
physical instrument. In this sample, we generated all notes without chang-
ing any control parameters in the instrument except the loop gain, which is,
in effect, the blowing force.
63. Multiple bell strikes: In this sample, a simulated large bell is struck
repetitively. Several effects not usually heard with other synthesis tech-
niques are evident. After the first strike, each additional strike adds energy
to the already sounding bell. In our model, there is no limitation that
requires the previous "note" to be stopped when a new one is started;
therefore, the effects of many strikes are present at once. The bell responds
to the repetitive inputs by sounding at a variety of time scales-from the
high frequencies of the striker itself to the low-frequency "drone" tone that
develops through the course of the sample.

64. ICD Waltz: Relax and enjoy!

413
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Chapter II (Risset)

65. Shepard's original pitch paradox: This example was made by copy-
ing a tape loop; hence it can last as long as desired. The loop contains
twelve pairs of tones. The perception is that the pitch of each tone is equal
to, or greater than, that of its predecessor. Actually every 24th tone is
identical.
66. Knowlton's rhythm paradox: This example is also made by coping a
tape loop. The speed of a somewhat irregular series of pulses seems always
to increase. Actually, the pulses are repeated about every 20 sec.

67. Risser's paradoxical sound: This example, lasting 40 sec, presents a
sound with paradoxical features. The pitch glides down the scale, yet it
becomes gradually shriller, and it ends much higher than where it started.
The sound is scanned by a pulse that constantly slows down, yet that is
much faster at the end than at the beginning. Finally this sound, played
in stereo, should also give the illusion of rotating in space. These are
only instances of the effects that can be obtained by exploiting both the
precision of computer synthesis and the specificities of auditory percep-
tion. I have used this sound in the third movement of my piece "Moments
newtoniens" [5].

Chapter 12 (Risset)

68. Three approximations to a bell sound:

a. All frequency components decay synchronously.
b. Different frequency components decay at different rates. The high-
er the frequency of the component, the faster it decays.
c. Decay rates are the same as in (b), but the two lowest partials are
split into two components to produce a beating effect.

69. Tone derived from a bell timbre by modifying envelopes: The frequen-
cies and the durations are as in the third bell approximation but this time
the envelope (i.e., the amplitude as a function of time) is changed to a
nonpercussive envelope. The buildup of each component now takes a
quarter of the duration instead of3 msec, as in tones I~3. Hence the various
components reach their peak amplitude at different times; thus, just as
white light can be separated into its colored components by a prism, the
tone components can be heard building up in succession out of a fluid
texture, instead of fusing into a single percussive tone.
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70. Inharmonic tones and transformations in a musical context: This
example is in two parts. The first part consists of inharmonic tones synthe-
sized according to the process exemplified by the third tone of the simple
example above: it evokes music played on gongs and bells.
The second part consists of exactly the same components-the same

frequencies and same durations-as the first part, except that the envelope
has been changed to a nonpercussive envelope, as in tone 2 in the example
above. Hence the belllike tones are changed into fluid textures-while they
retain the same underlying harmonic pattern. The passage from the first
part to the second part thus involves an intimate transformation that
keeps the harmonic content invariant but changes the curve that deter-
mines the time behavior of the components. In the first part the listener
tends to perceive individual objects-"bells"-whereas in the second part
the fusion of partials into individual objects is hindered by the asynchro-
nous envelopes, which helps one hear out the partials in succession. This
kind of transformation was used extensively in my piece "Inharmonique."

Chapter 13 (Mathews and Pierce)
71. The scale, the major chord, the minor chord, a harmonized scale.

72. Minuet by Alyson Reeves ..'"

73. Canon 4 by Alyson Reeves . ./

74. Eros Ex Machina by Jon Appleton.

Chapter 14 (Pierce)

75. Two-component scale: A just scale played by two sinusoids separated
by 220 Hz. The successive pitches of the lower sinusoid go from 220 Hz, the
A below middle C, to 440 Hz, the A above middle C, as shown by the lower
pair of dots in figure 14.4. After the end of the scale, the initial note of the
scale is played, followed by the final note.
76. Three-component scale: The same as the Ist example, but a third
sinusoid 220 Hz above the topmost sinusoid of this example has been
added, as shown in figure 14.4.
77. TOP-All tones: In these 4 pairs of tones, all sinusoidal components are
successive harmonics of 220 Hz. In ALL, harmonics 1-6 are present with
equal intensities. In TOP2, only the top 2 harmonics are present; in TOP3
only the top 3 harmonics are present; and so on. As shown in figure 14.5,

the 4 pairs presented are

4t5
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TOP2, ALL,
TOP3, ALL,
TOP4, ALL,
TOP5, ALL.

78. ALL-TOP scales: A whole-tone scale descending from 880 Hz (an
octave above the A above middle C) to 55 Hz, a descent of 4 octaves.

As in the 3rd example above, and as shown in figure 14.6, the tones in
the scale alternate between ALL and a TOP. The succession of pairs is the
same as the 3rd example above.
79. Differences tune I: The difference frequency of a pair of sinusoids
around 2,000 Hz is use to playa tune at a low level. The frequency
difference lies in a range from the A below middle C to the A above middle
C.
Then the same thing is repeated at a level 20 dB higher. Turning and

moving the head enhances the effect of hearing the high-level difference
tone "inside the head" or "inside an ear."

80. Harmonics tune I:The same tune as in the 5th example, but played by
the tenth and eleventh harmonics of transposed notes of the tune, harmon-
ics that lie around 2,000 Hz. Repeated at high level.

81. Scale difference tune II:Another tune played as the difference frequen-
cy of two sinusoidal tones in a range around 2,000 Hz: at a low level, and
at a level 20 dB higher. In this case the upper of the two sinusoids goes up
and down a scale, and the frequency of the lower tone is lower than that of
the upper tone by the frequency of the melody. Repeated high.

Chapter 15 (Chafe)

The first four synthesis examples were completed in 1988 using INTERLISP-
D software with array processor support. For simplicity, several limita-
tions were imposed: only a single bow point was computed (as though the
bow had one hair), bow changes did not invert waveform phase, and no
body transfer function was used (just the raw string vibration was output,
slightly reverberated). The last example, completed at IRCAM in 1984, was
computed with an FPS-IOO array processor under control of the FORMES
version of the software.

82. Tuning up: Simulating a cello soloist, this example is a good test for the
entire system. Any "off-by-one" programming error and it will not tune up.
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83. Fiddle tune: A country fiddle tune is played in the cello register.
The score was taken from a transcription of the tune "Wrassled with a
Wildcat," in scordatura (with strings tuned A-E-A-E).

84. Repeated tones with dynamic and position changes: A diad is played
on two strings with changing dynamic level and contact position of the
bow.
85. Articulations: Several synthesized bowed articulations are compared:

I. "novice": a squeaky stroke resulting from an imbalance of bow
speed versus pressure;
2. marcato: an accented bow change;
3. loure: a lightly accented legoto;
4. marque: a heavily accented legato;
5. martele: a separated, accented stroke (detachei;
6. spiccato: a lifted bow stroke;
7. lance: a softer sptcccuo;
8. porte: soft attack, with a delayed accent;
9. "impossible porte": porte with an abrupt midstroke accent.

86. Automatically improvised hot jazz: The player system was hooked up
to the output of a melody improvisation algorithm. Using a set of rules
designed by Andre Hodeir, the algorithm created a violin line to fit a set of
chord changes that were given as input. The guitar accompaniment uses the
same synthesis model as the violin.

Chapter 18 (Dannenberg)

87. Accompaniment demonstration: The sound example illustrates a com-
puter accompaniment program dealing with a range of problems in real
time. The score given to the computer is a literal transcription of "Green-
sleeves," with no information about how the performance will proceed. Any
deviation of the solo (trumpet) part from a strict metronomelike interpreta-
tion requires real-time adaptation by the program. The song has a repeated
AA'BB' form and each repetition has a total of 2 measures in 3/4 time.
The first 32 measures are played in fairly strict time (but notice the

delayed entrance at measure 17). The second 32 measures illustrate extreme
tempo variations. When the tempo slows down, the accompanist repeated-
ly runs ahead until the next note is played by the trumpet. At this point, the
accompanist realizes it is ahead and backs up. The accompanist persists in
running ahead, trying to resist the tempo change, but eventually adapts to

417
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the slower tempo. The balance between persistence and willing adaptation
is an adjustable parameter. When the trumpet speeds up, the accompanist
will hear trumpet notes long before they are expected, and responds by
jumping ahead in the score. Jumping ahead usually sounds much better
than backing up, so the accompanist seems to deal better with speeding up
than with slowing down, even though the program does not differentiate

between the two.
The last 16measures illustrate the effectiveness of the matcher. Although

the expected solo is exactly the one played in the first t 6 measures, the
performed solo deviates with many added pitches and altered rhythms.
Since the accompanist is not a composer, it does the best it can to follow the
underlying melody and pace its accompaniment accordingly. The purpose
of this section is to illustrate that the system can cope with performance
errors. The accompanist is not intended to deal with ornamentation or
improvisation.
On hearing demonstrations like this one, many listeners get the impression

that the accompanist cannot deal very well with tempo changes, but this is
not true. In a performance (as opposed to demonstration) situation, all
planned tempo changes are encoded into the score by notating them or by
recording an exemplary performance. Then the accompanist expects the
tempo change and makes it instantly. Adaptation is only necessary to
correct for discrepancies between the anticipated tempo change and the one
actually made by the performer, so the musical result is far superior to the
given sound example.
The accompaniment software for this example was written by Roger B.

Dannenberg and Joshua Bloch, and the interface was implemented by
Ralph E. Bellofatto for Cherry Lane Technologies. The program runs on a
Commodore Amiga computer, which is based on a Motorola 68000 pro-
cessor. The trumpet is interfaced to the Amiga using a mouthpiece-
mounted pressure transducer by Barcus-Berry, which is connected through
a microphone preamp to an IVL Pitchrider, a pitch follower with MIDI
output. A MIDI interface for the Amiga completes the string of input
processors and provides a MIDI output as well. The accompaniment
sounds were synthesized by a Yamaha DX? The pressure transducer was
used only for the trumpet-to-computer interface, and an ordinary micro-
phone was used for the recording. The sound example was made in real
time with no post production editing at Audiornation, with recording
engineering by Gregg Vizza and digital recording by Graham Grubb.
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88. Composed improvisation: The piece Jimmy Durante Boulevard was
started in July 1986 in Pittsburgh, and a first version was ready by the end
of July. The current version was completed in the three next months
through electronic mail between San Diego, Paris, and Pittsburgh. It makes
use of CMU and CARL MIDI software, and uses the Moxc scheduler
written by Dannenberg and modified by Chabot. The piece was premiered
at STEIM, Amsterdam, in October 1986.
The piece aims at a concept called "composed improvisation." Ideally, in

composed improvisation, the computer is in charge of the long-term (com-
positional) decisions, while the live performers are in charge of the local
aspects of the performance. But there must be a relationship between the
long-term and short-term aspects of a composition. Therefore, the instru-
mentalists also provide the material with which the computer "composes."
The individual sound of each performing group is theoretically taken into
account by the processes. The nature of the compositional algorithm,
however, participates in the sound of the piece; this algorithm is similar to
the traditional participation of the composer.
In Jimmy Durante Boulevard, the concept of composed improvisation is

implemented in the following manner. The compositional algorithm uses
two sorts of musical material, MATI and MAT2. MATI (in this perfor-
mance assigned to the trumpet) is melodic in essence. The trumpet melody
is recorded and cut and these "cuts" are reshuffled. The reshuffling follows
predetermined permutation patterns and the durations of the cuts follow
geometric series of variable ratio. MA T2 (in this case assigned to the
keyboard) is harmonic in essence. It consists ofa series of chords that can
be set in advance and/or modified as the performance goes on. As the piece
progresses, MATI is multiplied (in Boulez's sense) by MAT2. Different
levels of structure are created: "parts," "phrases," and finally "cuts." A
"structure" is a synthesized sequence that contains N (from I to 10) parts
separated by silences. Each part is composed of N2 (from I to 7) phrases
themselves composed of N3 cuts. The time layering of these levels along
the geometric series and the harmonic progression of the chords do provide
a directionality with or against which the live performers play. This com-
positional algorithm is applied to two independent voices.
The performers can react, of course. The trumpet can "record" a new

material: the length of the recorded material directly affects the length of
the computed musical structure; the trumpet has a direct action on the
density and the general pitch content. The keyboard can play new harmon-
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ic material: a chord analysis method devised by Julio Estrada is applied to
the keyboard input and is used to transpose the cuts. Textures that appear
often will replace already existing ones. Two simultaneous melodic anal-
yses are performed on the flute data: "contour" and "concavity" analysis.
The results of these analyses are used to compute the amount of percussive
sounds ("timpanilike" and "kotolike") to be put in the computer part,
otherwise using a "pianolike" sound designed for the DX7 by Mark Burnel
at the Carnegie-Mellon Computer Music Studio. The triggerlike character-
istics of M [Dr made us prefer keyboard-type sounds. The piece, as it is,
needs a computer keyboard operator in charge of starting new structures
with given geometric series characteristics.

Technical realization: Center for Art and Technology (Carnegie-Mellon
University) and Center for Music Experiment (University of California,
San Diego).
Performers: Roger Dannenberg, trumpet; Xavier Chabot, flute: Georges
Bloch, keyboard and operator.

Recording Assistant: Robert Willey.
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